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Combustion of powdered metals in active

media. Pokhil, P. F., Belyayev, A. F.,
Frolov, Yu. V., Logachev, V. S., Korotkov,

A. I., "Nauka" ["Science"], 1972, 294 pages.

..-This book deals with the subject of
impovtant contemporary problems in'igniting
and ourning such metals as aluminum, beryl-
lium, magnesium, boron, lithium and others
which are widely used in the new technology,
They make it possible, fo: example, -to
considerably improve the physical and chem-
ical characteristics of rocket propellants.
Extensive experimental arid theoretical
material obtained by Soviet and foreign
authors durLxn the last 10-15 years is
presented and &eneralized. Contemporary
research methods and the basic rules of
metal ignition and burning are also discussed.
We also deal with the effect of metal addi-
tives on physical and energy parameters of
powders and explosives.

The book is intended for scientific

technicians and engineers working in the
field of combustion and also for the use
of students specializing in this field

TabJes 51. Illustrations 148.

Referenc(.s 356.

Editor-in-chief
Academician M. A. Sadovskiy
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?REFACE

The use of powdered metals in active and corrosive media,

which are encountered in the new technology, has stimulated the

investigation of the characteristic peculiarities and regularities

found in the ignition and self-ignition of metal particles under

conditions of industrial production, exploitation, and storage.

Along with this, in the last two decades, in connection with

the t-remendous development of rocket technology and astronautics,

there has appeared a no less interesting and important trend

toward using light metals - additives of high-onergy metals in

developing highly effective rocket propellants with a higher 6pe-

cific impulse and improved physical and chemical characteristics.

The use of light metals and their compounds for fuels in

liquid rocket engines was first discussed by the Suviet scientists

Yu. V. Kondratyuk and F. A. Tsander.

At the present time such metals as aluminum, boron, and

magnesium are some of the basic components of solid rocket

*: propellants and pyrotechnical compositions.

However, the use of metal-containing propellants has

complicated the process of burning in combastion chambers and

* has lead to the appearance of a unique and, at the same time,

" FTD-MT-24-551-73 viii
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widespread type of burning - heterogeneous burning of condensed

particles in an active high-temperature flow.

In connection with this, the problem has been posed

concerning a detailed comprehensive study of the ignition and

burning mechanism of powdered metals in high-temperature ox1dized

media and the combustion products of heterogeneous condensed

systems and powders. This has stimulated scientifia resear-.h

covering a wide range of problems touching upon the basic

regularities in the ignition and burning processes and the use

of metals (aluminum, magnesium, boron. etc.) and metallized

propellants. However, in spite of the increasing interest in

this problem, which has become considerably complex at the present

time, the concepts cannot be considered completely established.

This book is a first attempt to unite and systematize

the results of many years of work by the authors in this direction

and also the results of studies of Soviet and foreign scientists.

These include the works of V. A. Fedoseyev, L. A. Klyachko,

M. A. Gurevich, Ye. S. Ozerov, R. Friedman, A. Macek, T. Brzustowski,

I. Glassman, and D. Kuehl.

Chapters I and II deal with the basic properties of metals

which are most widely used or promising from the point of view

of use in rocketry and the contemporary methods of studying

processes of metal ignition and burning. Also examined are

methods of recording burning time and the nature of the induction

of individual particles, methods of sampling and analyzing the

combustion products of metals, and methods of processing the

results.

Chapter III deals with a study of the basic rules of ignition

for metal particles in an active, oxidized medium. The close

relationship between the nature of induction and the parameters

of the ambient medium, as well as the properties of the metal,

is shown.

FTD-MT-24-551-73 ix
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Chapter IV poeent, extnsive data on the burning of highs.
energy metaa in otiv g a media nd the ooibuation praduot#
or solid propellants, Dganed on an Analyis of experimental and

,heoreioa m ,orlb, the physioal pi.oture ot metal particle
oombustion is given.

Chapter V exumnee the phenomenon of ergmnt (&ZjlomerA-
tion) of partilq of rinely dispersed powdered metals on t *

burnin b urtraoe of powdera und h~terganeous condenaed aystema.

The basio regular,iez of this phenomenon are t vood and a

posuible mehaniam of 4gglomeration is proposed.

The et'fect of' additivem of powdered metale on basia phL-I.oul

and energy parameters of the burning of powders and mixed systems

is discussed in Chapters VI and V11. Tho effeQt of the dlsperaity,

concentration, and properties of the metallic ingredient on
combustion rate,. its dependence on pressuroe, speoifo impulse, and
the completeness of the combustion of mixed systems on a base of
organio fuel and oxidizer is studied, Also examined are tho
peculiarities of metal behavior in the initial oombustion stage

of ballistic and mixed powders.

Chapter VIII briefly discusses the effect of addi+..ves of
powdered metal on the basic detonation parameters of ai explosive.

The authors hope that this book will be a'useful aid to
enginee.rs, technicians, and students specializing In the physibs .

of combustion and explosion..,.. "

I 5
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CHAPTER I

PROPERTIES OF METALS

In evri latig aubatanQea whop*e use aa propolinta ',,, most

I probable, the motQt important oharacteristios are th quiantity
of heat reaived asi a result or uhemioal reaction, the terperature

of the fNume, and also the nature of the combustion produetv

t ainee the opealfic impulne of the ensine (lependv on the momentum

of the flow of exhaust gas, The heat releced during the

oombustlon Qf the propellant Is the measure of the greaetat

energy which cQan be imparted to the worIing medium, The achievement

* of high temperatures and h4igh momentum depends on tThe quantity of

heat released in an exothermnl reaction, aa well as the thermal

c ' stability of the combustilon products.

1'Figare 1 (l] presents the dependence of the speoit' o impule.

on' the heat content of the burning Sasesa speoific heat capacity

is taken as the parameter. The curves are plotted for a pressure

in the chamber of 22 atmn the pressure on a section of the Lava1l

nozzlo is equal to atmospheric pressure. The molecular weight

of the combustion products must be as little as poisible. The

necessity for a low molecular weight is brought ab, ut by the fact -,

that although the specific impulse depends only on the velocity of
the molecules, temperature however is proportional to the mass of

the molecules multiplied by the square of velocity. Therefore,

FTD.-MTw2551-731
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*t liwn' PU1404if It~ the M01OeiUl weight In tdoublod

tho so ompamttin =doubba r

M v~iag 1, Doenos of apoiria impulne

•0 Nn ) on the Ma&t aontet or burni

M/t nKr'p. (a A10 1oeg

________ KitaA/mr

Thube the beat ropealant Por a roak t a the one, hd~ri g

whose ombustion guava are hornid with low spoid heat oapaity,

h igh hit ol' formation, and low mQ1W~lt1VU' weight. Theat lo'unm-
stanoen limit the seoction of' propellants onl1y to those which
Qoaltin 4toma with low 4tomio wNight. Thu, at oidizers, It

iv beat to select fluorine and oxygen and as exueo - hydrogen,

loihium) beryllium, borQn* oarbont oodB u, l naneAium, aluminum,

and silion.

In order that poiric heat oapaclty b, suttoently lows

diatomic combustion products should be preferred over polyatomic

gase. Therefore, Ifs 101$ h t lueN s Set MgO, o0 01i a eld NO

will be more effective during sentroxpio expAotsaoii than more

Qon1ple , noxlu , iuuho, Hnu LBna yttri , ,
higes twtb orA~P 3or1 2Ottavot

The use of some metals as fuel is onero connented V
with ther high combustion heat valeIs. The following 15 el o.ents,

give the greatest amount of heat during combustion from both air

oxygen and oxidizer oxygon; met~ls -lithium# beryllIin - 1

m.gneaiums oalciun, aluminuM, titanium, ,ir.,nium. yttrium,

vahadum, sandij nonrtal .hy.ro.en. boron# carbon,$ silicon, .

11. , and IV have the hih t h.At of' combustion (2, 31.

FTD-MT-24r...5..,73 -
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Table 1. 1141111010 vtduee1 tkQi, 11ht of' ootobue-

i on
NIIthI t, *Fd. III, Al, O ,A 1,jj i o

To ovaliiato the~ pns4ibiltty of using mietals an tho fuel Jn
4 propollant, we can uae the following quantitiest Q the hoat

ol.@eod during ombuaston of one graim of the element; %, the
amount of heat roleaned during the formation of one gram of oxide;
And Q34 the amouant of heat obtained front diviliig the griom-
moloulap' heat of forniation of oxide Ali by the number of atoms

in the oxide molecule. Q in oaloulared by divIding the gr.am-

molecular heat of formation of oxide 4H by quantity nA.

,,vt (1.1).

where A is the atomic weight; n is the numbe of atom of the

element in the oxide molecule.

The quantity of heat Q can serve as the mo'sure of naloricity

of the fuel (metal) under the condition that its combustion is

due to the oxygen of' air (F~ig. 2). The quantity of' heat can
F be, to some extent, the e'ffeotivdness standard of the combustion

of the metal in the propellant compositi6n due to the oxygen of'
the oxidizer (Fig. 3). The quantity of heat Q enables us to
judge) to a certain extent, the burning temperature of the element
sine, in the first approximation, the burning temperature is

proportional to the quantity of heat which occurs in 1 g-atom,

i.e., is proportional to Q3 ' Metals such as zirconium, beryllium,

aluminum, magnesium, and calciud give the highest temperature.

during burning in oxygen (p = 1 atm), as is apparent from Fig. I.

" TD-MT-24-551-73 3
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On the brsia of the above data, we can conclude that the

best elementa for uve As fuels are hydrogen,. lithiAn, beryllium,.

and boron. After these elements are mekgnaium, aluminum, silicon,

and calcium. All these Ptlontnts form a rather compact group in'

a relatively narrow region of the periodic system of elements,

At the present time, only aluminum and magnesium are wid.*1Y used.

Along with the caloricity of the metal,' related t6 unit

weight3 the quiantl ty of heat released in the burnirng of a unit

volume of fuel (metal) Q4 (kcal/cm3 ) is, in many cases, of

oonsider&ble importance. Hence in rocket engines not only the

quantity of heat per unit weight of propellant but also the
volume oct,"d ', y the propellant is important. As shown by

Leonard [ij, the final velocity of the rocket can be increased

by using propellant with variable density and heat of combustion.
At the beginning of burning, mixtures of propellents with high

density should be used, and at the end, combinations of propellants

with high heating capacity. From Fig. 5 it is apparent that with
respect to per-volume caloricity, boron is at the top of the list,

while such metals as zinc, molybdenum, thorium, and tungsten have

per-volume caloricity comparable to aluminum and considerably

higher than mainesium.

Table 2 presents the physical and chemical properties of

metals and their oxides, which are presentiy used as fuel in

solid propellants. Table 3, for comparison,. contains similar

.4ata for several.fluorides [I].,

Compounds of elements presented in Tables 2. and 3 are

distributed in the order of increasing atomic weipht. AA. is seen ..

.:ienceor h metals will arbitrarily include boron, silicon,
and other metalloids which can b included in the composition of
a propellant.

" N"i ""
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V3V

*-from the tables,, th al ,or the, heAt, of cornppund f ormatlon
usually deoreais6 with an. i r). creas e in. & tomi&,we~ilht.

Physi'Cu,1 and che"ixwcLal prope6rties, oT.
sevralinorganic fluoride's. -

.1 Ch1i ItA V~c~1 , I *'i. rt 14eat6C 1 eit of

kir t 1~ .v~ aalg 61g io~.eal/mole

84 SO Lbi - Sub . 71,72~'

47 . 780 (1 3w) (I 30i) (850) (227)
Q _27 -lWi 7,0 1), 27S,5

20j 870 1676 - 9A! 1060 -146,3.

M. . 62 12/a6 22/10 221 1050) 26,
. CoF I - 1 1095 17:33 :r 34 6. 7,

1674 151')1:~) 87 - 230,0:13(11) 40 1,
In comparing the effective heat of compound formation,

we see that for certain elements at the beginning of the tables

the corresponding values for oxides are approximately equal to

the values for fluoride compounds. In contrast to this, for
elements with high atomic weight, fluorine is preferable over

* -oxygen as an oxidizer.

-1If, however, we set up similar tables for sulfides, -selenides,

tellurides, chlorides, bromides, and iodides, it will be apparent

- tat orthem -the heat of formation is considerably lower than

for a corresponding fluoride compound. In a compound with heavier

elements this ratio is approximately half. All other oxidizers

give values less than chlorine. Although the density of heavier

* oxidizers and their compounds is somewhat greater than the

density of oxygen and fluorine, this does not compensate for the

difference of values in the heat of compound formation. Hence

it follows that for propellants containing elements with low

atomic weight the oxidizer must be rich in oxygen and fluorine.

For elements with high atomic weight we can use only those

oxidizers which are rich in fluorine.



As we know from literature [1!', 4, 5], oxygen is. far from

the best oxidizer; the best oxidizers are fluorine monoxide,
fluorine, nitrogen trifluoride, ozone and oxygen,

The best fuels, as noted above, are hydrogen, lithium,

beryllium, and boron. After them, are aluminum, magnesium,

and calcium.

Boron hydrides,. liquid lithium, and hydrazine can obviously

be considered the most effective liquid .fuel. Combinations of

propellants characterized by significantly greater density and

giving the greatest exhaust velocity are fluorine monoxide in

a mixture with beryllium and hydrazine or with boron hydrides.

The high values of propellant performance, which, in

principle, can be obtained using metals as fuels, also have

negative consequences. The high heat of formation for combustion

products of metals during an exothermal reaction indicates that

these products must exist in condensed phase in the form of

extremely stable compounds.

As established by Gerstein and Coffin [6'j, the evaporation

of solid propellants and, particularly, metals before the burning

process can be disregarded in many cases. For this reason, the

first stages of the reactions leading to ignition will depend on

the mechanism and weight of surface reaction. The vapor pressure

of various metals and their oxides is presented in Fig. 6.

Many works on the oxidation of metals have been performed

at low temperatures. Gulbransen and colleagues [7] studied the

growth of oxide films of aluminum, beryllium, tungsten, magnesium,

titanium, zirconium, and iron at low pressures and temperatures

below ignition temperature. Teresh [8] studied the oxidation of

aluminum, magnesium, beryllium, and nickel in an atmosphere of

8
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air and oxygen near ignition temperature at atmospheric pressure.

On the basis of these works., we can generalize conclusions

relative to the effect of' temperature on the oxidation of metals.

The dependence of the oxide formation rate constant on temperature

is exponential and conforms, within the range of experimental

error, to either the Arrhenius equation:

Kr... A oxpf RI), (1.2)

or the theory of transient state:

ftl~wtx -"



Y- (1,3)

where C = a exp (AS/R.).

Several values for activation energy and the temperature

range within which they:are valid are presented in Table 4

[7, 9-113.

Table 14. Activation energy of several metals.', |Act{ vationMetal .r0 jeficgtion,[Metal T,'("

At 3150-175 22Z'L 'O- 2
Ile 350-950I 50. 3 CG ,l- l: |.

Ti h-600 26,0

The intensity of the course of the reactions on the surface

of metal particles, to a considerable degree, depends on the

properties of the oxide layer which is formed during oxidation.

According to the rule of Pilling and Bedworth [12, 13],

if the volume of the oxide being formed is less than the volume

of the metal from which this oxide is formed, the oxide film has

a loose cell structure and cannot reliably protect the metal

from further oxidation. If, however, the volume of the oxide

exceeds the volume of the metal, then a protective layer is formed

which hinders the process oL metal oxidation under the condition

that the boiling temperature of the oxide is sufficiently high.

The coefficient 3 of Pilling and Bedworth is calculated from

the formula

(1.4

where M is the molecular weight of,the oxide; p is the density
of the oxide; pM is the density of the metal; A is the atomic

weight of the metal; n is the atomic number of the metal in the

oxide molecule.

10 /
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Table 5 presents the values of 0 for various metals. As is

apparent from Table 5, for light metals - alkali metals, alkali-

earth metals, and magnesium- 0 < 1, while for heavy metals and

aluminum 0 > 1.

Table 5. Ratio 0 of oxide volume to metal
volume.'

Oxide A~ fOxide( Oxd 1A__
1,L.O o, 5R - ,rOy - 56___ ZOt

1.i 0,83 VO 1.51 CI() 1 ,21
0,55 V Oa I ,82 A1201 (2) 1

I M (h 0,6~7 A~. ;,0 A1203 ,)

K1 .O 0,45 ('203 2,07 ShO, 1 ,3-2
*KO 0,73 Cr0 .5,1 PhO 1,31

MeO I (r-8 W O 2,08 11130 1,
Ig0 (, 81'V a ,3,:3 MnO ,71

00 A. Fo.03 2,1 AinaO 2,15
3 i J G .4 CuO t I IJ.O 2, 41)

1'iO 1,20 Cuo ,t72

'Data concerning the volume ratio are pre-
sented for 201C. For other temperatures
tabular data must be corrected, which is
easy to do if we know the value of the
coefficient of thermal expansion.

As Pilling and Bedworth have found, the value of a determines

the behavior of metals during high-temperature corrosion: ifi < 1, the metal corrodes easily and rapidly. Obviously, the low

value of $ for magnesium, alkali metals, and alkali-earth metals

is one of the reasopr for their high burning rate.

At very high value- for 6 the oxide layer obtains consider-

* able internal stresses, cracks, and loses its protective

propett es; therefore, layers in which 0 does not greatly exceed

one have the highest protective properties [14]. This includes

aluminum to the fullest extent.

The basic characteristic of, compound ability, which serves

as a measure of the energy of the interatomic bond, is the

isobaric thermodyanmic potential or the free energy of their

formation, defined by the Hibbs-Helmhold equation:

-. 11-..
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However, more complete data are available on the heats of

formation, which differ comparatively little from the values of

free energy. Therefore, it is natural in comparing the strength

of the chemical. bond of compounds to use data on the standard

heats of their formation [1.5- *] [Translator's Note: This number

is illegible in the original docpment].

The thermochemical constants for inorganic compounds are

the largest fundamental quantitative characteristics since the

heat and free energy of the formation of oxides, fluorides,

chlorides, and other metal. compounds are the foundation for

calculating burning processes. The corresponding periodic carve

for oxides is presented in Fig. 7. Heat of formation is referred

to one atom of oxygen, i.e., for the convenience of comparison

it is calculated for one bond. As is apparent from Fig. 7, the

heat of formation of metals widely used as additives to propellants

lies in the upper portion of the curve. The maximum heats of

formation are those for the oxides of alkali-earth metals BeO,

CaO, MgO.

150 MqfJO .?O0 , La o0 P 103 Lu2O1 AcO,
6 O A i S r,5A 0 ' 0 h o ? A m t O ,

NpOO

PI~i ePD
ao 0 80 NFig, 7. Heat of oxide formation for elementswith atomic number N, referred to one atom

" l! i of oxygen. .
, ,Designation; KHa3J/onb.aToM kcal/mole 'atom.

S1K ,12

!!(,',4, .xw, 
.. - .. :: .' : .n:. 
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However*, more complete data are available on the heato of

formation, which differ comparatively little from the values o±'

free energy. Therefore, it is natural in comparinn, the stret-igth
of the chemical bond of compounds to use data on the standard

heats of their formatiLon [1.5- *1 [Translator's Note: This number'
is illegible in the original do cl.4rentj

The thermochemical constants for inorganic compounds are

the largest fundamental quantitative characteristics since the
heat and free energy of'the formation of oxides, fluorides,
chlor~ides, and other metal c;ompounds are the foundation for

calculating burning processes. The corresponding periodic curve
for oxideEs is presented in Fig. 7. Heat of formation is referred

to one atom of oxygen, i.e., for the convenience of comparison

it is calculated for one bond. As is apparent from Fig. 7, the

heat of formation of metals widely u,,ed as additives to propellants

lies in the upper portion of the curve. The maximum heats of'

* formation -are those for the oxides of alkajli-earth metals BeO,

* CaO, MgO.

10 MQO V203 YO ioO 3P to,~ AcO 1

A12 0, Smio 010, Nh~ mo,
/? 0 23 T z

rao NP02

40 RuOn Cd Ca 0 Mb05U

80 V0 4 0 60 8.j

121

RuI,
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i {i W shoul note that al l oi l l mntsl to r hinht heut t ula i Ul
p~o intson a h u v o ,ze p n r ond in he hirman

the~ls posi e n c.onnpe r otion et ee the poslt p o eul d h

00 1

I I

0 ko 0 60 $0 N

Fi g 8. Hoat of' fluovide formation
for elemeonts with atomic number Ne
referred to one atom of fluorine.

We should not that all. six elements to which the maximum

points on the curve correspond are found in th third and

fourth groups of the periodic system of elements. This indicates
the possible connection between the positior occupied by the

element in the periodic system and its propertites -k a rocoket

propellant.

Since shells of such high-malting oxides as, Al, 03) MgO. BeO)
which are formed in the process of burning on the surface of
metal particls (or, near it), have a considerable effect on the

burning process itself, it is necessary to examine, in a general

outline, the physical and chemichl properties of these oxides.

The most stable compounds are those which have the maximumnegative value of free energy of thieir formation from elements.

,1 .3
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s~on~v~) .1OW ~t~mii4 t a4X± i of t hui a, 110tan

othoroxids. Uually hig-melin oxdq r tal t h

ert ofvarou atop~irs znby ir niiis anid wit

atmnospheres they, as a rule, are stable uip to the melting point,
With .reduoad atmospheres , as wall as with atmospheres Oontaining

carbon and sulfur', oxides can enter, into a reaotion [19-29..

Alumiinumi oxide la inert with respeot to air, water vapor,

hydrogen, argon, carbon dioxide and monoxide, and nitrogen up

to V100 01C. At higher temperatures aluminum oxide reauto with

water and reducing atmospheres with the fovimatilon of Al 20 [ 19s 203,
Although aluminum oxide is one of' the most stable oxides, it

r'eacts, to a oertain extent, with hydrogen sulfide at highAtemperatures, becoming saturated with sulfur. Al 2 enters into

a reaction with hydrogen fluoride, while at the same timne being
stable with respeot to HC1.
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off'mlp abd O'1001 'or V1-wolFlOi

AThaoklot ta0 k )o artnion [el At 2?10010 ite eaoxie of
rapidly~Qlnl)I toth probne fwae ably a high llteievtor

oontapitng hormng n u~r eylu oxidew nld 1, Zaloi

Beryllium oxidi laau table in air o ydrogen, oarbonoxde

Amooxiee and nirge upoens and suJJX xotint'eraot with 10gQ

rapidly-oonthein mreei ofwater inaparuiox at high temperatures .

AttMpatres bv 1O mgeium oxide is tbe ntrsntoen crbo misonoides

hydmpenaned baoea t9oatmeatr nth re o 70O

Between pure oxides at temperatures niuch lower than. the

melting point of any of the Componets) reactiOn"S with the formia-
tion of liquid eutectics beegin to occur, whichj in a number ofj
cases, will promote the destruction of' the oxide- film, during the.
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As is apparent; f'rom Table 6, in a number of c es, combina-
tions of basio oxides, for example Al03,

2 Mgo orGao) it
aoids, for examplo i are the best in this respect.

MHgh-melting oxides are usually stable in contact with

carbides; however, at sufficiently high temperatures they react

with them. This reaction occurs most easily in a vacuum where,

as a result of the reduction of various compounds, free oxygen

is formed, In contact with graphite, BeO is the most stable of

the oxides in question. Below are presented the temperatures
(CC) for the beginning of the reactions of various oxides with
graphibe in vacuum [30, 31]:

Oxide AI O, W3oO NMgo StOi '1hO1 ZIO.
V, OC 00i0 230 800 1 40U 1950. 1800

The basic thermal properties of oxides at high temperatures

are the following: melting point, coefficient of thermal expansion,

heat capacity, thermal radiating power, and. thermal conductivity.

16
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The ooeffiolent of thermal exp'ison (u), in tho gene'al

oaaeo ie approximately proportional to absolute matiUne; point,

asen in F . _.1 'in the example o±f a nuu#ber' of' oxides and

halogens. Similarly, the heat capacity and the ooefficient of

thermal oxpano.on grow rapidly at low tempgatures, approaohing

a oertain limit or inoreasins very slowly at temperatures above

-Uhe Debye temperature. In this region the heat capacity agrees
" . rather accurately with the law of Dulong and Petit, on the basis

of which it is approximately 6 oal/deg'g-atom. In certain

compounds expansion occurs in one direction of the crystal and
contraction in another, due to which the total expansion during

heating is very little. CCO3, Al2 TiO 5 and a number of lithium

alumosilicates have such properties.

The effect of temperature on the thermal expansion coefficient

and the heat capacity of aluminum oxide is presented in Pig. 12.

Data on thermal conductivity (X) of some oxides in a wide temper-

ature range for various structural forms are presented in Fig. 13.

The difference between a good powdered heat-insulating material,

such as finely pulverized magnesium oxide MgO, and the best heaL

conductor of the BeO oxides is more than four orders in magnitude

C 30-321.

The heat radiating capacity of oxides is an important

characteristic when examining. the burning proces es of' flames.

.,in which there-are condensed particles of,-for example, MgO,

A12 03 , BeO, etc. Detailed studies of the radiating capacity of

many metals and their oxides can be found in various books and'

articles [33-44J.
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A0 -a rule, the amount. of .radiating capacity of poly-crystalline
oxides is generally,: determined by. the quanti:ty"and distribution

o "the .pores, in -them, ..The *-reflection factor of a porous s uace,. .
differs: greatly.,from its value for a smooth surface since the'.

-pores act as scattering centers and their effectiveness, in this

respect,'depends on the dimensions and concentration of the pores..

With high scattering effectiveness (and, consequently, low

" absorption) the reflecting capacity can be very high while the
V radiating capacity is accordingly very low. Pores of larger. . "

dimensions and the presence of impurities can bring about a
significant. increase in radiating capacity.

Reference [11] presents the dependence of integral radiating

capacity of aluminu oxide on temperature (Fig. 14).

,' . Wu +'- '- : - TL-'-&

0o~ ~ -- r T...rq+ 1:

06
'2 1-- -. 3 ---f - - - 15 1 ... r 5__i " I

F Fig. . Dependence.of integral radiating capacity for
a number of oxides on temperature, according to the given
authors. 1 - Petrov [41]; 2 - Olson andMorris [45]; 3 -
Bronlow [45]; 11 - Feri [45]; 5 - Lemmon and Buda [45J.

For two specimens of aluminum oxide different results are

obtained. Petrov [41] explains this difference by the character

of pores and cracks since one specimen had many more cracks; their

number increased after the specimen was ground to a thickness of

2 mm. With respect to radiating capacity, there is much more data

available in the range of comparatively low temperatures for

aluminum oxide than there is for other oxides.

19
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Data from Olson and Morris [45] for two different specimens

of aluminum oxide differ much more than the results obtained by

Petrov (by approximately 0.2).. These authors indicate the brand

of material, but do not present information about it. Patison'S....

results [453 fall between the values of Olson and Mc6ris for

two specimens of aluminumr. oxide.

Figure 14 illustrates the dependence of integral radiating

capacity of magnesiun oxide on temperature. In the range V
i:: i approximately up to 13000K, there is observed a decrease in the

radiating capacity, and then an increase. The maximum disagreement

between the results obtained in reference [41] and the results

of Olson and Morizis [45] is 10%; the disagreement between the

results obtained in [41] and the results from reference [39] is
14%.

Full radiating capacity of BeO is studied in reference [46].

For X = 0.65 pm the spectral emittance at 900-16000 C is approxi-

mately 0.22.

For quantitative evaluations of burning rates and especially

oxidation of metal particles at relatively low temperatures, it

is frequently necessary to know the value of the rates of

diffusion through the oxide shells. At the present time there

are data for a rather large number of alloys, metals and their

oxides.

The temperature dependence of the diffusion rate is defined

by an exponential expression Just as the chemical reaction rate

is defined by the Arrhenius equation

A. . , exp (- Q/lih,

where D0 and Q are constant.
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If the logarithms 'of the coefficients of chemical diff usion

are plotted on a graph as a function of a quantity inverse to

temperature, the inter-relationship~oan be characterized by

two intersecting lines, according to the expression

J),.. Q71'l ) + D"oxp (-Q"IJIT). (I.7)

From this equation it follows that diffusion rL tes at low i"

and, high temperatures are determined by two different mechanisms.

In ionic crystals this can be brought about by the diffusion

of atoms of one sort possessing a different activation energy

than atoms of another sort although their diffusion rates have

approximately the same order of magnitude [47].

An equation in the form of (1.7) car1 also characterize the

situation when the rate of the process at low temperatures is

determined by the rate of diffusion along the intergrain boundaries,

and at high temperatures the rate of diffusion through the grains

themselves. In alloys the transition temperature is comparatively

low; however, in the case of' oxides, which are frequently more

refractory than the metals themselves, diffusion along the inter-

grain boundaries can predominate even at comparatively high

temperatures [48].

The values of the coefficients of diffusion for a number

Y . of oxides are presented in Table 7.

Table 7. Data on diffusion rate of ions in
metals and oxides.

I tal of Dif'fusing Temperature 2' m 6 ,kalgao
compound ement range, 0C 0

iF (T). Fe 955-401 5,8

F (-f) C from -- iO to +800 0,02 21,1
N from -23 to +37 0,03 18,2
Cd 5004500 0,0)35 2t,

At 10 500-03"1 52 39,')
*.Zr o (ion) -1,0- 585 5,2 51,0
V 0 (ion, 70-18) 0,011 29,0

MMO (g ion) 0 '0 0,0t 0),25 70,0
0 (ion) 1J00170 .2,510" 62,-4 17
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Table 7 Cont 'd.
Clo Ca (ion)
CraOa Cr 1000-1350 4. i0: j 100,'

FeOs Fe 9:30-1270 4.101 , 112,0
0 1150-1250 10 146

Cu1O Cu 800-1050 0,12 36,1 .

O - 0,0005 39,3
ZnO Zn 950-1:370 1,3 73,5

O II00-1a3o 6,5.10" 165
A.,03 0 1200-1600 6,3.10-

$  57,6

MhO.. Pb 490-600 Jos 66

§2. Aluminum

Aluminum is crystallized in a face-centered lattice with
V 0

parameter a = 4.04 A; atomic radius 1.43 A. Aluminum does not

have allQtropic modifications. The basic physical properties

of aluminum are presented below:

Atomic weight 26.98

Density, g/cm 3  2.7 (200C)
2.35(10000 C)

T C [Melting point] 660
.C [Boiling point] 2050 (I atm)

Specific heat capacity, cal/g.deg 0.214(200 0)

Latent heat of fusion, cal/g 96

Latent h'.eat of evaporation, cal/g 3050

-Heat conductivity, cal/cm.s'deg 0.503(200C)

Coefficient of linear expansion, 23.8 (20-1000 C)
6 -.110-6 deg .

The modulus of elasticity for aluminum, according to the data
y2from various studies, lies within 6670-7300 kgf/mm2 [49-50]. The

viscosity of melted aluminum, as a function of temperature,

changes from 0.0635 poise at 6700 to 0.01392 poise at 8000C [51).
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The value of the surface tension of aluminum in the range

700-8,20 'C "is 520 dyne/cm [52].

The vp.or pressure of aluminum at various temperatures

(ext,; I ,sed in.. mHg) is as follows: at 0°C, i. 43; at the

L?:eltin.g point, 5.25.10-; and at 18800C, 1 mm Hg. In vacuum

(evacuatiOn l.:.mm Hg) the boiling temperature of aluminum drops

to 160oC C16]..

A" "The electric conductivity of aluminum, as a function of

temperature, changes from 04l89C) to 42.5,04

1"Cm- (+40C). The electric conductivity of aluminum

depends on the degree of purity of the metal and drops with an

increase in impurity content. Thus, if the electric conductivity

of aluminum with a purity of 99.997% is 65.45% of the electric

conductivity of copper, then for aluminum with a purity of

99.5% this figure drops to 62.5%. The specific resistance of

high-purity aluminum at 200C is 2.6201 cm.

In the periodic system of elements aluminum is located below

boron; therefore, itz metallic properties are more strongly

pronounced while it is inferior to boron with respect to chemical

activity.

Aluminum reduces the majority of metal oxites to metal, joins

vigorously with halogens, and at high temperatures with sulfur,

nitrogen, phosphorus, and carbon. Traces of the formation of

aluminum carbide A14C 3 are detected even at 6500C and the reaction

reaches full development at 14000C [28]. Aluminum carbide above

21001C dissociates and the aluminum thus released is capable of

dissolving in carbide, With cooling, this solution decomposes

and there occurs a reverse formation of metallic aluminum In

vacuum, in the range 400-1400 0 C, aluminum carbide is stable and

no changes are dr tected, At 22000C aluminum carbide sublimates

without changing to liquid state. The vapor tension of aluminum
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carbide which is in equilibrium with graphite and aluminum

saturated with graphite is 400 mm Hg at this temperature. The

density of aluminum carbide is 2.36 g/cm 3 , while the heat of

formation with respect to the 4A1 + 3C A14 C3 reaction is 63.2

kcal/mole. At high temperature aluminum carbide is a rather

stable compound but is oxidized by all compounds capable of

giving off oxygen. Therefore, Al 4C3 reduces metal oxides; the

course of the reactions depend on temperature conditions, can be

rather complex and lead either t o a reduction of the oxide to

metal with the formation of aluminum oxide or, from the aluminum

carbide, aluminum can be partially separated in parallel and

give an alloy with reduced metal.

From rather numerous works (including [53, 54]), we know

that the very first film forming on aluminum when air at room

temperature acts on it is amorphous in the sense that its crystal

nature cannot be distinguished by either electron diffraction or

X-ray diffraction. This in no way excludes the possibility of

the existence of very small crystalline formations consisting,

for example, of two Al 03 molecules [54]. Holding aluminum at2 -8
4001C in air or under partial oxygen pressure 10

- mm Jg [55]

enables us to distinguish the crystal nature of the oxide on the

metal-oxide interface. At temperatures above 5000C in air, due

to chaotic generation, there is formed a con',inuous layer of

oxide crystals with a maximum of 0.1-0.2 tim in liameter. As

it appeared, the films forming on the melted aluminum in air

atmosphere are amorphous at 650-7000C, while at 700-7100C

crystalline films of y-AI 2 03 occur [54].

For aluminum oxide Al 203 two crystal modifications are known:

1-A12 0 3 (corundum) with a rhombchedral lattice and y-A1 2 03

(aluminum oxide) which has a cubic face-centered lattice [57].

Lower oxides (monoxide) A1O and A1.0 can also form during the

oxidation of aluminum. The heat oP dissociation for mnnoxide

A10 is -97 kcal/mole.
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The density of Al203 in the form of corundum is 3.96 g/cm 3

and in the form of aluminum oxide is 3.42 g/cm 3 . The average

specific heat capacity of commercial aluminum oxide in the range

20-10000C is defined as equal to 0.301 cal/g [16]. The average

thermal expansion of AIl 0 in the range 20-10001C is taken as

> I8.5.10 deg The heat conductivity of aluminum oxide is0.025 cal/cm-s•deg.

According to a number of determinations from various studies,

the melting point of Al203 can be taken as lying within 2010-2050 °C,

and the latent heat of fusion and evaporation is 58.5 and 115.7

cal/g, respectively [16].

The vapor tension of Al 0 at various temperatures is
2 3

presented below:

T, OC 2360 2490 2580 2980

Vapor tension, mm Hg 6 22 53 760

The heat of formation for Al 0 is 400.5 kcal/mole. The
2 3

change in weight of pure aluminum during its oxidation in an

oxygen atmosphere at temperatures above 35uOC was determined

by Gulbrasen and Wyson [7], Aylmore, Gregg, and Jepson [58].

It was found that the degree to which the studied specimens

were polished and degassed strongly affected the experimental

results. The increase in the amount of absorbed oxygen with

time, observed at temperatures of "4O0OC, is subject to
parobolic law. In the range 450-6000 C the curves Am = f(t)

agree beat with the rules of paralinear oxidation [58]. At

600 0 C the asymptotic character of the oxidation is brought

about by the transformation of the amorphous structure of

AI 2 03 to crystalline, which can be detected by electron diffraction.

.1*
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pueoxygen and ir-a .f ixie y ground, stato. Thlo Vaot 1,s due to

thpres-ence 'in almnm fa dense filvi of' Almpte
impenetrab.' fo - 6-acts; tiu approxiniatet th:Lokneois of' thia film
-is 0,0002 mm; 'Its wkighl; per I nm of aiumLrum eurfaoe iti

appr'oxim~itely 0.1 Mg. IThis thi.n film is a plcoteution againau
the propagat.ton of the : xdation into the depth oP the metal.

At room teiaperal.?lie, aluminum ceaises to oxidlze after

approximate"LY one hour [591. According to Dankov [;i2, 60,jo
when stoxring.aluMahon at room temperature., the oxide 11,111 On

its surface j%ft er seven days reacbes a thickness of 50-100 A.
With dn rvase in stornEz' temperature up to themetn

poieit, 'filim tlknssc rah20 A.

'As a result of' a three-month sitorage or aluminum, an oxide
0)

film' approximately '70 A thick forms on it, wh:!ch,, in the course
of time,; increases at a rate of 0-3 A per mionth. The film on

r'erelted' a2lu~ninum consists of crystal y-Al,,0 3  The same film
* is. formed on aluminum during long heating in the range 400-5000C,

* Wit~h rapid heating, however, up to *a temperature o1' 5000C, an

amorphous film of Al 0 is formed on it and, with heating up to2 3
700'C, a mixture of amorphous Al 03 and y-A1203 is formed.

On electron-diffraction patterns of oxide films, taken from

liquid aluminum and its alloys not containing magnesium, in

addition to the diffraction rings of y-Al 20 3,there are r~ngs

which belong to the structure of metallic alu. inum with t'he

characteristic grain-oriented packing [60]. This phenomenon is

connected with the presence of very fine aluminum dendrites i~n

the uomposition of the oxide film, which is also seen when

examining the structure of the oxide film in an electron microscope

with magnification on the order of 5000-6000.
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TJ OC [Melting Point])28
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'* ri.11 hardnoss1 kgf/nm 97j-u14

Mod~ulus of elastioity, k~f/rnri 29,280-30,000 '
(Qulbransen and iEndrew [?] studied the evaporation of

berylliuii below the melting point. Data from these authors
are expressed by equation

F~rom this equation it follows -that the graph of 16 P as an ivre
function of' temperature doe4 o i~e notic'eabjly froml a,.straigh t,
line.

The evaporation'rate of berylliumi, as noted by Guibranseri,
noticeably decreases when there is an oxide or nitride filI4 onl
the surface of the specimen. With an average oxide filmr thickness

0
of 600 A) vapor presoure decreases by one order,, but when thic1~ness.

0 0

is 5000 A$ it decreases by a faotovc of 60. A nitride film 2000 A1thick reduces evaporation rate by a factor of .4. The effect of

.29.,'
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I~ arru MR10AU on~lI O) Vapora)tiof r"ato .io grater" the~ 1.0oer the
U~mprtt~'oAooovinp to obl irvatiqna~ c'f\ Popir'ov and~

I TiIkhinnldy r6YJ 0the oxid Vtilm t Oe vaLportiorl 1

raeunly -below 110 t'130 110 ini the rage ol' higerteprux

* the f'.ilm **t'o oft' tho zirflaoe and during Suffiolatly loung
tat has3 little ef'(e)t Qii ovaporation rate.

Aaordin(- , to Itolilez [Yl], the kdteflt heat of' sublimationl
1'ux' berylliu is 7b~o''x 10 cal/mole.

A~uer arid 1runiver ( citedl in 1:68 1) have shown that vapor
pr'essure (mm HL, In the range l15' 77205800G can be, eprA-zWa by
6%qvktion

aTheir extrapolation of the vapor pressure curve up to a
value of' 2. atm gives 297000 for the boiling point of beryllium.

The enthalpy of beryllium grows almost linearly from 112.6

cal/g at 940 to 571 cal/g at 8.9611C [723.

Thermal conductivity of' beryllium at 01C is 0.3847
cal/cm-s-deg. In the range from -176, to +190.411C the

thermal conductivitty of beryllium increases. from 0.232 to

0.508 cal/;m-s'deg.

GulIbransen arid Enrdrew 7?] stulied the,'oxidation of
suffioiently pure beryllium In oxygen and, nitrogen by determininrg.
the weight variation of' ground and polished specimens on

sensitive thermal scales. At a pressure of 76 mm Hg the results

of two-hour tests ware expressed by the following equations:
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These equations do not take into account the initial accelerated,

weight increase. In these short tests the oxygen-time dependence

had an almost parabolic nature.

However, Aylmore, Gregg, and Jepson [73], after increasing

the length of the-tests to 300 hours, could not confirm this

used was purer and contained 0.3% BeO and 0.16% other .eta.s.

obs;'v'o' fr therange 75-925°C. Thbrllumwic"te

At temperatures below 650'C the oxidation rate, according to

observations, continuously decreased with time, achievingafter
2300g hour es the level 0.02-0.04 gm g; the oxidation rate was,

not subject to parabolic law. Nevertheless, as the'authors

note, oxidation was most likely'determined bythe diffusion of.-

2++

Be! ions, and'the deviation fromparabolic law was probably

due to the variation in impurity content in the scale.

Beryllium oxide crystallizes in the form of colorless

r(polyarystalline mass has a white color) hexa-gonal crystals and
is one of the most stable -chemical compounds [74. The c tal

lattice constants of beryllium oxide at 180C are ao 2.698 Aand

cs i.37'7 A; density is 3.025 g/c e w

• . • .- <.31
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The.melting point of beryllium oxide is 2570 -.250C,

V£18, 3.1,7], .Erway, and Seifert [£76 ] have established: that the .
boiling point oV Sbieyllium oxide must be on the order of 4100 0C,
although a value of approximately 43000C is frequently' found

'in literature. It was further established that the high.

volatility observed for beryllium oxide is due to water vapor.''

impurities and that in dry atmosphere the pressure of its
vapor is not great. In reference [76] the following equation

relating the vapor pressure of beryllium oxide to7 temperature
was found experimentally:

[ .,-. ~~~Ig P (18,ro :,. )-,3)T21 ,"( . 2),.

where P is expressed in millimeters of mercury.

Based on the melting point and the calculated values for

the entiopy of fusion, Erway and Seifert established the

value of-the latent heat of fusion, equal to 17.0 ± 1.4

kcal/mole-deg. They also found that the'value of the latent heat

of evaporation of beryllium oxide is 117,0 - 40.5 kcal/mole,

which corresponds to the entropy of evaporation at the boiling
point, equal to 25.6 ± 2.7 cal/mole-deg.

Grossweiner and Seifert [77] studied the volatility of

beryllium oxide in the presence of water vapor and established

that the weight loss of beryllium oxide is a linear function

of the value of the partial pressure of water vapor and

corresponds. to the reaction

1hOr "" + I.aO -, BoO. 1t.a -,

They calculated the heat and free energy of this reaction,

which at 14001C was 41.5 and 29 kcal/mole, respectively. The

results of works [76, 77] on vapor pressure made it possible

to calculate the following values for the reaction occurring! ,A 0  A 0  -5..ca/ o e
in vapor phase: AH -108.5 kcal/mole; AF -57.5 kcal/mole.
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The variation in the amount of free energy 'for this reaction is

much more faVoxrable than for the .reaction with solid beryllium

oxide. If we examine this reaction as a simple as-sociation.'of

molecules, the heat of the reaction is too great and'corresponds."

more nearLy to the reaction

BO, - hO 1 0 (Oll)i.01 .

T [3 solid]
~-K-<

Hence it follows that •although solid, hydroxide"Be(OH) 2 is
unstable at temperatures above 240-300 0C and atmospheric.

pressure [78-81, 83], at high temperatures it becomes stable

in a gaseous state. To confirm this, Grossweiner and Seifert

'[77] calculated the binding energy of Be-OH for the gaseous

phase of Be.(OH) 2 , which was 109 kcal/mole. Consequently, we

can conclude from .this that the product of beryllium oxide

interaction with watervapor is beryllium hydroxide in a stable

gaseous phase.

,4. Boron

Boron is known in two modifications: a fine-crystal form,

the so-called amorphous boron, which is a brown powder, and

crystalline boron with a dark gray color. According to data

from Laubengayer [82], the minimum elementary cell of the latter.

modification of boron contains approximately 50 atoms and has the
0 O

following parameters: a 8.93 A, c = 5.06 A; the orientation

of the axis agrees with the axis of an acicular crystal.

The physical and chemical properties of elementary boron,

to a considerable extent, are determined by the purity of the

product, which is connected with the method of obtaining it.

The basic physical and chemical properties of boron are presented

below [84-88]:
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V3

Is,

Density, g/cm 3

crystalline. 2.33 ± 0.2

amorphous 2.3
"C ."2075 . 50

T .n 0C 2550"

Heat capacity, cal/g-atom.deg 1.5I4 + 0.0044

Heat of evaporation, kcal/g-atom 90'

Heat conductivity, cal/s., cm.deg 0.003

4 . Heat. of combustion, kcai/g-atom 306 ± 1

Entropy, kcal/g-atom.deg 1.408(cryst. boron)

1. 564(amorph. boron)

Heat'of transformation
Bamopo [amorphous] B pHcr[.crystalline],
kcal/g-atom o. -

Coefficient of thermal-expansion, deg -  8.3"10 -  ± 3%

Boron acquires a considerable vapor pressure beginning at

12000C and noticeably evaporates at 1600 0 C. The vapor pressure

of boron at 16000 is 10- atm, at 1.7500 is 10. atm, and at
-2

21500C 10 atm [87].

The partial oxidizability of the surface of particles of

even the purest specimens of amorphous boron causes the consider-

able hydrophily of its powder [88].. As concerns particle dimensions

for boron powder, this, of course, depends on the method of

obtaining the powder. According to data from Markovskiy and

colleagues [88], Moissan boron, obtained by adsorption methods,

has an average particle size on the order of 0.3 jm and a

specific surface of approximately 6 m2/g.

.

Boron has a negative temperature coefficient of resistance,

and its electric conductivity with a temperature increase from

2001C to 1000 0 C grows by a factor of approximately 2-10 8 [89].
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The reaction capacity of elementary boron depends'.

substantially. on the purity of the product, as well as on the

degree of its crystallinity. Thus, although amorphous boron

oxidizes slowly in air ever at room temperature, upon heating to

800 0 C it ignites and burns with a blinding white light. Large

crystals of boron, on the other hand, are sufficiently stable

9Z even at rather-high temperatures. This difference between

amorphous and crystalline boron is apparently connected with

the fact that the film of B20' being formed protects the latter2 3
from further oxidation.

During the combustion of boron in air, boron anhydride is

f always formed. In addition to B2 0 3 , as oxygen compounds of

boron we know of several other oxides including B202 and B405 ,

as well as BO.

On the basis of experimental data from references [90, 91],

the thermodynamic stability of various oxides forming in gaseous

phase during the e.aporation of liquid B 0 below 2400 0 K was2 3.
evaluated. According to these data, "-95% of the volume of gas

consists of B 2 0 3 and only 5% of the suboxides B 202 and BO or

gaseous elements.

The spectral data for molecules of gaseous BO are presented

in Hertzberg's work [93].

From the data presented below we c ,,see chat the oxide B2 0 2

is. more stable than the oxide BO:

AH (at oK), Dis4,)ciation
Molecule kcal/mole enerey (at

o0 K), kcal/mole

BO (gas) +5.3 189.5

B2 0 2 (gas) -110.9 ± 7 500.5 ± 10
B 203 (gas) -214.4 ± 5 662.9 ± 6
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At high temperatures boron anhydride is reduced by many

metals, particularly Al and Mg, with the formation of elementary

boron and its alloys E883. Carbon reduces B2 03 with the formation

of boron carbide at a temperature on the order of 2100-24001C.

Crystals of boron anhydride have a rhombohedral shape and

give a characteristic X-ray pattern, which can be identified as0 0

hexagonal with a = 4.325 A and c = 8.317 A [92].

Zintl and colleagues (cited in [883) established that

during the heating of a mixture of Al 0 with elementary boron
at 1300'C the following reaction occurs

AlO- + 311 3AI + 3,0,

This reaction can lead to the formation of a number of suboxides

of boron.

Boron easily combines with fluorine, chloride, bromine, and

iodine [87]. Pure boron does not interact with chloride at

temperatu-*es below 500 0 C, but combines rapidly with it at 550 0 C,

forming boron trichloride. Certain properties of boron were

discovered and studied by Culilleron [941. A mixture of boron

with potassium permanganate, minium, antimony trioxide, or

lead nitrate ignites upon impact or friction, but without

explosion. The reaction of boron with hydrogen iodide occurs

with explosion.

As was noted earlier, Leonard [1, 95) studied the possibility

of using boron hydrides as rocket propellant. The highest

specific impulse is achieved when using elements with low atomic

weight as propellants.
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Although the theoretically most contemporary propellant for

engines is, of course, hydrogen, nevertheless because of practical
considerations it must be used in a compound with other elements,

for example, boron or lithium. It is usually assumed that for

many reasons boron suits this purpose better. In the case of

rocket propellant, we should expect very high specific impulses

during the interaction of boron hydride Mith fluorine oxide or

water. Since boron hydride is a propellant which reacts with

wate, t is particularly explosive upon contact with moist air

or tra. of moisture [96].

It is interesting to compare the energy released by boron

with the energy released by other propellants. In the burning

of 1 m 3 of boron 32,075,1175 koal is given off; in the burning

of the same amount of kerosene )L79,4O )cal is released, and

with the burning of the same amount of gasoline this figure is

7,031,000 kcal [96]. Boron-containing propellants have a heat

release per 1 kg which is twice as great as the best hydrocarbon

propellant. These propellants usually are obtained as a result

of the reaction of lithium hydride with boron trifluoride or

boron trichloride. As a result of such reactions, modified in

any manner, we can obtain diborane BH orane B5H and

decaborane BIH

§ 5. Lithium

Lithium is a silver-white metal and, like sodium and

potassium, very soft. The physical properties of lithium are

presented in Table 8. For comparison, the properties of other

alkali metals - sodium, potassium, rubidium, cesium- are also

presented [12, 52, 96, 97].('3
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Lithium belongs to the group of metals which are mosv

active chemically. The chemical activity of alkali metals

increases from lithium to cesium. During combustion lithium

gives the oxide LiO 2 , which is a stablu compound. However, it

easily reacts with water and carbon dioxide. Only one lithium

peroxide is known, that having the composition Li 202. Below

are presented the physical properties of lithium oxides:

Li20 Li20

Density, g/cm 3  2.013 2.297

Tnn , 
0 C 1427 425

T n, 0 C 1427

Heat of formation,
kcal/mole -lJ42.4 -151.7

Heat capacity, kcal/mole 0.024

As an extremely active metal, lithium iecomposes water and

is capable of forming chemical compounds with nitrogen, carbon,

sulfur, phosphorus, hydrogen, etc. The hydrogen compound of

lithium - LiH hydride - is a solid white crystalline mass which

forms with a flash and has a density of 0.775 g/cm This

compound melts at 6880C and at this temperature has a vapor

pressure of 27 mm Hg. The formation of crystalline Lill occurs

with heat release (21.59 kcal/mole).

Lithium hydride is very reactive. It easily reduces oxides,

chlorides, and sulfides.

Deal and Svee [98] studied the manometric method of oxidation

under the effect of water vapor at a pressure of 22-25 mm Hg in

the temperature range 45-75'C. The oxide layer consisted of

ULOH. Oxidation rate was subject to logarithmetic law:

V(1.13)

where t is time, hours; k is the oxidation rate constant.
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In the studied 'anse the iato oonoiant rtolined nflopoidornt
of the water vapor p ressur:o. The auIvation onrov.y oll tho

reaotion was A6 koal/molu, An X-ry study did not olaif1y tho
crystalline nature oif LiOH Vori n.WG in the initlal sta00 of' the

interaction.

According to the data of Aiman (olted in 1991). in tho
formation of solid solution o, LI-Al tbo solubility or lithium
in aluminum is 3.5% at the meltilI point oa rThinnum 'nd 2. I

at room temperature The efftot of sma).1 wnountt of lithiul
on the physical. properties of aluminum or alloys enribo}d with

it is very similar to that whioh oocurs with mtqnleslum, 1-1OWeVeol,
in view of the lower equivalent weight of I.tthium ,'or auhieving
the same effect with respect to the physical. propertlee of the
alloy, lithium is added in smalle- quantui.es than nlaglneoiluml

Lithium with aluminum trm ,he compound .i Al., whilh flelts

at 5980C [99, 100],

§ 6. Magnesium

Magnesium crystallizes In a hexagonal. lattioe (a 3., AO
c 5.2 A); there are no allotropic transformations. The

principal physical constants of magnesium are presented below:

Atomic weight 24.,312

Der ity, g/cm3  1.71(200 C)

Tn , °C 651

T ° C 1103

Latent heat of fusion, cal/g 82.2

Latent heat of evaporation, cal/g 3.337

Specific heat capacity, cal-g- deg- 0,25(200C)

Heat conductivity, cal.cm - 3s deg 0 3760-i00°c)
0.35(101-2500)

Coefficient of linear expansion, 27.3(0-1600C)

10 - deg 39.6(455-60 0 C)
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by 140(Ltw, ayid 1 A1n [101oA d to r o,

POP i~OXW in in ai~ it1 ut 400-60OO10 VN4kQlkifl CIQJ Ob ated the

thI~e aotonl i Xdatin rato emin a'f1±l Zw1Qut OoritLat

Tho effot of auOh elelliont,5 as 1101ie1, blaillzuth, Zino silver,

oopper, tin, lead, aitiuoI y, indium, aluminum and oobalt on the

Igitnion oQ' solid magensium dry Oxyexen was studied by Fausell [,
I GuILhanaoe'i, Lowis., and Hamilton [i06]. In a ooneentr~ation u~p,

to everal pueront all thos inebala redc;oe the ignition temperature.

For exlple, aluminum ( i.7Z) lowers the ignition tempa'ature

from 6230 to 5030C at atmospheric oxygen pressue'. On the basis'

of their exporimieri the authors have made the asuilimption that

the ignition teoperaturze iimt be inversely proportional to the

(iaoar)-oxidation rate orf magnesium alloys.

Beryllium in small ooncentrations (0,002%) quite effectively

.n~oe-4ses te igSition temperature,iof magnesiuji in ai-x j107,--i8,.

T his effeut is due to the formation of, a prototive film. A.

shOWI on the basis of speotrogvaph4o qtudies by.Keil (109],,

at first the beryllium is larely oxidized and 'because of this

the volume ratio increases, uxthermore, very small ditions

of beryllium reduce the oxidation rate very effectively -for

magnesium alloys with 4luminum f11i0 ll],
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1111 oxidation oV mgriesaum tinder the effecot of~ water vapor.
at a prowauro of' 31-208 mm HS and tomperatures of 425-5i75C
was oudied by S3xao and 01b) ai 1) It was found that the

oxidatioli rate ohana liniaarly and that uider all'oonditiona
the only oxidu whiob f~ormts is MgO. :Those peculiarities ar
det'ermlneo1 by the high vapor presisure oft magnesium at temperatures

above 50011 and the por'osity of magnesium oxide. At )425-5000 C
in the entire prosure range oudied, the reaction develops on
th., metal suffaoe i 3elf -or directly by it..

It is interesting to note that the oxidation rate of
IWm agnesiuin in moist oxygen, as established by Toresh Lhis

less by a faotor of 2 than in an air, atmosphere. This can be

V attributed to :the formation of hydr'oxide which has a large
~ I volume ratio as comipared with magnesium oxide MgQ although Gibbs

Iand Svec Cl1t2) do not name magniesiumn hydroxide among the products

of oxidation under the action of water vapor..-

IThe critical magnesium ignition temperature remains

approximately the same (" ,6250C) both in-water vapor and in
hydrogen peroxide. The eame thing applies to magnesium with

various aluminum additives [110J.
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(CHARTEA I-I .

&METHODS "OF, STUDYI NG TK.4E .BURN ING ,
.AND. IGNIT ON .OF ETALS. . , . .

~ osuythe, burning and Ii~t-ion of' metals' a wide range

ofptysical and-chemical methods are used: determining the

brightness, of' the particle track using photographic or photoelectric
instruments; performing spectrooi an0sso tefae

5 effecting mass spectrometric, chemical,. and X-ray.. anatysls ~

the combustion products; determining the degree ofrburn-up

according to the electrical resisac fsrp n os

making visual observations; filming the burning process with
orinr ad shadow photography, using rapid extinguishment;

performing studies with optic&,L or electron microscopes; etc.

Because of-the high extemct nd'osqety the high

(up to several tens of centimeters per' second), the accumulation

of condensed.combustion products on the burning surface, condi-

tions are very unfavorable for an experiment In which'~eet

6f o' the .buzrning poesitself. are .stu'died.

Since powdered metals have become widely uoed in mnQdern

rocketry.' from the practical and theoretical point of view,
..the best information 6an be obtained by studying the burning

of metal products. At the present time, a number ofexrietl .,

--Methods have been developed which 'enable us to determine the

S effect of the metal particle size, the heating rate o the particles

4~5
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.andthe'Composition of the ambient medium onthe Ignition delay...
tie and the bux'ningrate of the metal particl es. .

,§ 1. Methods for Studying the Low- ,

Temp.erature Oxidation-of Metals,*.," I . . . , . ...: ./ ,.:. , ..

. For metals used in solid propellants, high reactivity is

characteristic. Under normal.conditions, the surface • of the'

metal is protected.by a layer of.oxide. The combustibility of the
metals and the conditions which lead to ignition, to .a consider-..

able extent, are determined by .the nature of this oxide. The

. most comprehensive research in this area has been performed by 1
Gulbransen [7]. Five reactions are basic in a study of the

low-temperature oxidation of metal..

..".,,,(degasification of the metal), (1)
Af I '0,.1- . U - e (oxidation), (2)

, wo,,, 1. y] ).. :' t , 4 , (reduction by hydrogen), (3)
;-f ,,, ,.,,-I ,-1,,, .,o,. (decarbonization reaction), (4)

1NiOU 1.,, ,. (evaporation). (5)

'In the above equations M is metal; MTB and Mr are the

solid and gaseous states of the substance. The formation rate

of the oxide film is generally determined by the reaction (2).

The presence or absence of gas in the metal can not only affect

the oxidation rate but can also be a problem during measurement.

This gas can be removed by heating the metal in a high vacuum

according to reaction (1). The oxidation of metals or alloys

free of oxide film can be studied if the metal oxides can be - -

reduced in reaction (3) with hydrogen or removed by decarboniza-

tion (reaction 4). Reaction (5•) makes it possible to judge the K
volatility of the oxide.

Generally the three methods which are the most useful in

studying the kinetic regularities of the formation of the thin.,4 - I oxide film are the following: the polarimetric method, the
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differential pressruxe method devtloped by Cambel and Thomas

l .[113, ' and the methpd., f, measuring the'w eight'.of .the specimen...i.."

during."oxidatio4 on sensitive, quartz microstales placed in. the

'Vacuum system. The. last 'method enables us -to ca xry out . a

.Btontinuous studyo-f the pro'6ess of metal 'o xid ti a It 1 n a wide
,temperature and pressure range. 'The.diagram of 'the ins tallation.
presented in reference E7].is shown on Fig. 15,. Variation in
specimen weight during oxidation is recorded with a micrometric

optical tub.. Preparation forthe test includes the'creation:

b of 'apre s sure of P.0 6 mm Hg,m degasification off the system, and.
the reduction of the initial oxide film by hydrogen or carbon.

The scales,. along.with-a heater in the. form ofa tube, are. placed

in a closed 'glass vessel. The accuracy of weight measurement is

.0. 3 .10 -6 g with very -low. sensitivity to pressure and temperature

variation...

The -instrument can be'filled with any gas -at a pressure .

below I atm. The h.eating -coil must -be noninductive; the inner'

part of the heater was made in the form of a heavy block of

stainless steel fully co!eringthe lower part of the e.perimental

tube. All operations, for example, degasification and reduction

of the initial oxide film, were performed.directly on the.

scales. Specimens were prepared from thin metal plates approxi-
3mately 0.13 mm thick for substances with a density of.7-9 g/cm

and 0.26 mm thick for lighter materials. The plates weighing,

0.684 g had a surface within 10-12 cm2 . Using this method,

Gulbransen studied the oxidation of molybdenum, tungsten, iron,-,

aluminum, and magnesiumnat 4000C... The. oxygen .p.ressure -in the

experiment was usually. 76 um. Hg, except.for the experiments

with magnesium where oxygen pressure: was 20 mm Hg. A detailed

description of the. installation, operation, and preparation

of the high-sensitivity -scale can be found in t.he'. monograph [11J.
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Fig .15.Installationfor studying the oxidation of,metals by the

weight method. I -. Quartz spring; 2 -- qua-vtz filament; 3 - thermo-
couple contacts; 4 - platinum filament; 5 - water cooling; 6'-
specimen; 7 - electric heater; 8 - inlet for oxidizing reagents;
9 - platinum filaments; 10 - inlet for neutral gases; 11'.- specimen
heat regulator; .12 - thermocouple contacts; 13-- outlet to diffu-
sion pump; 14 - cathetometer; 15 - insulator of pressed MgO powder.

Fig. 16. Installation for .a per-weight determination of oxidation
rate at an oxygen pressure below 40 atm. 1 - Drum; .2- opening
for installing and moving drum; 3 - lift mechanism; 4 - gold chain;
5 - quartz spring; 6 - observation port;, 7 - microscope; 8 .
.cathetometer; 9 - opening for introducing the. specimen to the
heater; 10 - platinum-rhodium wire; 11 - electric and thermocouple
contacts; 12 - gland; 13 - specimen; 14 -'heat insulation; 15-
heater; 16 - steel hermetically sealed casing.
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' Dignam and colleagues '[151 studied th, growth of the

XP, amorphous oxidized film in the 454-601 0C range -for a specimen, 'of
Ultrapure aluminum whose surface was obtained.:by electrolytic
polishing with-the aid of a. microbaiance (ee Fig.'.15)'. The,"

installation generally consists of a.vacuum microbalance with.

automatic recording and a heatlng-of 'quartz tubing attached to'

the basic system with metal rings. The specimen, suspended i

the balance with platinum wire, can be introduced to the heater zone

at any moment. .The vacuum system consisting of. three pumps -,'an..•
oil pump,' diffusion pump, and rotation pump , enabled us to

_ obtain a. pressurq of 10- mm Hg. Temperature was measured byS .a thermocouple within 0.10 C. .The reading ;of,, thP-sensitive

scale of the balance 100.10-6 could be performed within 10 6 'g.

A. difference in weight up to 5 mg between the two arms of th.

.. balance, could be compensated by changing the. tension of the

torsion wire on which the rocker of the balance was suspended.

This made it possible to take measurements according to the

most sensitive scale during the entire experiment., Gas of the

necessary composition was introduced through a system of valves.
For a low'temperature study of metal oxidation at high pressures

the installation of Mac Kuen and Fassell [116, 117] can be used

(Fig. 16) for a per-weight determination of oxidation rate at

oxygen pressurd.up to 40 atm. A heater'with a michrome winding

is mounted 'inside a steel hermetically sealed casing with a

flange at the top.. Contact for the thermocouple and the electric
current is made through gland 12. The specimen 13 is suspended

on a quartz hook attacked to -a suspension of platinum-rhodium

wire, which is connected with a quartz spring 5 and a gold chain 4'.
• The specimen 'is raised a.nd lowered with a hand wheel. On the

shaft of this wheel, which passes. through 'gland 3, inside' the

. installation is mounted a drum of stainless steel 1, On which

a gold chain is wound. If the step of the winding on the drum.

is identical to the step of the screw at the end of the gland, k

during the lifting and lowering of the specimen and the suspension

there will be no horizontal displacement. The specimen is

vkt-.
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introduced to the heater and removed from it through opening 9.

The extension of the 'quartz spring during specimen oxidation is

determined with the microscope 7 and the cathetometer 8, which

are .rigidly mounted-on the casing of the heater, through observa-

* tion ,port6. 'The heater is connected with a vacuum pump and

a source of oxygen supply, which was dried by activated aluminum

oxide. Pressure below atmospheric was measured by a mercury

pressure gauge; pressure above atmospheric was measured by a

pressure gauge with an arrow.

In the latter version of this installation the heater was

. 'charged 'from below and the. leads for the thermocouple and the

power .supply were connected to special small fixtures.

At a pressure somewhat above 20 atm serious difficulties

are encountered with the heat insulation, apparently because of

the increasing thermal conductivity of the oxygen. At a pressure

around 40 atm it is important to provide external water cooling
: i for the heater casing.

Boggio and Plumb [118] used the method of measuring the

rate of increase in the aluminum oxide film at room temperature,

based on the relationship between film thickness and the

* reflectivity of the surface. Aluminum films were obtained by

evaporating aluminum in a high-vacuum system at a pressure of

10-8 mm Hg, which had an optical window for observing the

scattering Gf rays at 800. This method made it possible to

obtain a film of aluminum with minimum porosity and roughness.

The ellipticity and slope of the ellipsoid during the reflection.

of linearly polarized light with a wavelength of 5461 A from the

metal film were measured. The optical constants of pure aluminum

at a pressure of 10 - 9 torr were determined beforehand. Oxidation

occurred in a dry air atmosphere in the pressure range
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6 x lO-6 - 337 torr. The thickness and optical properties of the

film can be calculated from the ellipticity of the deviation of

reflected light [119] on the assumption that the film which is
forming has a uniform structure. Optical methods for the high-...

temperature oxidation of metals were used in references [120, 121].

Smeltzer [112] studied the oxidation of aluminum in the range

400-60 0 0C using Gulbransen's method [7]. The specimens before
U -6

testing were carefully degased in a vacuum of 10- torr at room

temperature for 5 hours and then at 5000C for 30 minutes.

Aluminum containing only about 0.002% impurities can be obtained

with this method. The formation of a film of aluminum oxide

was studied as a function of time and temperature at an oxygen

pressure of 76 mm Hg. This pressure was selected because the

oxidation rate, in this case, does not depend on pressure [7].

In the first series of tests, before the oxygen was fed

to the system, tne specimens were hardened in vacuum for 3 minutes

at 500OC; in the second series of tests this was done at 6000C for

an hour.

Cochran and Sleppy [123] studied the oxidation of chemically

polished high-purity aluminum and aluminum-magnesium alloyI
(97.5/2.5) in dry oxygen, water vapor, and moist air in the

range 450-6400C. The following two methods were used; the first -

a recording of the weight variation in the sample on the self-

recording microbalance [123); the second - the recording of thef oxygen pressure variation during the oxidation of the metal with

constant volume [113]. The microbalance method is the same, in

principle, as the above method if we do not take into account

the automatic recording of the measurement process. We shall

pause briefly on the second method.
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Fig. 17. Manometric method
of measuring the oxidation of
meuals. 1- Furnace; 2 -
compensation test, tube; 3 -

reaction test tube; 4 - stan-
dard volumes; 5 - pressure
gauge;T 1-T6 - thermocouples.

The manometric apparatuc is presented in Fig. 17. Two

identical quartz test tubes were mounted inside an electric

furnace. One of the tubes contained a sample of the metal;

the other was used, to compensate the pressure variation which

resulted from the temperature variation of the furnace. An

oil pressure gauge locn.ted at a 600 angle to horizontal was

used to measu :e pressure. In the test tube, after air removal

and degasifieation, 200 mm of dry oxygen was fed through the

valve $5.; then the valve was rapidly shut off. The test lasted

100 minutes. During the experiment the temperature of the

furnace was kept constant within 10C. The nonuniformity in

specimen heating, which was due to the fact that part of the

test tube projected from the furnace, did not exceed *70 C.

V The system has the capability of measuring gas pressure by a

mercury pressure gauge at the moment of oxygen admission since

it can be assumed that it is exactly in this initial period

that vigorous oxidation of' the exposed surface of aluminum or

its alloy occurs. However, the first tests indicated that this
was not so. In our opinion, the latter method is considerably

inferior in sensitivity to the method of the vacuum microbalance,

but has enviable simplicity and the possibility of performing

studies at high temperatures (up to 1500 0 C). In reference [58]
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Sleppy studied the oxidation of melted aluminum at 660-850 0C
in a dry oxygen atmosphere, using the method described above

but introducing certain variations of his own.

The essential change was to add standard volumes with a

capacity of 8.3 m'. Before a test the standard volumes were

o filled with dry oxygen at atmospheric pressure, while the

remaining system underwent degasification for several hours.

After the furnace was heated to a certain temperature and

thermal equilibrium was achieved, valves S and S were closed7 9
and S8 was opened, as a result of which the oxygen filled the

control (compensation) test tube and both arms of the differential

oil pressure gauge. Then valve S6 was turned so as to disconnect
.I the reaction and control volumes and the corresponding arras of the

pressure gauge from each other. The beginning of the oxidation

reaction was considered to be the moment that valve S opened,

when the oxygen from the second standard volume was fed to the

reaction test tube. The recording of differences in the levels

in the arms of the pressure gauge was done by periodically

opening the valve S It is recommended that this procedure

be accomplished with the maximum possible speed.

TeIt was rather simple to process the obtained results.

The amount of oxygen which had reacted with the metal is propor-

tional to the change in specimen weight due to the formation of

the oxide film and can be found from the following equation:

where

K~ -37.7 ]
7 T
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here p is the oil denslty of tho p1po ul'o V uge 14f
gas pr'easur'e, iron Hg,, r io, the r'adilua of (4,ho Ohipilary of W J)h o O M 40

gauge, cm; AW is the weig ht of the roaotod oo, yn, pj| h Ij thoh

reading of the diNferonue in the oil lvels in tho proaauwo Ra4,o

imm Hg; T i iv the temperatta. 6f the I'urnoo, "K., V i in 1h1 volume

of the test tube when (ml) at temperatu o' T, ; T, li the tioioturo

of the supply pipe outside the eleotrio iu'rnaoe.

The first terim in equation (11.1) takes into Aiofount tho

oxygen pressure variation dur"ng the formation of the oxidQ

film; the seoon1 introduces tho corrxeottions which ooon due tO

the rising and lowering of the oli in tho arms of the p00isfiuMe

gauge and the nonuni formities of the change in volume oP" the toet

tubes themselves during a temperature inovease,

The sum E(Vi/Ti) was evaluated by two methods: the volume,
i

were directly measured as a function of temperature along the

test tubes or the pressure P0 was measured and the sum E1(Vi/T

wis found from expression

where N0 is the initial number of moles of oxygen in i*ie standard

volume; VC is the volume of the standard vessel (ml) connected

with the reaction test tubes; P0 is the pressure of N0 moles of

oxygen (mm Hg) enclQoed in the volume of the reaction test tube

and the standard vessel; R is the gas constant.

Usually at a temperature of 6000C, K = 2 03 and K 0 746

In developing a method for studying low-temperature oxidation

of metals by recording the variation in oxygen content in a

closed volume, the reaction test tube should usually be connected

with a large tank. The pressure variation in the installation

is recorded better with a capillary tube into which a drop of

mercury or diethyl phthalate is introduced [124]. All equipment
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1Aiodnan and Maoek L129) studied thb Ignition and burning
of sa ,le prtioles of aluminum with. a diameter of 15-67 pm. in

a burning mixture with a Rnown gas comnposition and 'maximum

tempor a1. .e The flame at:, atmospheric pressure was stabilized
in the form of a plane burning front with the use of'a -burner

doigned by Sota and Spaulding [130], the advantage of which is
. the waueo,'olod bronze disk with openings of approximately

5-10 1im. This burner makes It possible to obtain two-dimensional
flames of burning mixtures with high burning rates. It was
den gned to measure burning rates but can also be used in
speotrosopia flame studies, The advantage this burner has over

othe',s Includes a narrow reaction zone (on fihe order of fractions

of u millimeter at atmospheric pressure), which makes it possible

to obtain a rather extended zone of several centimeters with

constant gas composition and temperature. The installation

diagram for studying the burning of metal particles in a gas

burner is presented in Fig. 19. Aluminum particles of different

dimensions were introduced into the two-dimensional flame along

the central axis of the tongue, with the use of tubes, 250 iam in

diameter, located in the center of the disk. In the central

chamber the metal particles were moved with nitrogen or helium,

which was used as the particle carrier. With the proper regulation

of' the gas flow it could be arranged that only single particles

entered the tongue of the flame. Depending on the desired

final temperature, propane was burned with an exbess or deficiency'

of oxygen, and was also diluted with nitrogen or helium (the test

results, as the. authors indicate, do not depend on the nature of

the inert gas). The gas rate was controlled in such a manner that

the chemical reactions of the gaseous propellant wereompleted
several millimeters from the burner outlet. 'Phis was completely

acceptable since the particles, depending on diameter. ignited at

a distance of 10-150 mm. The burning rate was on the order of

10 m/s and was determined either according to the known gas flow
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'exposed:,parttcles. In the latter case- the particles nust b

' o small that they ..can iove along with the gas" flow,. butthen
the intensity .of the light 0r eeted by them will be a complex

u unction of particle size and-position With. respect to -the light

source and the optical system. It is best, to place the light sou' _e

• approximately opposite the camera. In this, case, the intensit"
of -the. Scattered lighjt, controlled by the camera, will be max-'. i,-u.
The best light source .is either a flash. of magnesium in conjunction
with a rapidly rotating sector or a controlled spark system. "[ As particles, it is recommended to use. magnesium oxide particles.

L131, 132],

... 1 Fig. 19. Installation for studying the

M -- burning of metal particles in a gas
burner. 1 - Two-dimensional flame;

*2--water cooling; 3 -arrestor-to
4 prevent passage of flames; 4 - burning

mixture; 5,6 - inlet and outletfor
" u the gas which creates a cloud of metal

particles in.the chamber; 7- chamber.

The adiabatic temperature of the flame of a propane-oxygen-

hydrogen mixture at atmospheric pressure and an initial temper-

ature of 3000C was calculated on an electronic computer taking

into account all possible dissociative processes of the combus.

. tion'products. The adiabatic temperature as a function of

composition is presented in Fig. 20. 'As is apparent from this
" figure, in the installation developed by Friedman and Macek [1331,

the temperature and composition of the gas can be changed within

a relatively wide range. We should also note that the actual

temperature was 30-400C lower.
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Fig. 20. Flame temperature as a function of component ratio for
I the following mixtures. a) Propane-oxygen-hydr-ogen: 1 -

x =1.00; 2 - 0.87; 3 - 0.77; 24-0.67; 5 -0.57; 6 - 0.51;
7 -0.'45; 8 - 0.39; 9 - 0.33; 10 - 0.27; 11 -0.224; 12 - 0.21;
b) oxygen-carbon monoxide: 1 - 1.00; 2 - 0.85; 3 -0.70;

24 -0.56; 5 - 0.246; 6 - 0.36; 7 - 0.26; 8 - 0.22; 9 -0.18;

x 0 2 N ,2 + 0.2 - the degree of mixture dilution .C C31-8(C0)/0 2

ratio between fuel and oxidizer.

The combustion products of a propane-oxygen-nitrogen mixture

contain a relative large amount (18%) of water vapor; this percent-

age can vary only within 124-18% depending on the ratio of components.

For the purpose of evaluating the effect of water vapor on the
burning of aluminum particles, a burning mixture of CO -0 -N2
was used [133-1353. To stabilize the two-dimensional flame-,~
a certain amount of oxygen had to be added to this mixture, and

this led to the appearance of ".'.5% water vapor in the combustion

products. The adiabatic temperature of a flame of carbon monoxide

as a function of the component ratio is presented in Fig. 20.
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'Table 9. Phyical and chemi.cal charapter istics of propellant-air j
flames.-
,,opeiant o.ec.- ,.ns1ty1 .. Ivole f raction Adiabatic

w ei. ,t k g/ 3 ' d ul:t n go.T.l n-. , u nnp e , 'u x "

ul.ar gmcieyi'h burning,.ii. .. • " ' ' :..:.." .. weight ... .... , i metry Ori~ .' .teiperaturte.,
Is. . ',"atmospher'ic .Koxygen.

Acetone 58 0.782 0.0497 2122

Acetylene 26 0.621 0.0772 ., '.
Ammonia ..17 0.817 0281 -.

.Benzene 78 0't.85 0.0271 : 2306
Butane 58. 0.584. , 0.0312 2,56

Carbon monoxide 28 - 0.2950
Ethylene 28 - 0,0652 2375
Methane 16 - 0.0947 2236
Propane 44 0.508 0.0402 2250

Propylene 42 0.522 0.0444 2339
Propylene oxide 58 0.831 0.0491 2317

Toluene 92 0.872 - 2344

In most cases, the temperature which can be achieved in the

combustion products of a burning mixture is determined by
calculation on the basis of thermochemical data. The theoretical
flame temperature can be achieved if there is no heat removal

due to thermal conductivity and radiation. As indicated by
temperature measurements according to the height of the flame's
tongue, using optical methods and thermocouples, maximum temper-
ature is reached only in the center of rather large homogeneous.

flames. Certain characteristic values for calculated (adiabatic)
temperatures and the composition of the gases for frequently
encountered flames are presented in Table 9.

To determine the ignition temperature of particles of
aluminum, magnesium, and a 50/50 aluminum-magnesium alloy, Cassel
and Leibman [136] used a heater 65 cm long with an inner diameter
of 2.7 cm and a zone 35 cm long which could be uniformly heated



to' 170 0 0K, The'temperature inside the heater was measured by a

platinum-.p'atinwmirhodium thermocouple within 12.50. The size of
particlesintroduced Into,. the hot zone of 4,ver'tically,

arranged heater with the use of a water-cooled tube was measured '
by the change in the flow rate of the gas(measured by a rotamete')

which was used as the carrier. The separation of particles

according to their diameters could be done with this method within

±15%.. The metal particles were kept almost motionless in the

hot zone of the heater by a flow- of dry air or oxygen, heated

beforehand, which was used as the oxidizer. To determine particle

size and concentration, mi.croscope slides were introduced into

the flow'leaving the heater. Ignition was observed through a

port in the bottom of the heater.

In thework of Fassell and colleagues [1371, burners of
various .types (Fig. 21) were used for burning alloy and metal

powders. A burner of the first type A was used to determine

the burning time with a high-speed movie camera capable of a

frame speed of 3000-8000 frames/s. Metal particles were introduced

into the flame by the movement of a piston and the flow of oxygen

fed through the tube.

In the burner of the second type B, methane enriched

with oxygen was used as the particle carrier. This burner

was used for collecting the combustion products with glass or

',brass microscope slides located at different heights-along the
tongue of the flame in order to sample partially or completely

burned particles.,

iGordon [138] studied the burning of particles of magnesium,

titanium, and aluminum on a burner of type C. A small amount

of metal powder with a given particle size was introduced' into
a gas flow which carried the powder through a tube to the carrier

flame. When the flame was ring-shaped, the particles ignited on

the boundary of the carrier gas-flame and the burner generally
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Fig. 21, Diagram of burners for-studying the bUrning of powdered
metals.

A. 1 - Stainless steel tube; 2 - reflector screens; 3 -gas;
4 - air; 5 - piston; 6 - metal powder; .7 - oxygen; 8 - capillary.

restriction to increase speed.
B. ircnu ue 2, - oye;3 - metal powder feed; 4-"

capillary; 5 - gas; 6 - connection, of zirconium with glass.

C. 1 - Carrier gas; 2 - metal particles; 3 - burning mixture.

D. 1 - Burner housing; 2 - tubes for feeding oxidizers; 3 - pro-
pellant feed; 4 - tubes for introducing metal particles; 5 - oxidi-
zer feed.

in an atmosphere of the carrier gas with a temperature of several

hundred degrees. In the case of a continuous carrier flame

(the so-called "closed center"), the burning of particles occurred

* in a-medium with a temperature and composition identical to that

of -the flame. The change in the composition and temperature of

- the bul-)ing medium was regulated by the selection-of the

composrft n of the carrier gas and the dimensions and'composit.ion

of the flame. Particles were classified using standard screens

with the follo 1.ng approximate mesh dimensions: 420, 250, 150,

105, 62 and 114 ,n. Also studied, but less .extensively than

pure metals and alloys, were boron, graphite, and several

compounds of metals with nonmetals (carbides, nitrides, hydrides,

b orides).
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Although'the conditions -of the experiment were far from

-efinite," as the aulthor notes, however, the visually observed

character'and.durAtion of burning do not depend on the working

parameters of the apparatus (dimensions of flame,.carrier gas rate,

particle condentration, .'purity and method of preparing powder)

in a wide range of 'variations. For the most part, oxygen was used

as the particle carrier in the study and the minimum ring-shaped

mathane-ai'r oarrier flame necessary for igniting the particles

..was used; the 'medium in which burning occurred was enriched with

oxygen to a considerable extent.

The appearance on the photograph of ill-defined, indistinct

tracks of burning metal particles was explained by Gordon as

-burning in vapor phase (diffusion flame), while the appearance of

distinct tracks of considerable lengths (low burning rate) was
attributed to surface reaction. However, in the work there is

no mention made of the magnification or Ihe dept, of focus,

which is important in interpreting the results.
V

We should mention two essential deficiencies of the above

methods: the nonuniformity of the supply of metal particles and

the impossibility of controlling their entry into the tongue of

the flame.

We can consider the burner developed by Drew and colleagues

[139] free of these disadvantages to a certain extent. This

.-burner (D),consists of a set of closely spaced tubes through

which oxygen is fed; the space between the tubes is occupied by

the flow of fuel. As a result of the mixing, a flame is formed

on the surface, whereupon the danger of its slippage is eliminated.

The burner has a central tube for obtaining a small flame of

previously mixed components whose entry is controlled separately.

Spherical metal particles, 70 and 150 jim in diameter, are introduced

through this same tube. Two mixtures of gas H2/0 2 and C01 2 were

used. Solid combustion products were collected in a cup located
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under the flame of a burner turned downward. This burner position

considerably facilitates the introduction of metal particles in

the flame. Particles entered from a vibrating tray into a small

funnel which directed them to the central tube and fell into the

flame, while having a certain initial speed acquired during

their fall downward alo t the cylinder of the burner. Since this

system does not depend on a gas flow for particle transfer, the

flame can be regulated without affecting the flow rate of the

particle as would otherwise occur. This ci.rcumstance proved to

be especially favorable for studying the burning of large

particles.

Fig. 22. The adiabatic temper-

ature of the flame for the

propellant APC-polyformaldehyde
as a function of fuel content

io (C, %). 1 - 1 atm; 2 - 10 atm;
. 3-300 atm.

,0, to ?0 0 j,7 r@

In a sufficiently hot and steady oxygen-hydrogen flame,

spherical particles with a diameter up to 100 vim could be ignited

without giving them significant additional velocity because of

the gases of the flame; however, to ignite large particles a

stronger flame was required.

Flames of' gaseous propellant generally enable us to study

the burning of metal particles only at atmospheric pressure

since the stabilization of the flame at lower and, particularly,I-
at higher pressure involves considerable difficulties. Therefore,

at pressures above 3tmospheric, most authors use flames of solid

propellant with oxidizers of potassium perchlorate or :.rronium

perchlorate and any fuel with a small amount 0.05-0.1% of the
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powder of the studied metal added to this mixture. Figure 22

gives the calculated maximum adiabatic burning temperature as a

function of the percentage ratio between the components of the

ammonium perchlorate-polyformaldehyde mixture. As a rule, the

powdered oxidizer-fuel components are carefully mixed and pressed

in the form of a column 5-10 mm in diameter and 15-30 mm high.

The specimen is burned in a constant-pressure bomb, which is a

thick-walled steel cylinder with supplementary equalizing volumes

and windows for various optical 7nd spectral studies.

The authovs of reference [129] put together a mixture of

ammonium perchlorate, organic fuel, and approximately 0.1%

aluminum powder of a certain size. Then the composition was

pressed in the form of a cylinder 6.5 mm in diamnter which

surrounded the propellant without the addition of metal. A

column 17 mm in diameter and 25 mm high was obtained. Trihydroxy-

methylene or a plastisol type of polyvinyl chloride was used as

the fuel. :ll componerits of the propellant were in the form of

a powder.

The combustion products of these mixtures contained approx-

imately 40% water vapor, CO and CO2 and partially oxygen in free

form, whose maximum content, depending on the component ratio,

could be reduced to approximately 9%.

§ . Methods of Studying the Burning
of Metal Strips and Rods

In view of the fact that it is not possible with contemporary

methods to follow all stages of the burning of a metal particle

with its relatively rapid motion in the tongue of the flame, much

useful information can be obtained by studying the burning of

strips, wires, or rods of metal in various gaseous media.

Garrison and Joffe [110] studied the burning of thin wires

of aluminum, magnesium, iron, molybdenum, titanium, and zirconium.
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In most cases, the wires were suspended within a brass chamber

23 cm in diameter and 38 cm high and ignited at the bottom so that

the burning extended upward. Observations were made through side

ports located along the length of the chamber. Burning was

studied in an atmosphere of pure oxygen at various pressures or

in an oxygen-nitrogen mixture at a pressure of 760 mm Hg. The

burning rate was determined by photorecording. The color tempera-

ture was measured in the tests with two photoresistors which

recorded the luminous radiation from the burning zone in wave-

lengths of 0.87 and 0.53 pm, respectively. The system was

calibrated with a standard tungsten lamp and the tungsten radiation

factor was taken from the work of DeVos [141].

Oxygen distribution in the burning zone was determined by

the rapid hardening of the reaction products. For this purpose,

thin wires were burned in a small chamber with a volume of 40 0 mZ,

which, at a certain moment, was connected with a vessel in which

a vacuum of appro :imately 10- 3 mm Hg was created. The diameter

of the thin wires, depending on the metal studied, was taken within

0.1-1.5 mm.

It is usually a difficult task to ignite alumilnum because of

the presence of a stable oxide film Al2 03 on its aurf'ace. In

several works, tungsten spirals wound around the lower end of

* a vertically positioned wire have been us'>4  u, . 1 ., purpose.* A

temperature reaching rv25001C can b0' L.' r. th local volume

by passing current along this sp4 ral,

To record the flame propagation rate along thin aluminum

wires or rods, photoelectric sensor, sensitive to infrared

radiation, can be successfully used since the flame from aluminum

gives a considerable luminous flux in the long-wave region of the

spectrum, which is only slightly absorbed by the rather dense

cloud of submicron particles of A..,0.
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Fig.~ Intllto for stdig '/~~n fMO &

a) Electric circult~; b) design of Instaon,
a - Voltage regul ator; R - continuously adj ustablo at omn
3 - reducer; ~4 - electrico motepr; 9 -. rectifier; 6 -do ampl ifier;
7 - experimental c~hamber; 8 - electrodes ; 9 - 6peolmon ; 10..1
photocell; 11 -oowillograph; 12 - mo)vie oamera; 13 -gas inlot
tube; 14 - igniter; 25 - cover.

Coffin [1142] studied the burning of magnesium strips .t '

the purpose of finding the general physical and who'micnl rogul.ar-

ities in the burning of magnesium. Teate were performed in a

transparent chamber (Pig~. 23) in an atmosphel"2 containing from

17 to 100% oxygen, where argon, nitrogen, hulium, and ai"gon-water

vapor were used as dil uting agents. A magnesium strip 11.6 cm

long, 0.015-0.31 cm thick, and weighing 0.0071 9/cm waa clamped

horizontally to a special support. No special methods for

removing magnesium foxide from the surface of the strips were used,

The magnesium was ignited in the middle of a strip from the

nichrome spiral. The burning process was monitored by a movie

camera with a frame speed of 16 frames per second.

Brzustowski and Glassman [E1433, to some extent, continued

the work of Coffin, whose purpose was to Aind the conditions

under which the vapor-phase mechanism of burning occurs, E~xperi-

ments were planned so that a more detailed study of the processes

occurring in flames coulu be conducted.
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6tu'ength Ili the electric pow,-v pupply: from 17 to 110 A for'
magnesium strips and1 from 37 to ?2 A for aluminum wires. Th e
power applied during ignidtion to the magnesium strip was 40O W;
losses f'rom thermal conductivity were approxima~tely 16 W. Thiu
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1lat0 1y 1 11il1 thiuk Is oLAftiand, Suah rods of boron with a purity

Ubove 99% and an Iltc;,rlM. oondloa- to supply ourent for heating

wero uaod for stLudytng buriln at tomperat'.re above the meltilng

ntof b n (230()uK) Corlditions were devoloped for depositing

poLya ryatal ,linQ and glaas-like bovon,

Two basia experimental methods were used. The experiments

us ing the firot mothod measur'ed the absorption of cold oxygen as

a funotion of time, at vlious temperatures of the hnird boron

surface and pressure. The rod temperature varied between

1O00-1900 0 K and gas pressure between 0.1-1.0 atm.

In the other method, the linear propagation rate of the

flame was measured with a rod of boron burning from one end

in a flow of oxygen at various pressures and a temperature of

2500 0 K.

From the results of these experiments, which are examined

while taking into account the thermodynamic and physical properties.

of boron and its oxide, and the observations, in a microscope,

of the moving incandencent burning surfa,,e, it was possible to

judge the burning meohanism.
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For tho purpome of oreating hgh-temperature sources of

lght iadintion, G'oos and Conway [L45] performed extensive

.stdioa; onm the burning of varuious metals in both powder form
and rocd form.

Tho buvnlrig of' large quantities of metal is difficult to

study because of the problems connected with the ignition and
position of thto studied speaimen. Gross and Conway managed to
perform such a study with aluminum, using w&L',r-cooled steel
reaotors lined with aluminum oxide for this purpose. By controlling
the rate of the oxygen supply, significant changes in burning

intensity could be achieved. With low oxygen flow rates, no alumi-
num oxide smoke particles were for:med, and burning extended along

the surface of the liquid aluminum. At higher oxygen flow rates,

a lage amount of aluminum oxide smoie was formed.

Fig. 24i. Transit tLime installation for
studyin, the burning of metal particles.

S/ 1 - Sol ioid contacts; 2 - solenoid;
4 ' 3 - magnet; 4 - metal particle holder;

1 . - opening direction of holder site;
6 - path of metal particles before ignition;

- 1 7 - reflector; 8 - track of burning particles;
9 - glass tube; 10 - viewing glass or cup for"
collecting combustion products; 11 - gas outlet;

S. 12 - leads to capacitor bank; 13 - discharge
I." tube; 14 - gas inlet.

V
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An important method which makes it possible to measure

accurately !;he time of particle. existence before it full c ombu,

tion. or separation or separation as a result of explosion, at a

certain composition, pressure, and ambient gas temperature, is

the method of igniting metals by heating through radiation from

the flash of a pulsed xenon lamp [146-1513. In this method, an

intense light pulse (whose brightness temperature reaches 10 K

[152]) heats the tested specimen to several thousand degrees in

several milliseconds [.1, 18, '39]. Since the heat source itself

is not in contact with the atmosphere in which the test specimen

is placed, this technique makes it possible to study the burning.

of particles or strips of metal in gaseous media whose composition

and pressure can vary over a wide range. The study was performed

in a chamber (Fig. 24). made of glass tubing, consisting of four

detachable se( :ns. The first section contained the specimen

holder; at the instant the electromagnet was switched on the

specimen was released and began to fall freely. The pulsed lamp

was placed in the second section. The length of the third section

could be changed from several centimeters to several meters

depending on the required length of the experiment. The lower

end of this section was Joined with the fourth section, which

was a cup in which the combustion products were collected. A
flat piece of glass was sometimes inserted instead of the fourth

section in order to photograph vertically.

The pressure in the chamber could vary from 10 - mm Hg to

atmospheric pressure; the metal particle itself could burn

either in a motionless gas medium of the neceasary composition

or in a flow of gas.

The pulsed lamp in the form of a spiral with an inner

diameter of 30 mm and a height of 50 mm, made from quartz tubing

* 8 mm in diameter, was filled with xenon.
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Upon discharge of the capacitor bank, around 3600 J of

energy was released in the pulsed lamp.; approximately half of'
-i' this.- energy was expended in 1.2 ms. During the entire discharge..
time, more than 27.6 J was received per unit surface of the

specimen in the middle of the spiral of this lamp [153].

During the melting'of metal foil, metal droplets are formed,

whose diameter is determined by the size of the piece taken..

Usually, these foil pieces had a thickness of 10-15 pm and an
2area of 250 x 1500 m

The burning process was photographed with a high-speed movie

camera, frame speed 3000-5000 frames per second. When required,

the burning particle could be rapidly cooled in any stage of

combustion by placing a Dewar vessel wit', liquid argon in the

second section at various heights. The combustion products were

usually analyzed after evaporation of the liquid argon.

The burning of Zr', Ta, Ti, Mo, W, Pu, Sm, Re and Al particles

in oxygen and various oxygen-nitrogen and oxygen-argon mixtures

was studied with this experimental installation.

An end-burning fractional horsepower. motor was used in

reference [154] to study the regularities of the ignition and burn-

ing of metal particles included in a propellant as energy admix-

tures.

There were two versions of this installation made. In the

first version, optical instruments were used as the main method

of' recording the burning and ignition of particles. In the

second version, the unit impulse of the propellant and its

dependence on the concentration and combustion efficiency of

the metal was the main parameter characterizing the burning of

the metal (Fig. 25).
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Pig. R5. Installation. for studying
-7 the burning of. metal particles in a

composition of, sold fuel.
1 - Chamber; 2 - flow of gas with

2, metal particles;, 3 -propellant
/ charge; 4 - nozzle; 5 - Plexiglas;

6 - SKS-I movie camera; 7, 8
" pressure and thrust" sensors.

Along one entire side of the motor there was a 13 x 300 ram

-. . window 5 for optical observations. -Plexiglas walls to prevent

rapid contamination and burnout were equipped with interchangeable

Plexiglas plates on the channel side of the motor.

A standard high-speed SKS-IM movie-camera [155] and a photo-

recorder produced by IKhF [Institute of Chemical Physics] of the

Academy of Sciences, USSR, [156] were used as the optical

instruments necessary for the visual observations of.the motion

of the burning aluminum particles and the surface of the propellant.

Photography was usually performed at speed of 4500-5000 frames

per second with reduction by a factor of 1.5-2.

The installation illustrated in Fig. 25 was used to measure

the unit impulse of the propellant.•. This installation consists

of a fractional horsepower motor, a thrust sensor, a pressure

* gauge, a calorimeter, an amplifier, a MPO-2 oscillograph, and

a power supply unit. The fractional horsepower motor differs
from the one mentioned above only in that it has no. window

for optical observation or device for feeding additional charge

and, instead of the "point" nozzle a standard Laval nozzle with

the ratio d0/d= 2.3-2.45 was used.0 7
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Fi , 26. Installation for high-
. •._. . speed photomicrography of the

burnIng of' metal partioles'.
1 -S KS-I movie camera; 2
microscope; 3 - chaiber; i4 -

'4illuminating lamp- 5 - metal
particles; 6 - chamber windows;

-i 7 - igniter; 8- openings for
feeding gas to chamber.

An experimental study using still photography and movie

photography of the burning of metal particles in a moving flow

has a number of disadvantages which make it impossible to study

the important characteristics of the burning mechanism of

separately taken particles under prescribed conditions (the

character of the burning, the structure and geometric characteris-

tics of the burning zone surrounding the particle, the dynamics

of the burning process, etc).

These characteristics can be rather fully studied only in

a study of the burning process of motionless particles using

various methods of photomicrography [157].

Kashporov [158] developed an installation which has made

it possib.e to study the burning process of single motionless

metal particles in various gaseous oxidizing media using high-

speed movie photomicrography. The basic units of the installation

are shown in Fig. 26.

F The necessary oxidizing medium is created by blowing the

previously prepared gaseous oxidizer (water vapor, carbon dioxide,

or an oxygen-argon mixture, etc.) for a long time through the

working volume of the chamber.
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The test particle is ignited in- the oxidizing medium by a,

miniature element heated by elecrio curreiit .(silicon carbide,

or graphite rods, as well as nichrome ormrnolybdenwnm plates, et.a,

can be used as heating elements). However, it should-be remembered,

as mentioned above, that the presenoe of carbon can lead t.o the

M" reduction of aluminum oxide, which always cov ers-pue aluminum,

. and can thus affect ,he ignition process.

The processes of symetric and asymmetric burning of particles

can be studied on this installation, which is necessary in order

to obtain the correct representation of the kinetics of the burning

Fof particles which are located in a flow of' an oxidizing medium

S..in a suspended state or on the interface of the condensed phase

of fhe propellant and the flame.

The optical system of the installation makes it possible to

obtain a high-quality negative image on the film with eleven-fold

magnification and a resolution .of 20 lines per 1 mm.

Great care should be taken, however, in interpreting the

results obtained on the film, during the burning of the metal

{i particles, in the fcrm of tracks or diffusion halos. The fact

is that even with low magnification, let us say 5, the depth of

focus is only fractions of a millimeter. Actually, the range

of definition A is. determined by expression E157J

( -. (11. 3)

where A' = sin is the aperture number in the exit plupil of' the

system (a is the angle formed by the rays from the edgc of the

, exit pupil of the lens to the center of the image); N is the

resolution of the photographic layer, line/mm; B is the magnifica-

tion of the photomicrographic installation.
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if we take even a somewhat lower resolution for the photo-
graphic layer N 50 line/mm, and the average- value of the

L'aperture A' 0.2 [159], then when '0 5 we find that'the depth

.,of focus i.s only approximately A 5 jim. Therefore, the sharp,

clear track of metal particle burning, which indicates hetero-

geneous (surface) burning, can appear diffused and ill-defined

in photomicrography (because of the small depth of focus) and,

on the basis of this evidence, the burning.could be interpreted

as diffused (occurring in vapor phase).

The ignition of metal particles depends on many factors:

* the composition of the ambient medium, the surface condition and

size of the particles, the reaction rate, the concentration of

particles per unit volume, the natural intensity of the Ignition

source itself [160], etc. The process of oxidation occurs

at temperatures rarely exceeding 800-10000 C, and for many metals

ignition takes place at significantly lower temperatures; however,

active burning takes place at temperatures above. 25000C. Although

there are many works on oxidation performed at a temperature near

*i the ignition point of metals, the relationship between slow

oxidation'and the rate of actual burning 'is still unclear.

Boyle and Lewellyn [161] measured the ignition energy of

aluminum and magnesium using a upark in a particulate cloud of

metal in air. They found that ignition energy changes with

,.. a change in resistance, which determines the discharge time, i.e.,

there is 'an optimal discharge time for ignition. The ignition

energy of the particulate cloud is a function of particle size;

the smaller the particle the less energy will be required. The

energy values for aluminum and magnesium are presented in Table 10.
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Table 10. Ignition energy' (in J).fQr aluminum
and magnesium.

Resis- A"

tance,

0 (3 ,200,033 0 2.' 0I% 0,0(10 0. 1,, 0,09 0,5i 0,80
0', 12 00 :A55

[MR JIM]

The ignitability of the particulate cloud containing

particles of various sizes will be determined by the smallest

particles since they will ignite more easily. Comparatively

large particles of aluminum can be ignited only in a medium with

a temperature exceeding 2000 0 C. Thermal flux with such a temper-

ature cannot be obtained on particle-tracking installations

[162-165]; therefore, in many studies [166-169] on aluminum

particle burning, arc burners (plasmotron) (Fig. 27) have been

used.

Fig. 27. Arc burner.
1 - Quartz tube; 2 - fir,,clay
fitting; 3 - vibrator for
feeding metal particles;
4 - argon-arc burner.

A I

V Ar
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Any inert gas, most frequently argon, is used as the heat-

transfer agent. An argon-arc burner gives a plasma stream of

argon with a calculated temperature of 90O0-15,000 0 K at a current

strength of 100-500 A. The argon is heated in a ring-shaped arc

discharge between a tungsten cathode and an internal copper

nozzle-anode. A secondary gas (usually air) is used to press

the stream of plasma into the ring-shaped gap between the outer

and inner nozzles through the tube and the distributor ring.

The particles can be introduced into the gas flow with a

feeder similar to the one used by Friedman and Macek [133].
This feeder is a cylindrical cavity whose bottom (a phosphor

bronze membrane) can be vibrated by an electric vibrator. On

top of the membrane is a thin vertical tube through which the

gas in the cavity exits. Powder particles, poured on the membrane,

during the vibration form a cloud from which part of the particles

are carried by the flow through the vertical tube to the stream

of hot gas. The frequency of particle feed to the flow is

controlled by the amplitude of the membrane vibration, the flow

rate of the gas through the chamber, and the height of the lower

section of the vertical tube above the membrane.

The temperature of the flow can be controlled by changing

the current of gas in the burner, or by changing the total flow

rate of the gas with a given current.

The composition of' the medium is determined by the flow rate

of the components measured with rheometers which are graduated

Dy the displacement of gas by water from the measuring vessel.

In control experiments the oxygen content can be checked by

analyzing samples taken from the stream cooled by the gas-collecting

tube. As a rule, the results of analyzing samples taken from the

upper nozzle edge agree with the calculated results of measuring

gas 'low rate within the range of error.
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Gurevich and colJ-agues [167-169J collected the combustion

products at various hulghts over the exit section of' the burner

nozzle on cold glass lubricated with a thin layer of vaseline.

The particles thus collected were examined and photographed

under a biological microscope with a magnification of 60-600.

The ignition limit was determined as follows. The operating

current through the burner and the flow rate of argon and oxygen

were assigned. The flow rate-of nitrogen was first selected so

that the test particles would be reliably ignited. Tracks of

two types were observed visually: long and bright, which were

located rather far from the nozzle edge, and short and weak,

which indicated the presence of very fine particles in the basic

fraction. Then the nitrogen flow rate was increased until tI-e

particles of the basic fraction ceased to ourn. This mode of

the plasma burner was considered the ignition mode.

The gas temperature along the height of the gas plasma

stream was measured by ti, method of turning spectral lines if

it was above 1400 0 C and by a thermocouple if it was below this

figure.

To improve the feeding of metal particles into the gas flow,

an el.ctric charge was E metimes given to the particles. The

method used was as follows.

A grounded diaphragm with a small opening was installed over

the metal cup with the powder. A brief pulse was fed to the cup.

Because or the action of the electric forces, particles were

ejected from the cup and flew 'to the diaphragm. Some of them

flew out through the hole. The possibility of the escape of

adhering particles is subttantially reduced since they are

electrically charged.
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Burning of' ine-4 pari, e~ ill various gsece med~.ia oan be
studied ukWng p.atnmh burnra. at ighe' prenuro i up to 00 artni on

the inatallation (with nRght changea) of Pollak and Shchipanhav

[1~66, which was developed in order to obtain nifrogon oxidea in

a p3'%ama stream. On this Inatallaton) a plasma mtream with
, emparature up I 3100-3200*K On be obtained.

The deign of tho' heater, whioh was developed by Klep*y'.

and Rog, in ordor to study a atro ng Hall cffct C:17O]0 can alo

be used suaoesaifully for stwying" the burning of particleni In
gaseous ia of' various oompositions (Fig. 28), The ma in , ,

he'd'in,- e' j,08t Of i11,01t, fr,11 (argon) wao h devioe of' grmphitp
-,-. mrin In diameter, and 9 oin long, arngd tightly in a

oy indrical graphite chamber 40 om in diameter and r 9 am high,
At tho beginning, wit', tho aid of four do welding generators
(with the power of approximately 30 kW), thi) graphlt rods were

A heated to 20O000K and then into the space between the ron,: wasA;I!

f'd inert Sit whiah acquired the temperatuie of' the roda due to
otIvetvQ hoat eX hiarg(e. The intaltodmotion of metal particlea
and the destred gaseous wlc'ium, con!i*in , of oxidizing agonts

Co2 Ha 0, . into the heated flow oan be accomplished through
.peoial quartz tubes located either in the ohunnr.1 which

discharges the heated gas or at the exit from It.,

Experiments with this heater wei'e performed at a temperature

of 3900-20000 K for the graphite rode with a. gas flow rate of

100 g/a. The tomperatur'e drop during ned of gas for 15 seconds

was less than 100 C.

The gau tomperature at the outl.et wanr weasured only with a

rod heating temperatuve of' around 100 0 "C. Mvaciiroments indicated

that the gas and the graphite rods have the saime temperature.
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moved the subject plate over the burning specimen. A check using

movie photography with a magnification of 5 showed that the

surface of the charge could be fixed within ",0.5 mm relative to

the plate.

In order to verify that there are collected on the plate

those particles of condensed products which are formed during the

burning of metallized compositions, i.e., agglomeration of particles

on the plate itself does not occur during sampling, it is necessary

to fulfill the following conditions:

-npiI <-, (11.14)

-where nisthe number Of, aluminum-articles-in 1 cm of the

t um • , pa ti le in 1 - ....

composition, cm 3; y is thiburnin rate of the charge, cm/s;
t is the time the objeCt plate-is in motion over the burning

surface of the charge, I; is the:,croS s secti"onal area of the

metal particle, cm2 .

This expression is obtained on the assumption that the

initial size of the metal particles does not change during the

burning of the fuel-oxidizer composition.

Usually, the time of plate motion, for each specific

composition, was selected so as to be 5-6 times shorter than the

time obtained on expression (11.4). This clearly prevented the

adhesion of the melted metal particles to the surface of the

object.plate, and also made it possible to obtain a relatively

uniform concentration of sampled condensed products. The combus-

tion products were sampled at three places along the height of

the tongue of the specimen's flame: h = 0.5, h = 5, and h = 10 mm

from the burning surface of the charge. Tests were made in a

constant-pressure cylinder in a nitrogen atmosphere in the

pressure range P = 1-30 atm.
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Theo~ginal mehodo logy: us ed in- samplingth odne

x X- :cob us ti on-products of 'ie-1-alli zed .prqopellant6,is srbdi

re'e~~ PI~e Fig.. -29b')P

Specimens con-sisting of 'two thin plane-parallel plates

rigidly -attachqd -to a pl ast ic housing 'were burned in a-'constant-,
;PiessurQ -clne. T1 ie use of. specimens with thls shape made
itpossbl toblast "the. bur'ning surface wit *h~~roducts

01 movi ng ata eds; of' upto' 200 m/s. 'A slotted specimen 7 was

!..Ltaqhd.in'front of the.inner s ide. surface of-the. drum '.2, which.
.5 was. t%.v Akd b,- 'a "IOQO r/min. maotor )4. The-a'lcohol- poured into the

s .d~ pread Out ina. thin. layer~ 3 'along its side surface. '

-Condensed oombusti-n .d 'scmn.ot of'the slot'in the
V 9r, charge .and f al ling, in the 'alcohol,- were qUenched. -Scha sampling

Wrocedure made it possible to collect condensed combustion j.
pro dUc ts. up to 100 pim in size, no more than 1 -ps after their *

escape from the burning-surface without a change. in their shape
or structure.

Particles thus collected were then. analyzed under a micro-
Scope with a magnification-of 60-600.' The'results, were 'formulated_

*In the form of itntegral curves of volume distribut4ion [175'.

For the short-teri., distribution curve the dimensions D5
3- 1/3(Enid /ni and D were used (.50 and .90%,, respectively., of

the particles, according. to voluine.are smaller than the size

given).. Both sizes are. ob tained dire-ctly, from integral distribu-

--- 1 --- ---

'Qas- el .and Liebmanj-I76.Gicollecte*particles -on mglass waddlng *
*by b1-owing.i.thrcQugh it a flow -carrying 'these 'particles. 'They,i

used-,, thios method in drder to more precisely define the size of

the particles under a microscope and determine' their concentrat-ion
i1n a. heterogeneous f low. -However, this mneth-od c an aldb be used,

of course, for c6llecting condensed solid'produots of the
Combustion of metal particles.
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The method used by Cassel and Liebman differs favorably

from the selection of particles by glass in that it makes it

possible to trap all combustion products and to perform a

quantitative determination of the insufficient burring of the

metal at various stages of particle burning, for example, for

particles of aluminum by the volumetric method based on the

change in the volume of hydrogen released during the interaction

of aluminum with alkali according to the following reaction:

2A1 + i2NOII. GB ) - 2Nn IAI (O11)i + 311J.

The accuracy of this method with an aluminum content of less than

5% is within ±1.5%. Since aluminum carbide can be present in some

specimens, it is necessary to make a correction for the liberated

methane (as we know, during the interaction of aluminum carbide

with water methane is liberated). For this it is necessary to

conduct parallel tests with water instead of the alkaline

solution and to recalculate the liberated gas for aluminum,

which must be deducted from the quantity of aluminum obtained

with an alkaline solution.

Aluminum nitride can be determined by the ammonia distillation

method [177].

During the interaction of ammonium nitride with water in

the presence of alkali, ammonia is liberated and absorbed by

sulfuric acid. The excess sulfuric acid is titrated by the

alkaline solution.

The content of aluminum chloride can be determined by the
argentometric method [178], based on the precipitation of a

chlorine ion by silver nitrate and the back-titration of its

surplus ammonium thiocyanate in the presence of the indicator -

Ferric ammoniurm alums. The determination is made in a water

rndium after, processing the batch with water during heating.
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The accuracy of the method, when the aluminum chloride content

is below 2%, is ±0.15%.

In order to determine the content of soluble aluminum oxide

in hydrochloric acid, the complexometric method was used, based

on the ability of aluminum with trilon B to form complex compounds

[179).

Since aluminum, aluminum chloride, aluminum nitride, and

ferric oxide are dissolved in hydrochloric acid, they are

titrated along with a soluble oxide; then their content, found

by other methods, is recalculated for aluminum oxide and subtracted

from the mound of soluble aluminum oxide obtained. When the

aluminum oxide content is approximately 4% or more, the accuracy

of the method is ±0.5%.

After the determination of soluble aluminum oxide in a batch,

an insoluble residue can remain, which is insoluble aluminum oxide.

It is analyzed by melting with .potassium bisulfate (converted to

a soluble salt)-,and the melt'is dissolved in hydrochloric acid

-and filtered.; The aluinum oxide content in the filtrate is

determined by_ the complexometric method. With an aluminum oxide
content of 96t the accuracy of' the method is approximately ±1.0%.

Existing methods of determining the dispersity of highly
dispersed powders, based on counting and establishing particle

sizes by optical and electron microscopes, are tedious and require

large expenditures of time. Methods which are more progressive

in this respect are based on the measurement of light absorption.

However, it should be noted that they can be used only for powders

with particles of less than 50 lim. Dispersity is measured based

on the intensity of the light passing through a layer of suspension

of a certain thickness [40, 180-183]. Depending on whether

instantaneous photometric measurument is performed or the suspension

sedimentation is recorded over time, we can find the specific

surface area and the distribution curve of particles according

to size.
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Gumprecht and Sliepcevich [184] gave the mathematical basis

for obtaining the. dist ribution curve of particles according to

size in polydispersed~systems by measuring the light transmission

of suspensions in the process of Sedimentation. Prop £185]

created a semiautomatic instrument for analyzing powders with

a dispersity from 1 to 40 pm. However, as Beigin and Butler [186]

indicated, although optical determination during sedimentation

is very convenient, the decoding of experimental data required

rather long and complex computations. Pechkovskaya and colleagues

[187] used the tubidimetric method for studying the dispersity of

carbon black. They measured the optical density of a suspension

in monochromatic beams of light with various wavelengths. The

greater the dispersity of particles of the suspension, the

greater the difference between the optical densities of the t "
suspension and beams of light with various wavelengths and the

colorimetric number which-served as the criterion of dispersity.

Using the turbidimetric method, we can, by measuring the

intensity of incident and passed light, calculate the specific

surface area of a powder according to the formula proposed by

Rose [188J

4 1 .

where c is the concentration of the suspension, g/cm3; Z is the

thickness of the suspension layer, cm; I0 and I are the intensities

of incident and passed light, respectively.

With this method we can obtain reliable results when

analyzing powder with a particle size below 1 )lm. There are

correction factors, introduced by Rose, which depend on the

range of dispersity.
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4.

Aksenov and Kuchenogiy [189] developed a photoelectric device

for the automatic computation and determination of 
particle size

* on a VDK-4 continuous-flow ultramicroscope. The device is assembled

on semiconductors, which enables it to-operate both in 
stationary

conditions and in the field. Along with computing the total number

of particles, this device sorts them according to size, using the

principle of differential amplitude discrimination 
simultaneously

along eight channels [190].

The results of tests wherein concentration was measured

both visually and by the photoelectric device in the aerosol

particle size range (according to data from microscopic 
analysis)

from 0.3 to 2 um in diameter (root-mean-cube diameter was 
0.8 -0m),

showed that with a variation in particle concentration from

3.102 to 2 .10b cm- 3 the measurements from both methods agreed, on

the average, within 20%. Within these limits, the results of

'measurements did not depend on the counting rate with a variation

in the latter frcm 100 to 1000 pulde/min. The maximum rate of

osteration through the container, at which there is still no

noticeable distortion in the counting results, is 150 cm 3 .s.

This instrument can be particularly useful in counting highly

dispersed condensed particles sampled by various methods during

the burning of metallized condensed systems.

A detailed analysis of various methods and instruments

developed in the USA for determining dispersity (particle distribu-

tion according to size) and partial concentration is given in

[191-192] and a detailed analysis of those developed in the

Soviet Union is given in [193, 194].

It is known [195, 196] that the initial stage in the burning

of condensed systems occurs in the reaction layer, ii which total-

exothermic processes of decomposition and dispersion of the larger

part of the condensed substance take place.
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At the present time there are many works [6, 197-201] dealing

with studies of the structure of the burning surface in propellants
both with and without the addition of aluminum. Watermeier and
colleagues [202] made a photographic study of the burning surface
of a propellant consisting of nitroglycerin, nitrocellulose,
and ammonium perchlorate with the addition of aluminum with various
dispersities and concentrations. The tests were performed in a

constant-pressure bomb in the 12--55 atm range,. During the burning

the surface of the specimen was illuminated since the illumination

of the burning surface by the tongue of the flame was insufficient

for movie photography. Based on experimental data, the authors

concluded that aluminum melts on the burning surface of the
propellant at all pressures (however, the temperature of the
burning surface was not measured). In certain cases, drops of
metal on the surface began to burn or evaporate since a trace of
flame in the form of smoke was observed coming from the metal
drop and directed toward the high-temperature zone of the flame.
The following phenomena were observed during the burning process.

1) Drops of aluminum grew in diameter as they moved along
the burning surface and coagulated with other drops; then the
metal agglomerates formed were carried to the flame zone.

2) Part of the drops remained in place for several milli-

seconds; the drops grew in diameter and then were carried to
the tongue of the flame; the phenomena observed are proof of

the process of adhesion (agglomeration) of aluminum on the

burning surface of the propellant.

A study of the structure of the burning surface of a mixed
propellant (on a base of APC and polybutadieneacrylic acid) with
aluminum additive, made by Povinelly and Rosenstein [203], showed
that in the pressure range 1-3.5 atm metal particles moved along

r, erope]ant surface, with an increase in the pressure the rate
t tlicir motion decreased. The phenomenon of metal particle

"m' rat1on was observed.
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According. to ',he authors' hypothesis, there arc. two concmitions

which must be fulfilled for metal agglomeration to occur on the

V urring surface of a propellant: a) particle residence time on
the-.,burning surface must be greater than agglomeration time;

b) agglomeration time must be less. than burning time.

A deficiency of [203] is the absence of photography as well as:

an insufficient quantity of experimental data for the statistical

evPo _of' pariiclo motion a]l.ong the surface of the propellant.

There Is also an indication that the results with respect to the

~ .. ~displacement of aluminum part~ce were obtained only at low

pressures since at higher pressures soot shielded the burning
i .Maa surface of the propellant. For this reason, Povinelly and Rosenstein

ob viously could niot see that agglomeration can occur even in the

absence of particle motiov'i along the burning surface, simply from.
the accumulation of met~il on those sections where pyrolysis of tht

fuel bundle occur's [17d, 173].

~,4, X

Using movie photography, Heath and Hirst [199] studied the

burning ourface oi' ballistite propellant (41% natural glycerin,

48% natural cellulose) under conditions of~ a Crawford bomb.

Frame-by-frame filming ishowed that on the burning surface there

was a number of bright spherical. particles whose size reduced wit

an increase. in. pressure. In the burning process the observed

particlesu periodically appeared and dibappeared; however, on the

average, th-eir number on the burnirig.surface was approximately.
constLaint andi their reaidence time on the propellant surface
decieased with an increase in pre$SUre. In the opinlion-of the

autliors, 'the. -observed spherical particles are gao b ubb les 'on the

%J1 lqitViaaous, 'burningZ ourface of tile owr

Silouetephotography of-the burning vurfaoe of a composition
-iw ? tha oxidiuztr

based 'on:APO and polyst~rreiie [6ja sawe thi;oiie ticles
eunerge over 'the middle level of the burning surface. In this

conneotion,. the results obtained by Polklil, -~Jarid Vandenkerkhave

( 200) are, of .in t eet. Varidenlerkhave indicated that at low
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pressures* the oxidize.r crys-tals eme'rge over the fuel.,. However,

at increased pressures the opposite pattern was• observed: APC

crystals .-,were found on the bottom of small grqoves ard -the visible

surface consisted generally of distinct peaks of protruding fuel.

Studies of the. structure of the burning surface of mode! propellant.
(on a base of APC and a number of fuels) extinguished during

burning,performed by- Pokhil and Romodanova [204], showed that at.

lowpressures (in vacuum) the oxidizer crystals protrude beyond

the middle level .of the burning surface. Between the crystals

there are depressions in which the fuel is located. It was found

that the larger the initial crystals the more they protruded over

the surface of the propellant. As pressure increased the. protruding

APC crystals decreased; with a pressure above 30 atm crater

depressions were formed at the location of the oxidizec crystals.

The authors explain this effect by the fact that at a pressure

below 30 atm APC does not burn stabily, while at pressuieb above

30 atm it is capable of burning independently and during the

burning process the fuel disappears more rapidly, which leads to
the appearance of craters. In connection with this, the study

made by Hightower and Price [201] is of interest. They inves1.!ated

the surface of single APC ovois in the 20-190 atm ra - . ..

Depending on pressure, the burning surface is represefnted as a

series of channels, troughs, and craters with heights of ^,21 m;

the shape of the surface remains relatively constant while the

burning surface moves for a distance on the order of i mm.

,-W ... 1 ig. 30. Photojraphio m ethodm
of studying *a bux..ing surface.
1 - Powder charge; 2 - olectri-
cally heated furnace; 3-cabr
.4 - window; 5,5' lenses; 6
xenon lamp; 7 - movie camera.
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~The original method for Studyi.ng the atructurv' or' a burninig

surface was developetd by Pokhil and oo2lieagues L71(Pie, 30).

The -Studied specimen of propellant I. was Plaoed In a Constant-
pressure bomb [c\-linderi 3 Inside which press~ure could be areated
from 102mm Hg to 140 atml. Fox, observation durIng the burning
process tile bomb is equipped with plexiglas windows 11 irlstalleod
at a 1Ioangle to ",he burjiinrj surface of the atilded Bpecimen.
For preheating the specimen inl vOcuum conditionls (whore tho heat
released from the total-exothermic reaotions of tile de0omposition

* of condensed phase Is insufficient for selr-propagation of the

burning pro~css), an electrically heated furnace 2? was used.F
The movie camera was attachled to & special rail at a 45 angle.

This allowed the geornetrio inhomogneities of the burning surface
to be revealed. Preliminavy test8 showed that filming the burning

surface of a propell.ant w~thout external lighting Is ineffective.

since the illumination or' the surface from its own radiation Lind

the radiation of the flame alo~ne is too weak. 10o' this reason,

powerful lighting achiieved by a IDKSSh--l0oj0 xenion LMp) 6Was Used.

In [173, 206] a methiod was developed for measuring the

V.. temperature along the height of' the tongue of fJ,,amte from mnetalliz~ed

solic propellant by the brightness-S-pectral inethtod (Fig.3)

* The powder specimen 10 to be burned was placed In a constant-
*prressure bomb : the dersign of the installation was deve]-oped at

TKhF [Institute of' Chemical. Physics] of the Academy of S;ciences,

USSR),in' a nitrogen atmosphere and was Ignited from the end by

a. michrome spiral. The surface of the sPeniniel was armored in

order to exclude the pos ;ibility of a flame flashback along the

side surface. To mcnitor the burning of the propellant charge

and to obtain a high.-quality pictur,, of the Process a SKS-I

movie camera was used.
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Thv raIlatl~on from thjo toli~ti %1' Lthe tl4m* or a Opoulmkn
of solidt rookt propilant (THiT) was projentod by the I-one to

Kthe Input vloV or' an 1X21P4.w apoQtrograph 2 In a li ratbio A
g1&ss Ionrs with F~ % 210 mm was used., The speatrograph alot

j made it Posuiblo to vary the width or the dot'ined svctlon ot'
the f1ame none from P5 to 1100 pin. In addItiono on tho slot of
the upectrograph were attaohad two motal rp1wtem whioh 11mtod
tho alot in length tu a dimansturi equau to or less than the
disimeter or the specimon. tVue to the high temperature gradientsa
in the rlame 1ront, it in d~airablev in this qa,% to woik witth
a3 nar~row a bami 4s possible for the boat spatiAl resolution,

- . I Pig. 31. Ani optical mnethod of
ime'naastring the temperstture of'the ('ame front a nold Propel..

I an L I Conatant-proeure
T bomib; I -1tP-53 aptttro~r,,phj

herallu riTinote am ws don-3 wiuthe i aronei;

the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 p7an -f whichafle wa -lce S ik-aflS o oert ih

sp~ciien by JupiSpecimen. I

The outpiluiao of the flctgamte wa ani~ withn-13 b
arc, a standar Mtahmo-ltent l amp use inac of, n10 theio VU-4
'latm tp] iAR-5 whih has soor tailityereiat l o leakg, iulln

Theoutput 9lto E was prelected sotr the lt the nig voellent

of intevest could be isolated from the spectrwnt of' the t'Thme.



ThI M~srn Ih 1~sa~~ 11t' tirn 11o 1 eb ll !1sod 1

In'ar measrin o the mpertur" of~n flae moom mevllis

4*1 eated. For~ the fol*.wig till lS resn ) a ver"y amaiX1 amoant
of sodium provide@ irntansive radiation~ (th*oaodium Introduaed

LA0 jIng pop@1lInnt prparto Oue to socaled "llotamnitl~onol 10
Ikerit*Ient)j b) the radiatlan or nadium atom* ip usually Iti

>4 thormddyitimia equilbrium; a) the optimuni oanaltitty~of 6he O'YO

4' n tkie yellow. part of the speatrum makes It oanveniant fo

NuvI and adjusting the insta'llation. The linvar varianov
or' the I PP- is opproxim~tely 40 A In I1nI the region of the

i. '~I el1Qw codium doublet; which onsurea a mor'e aacurate volatiori

A ort thin flpootral 'ln.

The tabove dvnel~d inotallatitin makao It punanibl. to
mo *ju, a Lemporature aloig the hoight of' the tongue of flame

A, 1ifrim a burninig oharse of' TRIu both by tho nithod or' rotating
it M the codium ,Rti4l line (it 4eIA vd, 11thium, oesium, and

Wie motals 4It1W J~ 0~01OLOA1to f' thewl Ctaf be introdiuce.d iritf) the

Alam r1M and temporature co~n be mois'1 dr toFtirnnae
ltnor,) and by the. bright 4ntaa mv'thod (radiat 1 onabaoa,1p.n) within
the rar(e 12015OK Toperatua'e oan be~ maaai~od Iii a wide

rfo U1 the OPOQXll -V _iOO80-60 A.

~ "-1A ite ai'ptioyi ol' optialJ iethoda3 for mensuring the temporatura
~j~v of the burning surf'ace of' pow:At~r cian bto found ina ['207..2101.

In our' book It. i.u not poa4,4ible to paunae on suoh important
problems in the arection of optliaal methods for temperature

. .. . .measuremenxt ai the deperidesie of' measur'ement accouracy on the
'~.*~ 1 peotral regiona used, ab the value of the radiative capaoity

of the flames the apoctxal composition of' the ra~diations the
hoterogezieity of the flame of' retalized propal],hnta,(it should
be remembered that the radiative capaoity of' particles and flame
can be differen, the scattering of' flame radiation by fine
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partlaha, anid tho a. ~r-borptiaor r'aliation in the outer
cold 6a 14yer~ all tile fhamto'n L011gu. 1Thoe re wo 61110 Only
refeinae the orL~tinal workl whoe t he problemns are discussed
to dtetail1 4nd unor tihe nooavary~ Analyaia [131,# 1714 21P4).

L\t study tile bur'ning at' metal par'tialat in vaious *aggrssve
Inedial ta'rking mti~thod wores deeo [162-169, One of' the

Inultaaid proesnt~ed in Pig 3P, Aggressive aeiygn
ohJloz'1no,,a~trous WOOtr wore t'ed trom cylinderm with the
~apx'iapr e compressed #as and steam was N1d frome botl with
anl 6160tric heater, !eVrature was Qortroa1ec with, A V1.tinun
rhodium thormocouplo within *IO'4,

The roaoticon tr4Qkd-n; ttubft wtero mAde troni Pyrox glts3 or
tranwparent quarts. Mtrj- 1%,wdei was redi into the trooking tube
by a& rpecoial alldQ throu~i an opening in It neoz' the in-let from tho
noucmXe ofthe~ tubular trnaaa, A thvA1mrwouple was introduced
int~o the oupio opening for measuring W)~ vom.pwratui'e of~ the gas
nlow. The ooinbuct1ion produc t wea'e 1 artitlly dnpooltW on tho
walIls of' the truoking tuci.;o thv parujolee whioh were nat deposited
were rrniovot. by un el~ti filter. The trauk of the burning
partio wo~re reorded,,ton niovio. and ph'.tographio film.

Fig. 32. Traoking Installation.
I - Furnnoo; 2 - t-ubo f'or introdualng metal

artiles;3 - beaker with metal particles;

Jaoket with electria heater.
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Spectral mothofs, whinh make It possible ba study the
d 4619pmst Procoaes over 6tousg hve become more ath4 more,

popular in recent yvi4kra. Trstumnte havo bo~i on ana eio whiqh
r*E .: ovQer short poorladu of ulmv4 In a sel~ected, wavelen~gth Pnj#
1he ' or060 Mn Objea I tpeati-'whiah refleatfi ttvo kinotlas
oft he process t[235-231, 351) 35P).

A AIR apotr~l 0oanning devia* based on~ an S bt'phtm
900 **'Was -d .vtlopod by iogaahev; P*1tukihhv# And Zhuoh k ova I n 1962,
qt tho. Inituto at OV t'ca. Phyalas or the Aaadeo'xy of Satenoe,

"anectum partliios i 'the toligue or a riame rrin contiensed
eyistems In the hi~h.-tniporrture region (F~ig. 33).

The radiat.ion of 4 ton~.ie of' flame fr~m 'TAT It sp±ig thr'ough
the quart% glass of' a cons tant-prftis ure bomb 2, wa&p' foocused on
the inpu~t slot of an SP-4 speotrogr,tph ~.Then the stsudied
r~. tiqn hit tho PirIieh eoparatina to ice1Lht and wav 4reated

to the output-elat of the. inetrument where an PI~u.4a and an F'EU-22 l
radlatton reoeiver-photomultipliia' 7 waa 3ooatetd. Tho aignal
from the photomultipliera was amplitiod 1.01 11 und recorded on
an N-10Q6 loop oaillogx'aph 9. The frequency .haraclter'iatics of
teeearnio circu.it were de~termnined by tho'natural frequency
of the vibrators (loops),

The rotation ahgle of' the pri-sm 6, 80 the time marks from
the GZq.IA auldiofrequency oscillator 12, and the pressure in the
bomb were. zeordod by ta L)V-10 iduotlon grnige 3.4 -arnd the burnaing
p~rocess was monitored by n konvas movie camera 15 simultaneously
.with th" recording of tht4 radiation upeatrum along the hei.ght of
the tongi of fl.ame from1 T)RT.

The pr"ismn of the SV-4 oovid be movod by the scanner ~4 With ''

a friquenoy of 8, 12, 211, and 110 Hz,,
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b)

Fig. 33. Spectral'installation,
a). Sohematij diagram; b optio'Al
diagrain. I3- Powder ahargii; 2 -

cons ant-presrxe 'bomb; rotary
p~rlsm; 4 scanning devipe; - SF-4
spectrograph; 6 - optical system of
the prism rotation-anle recorder,
7 - photom utip3.ieo ctwrernt
scoirae; 9 -. osaillograph; 10 - oathode
fll*er; 11 doA. amlfe-i 12
audlofrequenoy oscillato'.; 13 - ID-*GI
anpl4filer; 14i - DD-l0 pressure C.uge;
15 -movie, uamera; 16 - electric

noo' 1-power unit .,of mercu.ry-
* Vao*'~mp l8mrdurY,-VapoVr lamp;19 - disk-.baffle; 20- quartz liene;

21iqtartg glass. of'oonstant-pressure......
bomb; 22 - rotary mwirror; '23 - filter;,
241 -,input 4n'd Qutpl~t sl~ot; 25 s'r
lens, -26 -prism of the iriatrument.
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The SSU made it possible to obtain 30-50 (depending on the

burning time of the TRT specimen) spectrograms along the height

of the tongue of flame from the TRT in one test.

The recording time for one spectrogram varied from 45 ms to

9 ms with prism swing frequencies of 8 and 40 Hz, respectively.

The off-duty factor of the instrument (the ratio of the time

interval between two successive recordings of the spectrum to

the time required to record the -spectrum) was 3-3.5.
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CHAPTER III.

IGNITION OF FINELY DISPERSEDMETAL

Metals can be conditionally broken down into two categories

from the point of view of the characteristic features of the

ignition and burning process. The first category consists of

volatile metals (magnesium, etc.) which are in solid state before

ignition and which do not form a solid protective oxidt. coatig

on the surface during oxidation.

The second category can include aluminum, beryllium, and

others during whose oxidation a dens protective oxide layer is

formed on the surface. For them the melting and boiling points

of the oxide are above the melting aid boiling points of the

pure metal.

These groups of metals have dif erent characteristic

* features and regularities during ign tion and burning. These

.hAaracteristics are manifested in a ifference in the temperature

and me regimes of the processes as well as in the overall

pattern of metal behavior at any sta e of oxidation.

In the general case, methods fo .studying the processes of

metal ignition include the following
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L 1 Continuous high-speed microfilming of the studied object

v. during the entire heating time up to the moment of transition to

: stationary burning. Preference is given to an experimental

study of the ignition of fine wires since this makes it possible

to localize the position of the observed object in time and space,

2. Visual obser-4ation of the studied object with high-

resolution microscopes. In'this case, preference is given to the

" study of separate particles selected and "extinguished" at various

stages of heating and to the processes cf low-temperature oxidation

of metals in various active media. *

With a combination of these methods very interesting details

In the development af the ignition process of metal partic~es in

. active media have been revealed.

S1. Ignition of Aluminum

• 1 . General Pattern of Ignition ii
Brzustowski, Glassman, and Mellor r235-238] studied the

various stages in the ignition of fine aluminum wires (diareter

' 0.89 mm, length 8-11 mm) in a gaseous medium of oxygen, water

vapor, carbon dioxide, and argon, used in differernt cbmbinations

and ratios. Straight or L-shaped anodized and nonanodized wires

of high purity were used in this study. The wires were heated

by passing an electric current along them. Depending on the

specific conditions, two types of ignition were noted.

. The ignition of anddized aluminuff in an atmosphere of .

carbon dioxide-argon, water vapor-argon, and carbon dioxide-

water vapor, not containing oxygen in free state (P < 2 atm),

I s characterized by the appearance of a cylindrical vapor-pbase

l 'ame (Fig. 34) at a certain distance from the surface of the

.re, which lasted until the wire was destroyed.
0

'As a result of anodizing, an outer porous layer 500 A thick
--- and an inner thinner layer with protective properties are formed

on the wire.
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a)

Fig. 34. Ignition of thin aluminum wires.
a) In a C02-Ar(50/50) medium, p - 50 mm 11g; b) in an H 2 0-CO2
medium.

In the cabe nf an L-shaped configuration, the flame, as a

rule, appeared on the vertical arm.. Initially it occurred at,

spots where melted metal was concentrated, maintained by a solid

or extremely viscous oxide film. The expansion and stretching

of the oxide shell at these places apparently facilitated the

diffCusion of aluminum vapors outward and contributed to their

ignition. Then the flame was rapidly propagated along the wire.

The propagation rate along anodized wire was higher than along

pure metal. Simultaneously, "streamers" of vaporous metal

appeared on the surface (see Fig. 34). These were moat frequently

observed on anodized aluminum.

With the second type, aluminum ignites at the moment of

direct contact between the active liquid etal and the oxidizing

medium. The process has a predominately surface nature. However,

vapor-phase ignition is not completely excluded. Its probability

depends on the total pressure, the temperature of the medium,

the oxygen concentration, and the aluminum vapor pressure at the

moment of the wire's destruction. Ignition of this type is

characteristic for aluminum wires heated in an atmosphere of pure

oxygen or in a medium containing oxygen [2391.•
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In all cases, regardless of pressure or oxygen concentration,

:.. .gnit nn was established on the sudden appearance of a bright glow

or flash on the surface of the wire (or very near it). If the

oxygen concentration in the medium, by volume, did not exceed 50%,

ignition coincided with the beginning of destruction and then
U- changed to a stationary burning regime which developed at the

, location of the rupture. .

With a hi ehr oxygen concentration (50% by volume) ignition

was very rapidly propagated from the initial point of origin to

- the ends of the wire. 'As a. result of the melting of the oxide

film, the specimen broke up into a series of independently

bunkilng drops of aluminum under the effect of surface tension

forces. The initial coating of-,the aluminum by the amalgam'

facilitated ignition. If the coating was local, the ignition

origin points always coincided with the amalgamation sites.

It was characteristic that such treatment had virtually no effect

on the burning process itself.

Thus, the experiments revealed the following.

1) If the main oxidizing reagent in the medium is oxygen,

ignition of the wire, 'as a rule (at p - I atm), coincides with

the moment of its destruction as a result of the direct contact

between the pure aluminum and the oxygen.

2) If oxygen is present in the ambient medium in bound

state (in the form of H 20 or CO2) or if its concentration is

low (at low pressure p < - atm), ignition of the aluminum- begins

in gas phase as a result of the diffusion of metal vapor through

the oxide film. The wire does not lose its integrity at the

moment of ignition.

-The pattern of development of the process does not depend

.." qualitatively on the degree of activity of the medium (concentra-

" tion of the inert diluent) cr the type of gas-oxidizer (H0, CO,
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Ignition of finely* dispersed powdrdauiu is lo

7 ~characterized by the gudden appearance and sharp increase In the

intensity of particle glow.

The~ t patcleS of' alumfinum, collected directlybeoegntn

are always spherical regardless of ME! shape of' the initial

p'articles of powder. At the momnent' of ignition they are inI

a molten state. 'and noatr-d with a sonlid protecti.ve oxide film.

.~Figure 35 is a photograph of- aluminum particles collected

with a heat-trans fer plate from a flre'of" H2-O directly from

the Ignition zone. During the period of particle selection and

cooling.a group of fine .(,)5 jim) oxide drops separated from the

particle and formed a peculitar !,rail along the path of particle

motion.. Larger particles (15 0-200 vjn) fragmiented at the moment

of impact with the sampling plate; the fragmentation was accompanied

by the formation .o-f radial tracks (Fig. 36) [139].

10



Fig. 36. Fragmentation of an Al
Uparticle (d *150 prn) on the sampler

plate..

Visual observations (microfilming) of the flight of the
ji particles revealed the fact that on the aluminum surface directly

before the flash individual bright spots appear. It can be
assumed that the appearance of these spots is connected either
with the surface glow of the pure metal which has been suddenly

OfI  freed of the oxide film or with phase changes (for example,

melting) which occur in the oxide layer coating the particle.

This has a local character.

The glow \,',f the particle, which increases slightly with
time during the, warm-up period, ends with a sharp flash and

with the formati around it of a uniform brightly glowing
spherical zone. The diameter of this zone exceeds the diameter

Alj of the original aluminum by a factor of 1.5-3. The dynamics

of the process has, qualitatively, much in common with the process

of aluminum wire ignition. The transition from a weak glow to
,a flash is completed in less than 0.]-0.15 ms.
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Very interesting Information [24J0] has been obtained in a

study of particles subjected to intensified cooling at various

stages of heating.

The surface of these particles (Fig. 37), just as th At of'

initial particles, Is coated with a dense solid oxide film.

However, it differs in structure from the smooth and comparatively

even surface of the initial particles: it is speckled with s,;al1

shallow and randorrQy arrange& crea-es and fol ds.

Stich a surface is formed during a change in the temperature

conditions (co( linC,) of a bodycoated with a thin layer of materia'

having a low (with respect to the body) coefflient (volumetri')

of thermal expansion h Te .1ayer of aluminum-alumrinum, oxide,

from this point of view, satllsfies the above rpquiremerits:

7 -I.4.1 P tAI :3..10-'i deg~ i rl the rvan ge '- t1ie .- '

deg in the range T 3oo-6o0c,

1i. 7. ::uLrface cI' initial
spherical ptirti&Ile before
heating (a) m ,d aftr r passing
through tho( flIame ~oewith-
out Igni1tionl (b).

........ ......



During heating, the thermal expansion ot metal (when particles
ame heated fr'om, 300 to 230001K, vblume' Inoreares by approximatel1y
30%) is accompanied by reaotions of asurlface oxidation which
restore ,ne'continuity of the oxide ooatirig. Us~ toi, any roamono
heating is stopped, the aluminum while oooling dan Welorm the

thin oxide filmn wh~oh coats it3s it indioated above.1

More specific data on the ohange In aluminum particle shapo
with, a' nres ntemperature 'up to 140 00C are presented In

refere n ce [241]. The followin~g three methods and partia.'
heating regime in an air medium are used:

1) heating at a rate of 500'C per ininute) on the stage of'

a microscope, to a temperature of' 60.0 (below the melting point

HOf metal),,6()o (above -the melting point of aluminum), 854,~ .40
and 12001C; o

2) heating at a rate of 100011C per minute, on a sapphire tN
d.sk, up -to a temperature ef 111001C;

3) heating by the radiation of' a 002 laser; heating rate

10,000%C per minutte,

The surfa"-' of the in! tial particle (d '1l00-125 ja) was'K

similar in sh-ape and str'ucture to the surface of a leather ball

1'(see Fig. 37). Wi',h heating up to 60000 (regardless of' heatingK
rate) the particle Undergoes -no changes; above 690 0 C, i.e.,

above the melting point of the metal, slight individual distur-

banc~es begin to appear on the surface. The joining (fusion) of

touching particles was being observed (Fig. 38).
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t"4g 3B~~ ~aor A~ paricl~oes

Bating pai-W file to 8Th15 0C I1 &dot to the oram'kini or the
isurtaoe !tnd tLhe~ formiation of' wx'inFles onl it ar.tor coo1lig. A
rurthte' .Iinr~: tn er ture tip to 104011C oausea moro abrilpt
oh angeL a Many of ' th oold partic~es are broken,, "rumpled"

(F~IG. 39U~) , or hollow. The thin oxide 3helU peelz f'rom the

metal. IThe Jawiov sm-Val of' thw' shol tIs oven and splooth; the

outer is rougher. The ahapp (if the hollow shellJs remains mphealicali
no rolds i, 2 oruoo aro pr~eitt.

At l20fl-14oo00 the, 4)atcn in gprrval is rqpented; however,

the ti knesa 01' th) Wall3 Of the oxide she'Us Increasoo'soinewhat
and thelV SU r AC I)va~ eOU011 more groaved and rougher (see Fig. 390).

4Increasing thie lictiig rate to 1000IC per mninute at 14001~cNI

causes a rdiarr dooeare it, the wall. thioltness ol' the shels

* they are~ now zovtoi withi nuvmerous nodeci) seams ,and cracks

(Fig. 110) . 'Sucl a ,-truk , ure o.an be forined if du~ring high-speed

heating the protoctlve N.fim on the particle cracks; in the craoIks

pure mietal. appoar1s, whioh upon contact with the oir oxides rap~d.y

with the formati on- of ~emi mibJ ~

1 09.... ..... ... ...... .. .. 1
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*PIj~ 39, Slwtoo of' Partiaon (a) 'avid oxide'
shell (b, a)~ after the high-temiperature heat-

oC 3. n ir t.~1O1104C (at b) and InOO8 C

The presence of onneatiron b~tweoii touching particles is
noted [2411). Their appeani'ce i~s apparently the result of~ the

thern~l rackng)f the wide fllmt' wh e makes popsible direct
contaot~ bestween th molten metal of neighboring patioes.

An increase in heat ig rate with the use Qf a lasev teuhfiique

did not reveal any additional details except for a decrease I~n
the total number of' casoo of' porxtic3.e fusion at hig~h temperatures
(14006~C).
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'rTho holl~ow opjovo:3, thje C,:'t~uta~ of the shells and x
oxide rfi~jq thO vi~ VIpu±O urlum par'ticles, a an, rinaly,
the existeuOe f tie onen te)which is character-

ista ortho bur'nip, of' aIumii.M1111 Lt vapov phrtsc, can be considered
oonL'iviatiorl 0, LthQ pM ;ul utck 0ocin Lp he pi-obabi lity of a
pr'ocess of' actl PI' o(?idAc)f and vvaPr"l'.At,i 8fl or 'Aluminum at tempera- -
tures below boilingp4t;f hirte

The proomtijv~ Qxi..kr f I Iin whioh ('01.t,; the s ur f a ce of pairticl1es
during heating can und(.ero substantial chP~mnge(' -vvrn belb W:the
melting point of' A) ,O Th us f,~e afct the protective
Cunotionsa of thle il.With hIgh heating lit gmqs the surface or
the aluminum oan be purtila2y uncovered, thus f'acilitating evapora-
tion or direct cOntUt Uc t-WCOI the metal and the oxidizing mediuml.

The lat er s i ep rab y c nne ted wit th O 'oblem of aluminum
ignition,
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-Ignition Temperature. ..

The first attempts to ignite single particles of aluminum

in heated furnaces and tracking installations were not successful.

Ignition took place only after the particles were heated to a

certain - and very high - ignition temperature. Hill [242] could

''not ignite aluminum specimens in oxygen, and nitrogen (p < 1 atm)

at a temperature below 6601C. It is pointed out [145) that at

the moment of ignition the temperature of aluminum exceeds the

melting point of the metal - 9730K. Cassel and Liebman [136)

could not observe the ignition of aluminum when the temperature .

' of the oxidizing medium'was below 14000C.

In a flame of natural gas with air [138] (15000C) isolated

aluminum particles with a diameter of less than 44 Vm ignited.

The ignition temperature of separate aluminum particles !l

introduced into a gas flow (flame) with uniform temperature field,

composition, and rate ( I'0 m/s) was studied in greater detail by

Friedman and Macek [133, 1343. A uniform gas flow was created

by burning a propane-oxygen-nitrogen.mixture or a carbon dioxide-,

mixture in a flat burner whose discharge opening was covered

with a metal grid. The temperature of the flame was calculated

according to the composition of the initial mixture and according

to the program which assumes an adiabatically balanced state of

the medium (see Fig. 20). The size of the aluminum particles did

not exceed 100 jim; the time of their szay in the flame exceeded

20-35 ms. The moment of ignition was established by the abrupt
appearance of a bright particle glow.

Figire 41 shows the critical temperature of a propane-oxygen-

nitrogen flame, necessary for the ignition of particles 35 Um

in diameter depending on their free-oxygen content. For a

stoichiometric flame the critical temperature is 22700K. With

an increase in excess oxygen the aluminum ignition limit with

112
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respect to temperature drops insignificantly (by 600K) and does

not depend on the moisture content of the medium. In a medium

with negative oxygen balance the oxidaticon of aluminum occurs

not only because of the free- oxygen but also as a result of inter-

action with water (vapor) and carbon dioxide. The growth of

critical temperature with a change in oxygen concentration in

such a medium occurs abruptly. Particle aize has no effect on

ignition temperature.

Fig. 41. Critical temperature of
the iedium upon the ignition of
A! particles in a propane-oxygen-

, onitrogen flame.

t6 i2 - i,mole % In region II there is no burning.
Melting point is 2300 0K.

Similar results with respect to Ignition of aluminum

particles 35-45 Pm in. diameter have been obtained in a constant-

pressure instrument at elevated pressure [135 ,(Fig. 42).

Thus, according to Friedman and Macek, the critical tempera-

ture of the oxidizing medium, necessary for the ignition of

individual aluminum particles (less than 100 pm in diameter),

turned out to be very near (±1500) the melting point of the oxide
A1203 . ;

Fig. 42. Critical Al ignition
temperature versus P0

In spite of this assertion, it is noted in reference [243 "
that if a drop of aluminum is previously heated in an inert

atmosphere and then the inert gas is abruptly replaced with oxygen,

ignition occurs at a temperature of ^'i000°C. The ign-ition of
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Sthin alumInum Vlres in water vapor takes place w'hen the' temperature
of the medium, 1s approxifiuatcly.17000K.

On the other hand, heated (by electric current)--- &uinum.
tubes 0.95-1.27 mm in. diameter with a wall thickness or 0.25 mm
and up to 16 cm. long could not be ignited at dll at a pressure

of 1-20 atm in a C02-02 oxidizing medium (24.3). After a tempera-
ture equal to the melting point of aluminum was achieved, the
tube was destroyed without subselquent ignition.

Brzustowski and Glassman 1237), with an~ optical pyrometer,
**ymeasured the brightness temperature of thin aluminum wires slowly

* .heated in an oxidizing medium containing pure oxygen. It was
* found that this tempera'ture (Table 11) does not depend on the

pressure of the ambient medium and the previous history of oxide
layer formation. It has the same value both in the case of
thins wires anodized by the industrial method and in the case where

* .the oxide layer was formed as the wire was heated in the oxidizing
medium.

.Table 11. Highest values of brightness temperatures during the
burning of thin aluminum wires in oxygen.

Brightness temper- Brightness temper-
ature, OK ature, 0K

Pressure andzd-Pressure andzd przd pureandzd pr
_____wire wire wire' wire

50 mm. Hg 2000 18002 4 atm 2Q25. 20251
100 mm Hg 2010 1890 10 atm 2025 2025'
300 mm Hg 2010 2000 20 atm 2025 2025'
1 atm. 2025 2025'

'Ign :ition was observed in all experiments.

2oIgnition.
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Similar results hav been obtained in heating anodized and

nonanodized wires in a stationary oxidizing C02-Ar or 02-Ar medium

in the pressure range 50 mm Hg - 2 atm: regardless of the 02
coentratin 1* the meuuin, ignition-temperature is also near
the melting point of A!203. The moment of ignition coincides

with the direct effect of the ambient atmosphere nn the molten
active metal during destruction of the wire. At the same time
the brightness temperature of the wires (anodized and non anodized)

at the moment of ignition in pure oxygen is lower by approximately

1501C than in a CO2 medium.

4 jI ":; Fig. 43. Brightness temperature
of thin aluminum wires at the
moment of ignition.

KI-.
0.7 10" 0.7t0z  .7 P, atm

Figure 43 presents data [239) on brightness temperatures

of the ignition of thin aluminum wires (links 5-10 cm, diameter

0.25-1.0 mm) in an oxygen argon medium in a wider pressure range.

The shaded area corresponds to the interval of experimenta-l data.

The solid line corresponds to the pressure of Al vapors.

- In the region of pressures above 1 atm the values of brightness

temperature for thin wires at the moment of ignition virtually coin-

* cide with the melting point of A1203 and do not depend on the

partial pressure of oxygen in the ambient medium. Ignition is

connected to the destruction of the wires. At p < 0.5 atm the

brightness temperature )f ignition drops substantially with a

drop in pressure. There is a fully defined correlation between
this temperature and the vapor pressure of aluminum. Ignition

occurs in gas phase and is connected with the appearance of

a flame located a certain distance from the surface of the wire.
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Sconsiderable practical interest is the study of the
ignitio6n conditions of dispersed metals in the combustion producta
of solid propellants 'and' poder.

With the use of - h-pe color movie photographv, Yood.- 244,__
-p -tfid- A -quflti-trW, Investigation 6f "the buininj-(p 5~
of, thin' plates of quick-burning mixed propellants with additives
'or magnesium and aluminum particles (0.01-10 wt. ).One of the
objectives of the study was to determine the location o f the
igniton or aluminum particles relative to the surface of the
propellant (Table 12).

Table,12. Ignition of metal particles in a plastisol propellant
L22 4_ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

4verage nomJ na.
diameter of Als % ignition of metal
metal pa.ticle,

S0.1 I Ignition on the surface

. 5. 10, Ignition on the surface and ir the
- gas flow

15-20 v;.v2 The same
4o 0.15

4o 1It t

40010

40(at 7 atm) 10 ~ i

40(at 70 atm) 10 ~ into

do 10L
8 Ignition directly aoesufc

* 5 -2 Ig'-ttion on the surfacej
137 1. No ignition
137 1 "
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Particles less than 5-wm in diameter, 'as a rule, ignited on

the surface of the propellant. The ignition of particles 40 um

in diameter occurred some distance from the burning surface. The
location of ignition for particles of the intermediate fraction

%.--2 a wdu not-constant: ignition occurred -oth-'on tht surta.e
of the propellant and far from it. Ignition of particles 80-137 um
in diameter could not be recorded within the field of observation

(10 mm).

Since the surfaie temperature of modern condensed systems is

usually 500-7000 C, it follows that the temperature of the medium
in which, particles with a diameter of less than 5-10 pm ignite
is near the upper linit of this temperature range.

In combustion products of pure ammonium perchlorate (12000 C)
aluminum does not ignite at a pressure below 140 atm [134, 245].

The rise In flame temperature due to the mixing of fuel and
APC increases the probability of aluminum ignition. However,
here the minimum flame temperature at which the particles ignited

was 2250-23001K. In other words, the results of tests by,

Friedman and Macek [245] on the ignition of aluminum in the flame
of gas burners and condensed mixture compositions agree.

Table 13. The fraction of particles which ignited
in combustion products of the propellant composi-
tion APC-paraformeldehyde when (p. 70 atm) [246].

Propellant ' la ,Gs 1
composltion. % Flame I Gas composition of flame gnition

pfra- alu- temper- f tlon rarticlesApc ' forma1l ui te. 1 faQ nc 0-,O

0 1,0 1300 11. '|T 35,2 23.5 20.0 - rac-dehyde C ' K I I I I _ _ _ _ _

I IDJI,M 1 0.1 22K0 10,7 4,5 2t,1 17.0 9.4 1(-&
5 15 0.A 20,) W,1 4, 4, 21 ")2 11,A 13.9 1

7 .6 24 -.(. 260 9,1 150,0 18,2 - 22,7
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It is interesting to estimate the probability of the ignition

- of .inely dispersed (53-66 Pm) particles of aluminum introduced

in the amount 0.01-1.0% into the composition of a two-component

mixed propellant (Table 13) [2463. As the specimen burned, metal

particles fell into the tongue of a flame of decomposition

,roducts from a fuel and oxidizer of a certain composition and

tomperau.~

The most probable tempcrature of combustion products of

heterogeneous condensed systems,';-n which 100% ignition of individual

aluminum particles occurs (in a given exj,,riment), lies in the

2200-2600 0K rangi, Unfortunantely, the geometri e parameters of

' the flame and the dimensions of its high-temperature-zone are

not indicated in the work. Therefv;-e, the question of the he

connection between the probability of particle ignition and the

time of their stay in this zone, particularly at low temperatures,

remains unanswered.

At the sametime, excellent data are available for the

maximum'temperature of combustion products of mixed powders,

S.w" necessary forthe ignition of particlez of finely dispersed aluminum.

Using thinner spherical powders with an average particle size of

6-10 pm, Pokhil, Logachev, and Mal'tsev'[172, 174, 247] found that

?:j the ignition temperature of aluminum particles in combustion

products of condensed systems is %1300 0 K.

Belyayev, Frolov, and Korotkov [154, 248], having an

I extended and constant-temperature flow of combustion products

from mixed systems in a semiclosed installation, observed similar

results. Under these conditions, at a flow temperature of 1600 0 K,

it was possible to observe the ignition of even larger aluminum

(d - 70-100 pm). However, as will be shown below, the ignition

delay time increased considerably.
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On the basis of results obtained, it was concluded that

the lower limit (temperature) of stable ignition for particles

of finely disperstd aluminum in a high-temperature medium of

combustion products from mixed condensed systems is a temperature

of 13009K. Apparently the maln reason for the disagreer~nt in

the evaluation of the minimum temperature of the medium necessary

for aluminum ignition is the difference in the dispersity of the

experimental material and the time of particle'stay in the high-

temperature zone.

For example, the time of particle motion in the flow in a

semiclosed installation exceeds, by one or more orders, the

maximum possible stay time of the same particles in the tongue

of a flame from specimens burned in an inert atmosphere in a

constant-pressure instrument.

An analysis of the experimental results in determiing the

temperature limit for the ignition of thin wires and particles

of finely dispersed aluminum in an oxidizing medium shows that

the most favorable conditions for ignition are realized in a

medium of combustion products of heterogeneous condensed systems

and powders. The critical temperature of the medium, which

ensures satisfa-tory ignitio'n of aluminum under these conditions,

is 1300 0 K [172, 1731.

The critiac, ignition temperatur'e in the tongue of a flame

from gas burners and installations in which electrical heating

of specimens was used, as a rule, is significantly higher and

is near the melting point of aluminum oxide 2300'K. However,

there is apparently no clear boundary between these two cases.

The size of particles and the concentration of active

reagents in an oxidizing medium (concentration H20, Co2 , 0

have virtually no noticeable effect (at least in the rerion of

d - 10-45 Pm) on the critical ignition temperature rf aluminum.

At the moment of ignition the temperature of the particles is
near the melting point of aluminum oxide.
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3.- Ignition Dela Time
(Induction Period)

Most of the familiar quantitative measurements are made in
Connection with conditions in the flame of .i gas burner (p - 1 atm).
In determining the delay time of particle ignition, the distance
along the trajectory of partil!e motion between the injection
point and the spot where the glow appears and the gas flow rate
are directly measured quantities.. The ratio x/v determines the0
so-called "apparent" or "conditional" induction period. In

calculating it, we do not take into account the rate of injected

particle delay with respect to the supporting flow.

The value of the "apparent" induction period for spherical

aluminum particles in a propane-oxygen-nitrogen flame is presented

in Fig. 44 and Table 14.

Table 11. Induction period T' of aluminum particles,
(T = 25100 K) '134]. an

Average d'am- 0- concentra- H2 0 concen-

eteu p arti tion, % tration, % sn'-Minum partl.- S
..les, lm

35 5.8 18.1 1.6 ±- 0.4 :
49 5.8 18.1 11.7 ± 0.7

35 7.9 0.5 10.7 ± 1,0

149 7.9 0.5 26.5

qI,

F Fig. 44. Ignition

r time ('n) .," aluminum
particles as a function

0 ~of' d2 I
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The main mass of the particles ignited 10-150 mm above~

the injection zone. With satisfactory accuracy TIf (see Fig. 4J1J)

i&, subject to square law T' d2 regardless of the moisture

content of the mediu..

Justas ritcalignition temperature, Te
1
r is a very weak

function of the concentration of active reagjnts in the medium.

A change in the total concentratioriQ If 0 +0 by a factor- Of 3
44 ~ reduces -cr. by no more thsr 40% (see Table 1~4); the greatest

changes occur ±,- the region of low concentration.

To calculate the actual value Of T, Friedman a~id Macek

[133] propcsed to introduce a correction for the velocity delay

of the particles:

if the injection velocity is zero'

To '- -,-(1 -4p(- 'Iff)J

and

razrf+ Offx(L) '4~-; 11

if the particles are introduced into a hot flow with a velocity

of V'. Here

where o-'

weed is the diameter of the particle; p is the density of' the

metal; ni Js the viscosity 'of the gas in the boundary layer of

the particle; V0 is the velocity of the gas.

f 'From. the ratio of Stokes and Newton rorces the veloc-ity of
particle motion V(t) is given in the form of V(t) V V0 exp (-t,"1).

The time is found from the solu~tion to equation

z ~-.,.,,~p (. 19j dt.
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'Slate T' and 8 are proportional to d , the induction period
of the particles, with a correction forthe Iag behind flow, is
also proportional to d2. However, the size of this correction

can be quite substantial. For particles with a diameter of

50 um T/T-' 1.9, i.e., the "actual" ignition delay time must

be 12.7 ms (when n " 5"10 poise) instead of 6.6 ms [133).

Along with a weak sensitivity to the moisture content and

the concentration of the oxidizer in the medium, T 9 n virtually

does not react to the degree of activity of the ambient atmosphere

and, particularly, to the presence or absence of pure oxygen in

the medium. I

Presented below are the values of the indiction period for

aluminum particles of the 53-66 1 m fraction in the flame of a

gas burner with a temperature of 2610 0 K [246]:

Original Composition Induction
gas of medium period
mixture (flame' r, ms:[

CO + 1.5 02 CO2 + 02  10

CO + 0.5 0 2 .+ N2  CO2 + N2  10

In spite of the fact that pure oxygen is present in the
flame as the basic component in the first variant whie a flame

of the second type is diluted in half by nitrogen, the ignition

delay time in both cases is identical and proportional to d2 .

The temperature of the medium is another matter. Just as for
drops of liquid hydrocarbons and solid carbon particles, this

parameter is decisive in the ignition of metal particles (Fig. 45).
A temperature increase of only 4000 in the ambient medium

(from 2500 to 29001K), for example, increaseq the possibility of

aluminum ignition by a factor of 2 [246].
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This result is completely regular since the value of the

induction period, in the first place, is determined by the

heating of the particles from initial to critical ignition

temperature. The main form of the heat exchange of a particle

with the ambient medium, in this stage, .s thermal conductivity

in the laminar boundary layer (induced film) of the particle.

Therefore, the heating rate is a function of the temperature

level of the medium and the particle Lnd the gradient dT/dR

on the medium-particle boundary.

The nearness of the results presented in Table l and

Figs. 44 and 45, taking into account the differences in the

ambient temperature and initla] particle size, underscores

once more the decisive role of temperature and particle size

as the main parameters in determining Tn.

We should also note that the chemical composition of combus-

tion products of heterogeneous systems, as we have already

repeatedly emphasized, is quite complex. In combustion products

of compositions based on an APC oxidizer, in addition to the

basic oxidizing oxygen-containing reagents, HCI, N2, and others

are contained in considerable quantity. In an installation with

a semiclosed volume, for the ignition delay time of the aluminum
introduced into a condensed system (0.01-1.0% by weight), the

authors of reference [154] took the time figured from the moment

of particle escape from the surface of the specimen to the

appearance of the flash. The time required for particle warm-up

in the reaction layer of the powder and on the burning surface

of the specimen, i.e. up to a temperature of 500-7000C, was

not taken into account.

The greatest changes in the value of Trn are obtained

during a variation in the temperature of the gas flow (Fig. 46).
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Fig. 45. Fig. 46.

Fig. 45. Ignition time for Al particles (d * 53-56 Pm, CO-0 2
medium) versus temperature.

Fig. 46. Ignition time for Al particles (d * 70 vm) in combustion
products of condensed systems versus temperature.

As the temperature of the medium drops the ignition time

for aluminum increases sharply Rnd at a temperature of less than

2000*K begins to considerably exceed the combustion time (Tr .

9.5 s).On the other hand, at high temperatures on the order

of'3000K, even with comparatively large particles (70 um) the

ig nition time is brief and falls within 1-2 Mns.

However, unlike temperature, the composition of the gas1 flow and the pressure (p > 10 atm) affect T only slightly.

The differences observed in the experimental data fall within

the range of measurement error. However, we cal see nevertheless

that With a sharp increase in H20 and CO2 concentration (up to

70%) the time of T decreases somewhat.
'an

With a change to particles of another size (d < 200 pm),

these regularities do not change qualitatively. In absolute
value, however, Tr increases in proportion to the square of

particle diameter.

In the general case, the ignition time of aluminum particles

in combustion products of mixed compositions based on APC is

satisfactorily described for d - 70 pm by an exponential function

of the type Tsn = 3.6"1o-6 exp (32,000,'RT), ms. Thcze data are
also presented below:
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* r K' IGOO 2IW 2O 2S00 3-1W
V (XP1, MS P) ta 3 2

Thus, the main parameter determining the ignition delay time

of aluminum particles in combustion products of heterogeneousI.:z

condensed systems is the temperature of the gas flow. The pressure

and the gas composition of the medium, in this respect, is secondary.

Just as in gas burners, T en is proportional "o the square of the

diameter of the initial particles.

At the present time there is no precise analytical solution

to the problem of the ignition of metal particles having a dense

protective oxide film. -

Friedman and Macek E133] have proposed a formula for calculat-

ing the Tran time based on the results of their experiments on the

ignition of particles of finely dispersed aluminum in the flame

of a gas burner in accordance with their assumption that the

moment of ignition agrees with the phase transition of the oxide

protective layer from solid state to liquid state, as a result

of which the metal oxidation rate increases sharply.

The derivation of the formula is based on the assumption

that particle warm-up from initial temperature TO to temperature

T (near the melting point of aluminum oxide (see Fig. 41)) is

accomplished by thermal conductivity from the medium with T in

the thin boundary layer surrounding the particle. According to

the conditions of the experiment for whico this calculation is

made, it is assumed that the Nu number = 2, the Re number =

= 0.01-2 (for particles with d = 50 pm), and radiation (during

ignition) can be disregarded. Finally, the expression for

calculating the induction period is written in the form

Pdl TM - To L
Tan --n + 7,. (III.2)
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P,' 0. L'are'the-density, the specific heat capacity and
a tent heat of fusion of' the aluminum; X~ is the coefficient

4~.itkerinal conductivity of the gas (assumed to be independent of'

~V'-. tue)

' ~~~Just az, \n the experiment, tr~ according to (111.2), is
gnp~ortional to dand gives a fair agreement with the experiment.

Akt values of X *2.1-10- cal/cm-s-deg, T~-25100K, T
k400K (see Fig. 41i) arid standard values for p, c, and L,

t in_,Aduction period T for particles with a diameter or' 50 Um,
cao1px; tA'-d according to formula (111.2), is 16.1 ms. The experi-

l. *-- Zntalyalue for these same conditions (with correction for
elpcity -lag) is 12.7 mns (133).

*However, the region of application for formula (111.2) is
- apparently very limited. This is primarily related to the

letniz.ion of aluminum in the combustion products of the powders.

4I. TE ffect of the Concentration
at S4-tal Part.-cles on the Ignition
-cmY~iperate and the'Period of

S1nduation for Aluminum

The pr'oblem of the effect of metal concentration an the basic
parameters of ignition - critical temperature and induction period-
U-,solved unambiguously. it virtually all cases an increase ini
particle concentration reduices the temperature of the mediu.m,
during which particlc Ignition begins and T decreases.

~A~he particle -:become easily ignitable even atacoprtvl

lowteweraureof the kdium (or flame), in which single particles
4 not Ignite at ail

In. a CO 2 atmosphere, fine aluminum powder with an average
p-paAicle size of 0.03 pmn, placed in a test tube, begins to

ignite at 360-4200C [21. The alumrinum powder which deposited
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S on the base in the form of a dust layer will ignite in air at a

higher temperature, 5850C. If the same aluminum forms an air-

suspension with air, the ignition temperature is 6450 C [2503.

In other words, thermal ignition of the deposited powder oocurs

at a lower temperature than the ignition of the same powder

suspended in air.

If an electric discharge (spark) Is the ignition source,

the ignition energy of the aluminum air cloud is a function of

particle size: for finer particles less energy is required [250];

this energy remains constant over a wide range of metal particle
concentrations.

The ignition of a cloud containing a broad spectrum of

particle sizes is generally determinea by the smallest particles

present. Figure 47 presen*i data on the ignition temperature

of aluminum dust in an oxygen flow as a function of the average

particle size (250].

The ignition of spherical powdered aluminum in combustion

products of mixed compositio s is also noticeably facilitated

with an increase In particle concentration to 5-2U% [173, 206, 251].

The aluminum becomes easily gnitable even at flame temperatures

at which the ignition of sing e particles is not generally

ovserved.

In a composition having a maximum burning temperature of

2400*K, the ignition delay tine of particles with a diameter of

70 im, only as a result of an increase in metal concentration

to 10% (by weight), diops by nore than 5: from 6 to .I ms.

Particles with a diameter of .5-20 urm and less, under these

conditions, are ignited almos directly on the surface of the

specimen.
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The ri-a1ted Ies of the change In T for alumninumn

particles, when the A3.UMinUM conten't in heterogeneous condensed

Ssterns i~s increased to .10%, become clear from a comparison of

700

(0 50 d, pm P too 0'O d, 11m

I~i. 4. Initon empraturef, r aumium ustIn oxygen,
of l prtiles(d '7 pm incombustion products

of' codese esi3a uitoofprcl ameter (Al con-

A -'eduction ini thte Induction period for large particles can

be oLservodk not only with an increase in their concentration.

A similar effect can also be achieved if£ a small amount of

finer particles of thu, same or more easily ignitabl~e metal. is

mixed in. Thus,$ for e xarnp~e if' 2% of the particles have a

diameter of "5pin, the pairticles with a diameter of 80 pm are

ignited at a considerably shor-ter distance from the surfc-ce of

the specimen than io the case without the finer, particles L244].

The decrease in the induction period of aluminum, pnuticles with

an increase in theIr outicentration in the gas F.Iow or in the

combustion produicts o-f' heterogeneous condensed systsams has a

reasonable explanation within the framework of heat theory.

The ignition of paurticles is determined by the conditionsIof their heating ini an ambient gaseous3 atmo)sT~here up to ignition
te.mperature. Thesecnl i n to a considerable dredepend



on the temperature of the medium. For the total group of particles,

heat released from their surface causes a general increase in

ambient temperature, especially if additional self-heating occurs

on the surface because of oxidation reactions. In addition, if

particles are fed continuously into a gas flow (for example, during

the burning of metallized powders) and the process develops into

self-sustaining burning, then, because of the considerable

thermal effect of the burning of a large amount of aluminum,

the heating of newly arriving" particles is determined not only

by their heat exchange with the ambient medium but also by the

additional heat supply (thermal conductivity and radiation) from

the burning zone.

As a result of this, the heating rate of the particles

increases and their 'r decreases.

5. The Physical Nature of' Ignition
Processes in Alurminum Particles

Aluminum is a metal which has high reactivity in a high-

temperature oxidizing medium. Under natural conditions, its

surface is coated with a solid proteotive layer of oxide.

There is a direct connection between the kinetic reactions

of surface oxidation and the properties of the oxide being formed

[13]. If the volume of oxide is less than the volume of metal

involved in the oxidation reaction Ve (Pilling-Bedworth criterion

= V /V less than one), a solid oxide film cannot form on the
OH Mao

surface of the metal. Oxide, as a rule, is porous, as a result

of which the surface of the metal is always open for oxidizer

access. The rate of the oxidation reaction depends only slightly

on the growth rate and character of' the oxide coating on the

metal surface and changes according to linear law.
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If the Pilling-Bedworth criterion is more than one, then

during oxidation on the surface of the metal a solid oxide layer

builds up and the reaction continues only because of the diffusion

of the oxide through this layer. The reaction rate is inversely
proportional to the thickness of the oxide film; oxidation rate

changes according to parabolic law.

The greatest density and, consequently, the best protective

properties are found in oxide films of metals for which ..0 < a <

< 1.5. With large values for 0 the oxide layer, as it grows,

experiences considerable internal stress and can crack. In this

case, its protective functions drop sharply. For aluminum the value

of.the 8 criterion is near one (0 = 1.3). Because of this, the

surface layer of oxide on aluminum is very dense and has good

protective properties. At room temperature in air, the thi.ckness

of the oxide layer grows_ to 50-100 A in the first 5-10 days and

then is virtually constant [252].

In the general case, the process of aluminum oxidation is

an exothermic process whose rate increases with an increase in

temperature.

In the 350-4751C range the oxidation rate constant conforms

with satisfactory accuracy to the Arrhenius equation with activa-

tion energy E = 22.8 kcal/mole

A e. k fep (- UEIT).

According to established concepts, as the ignition temperature

we take that minimum temperature of the particles or medium at

which heat release from the oxidation reaction of the metal

exceeds heat loss to the surrounding space and the temperature

of the particle begins to rise with an increasing rate. The

time required for the metal to warm up from the initial temperature

to a temperature at which this condition begins to be fulfilled

generally determines the ignition delay time.
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At low particle temperatures the oxidation rate of the

aluminum is quite low because of the presence of the solid

protective oxide layer on its surface. Therefore, even in a

high-temperature oxidizing medium, particle warm-up before

a certain moment can be considered exclusively as a heat exchange

process. This critical moment can be the phase for c.rystal-

structure variations in the oxide film which are connected with

temperature.

One of them is the melting of the oxide film, which abruptly

increases the oxide flow to the surface of the metal. This

increase is the result of a reduction in the diffusion resistance

of the oxide film. According to this hypothesis, aluminum

particles ignite when their temperature reaches the melting

point of aluminum oxide, i.e., 2300°K. The advantage of this

is indicated by experimental data on determining the ignition

temperature and induction periods of aluminum particles in the

flames of gas burners and thin aluminum wires heated by electric

current (see Sections 1, 2, 3).

The difference between the ignition temperature of particles

and the melting point of A1203 is considered the measure of

self-heating from the oxidation reaction. Under stationary

A, 'dtlons, based on the balance between the effect of the

exothermic oxidation reaction and the heat-mass transfer in
the gas, t1he connection between T a. 0 and T is given by

the expression [254]

A, I ... ./V/ (111-3)

[nn = melting; ip critical]

where Q is the exothermic effect of the reaction; k(po 0/RT n) is

the oxidation rate on the surface of the particle through a solid

layer of A12 0 3 at a temperature of 23001K; n is the order of

reaction with oxygen.
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The processing of the experimental results presented in

_ 'Fig. 12 Indicated- that the numerical value of n is 0.41-0.5.
This shows a slight dependence of ignition temperature on oxygen

concentration in the atmosphere, i.e., the activity of the

medium.

Since the melting point of aluminum oxide changes only slightly

4 with pressure, the critical ignition temperature of particles

is virtually constant in a wide range of pressures (p > 1 atm)
and particles sizes. At the final stage of the transition of

the induction period to self-sustaining burning, the aluminum

ignition process is a heterogeneous process. The oxidation

reaction occurs on the surface of the particle along the

metal oxide interface. The exothermic effect of the reaction

ensures the subsequent self-heating of the particle to the boiling

point of aluminum and, as we shall see below, the transition of

the reaction to vapor phase.

The induction period, since it is generally determined by
heat exchazige with the ambient medium, is proportional to the

squ e of particle diameter.

This method of aluminum ignition through the melting of
-the xide film is obviously not the only one. It does not

expl in the ignition of aluminum particles at lower temperatures

in th e combustion products of heterogeneous condensed systems

r172, 173, 2063.

ignificant in this respect also is the ignition of

elect rically heated thin aluminum wires in an oxygen-containing

mdiumn in the region of vacuum pressures. The ignition process

, has a gas-phase nature and sets in at that moment when the

temperature of the wire is equal or exceeds the boiling point

of al iminum. Although at such temperatures the oxide shell is

still olid (Fig. 43), its physical integrity is impaired. This
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is easily seen, for example, in Fig. 34, where separate streams

coming from the :rftce of a wire coated with- 4Oo.S Z yer of

Al203 are revealed. The ignition of aluminum occurs because of
the impairment of the oxide shell's structure; however, this is
not because of phase transition (melting) but as a result of
cracking and breaking of the oxide shell by the vapor of the

metal and the diffusion of the latter into gas phase. The

difference in the coefficients 0 of volume expansion for metal

and oxide, to a certain extent, contributes to this.

If we assume that a spherical particle of aluminum is

uniformly coated with a shell of A1203 , then from strength

considerations we can derive the following expression for

evaluating the temperature at which a break occurs in the middle

section of the shell:

r 6r3.-- V0-t

0706  2
where E 0.7.10 kg/cm is the modulus of elasticity for A1203 ;

R is the radius of the particle, am; o - 2.1.103 kg/cm 2 is the
ultimate strength for A12 0 3 ; 6 is the thickness of the oxide

film, cm.

If R 10- 3 cm,, 6 = 10- 4 cm, then At I 30'C.

In the combustion products of heterogeneous condensed

systems and powders at atmospheric pressure and above, the

minimum temperature of the medium at which aluminum particle

ignition is observed is, noticeably lower than the boiling point

of the metal and almost 10000 less than the melting point of

Al 0 Therefore, under these conditions, the process of aluminum2 3
ignition cannot be limited either by the melting of the protective

oxide film coating the particle or by its disruption by wapor-

phase metal. At the same time, it is doubtful that, in this

case, ignition is connected with a disturbance in the density

of the diffusion barrier created by the oxide film.
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. An analysis of t:: V ttern of variation in the surface
structure of aluminum particles as a function of their heating
mode in an oxidizing atmosphere provides a partial answer to

the question of how this disruption occurs (see page 84)1.

With 2.w-speed heating (8-10 deg/s) the surface of the

particle is coated with a dense "rough" oxide shell having

inhomogeneIties wnich are the result of the "healing" of cracks
which occur in the shell during heating (to a temperature > 1040 0 C)
because of the differences in the coefficients of thermal expan-
sion for aluminum and its oxide. The cracks are not numerous

and the active aluminum passing through them oxides rapidly and

restores the protective functions of the oxide shell apparently

without substantial self-heating of the particle. However,

even under these conditions (at 10000 C), part of the aluminum

manages to react.

With an increase in heating rate to 20 deg/s and more, the

surface of the particle undergoes susbstantial changes, indicating

a sharp intensification of the process of shell cracking and metal

oxidation. The shell remains thin-walled; however, it is broken
up with a dense network of fine seams and creases (see Fig. 40).

More-ver, many shells turn out to be hcllow. Among the final
products of the heating are subdispersed particles of oxide whose

presence is characteristic for the vapor-phabe reaction. Under

these conditions, the exothermic effect of the oxidation reaction

must be more appreciable and the self-heating of the particles

more powerful. This eases the requirements imposed on the

minimum temperature of the medium which ensures particle ignition.

'This refers to page 84 of the original Russian document, the
translation of which appears on pages 108, 109.- Translator's Note.
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In the burning of powders, particles are in even more

rigorous conditions of high-speed heating. If we assume that

the surface temperature of a mixed composition on the average Is

600-8000 C, the coefficient of thermal diffusivity K - 1.10 - 3

• c 2 . - I

C .8, and the rate of normal burning u - 5.-0 mm/s, then the
time required for particles to pass through the heated laJer with

a 700°C drop in temperature is, in order of magnituide, near

K

2.10"* s.

Hence the heating rate for a substance and a particle in the

reaction layer of the powder is, in order of magnitude, 1,10 5 deg/s.

Upon entering gas phase, a particle is subject to comparable heating

modes.

For this reason, the hypothesis of oxide film destruction

is apparently fully valid. Intensive self-heating of a particle

and the reduction of the minimum temperature of the medium, at

which heat release from the oxidation begins to exceed heat loss
to the outside, finally becomes possible. According to experimental
data [172, 173, 206, 247, p4S], for mixed condensed systems this
temperature is %1300 0 K.

It'should be mentioned that in a medium of decomposition

productt: and the burning of mixed powders based on ammonium
perchlorate there is a large amount of chlorine and its compounds.

. In the interaction of aluminum with chlorine, aluminum chloride

is formed [1433 which has a very low (450 0K) temperature of

vaporization'(sublimation). The reaction Al + 1.5 Cl2 r AICI 3 + 162

kcal is accompanied by heat release which is, it is true, weaker

than in the reaction of aluminum with 0., H20, or CO2 . However,

if such an interaction occurs, even partially, where the molten

aluminum comes in direct contact with the ambient medium, this

undoubtedly must facilitate ignition at lower temperatures of the

medium.
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Since the induction period, even in this case, is generally
determined by the heat exchange of a particle with the , medium
(at, least up to a temperature of 1300 0K), its value is proportional
to the square of pa'ticle diameter.

Howover, Ton is reduced quantitatively (as compared with
gas burners and track installations) since particle self-heating
from the oxidation reaction begins to play a substantial role
when a temperature of 1300-15000K is achieved, ard the process
is sharply accelerated.

If we maintain the condition that the main form of heat
If i exchange between particle and medium in the induction period

is thermal conductivity, i.e., time T required for a particle
to heat up to temperature T KPIn a medium with temperature %~2 is proportional to

- '

then we can evaliate the relationship between the times required=13060K and T p  23000K.
$4}i for particles to heat up to T 13 a T . .V,

For a medium with T,, = 2500-3000 0K, it Is 3.5-4.0.

From a comparison of experimental data it follows that the
induction period of particles injected into a flame from a gas
burner with a temperature of 2500-3000°K (Fig. 45) exceeds, by
a factor of approximately 3,' the Ton of particles introduced

" into a composition of heterogeneous condensed systems (see Fig. 46).Introducing a correction for particle velocity lag makes this

difference even greater.

Such a correlation of results is obviously not accidental
and indirectly confirms the soundness of the evaluation of the
critical ignition temperature of aluminum particles in the above
media and the reasons advanced to support them.
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Thus, the minimum critical temperature for the medium, which

ensures aluminum particle ignition, is determined by the intensity

of the heat exchange with the ambient medium, the properties of

the medium, and the nature of the impairment of the protective

functions of the oxide coating.

In many respects, the latter also depends on the purity and
method of obtainirg the oxtde. The presence of impurities,

anodization, and amalgamation-reduce its density and strength

during heating, thereby facilitating the ignition of aluminum.

5 2. Ignition of Beryllium

Berylli,,m.(Be) is one of the most effective metals from the

energy point of view. Just as aluminum, it belongs to the class

of "volatile metals" [143]. The boiling point of beryllium

(T 'M 2757*K) is below the boiling point of its stable oxide

BeO (T s n = 4120
0 K) and below, though only slightly, its melting

point (T nn 2830 0K).

Beryllium, Just as aluminum, is an extremely reactive element.

However, under ordinary conditions, its activity is surpressed by

the presence of a protective oxide fi?- onthe surface.

For beryllium the ratio of the vo? 'me of oxide to the volume

of the reacting metal - the Pilling-Bedworth criterion - is,

B - 1.68. This is an indication of the high density of the surface

oxide layer and its protettive properties.

At the present time, there is very little information on the

ignition and burning of beryllium. The wtin obstacles to the

development of experimental works in this direction and the

barrier to wide practical use of Be in rocket propellants is the

toxicity of its combustion products [69].
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Therefore, the pattern of ignition examined below and the

conclusions ensuing from it should be considered preliminary.

1. General Pattern of Beryllium Ignition

The Ignition of beryllium particles is possible only in a

chemically active medium at high temperatures. The ignition

'process is less clearly expressed in beryllium than in aluminum.

Although with the latter the transition to stationary burning

is accompanied by a sudden manifold increase in the brightness of

the track or the glow of the particle, a beryllium particle

begins to glow rather intensely long before the onset of the

burning stage. In a medium with a low oxygen content (less than

16%) the transition from the induction period to burning has no

clearly expressed boundary and is virtually indistinguishable.

This imposes a certain uncertainty on the establishment of

quantitative ignition parameters for Be particles.

Heating [2141 small Be particles (on a sapphire disk) in an

air atmosphere to 1570 0K, which is above the melting point of
the metal, and maintaining them at this temperature for, 4 seconds

did not lead' to ignition. Hovever, during heating, the particles

gradually lost their initial spherical shape and did not regain,

it subsquently (Fig. 49).

After heating, some of the particles became transparent.

However, the majority were coated with a rough nontransparent

shell marked with deep cracks. This oxide shell consists of

two layers. The upper, rather- thick layer has a loose coarse

structure and is connected rather wpakly with the particle.

It does not have good protective properties and, consequently,

cannct protect the metal from further oxidation. The second

dense layer of oxide, which has a :-r k color, is located under I
_ the first and tightly connected directly to the zurface of the

metal. In spite of its thinness, this layer is the main obstacle

to oxidation of the active metal.
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Fi. 49. Spherical particles of Be before
(a, b) and after heating in air to 15700K
(c. d, e, f).

Designation: mM = .

The ccmplex structure of the oxide film hinders the fusion
of touching particles during heating above the melting point of
the pure metal; however, it does not completely exclude this
phenomenon (Fig. 49). Interesting results were obtained in an
observation of the behavior of a thin beryllium foil heated by
a flash bulb [241] in an oxygen (20%)-argon medium (Fig. 50).
Separate holes appear in the foil at the first moment. The
reason for their appearance, apparently, is the presence in the
foil of active impurities which, with an increase in temperature,
become the localized centers of a chemical reaction. Then on
the backing around it appears a halo of subdispersed oxide,
which is usually the proof of a vapor-phase reaction. The
intensity of the formation of subdispersed particles and the
glow of the foil, part:cularly along the edges of the holes, are
even greater !n this stage than in the subsequent stages of
burning. When the melting point is reached, a spherical particle
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coated with an oxide layer is formed from the piece of foil.

If the ambient medium does not contain water vapor, the oxide is

very durable and has high reflectivity. The presence of moisture

in the medium leads to the appearance of the oxide shell consisting
of two layers which we discussed above. The fact of the existence
of sibdispersed oxide at temperatures near, but not exceeding, the

melting point of the metal is quite significant. This means that

even in this state Be has very noticeable vapor pressure and the

protective properties of its oxide shell are more comparable with

aluminum. The density of the oxide coating is a function not

only of the composition of the medium in which Be oxidation occurs;

It depends greatly on the method of processing and the d!ree of

surface purity of the initial material.

to

Fig. 50. Behavior of beryllium foil during
heating (P < I atm) in an 02-Ar medium by a
flashbulb.

Designation: =Um.
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'Table 15 presents data on the degree of purity and the

method of processing the surface of wires whose behavior was

studied during heating in various gaseous media (253).

Table 15. Characteristics of beryllium wires-[253].

Type Processing Degree of Special
- technique purity Be, % processing

I Drawing 96

II Drawing and annealing- 96
III Drawing, annealing,

etching 98

IV Drawing and annealing 98 Etching and coating
of Fe

V 98 Etching and coating
of Cu

VI Drawir-F, annealing,
etchi,. 98

The initial pressure (7 atm) and characteristic dimensions

of the specir.en (diameter 0.5 mm and length 50-100 rrm) excluded

the effect of these parwuiv'ers on the heating and ignition of

the wires.

Wires of types I and II were coated with an oxide layer

(the weight of the oxide was 2% of the weight of the wire).

During heatinE- in an inert medium - argon, which prevents

additional oxide formation - these wires elongate and sag when

the melting point is reached. Further heating causes the wires

to begin to stretch again between the electrodes (at a temperature

470-7000C below the mtIting point of BeO) and then to break.

'Rupture usually occurs at the melting point of BeO.

Wires of types V and VI, which, unlike the pr. .eding type,

wcre coated with a tiinner layer of oxide (1%), broke in argon

at a temperature 500 0 C below the melting point of BeO. The

application of' a -oating cf iron or chromium on the surface of

etched beryllium did not change the strength of the oxide shell.
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Experimental data indicates that in the behavior during

heating there is much in common with aluminum. However, at the

same time, there are certain differences.

In the first place, there is the structure of the oxide

film and its properties, the process of transition to the stage

of self-sustaining burning, and the strength of the oxide coating.

2. Particle Ignition Temperatufo

One of the determining factors in the ignition of Be is the

strength of its oxide coating.

Type I wires (see Table 15), whose surface after drawing is

coated with a thin layer of lubricant which is difficult to

remove, broke in an oxygen atmosphere at 19400K. Ignition

did not occur. After preliminary annealing (type II), the wires

ignited in the 2400-282 0 1K range without breaking. Before ignition,

separate bright areas with higher temperature, near the melting

point of BeO, appeared on the surface of the wire. The application

of a thin film of iron on the surface of the wires (type IV) did

not change the pattern of oxidation and ignition in Be. Chrome-

plating has a different effect. i]'i to L . 1t .. e.per-

atures only approximately 1000 above the melting point of Be.

The process had a local character. However, ignition did not

occur even in a medium of pure oxygen (P = 7 atm).. The reason

for such variation lies in the fact that chrome-plating prevents

the oxidation of beryllium during heating and thus eliminates

the growth of the oxide film on the surface of the metal. Actually,

the preliminary oxidation of the etched wires in an air atmosphere

(type V) increased their breaking temperature by almost 500 0 C

(100 0 C above melting point). The breaking process ended with

ignition.
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With respect to ignition temperature, type III wires occupy

an intermediate position between types II and VI.

The composition of the oxidizing medium is no less important

than the state of the surface for the ignition of Be (Fig. 51).

The effect of oxidizer concentration on the temperature of

the medium at which the ignition of finally dispersed beryllium

particles is ensured, in the first approximation, is experimentally

traced in' reference [135]. If the temperature of a hydrogen-

oxygen flame (0 < 20%) did not exceed 2600 0 K, particles with a

diameter of 30-35 pm virtually did not ignite. For a flame with

a lower- concentration of free oxygen, this critica], level for the

temperature of the medium increased, gradually approaching Tn

= 27500 K. However, even in the case of a high oxygen concentration

in a flame (02 > 20%), we cannot speak strictly of the existence

of a maximum critical temperature for the medium, as we did with

aluminum. In the 2600-2800 0 K range the number of igniting particles

did not exceed 30%. In dry atmosphere, other conditions being

equal, the total percent of ignition was higher than it was in

the presence of H20 [254]. At 2900 0 K in a hydrogen-oxygen atmo-

sphere, almost 1.00% of Be particles ignite.

Fig. 51. Ignition temperature of

C) thin beryllium wires in an H20-O2
medium; P = 7 atm.

0 50 too Ho
t0o o O 0% 02

These data are very limited. However, they confirm [129]

(also very limited) the results of the ignition of finely dispersed

particles of beryllium (d = 35-45 pim) in a complex flame of

combustion products from a system of ammonium perchiurate-

trihydroxymethylene, whose characteristics are presented in

Fig. 22. Full. pressire in the installation varied from 2.4 to

50 atm.
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Particles began .to ignite at a temperature around 23809K

if partial oxygen pressure exceeded 4-6 atm. As the oxygen AI
4 , *

concentration in the. flame decreased the ignition of beryllium

became more difficult and at P < 0.1 atm falures were oberve :

even at temperatures near 26500K. Thus, in enriched fuel mixtures

the critical temperature of the flame, necessary for the ignition

of individual particles, approaches the boiling point of beryllium

(Fig. 52). Let us emphasize that, in this .case,. we are speaking

Tij of the temperature of medium and not the temperature of the

particles at the moment of ignition, as was the case during the

ignition or breaking of thin wires heated electrically. For the

latter the heating mode and heat losses can differ sharply from

those of particles. Undoubtedly, for beryllium the self-heating

of particles due to heat release during the chemical reaction of

high-temperature oxidation plays a more noticeable role than for

:1 aluminum.

7 0 Fig. 52. Ignition temperature of
0 o 0 oberyllium particles as a function

of P. Solidl line corresponds to -

"ignition limit, 0- no ignition;
b 0 0 ignition.

a C 0

0 0

0 2 4 P atm

3. Induction Period

Quantitative parameters for the ignition of Be particles are

determined under the specific conditions of the flame from a gas

burner (P) m it p artra ofvt oir gvn 0.16-0.4'3 atm. of

carbon dioxide 0.142-0.56 atm, T =24l00-29200K) [25)4].

.... ........ :
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The dependence of the experimern.al T' or diameter i.s not

subject to square law: T, d 2 5  8f
Bn

Table 16 presents the values of the directly measured, i.e.,

"fconventional," induction period T' andthe induction period
en

T with Allowance for a correction (according to (iII.1)) forsn

the velocity lag from the gas flow.

Table 16. Values of T and T

for beryllium particles with an
average diameter of d_=32 m [254].

Partial Oye

pressure p. a't - T,. K

o11 ] t,, 2 2 2501:

(1,36I 1l,4 13. 210

For particles 32 vim in diameter this correction is small,

10-20%. The possible error connected with the inaccuracy of

parameters n and V6 is much less substantial for beryllium than

for aluminum.

If, in the preflame period, the particle is heated from

ambient gas exclusively by thermal conductivity and subsequently

buins in a diffusion modc in vapor phase, then T and T must

be proportional to d2 . When these assumptions are valid with

respect to beryllium, the graph (Fig. 53) must be a straight line

passing strictly through the origin of coordinates. In reality

this is n,'G accomplished: the extrapolation of straight lines

in coordinates T en - Tr to the origin of coordinates intercepts

the positive segments on the axis of ordinates. The reason for

this lies in the more complex mechanism of preflame particle

heating, which combines the heat transfer due to thermal conductivity

with the supplementary cheminal heating o the urface of' the

particle.
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The use of expression (111.2) to solve the reverse problem-

finding the ignition temperature of a particle at the moment of
ignition, according to the experimentally determined value of

the induction per.od qualitatively confirmed this assumption

(see Table 16).
Y'. . ;

Fig. 53. Burning time T r versus T

for beryllium particles (d = 32 ± 6 jm)
at different P and T: 1 - P = 0 .16 atm,

02
T = 29701K; 2- P0  = 0.23, T 2950;

2 2
* ,s, at'' 3 - PC = 0.36, T = 2880; 4 - P =,16 , r'' n, atm 0 0

. 0.43 atm, T = 2830 0K.

From Table 16 it follows that the degree of self-heating

increases as the partial oxygen pressure in the medium increases:

T drops with an increase in P0
2

4. Characteristics of the Ignition
Process of Beryllium Particles

The ignition process of Be is heterogeneous in nature and

similar to the ignition of aluminum. However, at the same time,

it has several specific differences. First, for beryllium the

transition to the stage nf stationary self-sustained burning is

less clearly expressed: ,he particle begins to glow distinctly

even before the onset of vapor-phase burning. Second, the

ignition of beryllium occurs at a higher temperature of the medium:

,... T > 2000 0 K. Third, the induction period of beryllium is very
cp -

sensitive not only to temperature but also to the composition of

the ambient medium (.in the first place, to the 02 and H20 concen-
tration). In addition, T is not strictly subject to a square-
trt;n) " i Bn

law dependence on diameter and is proportional to 'd 2 "
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The explanation of these features should first of all be

considered from the point of view of the structure and physical

properties of the film coating the particle in its natural state.

For beryllium the Pilling-Bedworth criterion is 8 = 1.68. This

means that the oxide film has no less protective properties than

that of aluminum. In a high-,temperature oxidizing atmosphere

(02, H20, CO2 ) in the 1500-1800
0 K region ie., in the region of

bcrylliumls melting point) the oxidation of beryllium increases

sharply and is proportional to the pressure of the oxidizing

reagent to the degree 0.5 (02 or H20 medium) - 0.8 (NO2 medium).

In the same temperature range the oxidation process in time

occurs according to linear law.

Hence it follows that the oxide layer which forms during

heatirg in an active medium does not limit the subsequent

oxidation of the metal and is r.t such an active diffusion

barrier as it is with aluminum.

A possible reason also is the impairment of the structure

(cracking) of the BeO film because of the differences in the

coefficients of thermal expansion for the molten metal and the

solid oxide and the presence of low-temperature impurities,

additions, and coatings (natural or special).

Since the reaction rate and, consequently, the heat release,

other conditions being equal, depends on the oxidizer concentra-

* tion and the temperature, the strong dependence of T n on medium

activity and temperature, as well as the glow of the particles

III in the induction period, have a reasonable explanation.

The second factor, which should also be taken into considera-

tion when studying the ignition process, is the thermophysical I
properties of the medium (heat capacity, heat conductivity).

In the temperature range where inten. ivp self-heating of particles

begins as a result of chemical reaction and the temperature of the
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particle becomes greater than the te:xperature of the medium, the

latter plays the role of heat drain with respect to the particle.

It is natural that the intensity of heat loss to the outside will

be determined by the coefficient of heat transfer and tne radiating

capacity Of the particles of beryllium oxide, which is greater

than the radiating capacity of Al203 . For example, in an argon

medium the process of cooling a beryllium particle occurs approxi-

mately 3 times as fast as in air (Fig. 54). -

-Fig. 54. Temperature variation
of a beryllium specimen over a
period of time in different media. K;
1I Air; 2 -argon.

1 .>

Thus, the minimum temperature of the medium which ensures

the ignition of beryllium particles in it will be determined by

the chemical activity (Fig. 55) and the properties of the

medium [282]. They, in conjunction with the physical properties

of the BeO oxide film, are the main reasons for the stronger

(than square-law) dependence of T on particle diameter. At the

same time, the temperature of particles at the moment of ignition 17

and burning, just as in the case of Al, is apparently equal to the r i,

boiling point of the pure metal. However, it is not possible

to obtain vapor-phase burning of beryllium samples or, in the

extreme case, to increase their temperature to T > 2200CK in

an K20 (vapor) atmosphere. At the same tirae, the oxidation of
the metal, in this medium, occurs quite actively and is accompanied

by the formation of an oxide which has a complex double structure:

an upper thick porous layer and a lower thin dense layer which

protects the particle from oxidation.

1418
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Fig. 55. Quantity of gas which
has reacted during the oxidation
of a beryllium specimen (I - 12

400 mm, d ;- 4 mm) at 16700 K in th,
following media: I - (0 (p

ra r 228-480 mn Hg); 2 - N (pa-v. = 306-387) ;3 - C02 (p - 632-660) ;

theli4 - Co (p t 40)-45n); 5 - NO (p .! 330-358); 6 -H2 (P = 500 mn Hg).

takignthes cheicM 2  meacm2

maso main.

The exclamation lies in the fact that during thereaction of
... teyllumwith water free hydrogen is formed. Its liberation

loosens the upper oxide layer and suppresses (because ff the

reduction in the rate of heat release and the diffusion of the
oxidizer, as well as the increase in heat transfer) the, reaction /

of vapor-phase burning.

Of the theoretical analyses on the ignition of Be particles,
reference [253] should te noted. For each specific paricle

three heating stages are examined: the first stage consists of

the heating of the particle to melting point; the second stage •

consists of the isothermal transformation; t,, third stage
consists of the heating of theliquid drop to i.,gnition temperature.

The heating of particles occurs because of the heat exchange

with the ambient medium without taking the chemical reaction

Into account.

The following assu.mptions are also made: a) the velocity

of motion differs from the velocity of the gas by constant

~quuntIties; b) the effeat of this difference in velocities on

~heat exchange is not negligible; C) the change in particle

density and diameter during melting 1s not sinall.

V149
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The results of calculating the temperature of a particle

51 over a period if time and the value of the Induction period during

heating to a given temperature are presented in Fig. 56. However,
these data are rather illustrative In nature.

A 1

tO 4cw2 O .1

Pig. 56.* Variation in temperature (A) and 'T. (B) of a
beryllium particle, d *20 umn (To 500 0K). The difference
in the velocity of particle motion and the flow rate AV-

-5791-6096 cm/s. A: 1 -3500; 2 -3006; 3 -2500-

4- 2000OK; B: 1 -2820; 2 - 2400; 3 - 2100; 4l - 1600;Li 5 - 15000K.
Designation: mcGII MiS.
[ra3 - gas]

9 3. Ignition of Boron

Boron can be conditionally placed in the category of metals
having a volatile oxide.

The Pilling-Bedworth criterion for boron is 0 2.46. This
me..Ans that the surface of the particles during oxidation must

be coated with a protective layer creating an, effectivi barrier

to the flow of t.4e gaseous oxidiztr

The ignition of bor'on Gc.ccrs only in a higth-temnperature A
oxidizing medium. All attempt6 to ignite a particle of ultraflne

powder (d - 0.02-0.06 tum) of boron in a nitrogen atmosphere b el 0 W
T < 11700 K have been unsuucessful. It has becr established by
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chemical analysis that after calcination, less than 1% N2 was

contained in the products. A similar result was obtained during

the heating of boron pow'der in a CO2 atmosphere (T < 12000 K) [249).

Later studies have shown that the ignition temperature of
crystal boron at atmospheric pressure is a function of the activity

of the medium and depends cn the initial particle size of boron.,

In the work of Gurevich and colleagues [255) the critical

temperature of the medium, necessary for the ignition of crystal
boron (particle' shape near parallelepiped), was evaluated according
to the cessation (beginning) of particle burning in a flow having

a velocity of 10-20 m/s.

Figure 57 presents the results of an experimental change

in critical temperatu..e Ps a function of particle size with

various contents (per volume) of oxygen or water vapor (diluent -

trgon or nitrogen). 9%;gardless of the composition of the medium,

critical ignition temperature was lower for a large particle.

In the size range 50-250 irm thp difference in critical temperature

was ,5000 C.

~p \Fig. 57. Ignition temperature of boron
- ,particles as a function of their size

with different contents of H20 (solid

lines) and 02 (dashes) in i mixture with
z2

Ar and N2  1- 15%; 2- 3o; 3 -5%

;c 4o0 a, lip H20 (or 0

20- Fig. 58. Ignition limit of' clusters

of boron 150 pm in size as a function
of the pprcent of H 20 in a mixture

with N2 (T - 900*C) and N2 + Ar
(T > 900 0C).

0 o C.,0
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of For large partL es (d = 200-250 um) with low concentrations

of the oxidizing reagent, the replacement of H20 by 02 has less

effect on critical temperature than in the case of fine particles
-- (d 50 W.o The critical ignition teprature of particles with , i

a diameter of less than 50 um in an oxidizer concentration not

exceeding 50% is above 1700-18000K.

Clusters of fine particles (hundreds of A) of amorphous

boron are Ignited rather easily at even lower temnperatures (Fig. 56)
than particles of crystal boron of equivalent size. In a water

vapor medium, clusters with a diameter of 25 um begin to Ignite

even at 10700K, and with a diameter of 150 Um at 600 0K. This

result could be expected. This case is virtually equivalent,

in its nature, to a reduction in the ignition limits of powdered

metals during the heating of the latter on a base or in a flow of

-gas (increased concentration of particles) and has the same
explanation: a decrease in heat losses to the outside, an increase

in heat supply (thermal conductivity and radiation) from neighboring

particles, a divi3ion of surface, and an increase in the role of

self-beating due to chemical reaction.

However, the temperature of the particle itself (Tn) at theanmoment of ignition, as a rule, does not coincide with critical

temperature.

The temperature of boron particles at the mompnt of ignition

was evaluated in reference r256J. A s'tudy was made, using a

L gas burner, in combustion products of CO or propane in oxygen

(p' -2 atm) (Table 17).

The distance x,, from the point of Tarticle injection into

the f1 wto the point of the appearance of a visible particle

glow is an experime.tally determined quantity. The particle

. ignition temperature is given by the solution to the following

system of equations:
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dz (111.6)

on the assumption that the particle is spherical with an averageI; diameter d and there is no self-heating of the particle due to
chemical reaction.'

Table 17. Temperature, velocity and composition
of flame (in mole fractions) [256).

Cup-Composition o lm

0.C/ 8 coo~ COj VI 0 ff 0
221S" 211; 0 *5 0 0,43 0.62 0 0

Vi) 31. 0 0.3.3 11,0 0,S3 j0,01 0 (

I~ 1, 0 j ,~ 0.09 0.03 0 1
=II 1i0) n.1 0r.11 .ol ('.5010 Ml0 0, 1!.

1, 1 lp ,i 'I (111 .7 0 nya .01

A ", 91 1,21 0.1l10 0 3 0.0 ). h" I

:90 6 0lV 0.03 0, 32 0,01 0 .Fl,-4
2M'6 0' n.31 0,0 0,25 0Otm 0 n.37

The results of crepnigmeasurements (x )and,(T 6~'

are presented in Tablet 180.

Prom an analysis p f the tabular data, it follows that the

temperature of the par~ ide at the moment of ignition does not

K depend on d or the te rnerature of the ambient medium. How ever,

In a humid medium, containing 16-21% H 0 (compositions 5-8),
it Is approximately 1300 lower than in'a dry (compositions 1-',)

medium, i.e., 1992 t 150K and 1860 ± 2140K. This difference can

'The radiative capacity of a B particle coated with a film of
* liquid B 03 is taken a E Q, 0 .5.
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be connected with the chendcal nature of the reaction of high-

temperature oxidation. We know [871 that in the reaction of
' boron with water it is possible to form metaborcn acid HBO2 which

has very noticeable volatility. However, we cannot exclude

inaccuracy in the method of evaluating Tn.

Table 18. Average distance xen and j,

Ton of boron particles [256).AI
3 *' .1 " 9 S9SG. C3 9.0

. 370 1WL 3,7±t)1 103970

9 M-, 3,12±0,1O 0100
• f 8,gi) 107 ., 139)

The ignition temperature of boron partic2es 30-50 Pm ir
diameter, determined by the shock tube method in an air medium

(p - 1 atm), is l9000K. The fact that the temperature of the

particle at the moment of ignition is below the melting point

of boron and the boiling point of B2 C is notewoi.thy. This means

that on the solid surface of the particle there is a film of

liquid oxide which creates additional resistance to the diffu-ion

of the oxidizer toward the particle.

An approximate evaluation of the ignition temperature of

large boron particles in oxygen at a pressure of 1 atm was made

by Tally [144]. The evaluation was made under the condition

'The average velocity V. of gas in the second group cf compo-

j sitions is greater by a factor of 5 than in 'he first (see Table l').
Since the calculation assumes that V0 = u it is possible to have an

['~ error connected with the inaccuracy of the determination of parti-
cle velocity at the moment of entrance into the flame front.
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that at the moment of ignition the heat release due to chemical

reaction 41 was equal to the heat losses from radiation f2 in

accordance with Stefan-Boltzmann law (the radiating capacity of

boron particles was taken as 0.8).

Under these assumptions, 42 = 0.65-10-10 T 4 cal/cm 2 . The

expression for the rate of heat release was obtained rku basis

of kinetic data of boron oxidation at T < 1500 0 K.

0,=6,0.101.exp(-38000/T), cal/cm2 .min.

The condition (P = 4)2 is satisfied by the value T = 22000 K.

This temperature is taken as the ignition temperature of boron

particles. This evaluation is naturally only approximate because

of the approximate character of the assumptions and the kinetic

parameters. However, in spite of this, the obtained value for

ignition temperature is near- the earlier introduced experimental

data.

The induction period of individual boron particles in a

medium of 36% if20 + 64% Ar was determined according to the

distance between injection points and the origin of the visible

glow and the velocity of particle motion. The values for

ignition delay are presented below.[2551:

P uM T.'K 'u ms
73 2370 11'

115 207) 111
i115 237,1 17
1'5 27711 I
200 2370 2'

The above examined qualitative and quantitative experimental.

factors dealing with the ignition cf individual particles of

crystal boron make tlne following corclusiu.iL possible. The process

of boron particle ignition in a high-temperature oxidizing medium

has a heterogeneous nature. Below 1500-1900'K the particle burns
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.< almost entirely due to heat conductivity from the surrounding

gas without a noticeable effect from the chemical reaction of

oxidation. At these temperatures the particle has a yellow glow.

Beginning at 1900 0 K and above a substantial heat release
, , : ?

sets in because of the chemical reaction of oxidation on the

surface of the particle. This additional source of heat either

competes with the heat release to the outside if the particles

are heated to temperatures exceeding the temperature of the ambient

- medium or accelerates the heating of particles if the temperature

of the medium is greater than the temperature of the particle.

Ultimately the temperature of the particle increases and the

ignition stage changes into the burning stage.

The temperature of the particle at this moment lies between

the melting point (according to data from [255], the particles

are in liquid state during burning) and the boiling point of

boron (at p = 1 atm, T 2850-K).

The differential equation describing the average temperature

of the particle in the ignition stage can be written in the form

[256]

dT 6: zk Nu- ,PX[ P - / -oAL, + ;, -To), (111-I.7 )

where z, E, AH are the prerxponents, activation energy, and heat

of chemical. reaction on the surface of the particle; c0 is the

concentration of oxygen in the medium.

The first term on the right side of the equation describes

the change in particle temperature due to the chemical reaction

of oxidation; the second takes into account the heat exchange

with the ambient incdium.
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With a decrease in particle diameter the coefficient of

gas-particle heat transfer (Nu = const) increases. Hence it

follows from the equation that although the rate of temperature

increase due to the reaction on the surface grows in inverse

proportion to the diameter, the increase in the rate of heat

exchange due to convection plays a more substantial role.

Small particles in a medium with comparatively low temperature

reach an equilibrium temperature significantly higher than the

temperature of the gas. If equilibrium between heat transfer

to the outside and heat supply due to the chemical reaction oh.

the particle is achieved at temperatures below the boiling ioin

of boron, the reaction occurs on the surface of the particle.

With small particle diameter the surface reactions are the

determining mechanism in the burning of boron.

5 4. Physical Model of Metal
Particle Ignition

Most metals have on their surface an oxide film whose

properties can be very different in various media and temperature

ranges (see Chapter I). As we have seen, this leads to the fact

that for given metals the rate of the oxidation reaction depends

not only on temperature and concentration of the oxidizing reagent

in the ambient medium, b it also on the protective properties of

the oxide film.

An analysis of the characteristics of the particle ignition

process which occur becaure of the peculiarities of the kinetic

laws of metal oxidation is presented in reference [355] by

Khaykin, Bloshenko, and Merzhanov.

Conditions for the ignition of spherical metal particles

are found from the joint colution of the equations of heat

balance (111.8) and the kinetic law of oxidation (III.9):
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where r 6 are the radiu of the particle and the thickness of
the oxide film; n E, m are the preexponent, activation energy,

44;, and the order of reaction with respect to the oxidizer in the
appropriate law of metal oxidation; c is the concentration of
the oxidizer on the surface of the particle; To, T are the
temperatures of' the ambient medium and the particle; c, p is the

spectt'ric heat capacity and density of the metal; A is the

coefficient of thermal conductivity for the gas; Q is the thermal
effect of the reaction for 1 g of oxide multiplied by t1e d' nsity

'" ratio of the oxide and metal.

The index n represents the dependence of the oxidation rate

on the thickness of the oxide film, i.e., oxidation law (n 0 -

lin.ar law, n = 1 - par'abolic,n = 2 - cubic, etc). The authors
have limited themselves to an examination of only the power,

laws of oxidation, assuming that the characteristics of the
logarithmic (i.e., stronger) laws of oxidation will be mar.fested
in a stronger dependence of oxidation rate on 6, while th.e laws
governing oxidation will be similar to the case with a large

value for index n.

The conditions for metal particle ignition are determ'.ned
by the rate of heat release due to the oxidation reaction and

the rate of heat drain from a particle to the ambient gas und r

the following initial conditions:

1 0 - ' T6 6",

where 6 , T are the initial thickness of the oxidizing film andH H
the temperature of the particle.
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By ignition, as usual, we mean the interruption of thermal

equilibr~um leading to a self-accelerating increase in the

temperaturt. of the particle. For small particles, i.e., for

T small Re numbers, the Nusselt number is near ? (Nu % 2).

By a replacement of variables, the system of equations is

brought to dimensionless form, which is similar, In form, to the
system of equations des,.ribing a thermal. explosion [274]:

q, 0 (1) e p - --)-

(0 + I)- \

T 0; q 0; 0= -0H

where

=. -. . (T- T,,),

3Q E ItLH

Qp E rI k,,r'' exp ,. /I ,)

RT E r I elTi
, -= -7 ' % t r (To- Il,. T -8 E .Q

The basic difference lies in the form of function (ri).

In the theory of thermal explosion, function (q) is taken

in the form (f) (1 - ) where ni is the burn-up of the

.ibstance. Solution of the system is possible only for case
y < 1

In the examined problem, parameter rn characterizes the

relat e increase in the thickness of the oxide film, and the

charac r' of the solution to the system of equations, to a

significant extent, is determined by the value of parameter y.

For small values of y(y << 1) the form of the function slightly

affects the critical conditions for particle ignition and they

are determined by the critical value of parameter
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The critical ignition temp!'mratur- of metal particles drops with
an increase in their diameter. The condition y << 1 in the examined
problem, is fulfilled-for rather fine particles coated with a
very thick oxide film.

The case y >> 1 is more realistic for metals.

To study the critical conditions of particle ignition when
4y >> 1, a change in variables is made =yz -1 and the equations

are changed to the form:

dO 1 00

-F: ex~

where

ts~? -1 .1 Q .rn 
- ; [

/3QE C H I

0/ 0

Ifwe assume z 1 /y 0 as an initial condition, we finally
obtain solution in the form

)7141 CF ,Cn ei - 12 = Q =Corlit.3). ICP(111.10)

The value of the constant Q R is obtained by a numerical solution

to the problem and is

2,33 (O~')H) 113 ( 0 
> 1.
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According to the solution obtained, for a linear law of oxidation
(n a 0) equation (I1I.10) reduces to the ordinary law of hetero-
geneous ignition and T drops with an increase in particle size.

For n 1 1, ignition temperature does not depend on particle size.

If, however, the rate of oxidation depends on 6 more strongly

than during parabolic law (n > .), then TKp increases with particle

growth (Fig. 59).

Tp !Fig. 59. Ignition temperature versus

particle radius for various oxidation
laws. I - n 0; 2- n ; 3- n

3n

I I

If the critical ignition conditions are not fulfilled, then

the temperature of the particle passes through maximum and

approaches the temperature of the ambient gas., However, if during

heating, the temperature of the particle exceeds the temperature

at which the film loses its protective properties (for example,

melting point of aluminum oxide), this leads to a change in the

kinetic law of oxidation and, in this case, particle ignition

can occur.

The solutions obtained, from the physical point of view,

can be interpreted as follows. As we know, the rate of heat

drain in large particles is less than in small. However, for

the heating of a particle there is required a large amount of

time and heat, whose release is connected with an increase in

the oxide film. With the weak dependence of oxidation rate

on oxide film thickness (n < 1) the first factor predominates

and the ignition temperature decreases with an increase in

diameter.

' mission in original Russian document.
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With a strong dependence of oxidation rate on 6(n > 1) the

second factor predominates and the ignition temperature increases

with diameter size.

Allowing for heat loss on radiation in tie equation of

thermal balance leads to a criterion of the following form:

2esFT

When kR << 1 heat transfer by radiation can be disregarded
as compared with heat transfer by thermal conductivity.

-4
For small particles, (d < 30 pm, X = 2.4"10 cal/cm.s.deg,

To 2300*K, E - 50 cal/mo-e, c - 0.4, Nu = 2) the parameter

kR R 0.45, i.e., heat transfer by radiation has a ccrrection

nature even at high values for the temperature of the ambient

medium.

For large particles the ignition temperature, with allowance

for radiation, is an increasing function of particle size even

with a parabolic law of oxidation.

An examination of the partial evaporation of metal (for

example, Mg) in the proposed model (n = 0) shows that at the

moment the thermal equilibrium is disturbed, the temperature of
the particle can be less than the temperature of the ambient

medium. The conductive heat drain for evaporation, under these

conditions, plays the role of conductive heat supply, which

" disturbs the balance between the rate of heat release from

the chemical reaction and the rate of heat absorption for

evaporation.

The results presented above on the ignition of individual

particles of 41, Be, and B can agree'qualitatively with the

conclusions of the proposed model.
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The independence of critical temperature from particle
diameter in the experiment of Friedman and Macek [256] gives a

basis foe assuming that, in this case, aluminum was used, which

oxidizes apcording to parabolic law (n = 1), characteristic for

metals whose oxidation is limited by diffusion through the oxide

fil m .

At the same time, in order to explain the increase in I
with particle size, demonstrated in references [355], it is

necessary to assume that the studied aluminum had a stronger

dependence of oxidation rate on 6 than parabolic.

The results of determiniig critical ignition temperature

for boron part.iclp- ivhose oxide film melts at the low melting

point of B 0 (420 0C) can be included in the examined model
with the value n = 0 (linear law of oxidation).

The case of metal particle ignition in high-temperature

combustion products of mixed fuel-oxidizer systems does not
contradict the arguments given. Under these conditions, ignition,
as already indicated, is connected with he impairment of the

integrity of the oxide film and the increase in the rate of heat

release due to the reaction of active metal oxidation. This

corresponds to a change in the general lai of metal oxidation

anda transition of the particle to a subcritical ignition mode.
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CHAPTER IV

[COMBUSTION OF METAL
51. Combustion of Aluminum '
The basic methods of studying processes of ignition and burning

of metals were outlined in Chapter II. These include,'in some

s.quence or in totality, the following stages of observation:

1. Study of the picture of combustion of particles from results

of microcinematography and photography; study of trails - the tracks

robtained durinK motion of hot particles relative to the recording
material (photographic film, photoplate, etc.).

2. Visual micro- and macrostudies of the products of combustion

of' metals and their compounds.

3.Thermometric and spectroscopic analysis of metal flames.

4. X-ra- diffraction, chemical, and mass spectrometry analysis

of combustion products drawrn off from the burnirg zone by sampling

Instruments of varioius original desiens.

V Only detailed analysii and -)mp:i-son of results from investi-I
gations on all the .numer:.d stages nate it possible to approach
closely *o an ex-1l-taticn of the mne nani-m by which particles of

meta:1 brn. However, .n this coze two% cL.Ver factors must bc borne

in mind. 1'



Since combustion of metals occurs in a nertin mredium (in our
case gaseous), the parameters of this mediir should render a

definite influence on the nature of the developmen~t and steady-

state condition of combustion. First of all thesa parameters

include composition, temperature, and pressure. Finally, of

course, there are the properties of the metal partlcles themselves:

degree of purity, activity, shape, degree of dispersion, concentra-

tion, etc.

Naturally, the totality of these factors sharply complicates

any understanding of the general picture of combustion of the

partices. Nonetheless, a comprehenslve and systematic study of

their r-ole is an Inseparable link in the pattern of study of all

heterogeneous processes, a necessary and mandator" condition with-

out which It would be Impossible to construct the overall picture

of combustion 0of metals.

I. Genieral Picture of the
Combustion of Aluminum Particles

One of the most effective methods of studying the mechanism of

combustion of metals Is, as In the case of any other complex

process, the visualization of all available phenomena by applying

methods of high-speed micro- and macrocine'marography and still

photography [129, 138, 155,.257].

As has already oeen pointed out, for aluminum particles the

transition to self-sustaining steady-state combustion is accompanied

t~. a sudden appearance of intense light (Fig. 60). During photog-

raphy at a speed of' 5000-11,000 frames/s this transition isI

accomplished for particlei 100-200 um in diameter during exposure

of one or, at the most two frames - i.e., In a period of time less

than 0.7-0.3 ins.

The zone of brightness which appears around the particle is

so brillant that It frequently screens the -surface of the particle
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from the observer. The diameter of the brightness zone at the
moment of ignition is only slightly larger than the diameter of the

initial particle. However, subsequently the width of this zone is

rapidly increased (Fig. 61) and during steady-state combustion it

can exceed the Iameter of the initial particle by 1.5-3.5 times.

The value of the latter figure depends on the composition of the

ambient medium. In a "dry medium" enriched by oxygen and contain-

i ng no water vapor or hydrogen,'the width of the brightness zone

[A ,is 2.5-3.5 times greater than the diameter of the particle at the

, moment of its ignition. In a "wet" atmosphere the brightness zone

j approaches the surface of the particle and may equal as little as "

1.5 times the diameter of the latter [258). If combustion occurs

in a moving medium the region of brightness around the particle

is gradually d-awn off along the flow. A so-called "tail" will

appear (Fig. 62). The "tail" grows rapidly and in the end'exceeds

' the initial size of the burning particle by several times. The

-' intensity of the "tail's" brightness indicates the possibility

that exotherm.ica reactions may occur in it.

Fig. 60. Cineframes from high-speed
photography of burning particle3 of

* aluminum.

-j

A,-
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Fig. 61. Ratio of the diameter of
the brightness zone, d, to the
initial diameter of the particle,

S 21 ms

P 1ig. 62. Burning of Al particles
in a high-temperature gas flow.

Indlvilal, extrem~ely small, and bright-ly glowing points-

particle., - app-ar alonr the periphery of the symnmetrica.l zone ofF

brightnej, cr "'tall" on the boundary with the meJium (Fig. 63).
Theze pointo are particles In continu~ous motion. Their size is

gradually r, dur-d .:it1 time. During collision individual particles
merge toget'Ler or cap~ture Smaller particles.

Jpon achievomcent of' a certain critical size, sometimes close to

the 41!ameter o' thr initial d ip (50-lOU pim), Individual particles

are ejected frorn t,'e criettness zone or the "tall" into tte

surrounding at'ch~e wing to the action of gravitational ard

con~vective forc,-. T'here they gradually harden in the form of

extremely1. o-1-al ~le white In color.
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Fig. 63. Combustion of Al particles during
a reduction in pressure.

After the lapse of a certa.n amount of time the buirning particles

of aluminum frequently begin to acquire rotation. The beginning

of rotat:ion Is preceded by a sudden asymmetrical inflation - expan-

sion of the flames surrounding the particle. The speed or" rotation

grows quite rapidly and reaches up to 10 Hz In order of magnitude
(Fig:. 6L4).

Fig. 64. Rotation and fragmentation of
hot Al particles.

The concluding stage of' combustion of Al particles can proceed

in two directions, The first is the simplest and most typical

variant. The width of the combustion zon- is gradually reduced

in diameter, the intensity of its brightness weakens, and the

par.;icle ceases to burn. In the second case there is a sud'Tri

expansion and flasl of intensity of the combustion zone brightness,

after which the >article flys apart into a number of much smaller

burning pieces. The scattering pattern as fan-shaped. The
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scattering angle can vary from 0 to 1800 with respect to the

direction of the initial particle motion.

Combustion of aluminum in an active medium at subatmospheric

pressure permits qualitative examination of the surface of the

particle, since the burning zone is not so dense and lies at a

substantial distance from the surface of the drop (see Fig. 63).

The particles are in the molten state. The combustion products,

made up of a"u iinum oxide AI 20%, diffuse from the flame zone

primarily in the form of extremely fine smoke of submicron size.

Useful additional information is obtained from observation of

combustion of thin metallic wires, 0.5-1.0 mm in diameter, in an

oxidizing medium [236, 237]. After ignition the wire is broken.

Its er drop downward almost to the vertical and begin to burn

with a orightly glowing flame. Under the action of gravity the

meta] flows out of the oxide shell covering the wire as though

out of a trough, forming spherical drops on the ends of the shell.

If the pressure of the medium is low the oxidation reaction

proceeds in the gaseous phase. The combustion products which are

formed diffuse from the reaction zone into the medium in the form

of thick white smoke.

Combustion in this case is analogous in nature to burning of j
drops of hydrocarbon fuels [259, 260].

At high pressures and high oxygen concentrations ignition of

the wire proceeds, as in the case above, in one place. However,

the flame propagates rapidly and in the end covers the entire

wire. As it is heated the wire melts and is transformed under

-,he effect of surface tension forces into a group of drops.

The size of the latter can amount to several millimneters. Each

drop burns independently. The surfaces of the drops differ in

brightness. On certain segments the liberation of gas c.n be

observed; from the sections br'ght traJis are drawn off, caused by

condensation of the oxide in the surrounding cold medium. Tt is
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probable that the surfaces are partially covered with a layer of

oxide and that this is the reason for the effects which are

observed. The burning process is frequently terminated by crushing

of the drops. As a rule the drops are rotating during combustion.

Another method of optical investigation of the burning of metal

particles - the most widely applied method - is by photographing

them on fixed photographic film or on a photoplate (Fig. 65). The

moment of sudden appearance of Ught on these photographs corresponds

to the beginning of aluminum combustion. Immediately after ignition

the width of the track exceeds the initial size of the particle

only slightly (by approximately 1.2-1.5 times). Subsequently it

is increased and on the segment of steady-state combustion it can

exceed the size of' the burning pairticle by 3-4 times. The latter

situation depends on the composition of the ambient medium. In a

medium with a high moisture or h Irogen content the tracks are much

narrower and sharper than in a "dry" medium.

Fig. 65. Tracks of hot aluminum
particles, obtained on movirIg (a)
and fixed (b) film.

a)

The time of track oevelopment - J..e., the time from the moment

of ignition to the momerit when the track reaches maximum width -

increases with a rr,.tt:i in particle diameter. For a particle
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50 pm in diameter the duration in time of the conical part of the

track amounts to about 0.1 ms. An intensively glowing core is

seen in the middle portion of the track. Its size corresponds

approximately to the diameter of the particle. In the initial

stage of combustion the track i's a straight and even line which

glows symmetrically and is uniformly bright. Then, following the

period of steady burning of the particle, attenuation and discon-

tinuities in the glow appear on the track; the track is transformed

into a broken line.

As the process develops the frequency of brightness pulsations

increases up to 104-105 Hz. Here distortions of the rectilinearity

of particle motion are frequently observed - the track becomes

wravy.

Simultaneous cinematography and photography on stationary film

of a burning particle of aluminum makes it possible to :onclude

that pulsations in brightness on the track are the result of rota-

tion of the partiele. The track terminates either in gradual

attenuation of the glow or in a star-shaped peak from which some-

what finer rays - tracks - travel out at various angles. At this

moment an intensification of the glow is observed on the track.

Such a picture is characteristic for fragmentation of the parLicles.

Thus, both methods of optical recording give matching results

and thus emphasize tue reliability of the general ideas obtained

on combustion cf particles of aluminum in an active gaseous medium.

2. Products of Aluminum Combustion

As is indicated by statistics, the overwhelming fraction of

solid final products of the combustion of aluminum particles

rep esent fine spherical particles with a dimension on the order

of 1 Pm and less (Fig. 66). The particies are solid, white in

color, and consist of aluminum o;:ide. Along with them there will

be a certain quantity of larger solid spheres, IC um in diameter,
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and also a certain quantity of spheres which equal the initial
.i'"particle in size or even exceed it by 2-3 times. These spheresare hollow, semitransparent, matte spheres (see Fig. 66). Their

wall thickness is constant and equals 1-3 ljm. These spheres are

ground up and crushed by even comparatively small forces, not
infrequently by the mere impact against a plate at the moment of

sampling. The amount of aluminum involved in the formation of
such hollow spheres is estimated to be 30-4o% of the weight of

the Initial particle.

_A

Fig. 66. Subdispersed products (a) and
hollow spheres (b) form during combustion
of aluminum,.

If the aluminum is burned on a support (graphite rod or tungsten1< plate) the final product is a "shell" and in the general case is

commensurate in magnitude with the initial particle (Fig. 67).
A dense ring of subdispersed particles of oxide is formed around

it. In a medium of carbon dioxide the ratio of the radius of thej ring to that of the shell equals 3-4, while in water vapor it is

1.5-2.

* When aluminum part'cles are burned in the suspended state In

a flow of gas, at the moment when they approach heat-conducting

elements of the installation or plates which are e-pecially
located in the flow, clear tracks appear on the lattcr due to the

. continuously forming combustion-.Gducts. The Irdlcated traces

3 ?,L
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Fig. 67. Products o± combustion

of Al particlez on a substrate.

have extremely varied and eccentric shapes: rectilinear and twisted,

wavy aad helical, narrow and wide, ending in a point or resembling

the picture of motion of a comet, etc. The base of the track, as

before, is made-up of subdispersed particles of aluminum oxide.

Along the periphery'of the tra.k and in its tail segment the size

of the condensate is, as a rule, somewhat greater than that in the

center and in immediate proximity to the extinguished particle.

Growth of the oxide occurs mainly in the gaseous phase and is

apparently caused by such a phenomenon as condensation and

agglomeration of finer particles due to the presence of convective

flows in the combustion zone or close to it.

A comparatively small quantity of larrer particles. 5-10 um in

diameter, exist against the general background of subdispersed

particles (Fig. 69, see page 175). The shape of the particles is

not necessarily strictly spherical; some may be teardrop-shaped.

They are found over the en.ire length of the track, but it is

difficult to identify any sort of law gcverning their appearance.
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The peak of the track frequently ends in a spherical particle.

Its size depends on the previous history of combustion. It may be

both smaller or equivalent in size to the initial particle. An

annular halo of subdispersed oxide is fcrined around it on the

substrate. In the general case the picture is similar to that

obtained during combustion of aluminum particles on a subst:.ae.

Prom this it is possible to draw the particular conclusion that

after deposition on the plate the particles continue to react

actively with the ambient medium.for a certain period of time.

Another type of track peak is gradual narrowing ana thinning.

The width and shape of the track left by a burning particle of

aluminum depends, just as the width of the track on the photoplate,

on the composition of the medium. With a substantial content of

oxygen and in the absence of water vapor or hydrogen the tracks

are wide and slightly blurred. The presence of water vapor or

hydrogen results in narrowing them by half; they are much clearer

and are much more clearly outlined. In this case hollow thin-wall

spheres of Al oxide always exist in the combustion products.

Figure 68 shows a double helical track left by a hot particle

during its travel along the sampling instrument immediately before

deposition'on its surface. The extinguished particle is visible

at the head of the track. Usually such tracks are left by particles

dur3ng combustion in a highly active mediun. Wi h an oxygen con-

centration grcater than 15% (atmospheric pressure) trajectories of

particles can be distorted. However, the changes will have a

more or less smooth nature. If the partial pressure of oxygen

becomes equal to 0.35 atm and more and if the temperature of the

medium equals m3O000 K [1353, the track is progressively -ore'

uneven, with sudden and sharp changes in direction. Frequent

ejections of oxide toward the side are observed. Like the main

track, lie radial rays are short and blurred in a "dry" medium

and long and sharply defined in the presence of hydrogen or its

compounds.
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drop against a solid barrier. If the Indicated particle flys beyond

e the flame zone into the atmosphere prior to ignition no crushing of

the particle occurs. With & reduction in particle size deformation
during collision with the surface of the plate becomes ever less

sharply expressed and for particles less than 50 um in, diameter

it virtually ceaces to be noticeable. The oxide film covering the

particle of molten inetal apparently congeals so rapidly that at

the moment of collision with a cold plate there is no noticeable

motion of the material of the particle. In this re.-ecc the

collected particles are extremely repisentative from the poiat of

view of shape and size in the period of combustion before quenching.

- - The majority of particles which are extinguished im-mediately after

ignition contain a metallic core.

Figure 70 shows photographs of particles'(a and b) collected

from the flame of an oxygen-hydrogen burner on a later stage, at

the moment of steady-state combustion. On the extinguished

particles hollow bubbles of oxide are located in random fashion.

This gives a basis to assume that the formation of hollow spheres

is not directly connected with'the mechanism of aluminum quenching,

but is one of the particular features .of the mechanism of its

combustion.,

Thus, as the result of study of trails and tracks and of analysis

of the products from combustion of aluminum three characteristic,

features of the considered process are revealed: a) rotation of

particles in the period of steady-state combustion; b) breakup of

particles on the concluding stage of combustion; c) the formation|

of hollow transparent spheres of aluminum oxide In-the combustion

products.

Since these phenomena are directly connected with the process

f particle combustion, we will pause to consider in more detail

the conditions their formation.

a. Formation of hollow spheres. The formation of such spheres
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a) b
Fig. 710. Motion of blarning particles of
aluminum alon~g a~plate of the sam~pling device. ~4

during combustion of alujminum was apparpntly firzit noted in the

literature by Fassel, Papp, et al. [137]. Their observationsI

related to experiments with a Pas burner, in which ordinaryI
natural ga.: was used as t',e fuel. The possibility that drops of
active metal or alloy might te ccrLairnel within such a zphere was

pointed out. However, thlo was oltserved, as a rule, during

comtustion of large particles under the cundltic-n that sampling

was car.-ted out on an early stage of Combustio.

FrIedmAn ajd Man-hpk [133] detected similar~ ?hllcw spheres during

* combustion of Al in th.1% flame of a gas burnter u.- nF a p'ropane-
* oxygen-nitrogeni mixture. in this rnedjum (t. >rethc quantity

of moisture anounted to ap;tr-)x!.nately 2I-~ ~ethe content of
pure oxygen ran up. to 2:.- -& (depending or.tn flam- temperature).

With reLpect to der-re of L-.~inte o.c hil rqe
turned out to be eqU v~a'en- to the 'n.it~al aluinlnum.

According to as-f-rticns ty' these -ame zaiticr-:, when r-urr'ing al-Unl-

znur in a "dry" cai'bcn mcnoxlre-oxygen fl.-ie containing less than

0.5% H2 (intrcdu~ed to staoelize the flame), t!here wrno forna-

tion of hollow spiheres. Buti a ajdtional 5-100' c-f hydrojen
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was introduced into such a flame large oxide spheres appeared once

again. Residues cf metallic aluminum were frequently detected on

the outer side of the walls of the spheres in the form of extremely

fine tiny balls.

A similar picture was observed during combustion of aluminum

in a methane-oxygen-nitrogen f.Aame [267] and in an oxygen-hydrogen

flame from a gas bur'ner [139]. In the latter case even larger

spheres were observed: with an initial aluminum particle

diameter of 70 um che size of the hollow transparent spheres of

oxide reached a magnitude of 150-200 pm. Tiny drops of pure

i aluminum were found on the inner and outer walls of the spheres.

At the same time, products of combustion of aluminum in a pure

i cyanogen-oxygen flame (p = i atm) [203] consist of white oxide in

the form of smoke; there are no large particles or spheres. With

forced quenching the aluminum particle is wholly or partially

covered with a film of oxide. If hyd-ogen is gradually introduced

into the flame, hollow spheres begin to predominate in the products.

At first glance the data presented above confirm a direct

connection between conditisns fur formation of hollow shells and

the presence of hydrogen or its compounds in the medium in which

the aluminum is burned. However, later studies cast doubt upon

this position: large hollow spheres of aluminum oxide were detected

with b'urning of aluminum in a medium free from hydrogen.

Davis [246] observed their formation in a carbon monoxide-oxygen-

nitrogen flame (0.5% :12), along with finely dispersed aluminum oxide

(<I om). Gordon Pt al. [262] established their presence during

burning of spherical aluminum particles at normal atmospheric

pressure in a CO + 02 flame. It is notewvrty that with a ratio of

fuel and oxidizer corresponding to a high-temperature flame the

hollow shells appeared in large quantities. But as the temperature

of the flame was reduced by changing the flow rates of the carbon

monoxide and oxygen the number of spher:3 dropped sharply. The
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results of this work lead to the extremely interesting conclusion

that the temperature of the medium has a strong role in the question

of the formation of hollow shells during combustion of metals.

The question arises of whether hollow spheres are formed during

burning of metallized powders or of heterc.geneous condensed systems

containing additions of Al. The composition of the gaseous products
(H20, C02, CO, HCl) and the temperature of the flame Jet (2500-

3300 0C) of the powders are favorable from the point of view of

conditions for appearance of spheres. Actually, after burning of

metallized solid rocket propellants a large quantity of condensate

remains. A certain part of the latter is made up of hollow spheres.

However, it should be emphasized that in some they comprise a

comparatively small percentage of the total quantity of aluminum

oxides. These spheres are virtually no different from those obtained
during burngng ot aluminum 'particles in gas burners,. turing burning

of propellants rich in carbon a deposit of soot particles is observed

on thp surface of the huolow-bpheres, giving them a grayish cast.

As pressure is increased a tendency is noted toward a reduction in

the quantity and size of the spheres. Their distribution over the

cross section of the let is not distinguished by uniformity. -

Summarizing the material outlined above, we arrive at the

conclusion that the formation of hollow transparent spheres of

oxide can occur during combust!'rn of aluminum in any chemically

active oxidizing gaseous medium. A basic condition in this case

is high temperature of the medium or of the flame.

Spheres appear directly on the surface of the burning particles.

In the case of forced extinguishing they remain bound to the

particles (see Fig. 70).

The presenc In the flame of hydrogen or compounds of it of the

water type (vapor) serves to activate the process of growth of

the hollow spheres, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
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Certain differences of opinion which arose concerning the de-

termining role of hydrogen might proceed £rom the fact that a

change in the concentration of hydrogen in the flame vas .apparently
"  inextricably bound with a change in the flame temperature.

b. Crushing. This interesting phenomenon occurs, as a rule, on

the concluding stage of combustion, when the process has already
been completely formulated (see Fig. 64).

-f
In a propane-oxyger-hydrogen flame crushing (fragmentation)

proceeds actively in the case when the concentration of free oxygen
i n the medium reaches 28-38% [133]. Here no small role is played
by the temperature of the flame. As the concentration of oxygen

in the flame is reduced the limit of crushing of particles is

increased with respect to temperature. If the flame temperature
comprises 2250-24000 K - i.e., close to the boiling point of aluminum

- the concentration of oxygen required for the appearance of the

phenomenon of fragmentation exceeds 38%.

'n a carbon monoxide-oxygen-nitrogen flame [246] crushing of

particles is observed at approximately this same concentration F,.
of free oxygen. The lower concentration limit in terms of oxygen

equals 32% in this case.

Drew et al. [1393 indicate that in a.steadyoxygen-hydrogen -

flame from the"Corning Universal" forceu burner combustion of

aluminum particles terminates with crumbling it the particles

leave the flame and reach a zone of contact with the ambient

atmosphere.

The phenomenon of crushing of burning 6articles of aluminum is

clearly manifested during combustion of condensed compositions

based on ammoniwn perchlorate (in air or in constant-pressure

installations with a medium of inert gaz-. [173]. In t2is case
free oxygen may either be absent from the flame or may be present

in a concentration substantially lower than the limits which are

1
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characteristic for ga burners. Thus in an ammonium perchlorate-

tricxymthylene flame L246J the quantity of oxygen did not exceed

9%, while products from combustion of a propellant made up of

ammonium perchlorate and polyurethane fuel contain virtually no

oxygen in the free state, but nonetheless fragmentation of aluminum

took place in these cases. However, this occurred only when the 4
particles escaped from the high-temperature zone of the flame and

-ntered the cold atmosphere or a region of lower temperature. J

During burning of metallized compositions under conditions of

insulation from the external medium - for example, in a typical

rocket engine or in a semicldted volume installation (under condi-

tions when motion and combustion of the particles occurs in a flow

of virtually constant temperature) - crushing of aluminum pavticles,

is very rarely observed. As pressure increases the probability of

appearance of crushing is reduced even further, with fragmentation

virt-ally ceasing to occur at pressures of 20-50 atm (according to

observations). At the same time it should be emphasized that an

increase in the pressure in constant-pressure instruments does not

completely eliminate the crushing effect, although it doei lead to

a certain degree of quantitative reduction in it [173). ,

It follows from the' given examples that one of the basic factors

facilitating crushing of particles on the stage of steady-state

self-sustaining combustion is a sharp drop in temperature of the

ambient medium along the trajectory of particle motion.

" Rotation of hot aluminum particles. Rotation arises after"'

self-sustaining combustion of the particle has already been estab-

.ished. For particles 100-150 Pm in diameter in a carbon monoxide-

oxygen flame this process begins to develop approximately 0.1 ms

after ignition. Usually it is preceded by a sudden expansion of
oTthe diffusion zone nf brightness around the particle. Subsequently

the speed of rotation is gradually increased and at the limit

amounts to 10 -105 pulsations per second.
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The trajectory of motion of a rotating particle frequently

takes on a wavy nature and terminates with sharp ejection of alumi-

num in vapor form (crushing) or with a sudden sharp change in the

direction of travel (see Fig. 64). The pulsating nature of combus-
tion of individual particles is noted dtiring zombustion of aluminum

both in gas burners with "dry" and "moist" flames, and in the

products of combustion of metallized solid fuels - i.e., in a gas-
4 se flow which is complex in composition and at a high tempera-

ture. However, the total number of particles subjected to rotation

during combustion is not great. The latter fact is particularly

noticeable during combustion of aluminum in'a composition of powders.

3. Temperature of the Zone of
Combustion of 'Aluminum Pa.ticles

The process of combustion of aluminum falls in the class of
highly exothermic processes.

In any thermal theory of combustion the tempeiature fields and

gradients are the basic initial chara.teristics. Since measurement

of temperatures and their gradients is extremely complex and diffi-

cult to realize in practice for individual particles moving in a

gas flow, in this case (as in similar ones) larger-scale todies are

selected as the object of study - thin wires, strips, and drops of

aluminum.

During the-study of peculiarities of'combustion and~ of --he

so-called "aluminum sun" (burning of a drop of aluminum in oxygen),

Gross and Conway [145] carried out measurements of temperature of

the reaction zone by means of an optical pyrometer (Fig. 71).

According to their measurements the temperature of the flame lies

'.-within the limits 3300-38000K. Since the drop of aluminum is in
Vthe molten state and its surface is free of aluminum oxide, the

authors proposed that the temperature of the metal surface is no

higher than the boiling of aluminum and is approximately equal

to it.
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Fig. 71. Distribution of temperatures
during combustion of a drop of aluminum.
1 - combustion zone where 3000 < T <

. < 3800°K; 2 - molten metal, T3 < T2 <

< 27400 K; 3 - Al203, T3 < 23180 K; 4 -

substrate, T4 < 23180K.

A second source of information on the maximum temperature of

-the zone of combustion of aluminum is study of brightness and light

temperatures of oxygen-aluminum flashbulbs [2tf3. The maximum

temperature (from pyrometric measurements) equals 38000K for all

-types of bulbs. Their brightness lemperature, with cohsideration

of thermal losses, is somewhat lower and falls in the limits

3200-34500 K.

In works [173, 174, 206, 237) the temoerature of combustion of i
aluminum particles in a Jet of flame from mixed compositions was

evaluated by the spectral-optical method (see Fig. 73). Measure-

ment.of the distribution of energy in the visible region of the

continuous slectrum from the investigated flames showed that it

maybe descriled by the Wien formula'with a single color temperature.

Results from evaluations of the temperature of'aluminum combustion

In the produats from combustion of ballistite and mixed compositions

by spectral-optical methods are given in Table 18a.

By comparing the measurement results we arrive at the conclusion

" that the temperature of the zone of combustion of aluminum particles

at normal atmospheric pressure equals3600-38 50*K - i.e., it approxi-

mately corre ponds to the boiling temperature of aluminum oxide
A1203, 38000 . No specific experimental data are available with

respect to m asurements of the temperature of the surface of an

individual d op or particle. However, the experimental data

examined abo e on combustion of aluminum particles indicate that

during combu tion aluminum is in the liquid state and therefore j
the temperat re of the particle surface should be limited by the

boiling temp rature of aluminum.
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Table 18a. Temperature (in OK) of aluminum in the flame of metal-
~s *izedcompositi ons (13 74]. ___________

* Composition Continuous Resonance Photometric
spectrum line method

- . method method

- 40-70 Pm) 3100 150 340 150 3200 150

High temparature ballistite
composition (d = 40-70 Pm) 3400 ± 150 3700 ± 150 3600 ± 150

.Polyformaldehyde, ammonium
perchlorate, and aluminum
(d < 50 im) 3500± 150 3750 ± 150 3700 ± 150

4. Spectroscopic Studies

The application of spettroscopic methods to the study of pro-
eeese&,;X-metal combustion is extremely promising, since it provides

information which is virtually impossible to obtain by other methods.
However, in view of the specific peculiarities of this method its

successful application in questions of studying the mechanism of

the combustion of individual finely dispersed particles of metal
agiven stage is connected with great difficulties.

In their work, Brzustowski and Glassman [1143 used strips of

.aluminum and magnesium 9 cm in length and with an average cross

Sscaticn of 0.3 x 0.013 am. The spectra were photographed on
"Kodak-III" spectroscopic plates by means of a quartz prismatic

spectrograph produced by the firm "Hilgar." The photomaterial0

-emulsion was sensitive in the wavelength region 0.24-0.68 A.

Spectral lines were identified from a handbook [264]; the molecular

bands of the spectrum were identified from the tables [265).

Spectra which are developed in time (resolution in time 2.1 ms/mm

.0 .o the imag.zlot) for alurlum foil during its combustion and for

Plashbulb are -ontinuous. At the maximum of the flash it begins
0

approximately In the region of 3300 A wavelengths and extends right
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up to the red limit of spectral sensitivity of the photographic

material.. At the very moment of the flash the aluminum lines

3944 and 3961 A appear in the spectrum. At approximately 5-16 ms

they are turned and exist in absorption, after which they are turned

once again. Over the entire period of the flash of a foil A1O bands

with the most noticeable edges 4648, 4852 and 5079 A exist in the

emission spectrum. The A1O bands never appear in absorption. A

few -1ailiseconds after the flash bands in emi3sion on a background

of a continuous spectrum exist'only in the form of weak "ripples"

and become virtually indistIrguishable at the maximum of flash

intensity. However, at the end of the flash, when the brightness

temperature of the continuous spectrum is redt.ced, they reappear.

Figure 72 shows the results of measurements of optical density

of the spectrum of a3uminum combustion as developed in time. Since

the A1O bands exizL'only at the very high temperature in em±ssions

and do not exist in absorption, in the opinion of the authors this

indicates that A1O is formed in the flame as a result of dissocia- 4

tion of AI20 3. The subsequent repeated appearance of Al lines on

the background of a continuous spectrum first in absorption and

then in emia9ion should be considered from the point of view of

the nonisothermicity of the process in the flashbulb. At the moment

when the flash appears the average temperature of the sources of

the continuous spectrum is low. Aluminum lines are manifested in

emission. With development of the process of aluminum oxidation

particles of aluminum oxide appear - the source of a continuous

spectrum with a temperature higher than the boiling temperature

of the pure metal. Aluminum lines are now present in the absorp-

tion spectrum. On the last stages of the flare the average

temperature of condensing A12 03 particles can become lower than

the temperature of aluminum vapors, owing to the sharper and more

rapid cooling of the particles. Aluminum lines are turned and

once, again appear in emission. Spe.tra of the combstion of

aluminum wire 0.89 mm in diameter in an oxygen-argon atmosphere

are given in work [237]. The experiments were carried out at

pressures up to 31.6 atm; the quantLy of oxygen was varied in the

range 0-100%. The spectra were taken on "Kodak" type I spectro-

scopic film by means of a 1.5 m grating spectrograph. The first
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order dispersion region was varied from 3700 to 7400 A with a
0 '4

linear dispersion of approximately 1.5 A per 1 nun. Slot width was
60 Um and exposure duration was 1-5 seconds.

- - !

Fig. 72. Optical den,.ity of the

S.... spectrum of aluminum c'ombustion [1731.

Against a background of the continuous spectrum the following

bands and doublet lines of Al were singled out: 3082.15, 3092.71,
39.44 03 and 3961.53 A, as well as nine systems of A1O bands with

strong band edges at 2942.5, 3022.2, 3114.3, 4352.6, 4470.5, 4648.2,0

:4842.3, 5079.3, and 5336.9 A. Systems in the ultraviolet spectral

region were determined from wavelengths [266]. Aluminum lines were

observed in emission only to a pressure of 7 atm. At a higher

pressure they become indistinguishable against a background of a

continuous spectrum. Aluminum lines were absent from the absorp-

tion spectrum.

In the region of subatmospheric pressures and high oxygen

concentrationsthe flame spectra during combustion of aluminum

in an oxygen-water vapor mixture ccincided with spectra of flames
in an oxygen-ergon atmosphere. No differences were detected
between combustion spectra for pure and anodized aluminum.

In carbon dioxide and oxygen end carbon dioxide and argon in

-the pressure interval 1-2.5 atni and with a change in the oxygen

concentration from 0 to 100% or-0 to 40% for argon, and also in
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the region of reduced pressures in carbon dioxide and oxygen (02

concentration 40-100%), the spectra were analogous to spectra of

aluminum combustion in oxygen and'argon. Two doublets of aluminum

and nine AlO bands were clearly distinguished. Despite the fact

that they fall in the working range of the spectrograph, it was I
impossible to detect the presence of CQ2, CO, and C2 bands.

Study of the spectrum of emission from the flame of metallized

powders and solid rocket propellants in the 1-30 atm range was

carried out successfully by the authors of wiorks [173, 206, 247].

A diagram of an installation especially developed for this purpose

and a description of it are givea in Section II (page 95). The

spectrum has much in common with those examined above.

The radiation of the flame Jet has a continuous spectrum. Its

intensity drops gradually in the direction of a reduction in wave-

length. Vibration bands caused by molecules of A1O and AlH are

manifested against the background of the continuous spectrum in

the pressure interval 5-10 atm. In the visible and near ultra-

violet regions resonance lines of atomic aluminum are singled out:
0

3961, 3944, and 3082 A. They are manifested at a distance of 1 mm
and achieve an intensity maximum at a distance of 2 mm from the
combustion surface of the specimen. Anomalies sometimes occur in

the continuous spectra; without exception, these can be connected

not only with candoluminescence and chemoluminescence, but also

with scattering of light by extremely fine particles of AI 203 which

are formed in the Jet during combustion.

It should be noted that the transparency of such a flame is

less than 102 - i.e., the flame Jet (specimen diameter 5 mm) with

additions of aluminum and magnesium is not transparent. The distri-

bution of energies in the spectrum was constructed in order to

study the nature of the continuous spectrum of the investigated

flames (Fig. 73). As distance from the combustion surface of the

charge is increased, the n,,antity of energy emitted by the flame
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In the wavelength interval 0.3-0.6 um grows and reaches a maximum

at a distance of 1.5 mm from the burning surface. It remains

virtually constant up to a height of 3.5 mm and then begins to

drop as the combustion products begin to cool. The obtained

intensity distribution is adequately described by the Wien formula

.- from which it Is possible to conclude that the obtained spectra
are Identic&l in nature to r-ectra of chermal radiation of a

gray body. From this it follows that the continuous spectrum of

the flame Jet for compositions with aluminum is due to thermal

emission of A1203 particle3. The'glow is additionally intensified'

i by the thermal radl.atioi, or AlO (or MgO) molecules.

? -

- 2

7,1 1 27 , .A.0 CM-1

Fig. 73. Distribution of energy over the
height of a flame jwt for the composition
PF + ammonium perchlorate + 20% aluminum
at 25 atm. a - in the coordinates E, l/A;
b - in the coordinates lg E + 5 Ig X, 1 A.
1 - h - 3 mm; 2 - h - 9 mm.

P61 jure 74 shows the relative intensity of Al and AO resonance 4k4

lines over the height of a flame Jet for a composition with 10%

Al. The presence of AlO bands in the radiation spectrum i..-

interpreted as proof of the fact that the process of aluminum

combustion in the flame Jet, for premixed condensed systems occurs j

partially through the intermediate products, with the formation
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Fig. 74. Relative intensity of Al
10 a and A1O resonance lines over the

height of the flame Jet. For A1O:
'. at ) 4H 4624)A

21 1 o866(42) A; 2 - ,6T2(48) A; 3 -0 0

5399(54) A; 4 - 4842 A; Al: 5 -

3961(44) A; 6 - 3382(92) A.

P 10at;I
t 2 $14 m

of lower oxides. It is noted that although the spectrum of the

flame remains continuous with an increase in pressure (up to

5 atm), it contains no Al ahl A1O bands.

From the above it follows that the spectrum of a flame of

burning aluminum in active gaseous medium is continuous, independent I
of the medium composition. The continuity of the spectrum is'the

result of thermal emission of condensed oxide. A number of lines
and baris can be singled out against the general background of the

spectrum: two doublets of aluminuAm and nine A1O bands.

During steady-state combustion the lines of aluminum and its

alloys are present only in the absorption region. The presence of

aluminum lines in emission can be observed in the spectrum only

in the period of development or the very concluding stage of

. combustion of the metal - at the moment of quenching (for example,

in flashbulbs). With.an increase in pressure there is a drop in
the intensity of the individual lines with respect to the general
background of the continuous spectrum, and at a pressure greater

" than 7-10 atm some of them become, in general, quite difficult to
distinguish. Since strang dbublets of aluminum and A1O bands are

manifested in the flame spectrum only during emission, this serves

as evidence of the existence in the flame around the particle of

either a field of high temperatures or an active chemical reaction,

during which these elements are formed In the excited state.
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In the region of moderate oxygen concentrations (30-55%) and a

pressure p > I atm, strong aluminum oxide bands can be distinguished

against the background of the continuous spectrum [2373. Their

appearance maybe the result of thermal excitation. One of the

probable mechanisms of aluminum oxide formation is the surface

reaction between particles of liquid Al2 03 and Al, in the course

of which Al20 and Al are forned [287]. The presence of all of the

bands of aluminuw oxide in the region of low pressures against the

background of a continuous spectrum in emission indicates the

probability that aluminum oxide is formed as the result of a vapor-

hase reaction directly within the flame.

, 5. Chemical Composition of the
Combustion Prouucts

Study of condensates collected successively duilng the combus-

tion of aluminum in vdriceus oxidizing media provides a basis for

C- the conclusion that the phase state of the final products of

combustion depends on the condition of their formation. A

According vo the results of X-ray diffraction analysis the J

major fraction ofcondensed products from aluminum combustion
usually comprises the -modification Ai -- i.e., corundum. This

modification is the mozt common and most stable. It predominates

daring combustion of aluminum !n the range of atmospheric and higher

pressures and at moderate values of oxygen concentration in the
"- medium f237). As t he oxygen concentration Is increascd &ndi

especially, with conversion of the combustion process into the

subatmospheric region, the high-temperature y-modification appeartn.

Usually the y-Al 03 is a mixture of three modificatlons, K-, y-- and

-A 1203. At temperatures above 70000 this modification undergoes

an Ir-eversible transformation,-1nto L-Al203 [267j. Sharp cooling
of the combustion products - for example, during their deposition
on heat-conductinv elements of the installation - prey rn:s the -

i ndicated transformation ard thur, under certain conditions, will

facilitate the forced appearance of y-Al20, i the final products.

4
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During combustion of aluminum in a C02-02 medium with an increased
content of carbon dioxide a yellow crystalline deposit is detected
in the condensate; at lower temperatures this reacts .iith water
vapor With the liberation of a hydrocarbon gas.

In terms of chemical composition and properties this product
is A14C 3. In a medium with a high content of halogens or of their
derivatives - for example, Cl or HCl - the formation of aluminum

halides of the AlCl3 type is observed along with that of corundum.
Compunds of aluminum with carbon and chlorine can be present in a

substantial quantity (>I%) among the products of combustion of
metallized solid fuels based on ammonium perchlorate. The probability

of their appearance grows as the initial composition of the pro-

pellant is enriched with fuel and with Pluminum. j
At the same time suboxides of aluminum A1O and Al20, whose

presence or possible existence in thc flame is confirmed by spectro-
grams or by thermodynamic calculations [77f, are not found In the

final products of aluminum combustion.

6. Time of Particle Combustion

The time of combustion of parti?1i. of aluminum and its depen-
dence upon vrious factors are extrmc.i, important parameters from

a practical and theoretical point of view. In the end it is pre-
cisely this parameter which determ'ne. the effectiveness with which
the metallic additives are utilize( rn combustion chambers of various

* power plants, including solid-propellant rockets.

Since the majority of studies have been carried out in tracking
installations and burners, the quantitative experimental data on

the tire of particle combustion relate mainly to atmospheric

conditions. However, comparison of results wil not infrequently

run into major difficulties, since the authors often do not give
the detailed characteristics of the conditions under which the data

were obtained.
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In the flame of a flat propane-oxygen-nitrogen burner the com-
bustion time of aluminum particles 23 and 50 un, in diameter comprises

4 and 13 ms, respectively. Combustion time T is rougily propor-
tional to'the diameter of the particles, d, in a power of 1.5 [133).

In a CO-02 flame, [134) combiistion time for spherical aluminum

particles 35 and 49 Um in diameter varies as a fun tion of the

content of free oxygen and water vapor In the flame. i

In a "dry" atmosphere (7.9% free oxygen and 0.5% H20) it equals

6.6 t 0.7 and 12 ms'. With the addition of hydrogen to the flame

(18.1% H2 0 + 5 8% 0 the time grew to 10.5 ± 0.5'ms for particles

with d 35 m and to 19 ms for particles with an average diameter
of 49 Um 'fthei quantil-,tive composition of the remaining reagents F.
was not lidicated but it is not impossible that the concentration

of CO2 varied with a change in the H20 concentration; T - 2510 0K).

Work [261) gives averaged value of T for aluminum particles

15-50 urm in diameter in a methane-oxygen flame (Fig. 75). These
results have a more illustrative signifirance, since neither

temperature nor flame composition-are reported. However, the
fact that the combustion time for 50-un particles exceeds that of

similar particles as given in work [134] by 3-4 times allows us
to assume low activity of the flame.

Approximate evaiuatIon of the connection of Tr with particle

dimension d shows that Tr is proportional to diameter to a degree

of 1.7-2.0.

More detailed information on the effect of reactivity of a gas-

burner flame on combustion time for aluminum can be drawn from work

[246] (particles with d = 53-66 _um, medium CO +_02P r I 1 atm).

4 The results of the measurements are shown on Fig. 76. In the

upper portion of the figure the concentration of the basic reagents
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and the flame temperature are given. From the curve it follows that

with a constant flame temperature (25000K) and at atmospheric pressure

the combustion time for aluminum is approximately inversely pro-

portional to the partial pressure of oxygen. Since we noted earlier

that the nature of the combustion process for aluminum and the com-

positions of its product are significantly influenced by the presence

of hydrogen or water in the oxidizing medium, the question arises

of the effect of-"humidity" of the medium on the time of particle

combustion.

Oto
T 9

I H

E4

L O 30 50d, L 0? 06 I O

Fig. 75. Fig. 76.

Fig., 75. Combustion time for Al particles in a
methane-oxygen flame.

Fig. 76. Concentration of main reagents and com-
bustion time for spherical Al particles in a flame
with'xCO + 0.5 02.

At first view the experimental data outlined above confirmed
.the hypothesis of a sharp intensification of aluminum combustion

in the presence of moisture. However, fromn this point of view

these results cannot be considered correct> since no data are given

on the remaining reagents besides the concontrations of H20 and

02. This concerns first of all CO2, which can participate actively .

in reactions with aluminum. But comparison of experime~ital data on

combustion rate indicates that it occurs too rapidly (espec4 11ly in

a."moist" medium) to be caused only by diffusion of oxygen.
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Actually, more recent investigations [135] of conditions of

aluminum combustion in a gas burner have shown that combustion

*. time for aluminum in "moist" and "dry" atmospheres differs very

little; Tr for particles 32 um in diameter comprises 2.8 ms for

a "dry" flame and 3.2 ms in the case of a "moist" flame. These

values were determined with,great accuracy and have hi.gh repro-

ducibility., The differen ea are extremely small and can be t

ascribed to the action of carbon dioxide, whose content in the

"dry" medium is higher than the titalquantity of CO2 ard H20 in

,the "moist" atmosphere. In both.cases'T, is proportional to the
rr

square of the diameter.

In considering the time parameters of combustion of finely

.dispersed aluminum in a high-temperature gas flow, it is necessary

to single out-the case of combustion in products of the gasification

of solid fuel or heterogeneous condensed systems in constant-pressure

instruments or in installations with a semiclosed volume like a model
end-burning microtL'uster. An outstanding feature of the latter is
-the fact that the required level of pressure and high-temperature

flov-are~created in them as a direct-result of burning of the powder

or of fuel-oxidizer compositions which simulate powders. The basic

* method of introducing aluminum perticles into a flow which is thus

created is preliminary pressing of them into specimens of the

'propellant.

As the specimen is burned up the metallic particles are con-

" tinuously injected into the flow of gaseous decomposition products

escaping from the surface of fuel and oxidizer combustion. The

concentration of particles per unit volume of the flow is determined

* by their quantity in the specimen. If the main problem is to

determine the induction period or combustion time or individual

particles of one metal or another, the quantity of it in the com-
7position of tha specimen usually dces not exceed 0.01%. At thi

* concentration there is adequate basis to consider that the inter-

action of the burning particles in the gas flow is negligibly

small.



Work [154) presents a broad study of'combustion time for

individual aluminum-articles- as a function of the basic parameters

of the flow: pressure, temperature, and composition. Preliminary

'thermodynamic calculation of a number of compositions on an elen- ___'1

tronic computer made it possible to vary the'composition and temp- . .
erature of-tsie medium in wide limits, independently of one another.

The temperatu,e measurement interval.comprised 1600-30000 K (Fig. 77). W

As has already been emphasized, the composition of a flow

created by the indicated method is extremely complex and can include

up to 50-80 different compounds, radicals, and elements. At tb e

same time the basic reagents containing oxygen and therefore capable
of taking an active part in the reaction of aluminum oxidation

are H20, C0 2, CO, OH, 02' O, etc. With the exception of the first

three, the remainder are, as a rule, present in extremely limited

quantities (fractions of a percent) and do not have any essential

influence during the combustion of aluminum. But the first three K>
are not of equal significance. The energy of molecule dissociation

is given below for the compounds which are most characteristic from

the point of view of the considered medium [268]:

Bond E, kcal/mole

H 2-O 119.2

CO-O 127.2

C-0 256.9

Dissociation energy with respect to oxygen for the molecules CO2  I
(CO - 0) and H 20(H -.02) is about half that of CO(C - 0). From

this it follows that with concentrations of the indicated reagents

in the flow which are identical In order of magnitude the process

of oxidation of aluminum should'proceed.primarily due to its

interaction with carbon dioxide and watei- - which are equivalent

to each other with respect to reactivity with aluminum.

Thus the rate of combustion of aluminum In a flow which is-

created by the products of combustion-of a condensed system is
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Fig. 77. Adiabatic temnperature of the flav.d
(a) and relative concenhtration a~ of' active

oxygen-containirg reagents (b) in the flame
for amnmonium perchiorste compositions with

-- >different fuels. 1 - polyethya-ne; 2 - poly-
4 -ballistin N.

determined by the total concentration of active oxygen carriers-

H20 and C0*In this case carbon didxidc- In reaction with aluminum
Is reduced predominantly to CO rather than to pure cerbon, although
with respect to energy the lattP= woul11 4e preferable: -

2AI + 3C0* 'A2 03 + 300+ 195.2 kcal/mole.

kAl + 3/2C0 Al 10 3 + 3/2C + 257.2 kcal/mole.

Figure 77) shows graphic cur~ves of the change in relative

1] concentration of' 120 + CO2 4w 0 2 (parameter a .4) in flames o9f a
number of composition& of polymer fuel and oxidizer (APC) as a

function of the percentage ratios of the component.

The parameter a Kwas calculated by the expression

-. a3W.+.CO+aO+.. 0 D (IV.l)

r'ee Fs the molar or volume concentration of individual reagents.e. I
,,Naturally, If the concentration of H20 and 002 In the products of
specimen combustion Is small. alu&Anum can and will enter into

reaction with other compounds..-K

p1 9



These assumptions find confirmation in a series of thermo-

dynamic calculations of the process of combustion of metallized

compositions uith an increased aluminum concentration.

Since the curves of the change in composition and temperature

of the medium (see Fig. 77) were compiled for the same systems,

there is broad possibility for an independent change of each of

the parameters named above.

On the basis of a large sejrles of experiments it was established

[154] that the time of combustion for particles of finely dispersed

aluminum is virtually unchanged with constant pressure and with

a change in medium composition in the temperature interval 2000-

3300'K (Fig. 78). In the region of lower temperatures T grows

somewhat. However, this growth is not great. For particles 70 Pm

in size at T z 1600 0 K it comprises approximately 10% of the T for

the same particles at 2400'K. In the general case the time of

burning of particles of a given size is approximately inversely

proportional to the relative concentration of H 2 0 and CO 2 in the
0.9 22flame jet: Tr 1/a or, for practical purposes, tr nu a

(Fig. 79)

Davis [246] obtained a similar result for conditions of a gas

burner: Tr is inversely proportional to the partial pressure of

oxygen.

Results on the dependence of burning time of aluminum on pressure

are no less interesting (Fig. 80). At pressures about 25 atm it

virtually ceases to depend on pressure (composition and ',emperature

being constant). Beginning at 20 atm and below the rate of high-

temperature oxidation of alurninum is reduced and -v grows. A more

sharply expressed growth in T with a reduction in pressure was

obtained in a series of experiments carried out in a constant-

pressure instrument on the system APC - polyformaldehyde - aluminum

[246J (Fig. 81). The limiting pressure which marks the beginning
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Fig. 78. Fig. 79.

=70 im) as a function of temperature.

Fig. 79. Effect of the parameter H. on T Of

aluminum. 1 - d = 140 lim; 2 - d = 70 -m,

of Tr const is shifted into a region of higher values of p

(70-100 atm). This pressure is the higher, the greater the size

of the particles. The reasons for the divergence in magnitude

of maximum pressures are not clear. However the quantitative

values of equal-size particles in the T W f(p) region (with

consideration of the parameter a ) as given in works [:54, 246]

differ very little.

One of the central questions is that of the burning time for

particles as a funct4on of their size. For spherical aluminum

the diameter of the particle is the dimension concerned here.

Under the conditions in a gas burner at atmospheric pressure the

majority of investigations for aluminum indicate a law which is

quadratic or close to it, Tr d This is emphasized by the

sharp growth in burning time of particles with [aa increase in]

diameter and the similarity of processes of metal combustion to

diffusion burning of hydrocarbon fuel [259].

During burning in a composition of condensed systems with

p z 1 atm burning time for spherical aluminum particles is also

proportional to d2. However, as pressure increases the square law
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Fig. 80. Fig. 81.

Fig. 80. Tr as ? function of P. 1 - a R

37.5%; 2 - a 71.5%.

Fig. 81. r as a function of P. 1 - d =
- 80-103; 2 - dA, = 53-66 um.

is constantly replaced by weaker relationships. In the pressure

region above the maximum -r is proportional to the diameter to a
I-

power of 1.5 (Fig. 82) and is independent of the speed of the

high-temperature oxidizing flow, W (Fig. 83). The transitiol

from a quadratic law to a power of 1.5 occurs without sharp changes.

The nature of the change in T with particle diameter is virtuallyr
independent of the activity of the medium - i.e., of the magnitude

of the parameter a (30% < a < 60%). However, it should nonethe-

less be noted that with a sharp drop in the concentration of H 0

and CO2 in the flAme (a < 25%) the exponent drops even lower

(to 1.4 or less).

Thus during combustion of aluminum in the combustion oroducts

from condensed system*, where the basic oxygen-containing oxidizing

reagents are H20 and CO2, burning time T is virtually independent

of the medium temperature (T > 20000C) and of pressure (p > 25 atm),

but at the same time it varies strongly with a change in particle

diameter and in the activity of the medium, a

In the general case for the indicated conditions

d".,

M " s.
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Fig. 82. Fig. 83.

Fig. 82. r as a function of particle diameter. 1 - a.

37.5%; 2- a = 57.3%; 3 - a = 71.5%.

Fig. 83. ir as a function of the speed W of the high-

temneT'ature flow for d = 70 Pm.

If the time is measured In milliseconds and the diameter in

microns the proportionality factor k will equal 0.67. Calculation

by the proposed formula

T r "" 0 "m (IV. 2)

will give satisfactory agreement with experiments. For example,

for particles 50 pin in diameter we find from the calculation in a

flame with a. = 57.5% values Of Ur = 6.4 ms. The experimental

value of burning time for the same conditions is 6.5 ms.

In order of magnitude the average rate of burnout over the

radius comprises 5-10 mm/s for spherical aluminum 15-20 pm in

diameter. This is comparable with burning of ordinary two-compo-

nent fuel mixtures based on APC [156].

No systematic data are available on the combustion of aluminum

as one of the components of heterogeneous systems in a constant-

pressure instrument.
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Nonetheless the available data make it possible to state that

the conclusion concerning equality of average burning rate for fine

particles of aluminum and the normal rate of combustion of solid

rocket propellants remains valid.

7. Effect of Medium Composition
and Pressure on the Combustion of
Aluminum

Medium and pressure have a direct influence on tbe process of

burning of metal. Their role in the combustion of finely dispersed

aluminum has been touched upon in virtually every section of this

chapter. We will pause once again to consider their basic features.

1. The process of burning of aluminum, as a diffusion process,

is activated as the activity of the medium is increased and with

an increase in oxygen concentration or the concentration of oxygen-

containing reagents of the H20 and CO2 type. Carbon dioxide and

water vapor are equivalent from the point of view of activity:

combustion time for P'uminum Ai a "dry" and "wet" medium virtually

coincide with identical concentrations of the oxidizer.

2. A high content of oxygen, the most hig;)ly active oxidizer

during combustion, contributes to crushing (fragmentation) of the

particles. When a substantial quantity (30%) of water iapor is

present in the medium favorable conditions are created for the

formation of hollow translucent spheres of oxide in the products

from combustion of aluminum. With an increase in oxidizer concen-

tration the brightness and density of the glorwing reaction zone

around the particle will increase.

3. The glowing zone of combustion of a particle in a "moist"

atmosphere is 1.5-2 times wider than in the absence of' 1,O or

compounds of hydrogen.

4. An increase In pressure p leads to an Increase in the rate

and to weakenlng of the dependence of combustion time of aluminum
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on particle size. The exponent of d drops fvom 2 to 1.5 with a

growth in p from atmospheric level to 30-80 atm.

5. The width of the reaction zone grows with a reduction in

pressure, while the density of the glow around it is reduced.

6. In the region of elevated pressures the phenomenon of'

fragmentation of particles occurs more rarely than when p < I atm.

We should pause for separate consideration of studies on the

influence of pressure and chemical activity of the medium on burn-

ing of aluminum wires [236-239, 2691.

Drawing of heat to the electrodes, intensive thermal radiation

incident on parts of the installation, ignition from an internal

heat source (electrical discharge) rather than from an external

- source, the need to maintain mechanical integrity in the period of

ignition - all of these are specific features of the combustion of

wires and tapes and are not encountered in carrying out experiments

with spherical particles in a gas flow, to say nothing of solid

propellants. Therefore certain special features and conditions of

c mbustion which are observed during burning of wires cannot be

I transferred to the case of particles. However, there is unquestion-

ably utilAty in research of this ty -- and consideration of the

, procedures. and res ults.

I Diagram, ';aken from works of Brzhustovski, Glasiman, and Mellor

show the basic regions which are specific for burning of aluminum

wires (anodized and unanodized) which are ignited in mixtures of

- oxygen and argon [237] or oxygen and carbon dioxide or carbon

dioxide and argon [236].

With ignition in the regoon of low pressur and high oxygen

concentrations (FIg. 84, reglon 1) a bright blue flame appears

on the tips of the wires , progressing rapid]y toward the o oI. otrodes

20,-,
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Fig. 8 Combustion of aluminum wires in an
0 2- Ar medium.

With an increas,_ in pressure (reg, i ;i 2) the den-:ty nf the,

flame grows; its color becomes an intense white. The combustion

produceGs are made up of a fine white smok wth bts of 2eramic

on the electrodes.

Regi on 3 1 s an area of .1.o'i pre,.su 'e and rnoder- .t c r,)nlc j rat .2n

of oxygen. In external appearance the fIlame on hI. t 1p:; -i' the

wires is simit.ar to hydrocarbon fl ames. III 1tho uT-pcr left eorn(er

of the figure we see (clockwise) flame of a w.r, 0.9 mm In ul-

ameter at p = 100 mm lip.; and oxygen concei. rati on n = ,)., and

then p = 50 mm Hi and 60%. The fI gure a1-o ow C:mliu-r

products on the elect r'odes and the flame,, at , 50 in IfIn w ilt.i

n = 80%.

Bright spots are visibie on the surface of the wre - tiny

spheres of liquid al aminum oxide. Tracko cau:,d 1-y coden ntion

of A1 2 0 3  In the ,.;urr(.)undJj atmosphere travel out. f'rom 1. e d"(),

surrounded b, the flame. The appearance of' br jght. t.rack Is 1: the

result of turbulence In the velocity field around t- drop. The

surface of the latt,. r js not unifori'n In n "A htries dope, . e "

oxide cover part of thle :-,irl'ace, Ctu s Iig asoymnetI'r ';] ,va toratl.,I ]

of the Al.
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WIth an increase in pressure (region 4) the flame becomes less

transparent and draws closer to the drop or metel. Bright particles

are seen in the zone of the flame, gradually moving out of it.

'The unburned wire is covered with gray vitreous drops. The

ZjV combustion products on the floor of the chamber consist of trans-

lucence spherictl particles 50-100 um in diameter. Certain of

them reach a maximum diameter of 100-1000 )rm. Only the very

largest . rticles are hollow. The deposit on the electrodes is

made up o" glassy spherical particles less than 10 urm in dipneter.

A protec Ue layer of aluminum cxide is formed comparatively

slowly vn the surface of the liquid metal and thus cannot serve to

inhibit t ve ±'eaction.

In region 4 (see Fig. 84) we see a flame at a pressure of

2 atm w14,h at oxygen content =60%. After initially covering the

i entire e-op, the flame moves upward alon3 the surface. The shape

of the flai;- indicates that the flame does not sit directly or. the

surface of th-i drop.

In regon 5, at low pressures, the flame is analogous to that

in region 4 bot less bright; it goes out quickly. Metallic drops

3-4 mm in size with a dull surface are collected on the bottom of

the installation; there is no vitreous material. At higher pressures

a flash occurs at the mnment when the protective layer is melted.

Brightly glowing particles drop from the point of fracture; the

remainder of the wire is not ignited.

The rate of the aluminum oxidation reaction on the pure surface

of the metal is so great that the metal is rapidly covered with a
-, i ! layer of oxide which prevents further-.development of the reaction. i

The existence of this region is connected with destruction o: the

integrity of the specimen and, consequently, with termination of

heat supply (Joule heat) in the wire. The vapor-phase combustion

mechanism Is not applicable to this region and its existence for

spherical particles burning in a high-temperature flow is doubtful.

_ 2014jlb ~ I
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When the concentration of oxygen in the medium Orops to 20-30%

(regions 6 and 7) the burning of the aluminum wire is characterized

by a rise in the solid deposit in the diffusion flame. The flame

Is supplied with metal draining through the solid oxide shell
covering the wire. The flame front is virtually invisible. On

the tip of the hollow [oxide] shell a solid white deposit is

detected. The figure shows the flame and the products from com-

bustion at-pressures of 300 mm Hg and 2.1 atm and an oxygen concen-

tration of 30%. With an increase in pressure (region 7) a dense

greyish mass is formed, whichi was not observed at low pressure
(region6) i

With a concentration of free oxygen in the medium of less than

0% it was not possible to ignite aluminum wires in the investigated

interval of pressures. The observed picture bf combustion of wires
ir unchanged if anodized aluminum is used instead of the pure form.

Figure 85, whose boundaries are also tentative, shows the,
picture of combustion of aluminum in a medium of carbon dioxide

with oxygen and argon.

II

;- ..I :I ::
Pii

(4"-0 4,"P, atm

Fig. 85. Burning of anodized aluminum wires
in a C02-02-Ar medium.
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and oxygen (ein3 th anyrto f0 n O.I a~o

1:dioxV 4e s.id argon medium the region of ignition is sharply narrowed,

, illy at pressures above 0.5 atm. Burning occurs only with an

oxygen concentration higher than 70-90%. Ignition is connected with

". destruction of the wire. However, ,if ignition has occurred the
process is analogous to burning of aluminum in an oxygen and carbon

dioxide medium at the same pressures (p > 1 atm).

The observed flames correspond to.flames in regions 3 and 4

(ow pressure) on Pig. 84. The flame travels rapidly along the

wire and at the tip takes on a spherical shape. With,,Afn increase

in pressure the flame front draws closer to the surface .' At high

'I oxygen concentrations the color of the flame is bright blu.. At _

- the top of the photo related to region 3 we see a flame in pure

carbon dioxide at a pressure of 2 atm; the bottom photo shows the

flame during burning of aluminum in a carbon dioxide and oxygen

medium (50/50) at a pressure of 1 atm. The condensate 's equivalent

to the condenqate-In re~ions.3 and 4 of the preceding setup (see

Fig. 84), aith Ee exception of the fact that in this case a larger

quantity of gray and black flake's and spheres is present. The dark

;.olor Increases with a growth in carbon dioxide concentration.

This indicates the formation of pure carbon in this region during

the :.eaction Al + CO2..

In:a carbon dioxide and argon medium ignltior-i.s facilitated

with a decrease in pressure: at pressures below 0.3 atm wires are.

oxidized even at an argon concenration of more than 90% (10% C02).
Two regions of combustion are distinguished here: region 1 at,

high CO2 concentrations and pressure below 0.2 atm, and region 2

with pressure up to 0.5 atm and an oxygen concentration from the

determining limit of the ignition region up to values which relate

-'to regicn 1 (see Fig. 85).

In region 1 a cylindrical flame is formed around the wire

Immediately after ignition (at p 0.50 mm Hg, 50% CO2). At the -

Ilk 2



MOnhu~t whonw the wirc, bi-oake wO Z10 on Ita tips hlsof aluminum,
leaklnA dowflwumr 6 rrowndod by a dict~tfa ion) rlolve, The total timej

U10 t PrOceblet iriohadi ng ignition and burnin)g, 'oompri setj 1-7 secondis.
* r~The depouit in, or ki grayirh oolor rd la v'relhirantly a ?;ilxturep of

In genoral featuroa region '. is -1-1111il to region 1, which againl
aeri'es to 01nphasire the tentative nature Of the division of aluminum
combuntlon into regijons.

* A cylin~drical, tlame In also for'med after Ljrnition; however, it
Is loated 4oriewhiat cloeer to the wire than in regioni 1. Tis
flamie doea riot disappear even after the wire bvr~AKO Ow-ig to the

oxtremely omall burnln; tiime (0. J-2 - s) the mioIten alumritnim isuntible to run down to the ond of' the wire.* Figure 85~ showsspcmno Yi~Li~lfaea;apesr f.0 mH n a

miolair fraction of' catrbon dioxide equal to 0.9, and also the hollow
hllwhicl, rtmai nL a ftor Its quenching

*A translUcent deposit Is formned on the electrode at h~gh CO,
concentrations in rep-ions 1 and d. The diameter of the smallest
particles equalled 3-. im. A few darker particles are ---- ~sent-
the result of the presence of carbon.

1iegio-! 1jfa i Ini the class of low pressures (less than atmos-
*pheri c), high CO 2conoc tr'at ions, and low 0 2 concentrations. The

mechanism and products of combustion are analogous to those in
region. 6 or Figure 841. The photograph gives a picture of combus-
tion at a pressure of 300 mm Hg and an oxygen content of 10%. The

*duration of the process is up to 12 :3-conds. I~n the per'iod of'
existence of a diffusion flame a Folid deposit builds up on the
wire. The reaction occurs at the expense of molten aluminum covered

* with an oxide film. A white deposit with a small quantity of black
carbon platec or flakes is noted on the electrodes.
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Region' is cha1'aoterized by large sky-blue flames. It is
similar to region 3In termn of the diagram of omnbustion in a
mixture ot' oxygen and of argon. There is a small quantity of a
yellow deposit which Is absent in oxygen and argo~i mixtures; this
can bo idritifi.ed as A1jC.~ The total burniyir time is 10-20
sec~onds. Theue photographs were obtained rtt it presnure of 50 mm
fig: for the upper photo the 0, content was 50%, and in the lower

photograiph it was 40%.

In region 6 we observe a combination of the mechanisms of
combustion in regions 3 and 4. The tw1 j types of flames are present
i.ttu-taneously or separately. If they exist simultaneously the

appearance of the flame characteristic for, reg--ion 14 precedes that

of' the flame cha-.racteristic for region 3. This region Canl also be
Included in region 3 of Fig. 84. The time of the total burning

process equals 1-28 seconds. Region 6 is a buffer between regions

3 and 4. The photog~raphs were obtained at 100 mm Hg, with the one
on the left. being, taken with a 60% 0OL concentration and the one on
the right In 100% 0)2'

-inuo the pressure and composition of the medium are unquestion-

ably important during burning of metal. But it must be emphasized

Sonico again th't certain of the examined specific regions for burning

* of', wires may not necessarily apply to the combustion of aluminum

particles.

8. Effect of Additives on Aluminum
Combustion

Metals of high purity were used to obtain the optimum charac-

teristics of combustion. There is no question of the need and

substantiation for this requirement. However, during solution

* of practical problems certain additives are deliberately used.

CGne of the additives most frequently applied is magnesium.

Magnesium forms a strong alloy in any ratio with aluminum. The
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eutectic alloy contains 11% magnesium and 89% aluminum. This is

one of' the metals which activates the burning of aluminum and at

the same time introduces a comparatively small reduction in the

power capacities of the metal as a component of rocket propellant.

In terms of activity of metals magnesium is in second place behind

aluminum.

Of the various alloys the one which burns most quickly is an

alloy consisting of 65% Al and. 35% Mg [137]. Cinephotographs of

the burning of aluminum-magnesium alloy particles indicate that

a two-stage process occurs in this case.

On the first stage, immediately after ignition, there is

predominant burning out of the magnesium. Then the aluminum

ignites and is burned. On the first stage the track is similar

to the track for combustion of magnesium: its width substantially

exceeds the width of the track of an aluminum particle of similar

size. At the same time the possibility of partial evaporation and

combustion of aluminum is not completely excluded. Spectroscopic

measurements show that A]O lines exist in the flame in this stage.

On the second stage virtually pure aluminum burns with traces

which are characteristic for its features and properties. In

certain cases the transition of combustion from the first to the

second stage is acc(.mpanied by a drop in the intensity of the

glow. This is favored by a low temperature of the medium.

The phenomenon of fragmentation is expressed more sharply

during burning of the magnesium-aluminum alloy than during com-

bustion of aluminum.

The products from combustion of the alloy are extremely similar

to products from aluminum combustion. Along with a subdispersed

condensate, hollow spherical shells are formed. The X-ray composi-

tion of, the products from burning of aluminum-magnesium alloys is

shown in Table 19.
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Table 19. Radiography of products from the
combustion of Al-Mg alloy [137].

1 Bas ic-Combustion 1  oie Second-stage oxides

Al- 0.% Mig -gA303Al M

At .- 3601 Mg M-A -204 \!C -A, l- %
At .-- 55% M MAIA,. 1  'l( t-AW)3 NAO
A-,Y)% Mg 1. 0 ~ ITO? 7Al.Oa

At - - 5516N% Mg M o

AlI -~ F)% 1h I M mg'AI Uj

.\ -WMg iM !O(

[HeT "no"; i- and"]

The predominance of MgAl 20 4 in the combustion products attests

to the formation of this compound directly in the process of the

reaction. The timco of z<cady-ztato ;ombubLiuni of ti-ie alloy

particles~, without fragmentation, depends on the ratio of Al to Mg.

As the magnesium fraction in the alloy is increae thstiei

* reduced, gradually approaching the combustion time for a particle
*of pure magnesium. Under identical conditions and with equal

spherical dimensions of the particles the combustion time of

71 aluminum is approximately 3 times as great as that for magnesium

(Fig. 86).

Fig. 86. Burning time T for parti-
cles of Al-Mg alloy.

L t

50 Mq,7

It is noted [137] tlat the addition of a small quantity (2%)

of Li, B. Ti, Zr, V, Mo, Cr, Mn additives to ai, aluminum-magnesium

alloy containing 65% aluminum sharply reduces the burning rate

(by 5-6 times).
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Combustion of the lithium aluminum hydride LiA.H 4 occurs in

three stages. First the gaseous hydrogen which is formed during

decomposition is burned off. Then the lithium evaporates and burns.

Finally on the concluding stage there is the remaining aluminum,

which burns in the fashion characteristic for it. The multistage

nature of combustion is inherent to many other compounds and hydrides

of aluminum.

9. Models of Combustion of
Aluminum Particles

As a result of experimental stuly of the process of self-sus-

taining combustion, analysis of combu..tion products, spectroscopic

and fluoroscopic investigations, and generalization of the obtained

quantitative and qualitative data, two model mechanisms of the

combustion of' aluminum particles have been advanced.

One of these is the "bubble" model of Bartlette, Fassel, et al.

[261j. According to this model a molten spherical drop of aluminum

is encased in a solid sh(:ll of aluminum oxide which in turn is at

a temperature close to the boiling temperature. The rate of com-

bustion is limited by the diffusion of gaseous reagents through the

oxide film.

The second model is that of vapor-phase combustion. The rate

of the process is determined by mutual diffusion transfer of

aluminum and oxidizer vapors into the high-temperature zone of the
reaction. In its general features this model is analogous to the

diffusion model of combustion cf drops of hydrocarbons developed

by G. A. Varshavskiy, D. A. Frank-Kamenetskiy, et al.

The bubble model is depicted schematically on Figure 87. The
authors have tentatively brokern it down into three time periods.

The first period Is that of surface oxidation of the aluminum.

The reaction rate is determined by the slow diffusion of reagents



through the solid film of oxides which covers the particle of
metal. This is the so-called preignition.period. Its extent in

tirae determines the delay in ignition of the particle, T. In

this period there is a gradual heating cz' the metal up to the melt-

ing point and further heating of the melted particle to a tempera-

ture eqi. J to the melting temperature of the oxide shell (" 2300*K).

The melting point of AI 203 is the temperature limit of the first

region. Heat transfer to the particle is accomplished mainly by

thermoconductivity from the surrounding medium and partially through

the reaction of slow surface oxidation of the metal through the

oxide film and by radiation. In the course of the reaction the

thickness of the oxide film is gradually increased.

Transition of the process to the second period is connected

with melting of the oxide film covering the molten particle of'
netal. This demarcation is indicated by a sharp increase (t

several orders of magnitude) in the rate of diffusion of reagents

within liquid substances as compared with that in solids [132, 2701.

The temperature interval of the region ranges from the melting

point of Al 2 0 3 up to the boiling temperature of pure aluminum.

.. Fig. 87. Diagram of the "bub-
ble" model of particle combus-

SN tion. T ignition tempera-
ture; T 2 - boiling temperature

-- -- of the metal; T- boiling

temperature of the oxide.
- , I - ignition delay; II, III-

.- I evaporation and burning of the

-/ - _- ~ metals; M - metal particle;
_- -OK -oxide

The main source of heat is the chemical reaction of aluminum

oxidation. The supply of heat from the gas by conduction is

insignificant.
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Since the pressure of aluminum vapors is lower than the pressure

of the surrounding medium the molten oxide film is located directly

on the liquid drop of metal. This coating prevents evaporation of

the aluminum. The radius of the particle changes insignificantly

and only as a result of partial oxidation of the metal. The dura-

tion of the second period, tI , is determined 1y the time required

to raise the temperature of the particle to the boiling temperature

of aluminum.

The quantity t, is found from equality of the heat which is

liberated as a result of the chemical reaction of aluminum oxida-

tion, Ql' and the heat Q2 which is required to heat the metal from

the ignition temperature T up to the boiling temperature THH n .

The supply of heat from the medium can be ignored. For particles

with initial radius R0 and oxide film thickness R0 - RM << R0 the

weight rate of oxidation of the metal is approximated by the diffu-

sion law for a flat surface:

d,,.AC ( IV. 3)
dt (11 - itf 1 ) P Ml, 'N I

where D is the coefficient of diffusion of reagents in the liquid1,2

aluminum oxide; AC is the gradient of reagent concentrations; pM -

is the density of the metal; pi is the density of metal ions in the

aluminum oxide.

On the other hand, the rate of oxidation of a spherical particle

is connected with a change in its radius by the relationship

dm/.,I. dlt

, - -(IV.4)

By equating expressions (IV.3) and (IV.4) and integrating the

obtained expression (after substitutlon of boundary conditions:

with t = 0 R R we find that the thickness of the oxide layer-
M R0)

will equal

[P (Mv.5)
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From this the quantity of heat liberated in the course of the

chemical reaction will be

4.- J2PDi,tAC)'' - W (IV. 6)

(AR is the heat of formation of aluminum oxide in the temperature

interval At = 2300-2740 0K).

Considering the fact that R R << RO, the quantity of heat0 M 0
necessary to heat the particle from ignition temperature to the

boiling temperature of aluminum will equal

Q" =/ 3M'Pm/ (ART,, -" AIr r) ( IV. 7)

(AHm , AHT  are the enthalpies of the molten metal at the boil-
. wH n BnT

ing temperature and the ignition temperature in cal/g3).

Time t is found from the equality Q1 = Q2 Specific calcula-

tions were carried out for particles with R 50 jim for three

values of D AC equal respectively to 10- , 10 or 106 g/cm.s.
1,2

The selection was based on the fact that for liquids (except for

polymer liquids) diffusion coefficients depend weakly on tempera-

ture an. chemical composition and are very close to one another -

usually 10-0 - cm /s.

In the calculation it was assumed that AH 6400 cal/g, AH

Kwn
- AHT = 115 cal/g, R0  RM = C.3 ijm.

According to the calculations the duration of the second
2 -

period - i.e., the time - equals 1.56.lo, 1_6-10-  and

1.56 ms respectively.

In comparison with the total combustion time the time t Is

extremely small and therefore the assumptions which were made in

orler to simplify the calculation (ignoring heat exchange from the
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ambient medium, introduction of average value of AH, etc.) are

fully justifiable. For the indicated reason the role of pressure

is also not great.

In the third period with achievement of the boiling point of

the metal evaporation of Al occurs into the space between the

surface of the drop and the inner surface of the oxide shell

(see Fig. 87).

The radius of the oxide shell is determined by the equality of

the mass rates of evaporation and oxidation of the metal. Since

diffusion of reagents through the oxide shell is the limiting stage,

the reaction should occur on one of the shell surfaces. The latter

situation depends on the ratio of the diffusion coefficients of the

metal and the oxidizer in molten A1 203. The temperature of the

particle equals the boiling temperature of Al; the shell has a

higher temperature, determined by conditions of the thermal balance.

The rate of mass transfer of' metal in the radial direction is

expressed through the rate Vr of diffusion of metal in vapor form

in the same direction:

d'arI 2p ,I '" V'"( IV. (-j

where p is the density of the metal in the vapor state.
°V

It is assumed that the latter quantity is sufficiently small

and the oxide film is adequately mobile for pressure gradients to

be absent between its inner and outer surfaces.

The distribution of temperatures between the surface of the

metal and the shell Is given by the equation

,,,' (+,..', (Iv 9 )

The coefficient of heat conductivity of the vaporized metal,

X, is taken as equal to the average value at a temperature



112(T + T ), according to the theory of monoatomic dilute gases.

The equation of the heat balance on the drop,

4:v -2j'27)(IV.lO)

is found from conditions of equality of heat expenditures on evapo-

ration of the metal and heat input to the drop by the flow of heat

q = XdT from the region filled with vaporized metal.
dr

The solution is found in the form

X 7i *;,,- ~0. (V~l

In this equation all of the constants except T are known or can
be calculated. In the absence of heat losses to the outside, T C

is assumed to be equal to tho adiabattc temperature of the flame

of high-temperature oxidation of aluminum.

In the opinion of the authors, at atmospheric pressure the error,

in dc- termininr T will play an insigi ificant role , 9. ice the

quintity enters into the expressulc iIn the form (T -- Tn)

However, with an increaise In pre.,.sure the role of accuracy in

determining T grow.- (in view of the increas-e in the bollinir,cp
temperature). Solution of equatiorn (IV.11) for 11, = 50 ijim was

used to calculate the change In tile radius, of the aluminum drop in

ti.me, accorin to

- (TV. I.,)

ft was assumed that T 37000 C and the value o'f tht: product
1)r -6

D , C 10 ,10, ad I)
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Comparison of the calculations with an experiment on the burning

of spherical particles of aluminum carried out in a carbon dioxide-

oxygen flame (Fig. 88) shows that for corre.lation of the indicated

data the required value of D 1 , AC should lie in the interval between
.45

10 and 10 g/s-cm.

I-Fig. 88. Change in particle radius in
W 4 time (calculated) (p =1 atm; T = 3700'K,.

'N -6 -
I - DAC = 10 g-cm-s II DAC

0 2 ~105; 111 - DAC =10.

0 5 10 15

t 102

If the burning time of 50-urn aluminum particles determined I'rom

ex periment falls in the limits 110-65 rns, according to the calcula-

tionS T1 will equal, respectively, 56 ms (1), AC = 10- 11m

D 1,2AC = 0) and 160 ms (D 1 , AC0  10-) We will emphaoize that

the uncertainty of the product D 12AC remains a weak poinL in the

qu~estion of quantitative checking of the proposed model.

The considered model gives a nat~ural and oimple explanation f or

certain srnecific featurer of the combustion of aluminum. Th Is

includes, first of' all :.sucn phenomena as fragmentaition, rotation,

;.rsds tortion of' the particle motion trajectory In the proces~s

C 2ombustion In a g as flow. As has already been stated, the clhell

o f molten aluminut! oxide located around the evapor'ating drop of

aluminum in the proposed model is a unique regulator of the -rates

of evaporation and oxidation of' the metal. I.f because of certain

conditions the ohe~l loses Its- elastici1ty or 1-f its rolo as a

di ffusion barr' er It, increaied, the pre.3sure of the vaporized met: aI

may exceed the pr'ess ure of the aribi ent rrne-diu fA p1 u the mie chaical

strength of the -shell.. In this ca.,e the s-hel 12 ,s torn or fragme n I; ed.1~IIn the frtcane vapors, o-.f metal wi*ch f co from the' fractuie.

lecad to the appear'ance of an asymmetri cal. i- t I on force and asa

.~ ~ ~~~ .*/ ...



.7'

:: It e t to rotation and distortion of the paril mo~t',ratory. i ':

Jn the case when the sphere is broken up the liquid drop ff yr l ,k

Is shattered into a number of fragments which fly off { a radil

,,dir'etion and burn up as a totality of individual fine yi.rticles,

The "bubble" model is suppqrted by the sharp defin1ci'<,f the

combustion zone and by the' presence of clear sharp tracks during
visual investigation of the burning of aluminum in a "moist" mcdium.

But for the most part this model is either difficult to explain

or is contradicted by the majority of experimental results on comr-

"": bustion of aluminum. Investigations of the process of aluminum

particle combustion by methods of forced quenching and high-fre-

quency cinematography indicate, as we saw earlier, a connection

of the flame with segments of the surface of the particle which are

more likely free of oxide than covered with it. A diffusion cloud A
of LkuLdispersed AI20 exists around the burning particle; it is

extremely difficult to explain the formation of this cloud in the

presence of a solid oxide film. This is true to an equal degree

with regards to the blurred form of the track during combustion of

"Al in a dry" medium.

At the same time Tr of aluminum particles of equal dimension

in mixtures of H20 and CO2 in equal proportions or in, an atmosphere

with oxygen, are correspondingly equal.

If we work on the basis of the "bubble" model positions, this

equality snould not exist. Judging from the differences in the

external picture, the liquid Al203 should create a barrier of

variable density on the path of the H20 and CO2 ' From this point ~ *-

o"rVew burning of aluminum in a medium enriched with oxygen should -

not demonstrate any essential qualitative differences in the

presence or absence of wateir vapor.

~Furthermore, the calculateJ values of combustion time

vobtained by Bartlett et al. '261) by a calculation scheme which
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they developed appear, despite agreement with (their own) experi-

ment, to be extremely overstated. To correlate the calculation

with experimental values in this case it was necessary to take a

value of D1 ,2AC an order of magnttude higher' (D1 ,2A C Z 10-3) than
those selected as characteristic for diffusion processes in liquids

[270). According to maximum evaluations the rates of aluminum

burning urd.r these conditions correspond to. the rates of diffusion

of oxidizer in a gaseous medium without any additional resistance,

such as that offered by a film of liquid oxide.

- Finally, in the considered model the question of removal of

aluminum oxidation products from the reaction zone is no simple

matter. Since the reaction rate is determined by diffusion through
the oxide shell, the combustion front should be connected with one

of its surfaces (inner or outer). The temperature of the shell

and, consequently, the zone of combustion are limited by the boil-

ing temperature of aluminum. From this situation two possible

variants arise. The first is a gradual accumulation of oxide on

the surface of the shell, increasing its thickness and conseqeuntly

leading to a gradual reduction in reaction rate - i.e., and the

rate of aluminum burning. The second path is the existence of a

mechanism for removing reaction products beyond the limits of

the shell - for-example, by evaporation of AI203 (of low prob-

ability) or as the result of the formation of suboxides of aluminum .
during burning (Al, A120), existing in the gaseous state at the

reaction temperature and diffusing into the surrounding atmcsphere. I
In the latter case additional complexities arise, connected with

the presence of a zone of completed reaction and condensation.

Thus, the sum total of the pros and cons regarding the "bubble"

model of combustion of particles of metal of the aluminum type

indicates that the greater portion of the experimental results

arp difficult to explain from the positions of this model. These

results find a more reasonable explanation if we take the diffu-

sion model of combustion as the basis.
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We "wil pause to consider the diffusl 1 14- 6 =2'Wr-a<ue-Coirtstion.

Vapor-phase combustion is one of the most possible and probable
forms of -tead;-state combustion of aluminum in a high-temperature
'gas flow. The burning of such metals has many 'features in common

*:- with thC process of combustion of drops of hydrocarbon fuel, the

theory of which was formulated by Varshavskiy [2591. Therefore
it iL quite natural that the first description3 of the process
of burning such metals were based on analytical methods similar

--a-tthose developed previcusly for hydrocarbon3. At the same time
it was clear that quantitative and even, to a certain degree,
o qualitative differences exist between these prccesses. This is

first of all concernied with Lhe level of temperatures, gradients,

and thermal fluxes, conditions of equilibrium and phase states of
the final combustion products, etc. -

According to the initial hypothesis of Glassman [271), if the
boiling temperature of the oxide of the metal is higher than the

boiling temperature of the metal itself, steady-state combutticn

-of the metal occurs in the vapor phase. The boiling point of the
oxide limits the temperature or the combustion zone.' If, on the
6ther hand, the boiling temperature of the metal is higher than
that of the oxide the process of combustion is localized on the
surface of the particle.

Limitation of the temperature of the combustion zone from the
top for a number of metals, including aluminum, is postulated by
-the fact that for them the heat AH of evaporation and dissocia-
tion of the oxide at Tt ~ is greater than the heat of the oxidation

react on, Q: 

-;

hH~3 Q -(HXUU

Simple calculation shows that the expenditure of heat for

evaporation of a single mole of the oxide 1.1 at the boiling
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tomporature ci oquivea1ent to the, quantity of' heat 1.4borat."d ( it1vi

burning of' 1.11 molkmi of the metal in oxygen indor Adiabatic condi-

tion3. Ihent tvwir Into the eiurrouiniIng spice by conductivity

an~d rada tion Nollittest an intoristficatlon of the Inequai~ty

g.iven abovt*,

Oalnamn Includooe Al, Be 474e, Mg. LI, S1 In the c3ass of metals

which bwrn In the a ''por phaio

~ubs~u~t.yOlanmanr and IBrzuotowokA updated the, basic postulate

cormernn thi~t burning ot' motals In the vapor phase r. l41]. in thle

firzit WiI'iant It .1t nocessary that the boiling temperature nf the

LYxIdei of thle mri-tal exceed that of' the mnetal it',but this is

not 11 suffCIcletort condi t i.n Vor yapor-Phas:e coryflw.7tloti And , on

the other tvind, If tht loling teizperature of' the motal is higher

-a ~' Itt ox ido, tis Is considered a sufflelent 'out riot

nct 3ary '-ondi tliozi for the ,lurfaov reac tio~n. Wlhe ther or, riot corn-

Nutilon ocuours In reality in the vapor phas;e itt a question which

depend,, on the li .teis .1 ty of heat lossfrom the flame zone.

(lordon Li138] pr'oposed that mtals and their compounds which he

had studied be broken down Into five groups or- cluo65cs in accordance

witsi the boiling points of the metals and their oxides.

F Br'zustow,,kJ. and Glassmian, accepting the Gordon c1lasification

In principle, subjen.tcJI it to detailed analysis with consideration

of the modifled or'ltei'ial thermodynamic position concerning vkpor-

phase combustion which they advanced. The foll~owing chemical

elements are examined: Li, K, Na, Be, Mg, ("a, Al, Zr, Sip Ti, B.

They were divided int~o volatil~e and n~onvolatil.e. The nonvolatile

types were divided into clao:ses according to the solubility of thle

oxide. Tn contrast to the Viret classification, within the limits

of each class a distin'.tion is drawn Individually for fine and

large particlezs and account is taken of the conditions of their

heat exchange %:Ith the ambient high-temperature oxidizing -.,cdiuni.
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I
High heat transfer inten.;ity;
low accumulation of oxide on
the surface

Small Droplel Diffusior
particle flam'

Low heat-exchange intensity;
s~lnilcant formation of vxide on surface

Large urop with Diffusion flame The metal boils, the' ' particle some oxide over a porous layer of oxNide i.b

on surface layer of oxide, shattered. Hot drop.1
roverse heat of metal burn in atr-ansfer from diffusion flame

the p;a, to the
liquid

Fig. 89. Diagram of the combustion of particles of volatile metals.

a. Volatile metals, Mg (Fig. 89). The boiling temperature of

metal in this group is lower than the boiling temperature of their

oxides. The ratio of the volume of the oxide to the volume of

consumed metal - the Pilling-Bedvors criterion - is smaller than

unity and therefore during combustion the surface of the metal

particle is not covered with a solid oxide film. With considera-

tion of the criterion of vapor-phase combustion it is assumed that

the indicated metals burn in the diffusion regime:

Small particles. The size of particleswhich are considered

to be small is determined by the temperature and composition of

the surrounding atmosphere, the rate of surface oxidation, and

the vapor pressure of the metal at a given temperature. For small

particles the ratio of surface area to volume is high (inversely

proportional to their diameter). They are heated up to the melting

point quite rapidly. During the heating period a small. quantity

of oxide is formed on the Liurface, but does not prevent evaporation
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and diffusion Q'fo metal vapors into the reaction zone. Since the

vapor pressure of the metal depends strongly on temperature and

is very great in absolute magnitude at the high temperatures which

are characteristic for burning of solid rocket propellants, vapor-

phase oxidation of the metal occurs at a small rate. A glowing

zone of diffusion flame exists around the burning particle.

Large particles. The rate of growth in temperature is small.

Oxide accumulates on the surface of the particle. Since the oxide

has a porous structure and does not form a solid protective film,

evaporating metal diffuses into the reaction zone and burns in a

slow diffusion flame. The liberated heat warms the drop of metal

located beyond the gradually thickening layer of oxide. Its

temperature can reach the boiling point of the metal. As a result

of overheating the drop breaks up the oxide shell and flies apart

into a number of very small particles. Each of these burns accord-

ing to the mechanism of combustion of small drops.

Any gas which is previously dissolved in the metal can strong].

lower Its boiling temperature (the partial pressure of' the gas

is added to the vapor pressure of the metal) an& therefore frag-

mentation can occur at an even lower temperature..

b. Nonvolatile metals. This class includes aluminum, beryllium,

silicon, titanium, zirconium, and boron. For these metals B is

greater than unity (1.3-2.7). The oxides of aluminum, beryllium,

and silicon cover the surface of the particle sjolidly with a

protective layer. This layer inhibits oxidation of the metal.

Aluminum, beryllium, and silicon form a group of nonvolatile metals

with insoluble oxides. Titanium and zirconium can form a solid

solution of the oxide in the metal. There Is no clearcut inter-

face between the metal and the oxide. Combustion is not terminated

even if the particle is covered with a thick layer of oxide.

These belong to the group of nonvolatile metals with soluble oxides.

The boiling temperature of the oxides of all these metals (except

silicon) is higher than the boiling temperature of the metal.
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Therefore thp nriterion (necessary condition) of vapor-phase

combustion is fulfilled for them. However, the actual realization

of combustion in the vapor phase is questionable in the case of

titanium and zirconium. Despite the fact that the boiling temper-

ature of the oxide is higher than that of the metal, the difference

between them is no greater than 5000. Losses of heat from the

burning particle by heat conductivity and by radiation convert

the process to conditions of slow surface combustion.

Boron is a member of the group of nonvolatile metals with a soluble

oxide. The oxide of boron has low melting and boiling temperatures

(lower than for the metal). The form of combustion depends on

heat exchange with the ambient medium.

c. Nonvolatile metal, insoluble oxide (Fig. 90). Large

particles. During heating and before melting a protective layer

of oxide is formed on the surface of the particle. Surface oxi-

dation occurs. There is no combustion as such.

Small particles. The rate of temperature rise up to the melt-

ing point is high. Surface oxidation is unable to form a largc

larger of oxide. Heat exchange with the medium determines the

form of steady-state combustion:

1. The temperature of the surface does not exceed the melting

temperature of the oxide. The mechanism of combustlon is analogous

- - to burning of large particles.

2. The tempe.,ature of the particle exceeds the melting temp-

erature of the oxide. A shell of liquid oxide limits the rate

of oxidation of the metal. Since the rate of diffusion through

the liquld oxide is higher than diffusion through the solid form,

the time required for the particle to burn up is less than that

in case 1.

a 22 4
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d. Nonvolatile metal; soluble oxide (Fig. 901). Small particles.

A thick layer of oxide cannot be formed on the surface of the

particle before it melts. The combustion reaction is limited by

diffusion through the oxide. Temperature and heat exchange with

the surface of the particle play an important role:

1. Heat losses from the surface are great, and the oxide

temperature does not reach the melting point. The rate of combu.s-

tion is determined by diffusion of metal and oxygen through the

solid oxide. A gradual reduction in the drop of metal is accompa-

nied by a growth of the oxide. The final product is a particle

of oxide which is approximately equal to the~ .ni'tial particle of

metal.

SLOW SOL1D
SURFACE OXIDE

GBURNING SHF.I. L
TMO®EVENFVTLLy-..

TS W T p SOLID OXIDE ROUGHLY SAMEE
SHEL.L THICKENS SIZE AS METAL

SUOWACE BURNING LIMITED BY O. e-MA
DIFFUSION IN OXIOL FILM EVENTUALLY - d/ OXIDE
HEAT FEEDBACK TO METAL SPHERE

SURFACE SLOW SUR17ACIE
OXIDATION HEAT EXCHANGE BURNING,

OF DROPLET WIT SURROUNINGS (ii) OXIDE
HIGH RA0.OF- DETERMINES TSUAF T~jW Z* Tk 4

1EAT TANSPEW __ f TAF. DETERMINES MPSELSA
SMWALL PARTICLE, UNGMcASMHELSAL

"MTM.1UNIGMCAIML IQUI, SOME KIULGSS ME TAL
SIRRUPDIGSEVAPORATES BLO0W LIQUID OXIDE COMSUMED,

-3-EVENTU'ALLYQ
BUBBLEOXYGEN HOLT OW OXIDE

B~iTLE SJRVAE OXCE LYERSTILL DIFFUSES BUBBLE L.EFT
OUILDS UP OEFORE PARTICLE (I)ME TAL SOIL 5 0 FRAMETS

MELTS~TU T~> Tt-URSTS 5HFL-~ FAGVT

FRAGMENTS DROPLE T?1 DIFFUSION

LCW TEMP

SURROUNDINGS ME TA I ME t 73
; ' L XIDTIO COTINES z,.HArTERING SMALL METAL

IF)AIO CONTNUE ~ L -OXIDE SHELL AND -DROPLETS BURN
HEAT FED8ACK TO METAL dl- FRAGMENTING ITO AS SHOWN A13OVE

NONM TEMP SMALL DROPLETS

BURNING BEHNtIOUR OF TIrANKIM 8 ZIRCONIUM

F'ig. 91. Diagram of comvbustion of particles ir, the "nonvolatile
metal, soluble oxide' iyotem.
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2. The ternp~ratt~re of thei particle,: surface reachet the
melting point of" the .6 xJ. de'. Ithis variant the pictur'e on

bustioY'Iis ana1iogq~uw;. 'to that which is characteristic for b rnnI1rig

of' mc-Iafoi h :'Thovolaeil meal met-alul. odExposo ofu

3. The boi oL li temperature of the r9eisd b xd

theIn e .A. i &C., ac bn i e d b y . c a e of drops in the form of a
n14mb.er o~f zm a 11.p 'iticles whifch burn. ;under diffusion vapor-phase

c o n (IiL t hJeC'1)61 I. s. ntikirthat therie ia 'little probability of'

strnk ;hemallosses by raddation.

Large partic!ies. 'Befcr~e the part~tcie mel~ts its -Surface is

covered vith a la'er of oxide'which forms a solid solution with

th metal. Surface burning occurs as the resa-It of mutual diffu-

sion of vapors of the metal and oxidlizer through the solid layer.

Reverse flow of heat to the solid particle may cause it to melt.

Since there is no boundary 1.-tween' the metal and oxide the

brittle film of oxide is destroyed in the process of melting and

the particle breaks down Into individual dropl' ts. These drops

maybe joined to part of the oxide. Further combustion occurs by

* the mechanism of burning ;..' small particles.

e. Nonvolatile metal, vo 't .e o), de (Fig, .). The metal

* (especially boron) remains in the sol'd state. An exception to

* this is the case of very hiigh temperatures of the ambient medium",

when some of th~e metal i,, :aelted. Particle dimensions have no

effect. The state of the oxide depends on heat exchange with the

medium and on radiant heat losses from the surface of the particle.

Three variants are possible:

1. If, because of Intensive heat losses, the temperature of

the oxide does not reach the melting temperature Slow surface
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VERY SLO)W
BUMJING RATE

E TLIMITED BY
OXYGEN DIFFb ,ON
THROUGH SOLID
OXIDE

SLOWSTEADY COMBUSTION BURNING RATE

H/T MD SUFACELIMITED BY
OXIDATI1ON DIFFUSION

"'THROUGH

METAL ALWAYS I.IQUID COE
SOLID, OXIDE
STATE DEPEN3S
ON HEAT LOSSES

NO' SHATTERING ~/,IBURNING RATE
LIMITED BY.OF OXIDE LAYER 'L-.ACE TE DIFFUSION OF OXIDE

} Y(VAPOUR AWAY FROM
ARTICLE

BURNING BEHAVIOUR OF BORON METAL MAY MELTI Fig. 92. Diagram of combustion of particles in the "non-
volatile metal., volatile oxide" system.

§ oxidation of the metal takes place. The rate of oxide buildup is

limited by diffusion through the solid oxide shell. With a growth
in the layer of oxide the oxida'tion process is inhibited.

2. The-intensity of thermal losses is lower and the oxide

reaches the melting point and melts. The reaction rate is con-

siderably higher and is determined by diffusion through the liquid

layer of oxide. If the temperature is suffic.ently high evapora-

tion of the oxide reduces the size of the particle.

3. The temperature of the liquid oxide reaches boillng temp-

erature. The rate of combustion can be limited both by the rate
of diffusion of oxide in the vapor form and products of dissocia-,

, tion from the particle surface and also by an increase in the

thickrcss of the layer in the liquid oxide. Each of these processes

will be limiting and depends on the expenditure of heat ini evarora.-

tion of the oxide and on heat exchange with the amblent medium.

For boron water vapur accelerates evaporation of the oxide

due to the formatl ,n of the highly volatile metaboric acid 1IO.
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In accordance with the above classification, Brzustowski and

Glassman developed an analytical model of vapor phase combustion

y ~ of metal particles. The group of metals for which this model

may be applicable includes aluminum, magnesium, beryllium, etc.

They based their consideration on the theory of diffusion vapor-

phase combustion of drops of hydrocarbon.

The spherical particle of molten metal A (Fig. 93) is surround-

ed by art infinitely thin reaction zone B, located at a certain

distance from it. The reaction zone is bounded on both- sides with

a region of immobile gas: on the particle side by spherical region

AB and on the side of the ambient atmosphere by region BC. The

outer boundary of 9C is assumed to be located at infinity. It is

considered that the fuel and oxidizer diffuse into the reaction

zone in a stoichiometric ratio.

Liquid

me-Tlhin f lame
f ront N
\ jl4eat\i

(IaS dnert

I -)

Fig. 93.~Me Diagram ftpvpr

particler.

diffusion~~~~~ res.tnc Ao th o xidize'. Te md)A ri~re o

isobaric and quazA-stFtlonary.

Five basi~c physicrli procesies a!,e taken Into account In the

theoretical analydis: 1) evapor&A-on of particle~i at temperatlare
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TA 2) diffusion of oxidizer into the flame zone through region

BC; 3) diffusion of metal in the vapor phase from the surface of
the 'narticle to the flame zone B through region AC; 4) transfer of

heat from the flame zone B to the particle surface (conductivity

and radiation); and 5) heat transfer from the flame zone (conduc-

tivity and radiation) Into the ambient medium.

The initiLal parameters which determine the physical and chem-

ical properties of the system during the solution are the radius

*of the metal particle R A, total pressure P and temperature Tc of

*the medium, partial pressure P of the oxidizer in the ambient
0 K

medium, the oxidizer, and the mnetal. The unknown nq'aeters are
the radius of the reaction zone RB, temperature of the metal TAV

* the molar flow rate of condenoed metal, and the partial presoure

* of vapors of the metal at: the particle ourf'ace, pr

In region AB the concentration of reaction products and of

oxidizer is considered e-,qual to zoro: the flow rate of fuel is

determined by the rate of evaporation of the particles. In region

BC there are three g-aseous Substances: oxidlzer 'oR) , inert gas

* (i) , and combustioni products in the vapor, phase (p).

The followi ng relationship is valid for an ideal gas

Flow I ate.,. of oXI I-1 'e W) and gaoeous Col"11i:.t, n proucdtc

(W) are mutual~y connected by the e,-quation of cons,.ervation of
p

matter:

where a Is the fx'actlio:i of' evap'orat'ng condensed comburst10on pr'od-

ucs n 11 the atol ch.1 orn'.trlc coo f1 i cult.

From this 'the crondi tlon for existence of' a flow from ricttc ton

7one i Int o tl i ah.1011t, lle(Lur in wrItten a.,
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In the physical sense this means that for each mole of oxidizer

w~hich is consumed in the flame more than 1 mole or gaseous re--

action product should be formed. Simultaneously, fulfillment of

LI.1

this condition can be called the criterion of the possibility of

transfer cf condensed combustion products from the flame zone.

The indicated inequality isi normally fulfilled for burning of

hydrocarbon drops.

In genera" form the conclusions of Brzustowski ard Glassman

reflect the experimentally! observed features of combustion of

particles of aluminum and magnesium - the dependence of process

rate on the concentration of oxidizer, the ratio between the

combustion zone and the radius of the particle, and the degree of

influence of the temperature of the medium. But even for a

medium in which the basic oxidizer is oxygen the ratesof combus-

tion (evaporation) of' particles of finely disper:;ed aluminum as

calculated by this theory differ substantially (are understated)

from experiment. Tf-e latter is3 also true of the quantity R,,

and the temperature of the surface of the burning aluminum

(Fig. 9 4). One reason for this lies in the fact hat, as has

already been ftated, a number of parameters used for thc solution

are not entirely accurate.

According to the valid conclusion of tho authors themselves,

the significance of the proposed theory ccnsists in the fact that

it shows the prolabtlity and certain special featur'- of vapor-

phase combustion of drcpo of aluminum end magnr.sium with favorable

ambient co.ditions.,

The work by Kuehi [253] represents a cert;.oIn refinement of

the quasi-stationary theory of comburt'on of' metals In the vapor

phase put forward 1%i Brzustowski and Glassrran. The basic ansump-

tions remain Fs before, but the, determining equ,/tions arc. converted
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for oxidizers which, in contrast to oxygen, form noncondensed
inert produnts of the hydrogen or nitrogen type in the reaction.
For example, such oxidizers include water vapor, carbon dioxide,
etc. Although the inert products which are formed do not partici-
pate in the reaction they must be taken into account In the general
equation of the heat balance. To ignore these facts is to distort
the real physical model of combustion of particles of metals of

the aluminum type and leads to understating the calculated rate
of the process being analyzed.

U . -Fig. 94. Particle temperature
As TA, combustion zone temperature

T' .0T TB, and RB/R A as a functioi, of
02 concentration.

1-0 I.- -

IZ- 1.0
..... "02 gh ' " .

A further improved model was proposed by Klyachko [27?]. In
the theoretical analysis of combustion of metal particles which
he developed the process is assumed to be quasi-stationary. Within
the framework of the quasi-stationary theory of combustion diffusion
of oxide in the vapor form into the particle is, strictly speaking,
possible only in the presence of a parallel process of its condens-
tion. Therefore in the general case the problem reduces to solu-
tion of second-crder nonlinear differential equations. However,
by introducing effective parameters (effective temperature of com-

* bustion and effective concentration of oxide in the vapor phase)
as well as a number of simplifications, the solution is carried out
within the framework of linear theory.

i
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As in the preceding considerations, the effect of radiation

from the flame zone and partial evaporation or dissociation of

the reaction products (oxides) on the process of combustion of

metal is taken into Lccount. The diagram of the physical model

of combustion, with the exception of the presence of two-way flow

of react'-on products (oxides) in the vapor form out of zone B, is

analogous to that given on Fig. 93.

The following assumptions-were made:

1) the particle is at the equilibrium temperature of evapora-

tion of the metal;

2) the combustion zone is infinitely thin and the concentration
of reagents in it equals zero ;

3) the rate of diffusion of condensed combustion products in

the reaction zone equals zero;

4) the transfer coefficieht in the correspondin-g zones-is

averaged in terms of temperature and composition;

5) the effective degree of evaporation of reaction products

equals the arithmetic mean value between the degree of their

evaporation in zone B at infinity and on the drop surface - i.e.,

a 012;

6) the fraction of oxide in, the vapor form, k, whlch diffuses <I
to the surface of the particle is equal to one-half of the total

vapor oxide formed in the reaction zone.

The temperature T of the radiating layer of the combustion
zone is taken as equal to TOPof the oxide Al203 If Tr  Tnp avo; .

Onf 23 r n
equal to T if T1 <. < P .77..
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,,-The reduced degree of blackness, cn, of the particle surface
is assigned by the Christiansen formula [273], which is valid for
the case of heat exchange between a convex body and a shell surround-

Ing-it:

I -

I" -~ (IV.15)

The system of basic equations which describe the.combustion

process includes the following:

Equation of heat balance in the zone AB:

,t ) - ''M" ( r , - - . (IV. 16)

The effect of diffusion and co.,densation of oxldc in the vapor
phase into this region is taken into account during the solution
by introducing the effective temperature of combustion.

Equation of heat balance for the combustion zone B: -

-- ). .-- + ,. (iv.17)

Since the process is quasi-3tationary the connection between

the flows of metal vapors JM' oxidizer J.., and products Jnp is
assigned by the equation of the reaction and by stoichiometric

coefficients of this equation:

OK =f (IV.18)

In the designations used the quantity QK 4wr 2-(T T) is.

the radiation flux from the reaction zone to the surface of the
r 2 4I 4particle; QR = wr2 E a(T _ T) is the radiation flux from the

reaction zone into the external zone. The subscripts m, r, M,
o:, np., and oHO designate, respectively, a drop,.the combustion

zone, metal, oxidizer, products and the condensed state.
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Acoording to Fr~nk-Kamtn .t kiy [274J) thv expvotsion tor flowS ,

o' motl drid oxidiiel, vmporn, undor tho oondition of equality of

(|1fr'Iunion ooef iolonta of' all aomiponento in eaoh regiorn, will be
*oiuton in the Vorm m,,

- $tJ~' IV P9)

Heat oontoot of' the~ oxtdli~r H0 c , tho meotalJ vaporsi H1M and uf' the
gnua1(u(OIon i'iodun-to 11 Is i wrltLoi ash'

, U W,, (') + .V. 21)

Eqliitior),i(T\V. i5)-UIV.20) are integrated under the following

boundar 4 , cond iti c'in

.On the boundary ot' the particle (r v ,. )T -TM, the partial.

pressure of the tmvtnal vaport; Iv equ".1 to the pressure of saturated1.
vleporu and i2 a k.own Fo unction of TM, the paltal pressure on the

products equal1" zero, P t am 0.

. In the zone of combustion when r r.. T fPM 01

3. In the ambient medium when r T - ' T= P 0

After, integration with consideration of simplhifying assumptions

for' the fl-ew of oxidizer and metal. we wil have
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TV-.4 I.- I I :1

(IV.23)
rr MTV I t 47.Zt

Subseque~ntly* from equations (IV.16) and (IV-17) the author
obtains an expression for determining the degree of evaporation

-of reaction products9, a, or the temperature T~ in the zone of
combustion:

lilt~~1, IT .. - - .- - - - -

- .. hi ' (IV.2'4)

where

and from (IV.20) and the expression for Qrwe obtain

tri(T'? - 7T)
.y- P I~ ~ _____ (IV. 25)

The equation is solved in the following sequence. It is
assumed that a = 0. If the found Trdoes not exceed the boiling
temperature of the oxide, T n 2 the calculation is terminated.

np
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IfT r >Tp
n the temperature in the combustion zone is con-np'

sidered to equal the boiling temperature of the oxide and the

fraction of evaporating oxide, a, is found.

The product e-rr is regarded as a parameter.

From equations (IV.24) and (IV.25) it follows that for fine

particles a differs from zero; with a growth in particle diameter

the magnitude of a is reduced%

Consideration of the thermal flux imparted to a particle by

vapor-phase oxide of the metal diffusing to its surface is accom-

plished, as was noted, by introduction of the effective combustion

temperature 7 r into the consideration - the temperature taken onC-

by the combustion products if they remain in the condensed phase

(T"O > TMP). The effective combustion temperature is found fromr r
equation (IV.24), by a-'tificially substituting the fraction of

vapor phase oxide a = 0 into the left side of the equation. This

approach was iarried over to the problem of combustion of metals

from methods of calculating thermal flux from a dissociated gas

to a cold wall [275].

As a result the equation for calculating T is brought to

the form

" n{ o, + -. ______ -
'-  ""V._U) i,,,rr",1( _.

"on( o 4- "i r' (T,'4)- ol --rp -up,
b' - 7 1" T .)n

II "" t In ", ( IV,26)

After TF is found by integration of equation (IV.16) for the

thermal balance in zone AB, an expression is found for determining

the flow M of vapors of the metal:
I . I

.,N 1 4 . (IV.27),1- JJ', - *f
rr 2I.
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where H(T HMKO is the latent heat of evaporation of the

metal at its boiling temperature.

Then from this equation and equation (IV.19), applying the

condition of stoichiometric flows (IV.18), the calculation of the

ratio of the radius of the combustion zone r to the radius of the

particle r is carried out with a combustion zone temperature equal
toT'00.

r n - * (IV.28)

By substitution of rr r Rinto (IV.20) the final equation for

the flow of metal is obtained in the form

'7 1 (IV.29)

where

V1  DIP t ___________

7- -7P V2

rP ';1 (T 1 (I' 30)

The time Tof combustion of the particle is foitnd from the

condition of equality of the flow of metal in vapor form by the

change in the weight of the particle:

pdr,,

or, with consideration of MI.30), after integration,

N1 r rdr N (TV.31)
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And, finally, simultaneous solution of' equations (IV.23)-(IV.27)
gives the expression for calculating the temperature of a drop of'A
metal, TMr 

7 .f('
4 '-

i.(t4 nr A L" f J1V-Q32)

The system of equations was solved by the method of successive
approximations. Owing to the abserce or pro'cise data on transfer

coefficients for vaporized metals and oxides-at high temperatures
the diffusion coeffic2ients and the thermal conductivity were cal-
culated according to data from work [277J.- Reaction constants for

molecules of metals and their oxides were determined fron±- boiling '
temperature and the parameters of the c'z. a;i. The r, ac-
tion potential for the molecules is determined by 1The Lennard-Jones

potential.

The values accepted for the coefficients in a medium or air

and in an oxygen-nitrogen mixture at P =1 atm and 12001K are

given below:

Magnesium Aluminum

Xl kcal/m-s-deg 27.7-10-6 26.7-10-
2'clm~-e 32.410- -6 -6
21clm~~e 29.2-10

52 m'2/s 7.35-10- 6.2*10-

The degree of blackness was taken as equal to c 0.2; c~

S0.5.

* The calculation proposed by Klyachko for parameters or combus-

tion of particles of metals with consideration of partial diffueion

of vaporized combustion products to the surface of the metal with

respect to the nature of the basic relationships corresponds more

exactly to the experimental results (Figs. 95 and 96).

An essential distinction of the theory which takes into account
t he process of' cvaporation of the metal oxide in the reaction zone
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Fig. 95. Fig. 96.

Fig. 95. Relative time of combustion for an aluminum
2

particle, Tr/d0 as a function of mo. Solid line -

calculation (T = 2500 0 K); points - experiment.

Fig. 96. Ratio of the combustion time for magnesium
particles in an 0 2 -N 2 medium to time T in air

as a function of 02 content. 0- experiment; 1, 2, 3 - V
calculated relationships with consideration of evapora-

tion of the oxide for d = 50, 100 and 500 pm; 4 - cal-
culated relationship without consideration of oxide
evaporation.

and of its diffusion is the possibility of calculating the time

parameters of combustion of finely dispersed metallic particles

in pure oxygen. In the opposite case the calculation leads to a

WI clear contradiction witli experiment: the calculated time of

combustion turns out to be equal to zero.

However, the analysis proposed by Klyachko contains absolutely

no discussion of the question on the nature and future fate of

the vaporized oxide condensing on the surface of the particle.

If we assume that condensation occurs uniformly over the entire

1.. ] surface, in the course of time the aluminum particle turns out to

be enclosed in a shell of molten oxide. The rate of particle

evaporation will gradually be slowed and the model of vapor-phase

combustion is actually converted into a model of "bubble" combus-

tion [261].
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_The question of the real fraction of metal oxide and of the

possibility of fits condensation directly in the zone AB also

, remains: -,open-.

In' an analogous statement [272], i.e., with consideration of V
evaporation of ,the metal oxide in the flame front and its partial

diffusion in the direction of the particle surface, Kuehl and [
Zwillenberg examined the problem of' combustion of particleb of-

metal in the vapor phase. It- is postulated despite its two-way

diffusion fromnthe reaction zone B the .total quantity a of evap-

orating or dissociating oxide remains the same as during the

soltuion which ,takes into account directivity of the flow of

reaction products into the ambient medium, BC.

It is further considered that vaporized oxide which reaches

the surface of the particle is completely condensed. Its quantity

ck stands dependent on the total evaporation of oxide in the flame

front, a (quit- natitrally), and on the ratio between the dimensions

of the combustion 'zone and particle radius, RB/RA. No condensation

of the oxide occurs in region AB - i.e., between the flame front

and the particle.

The relationship between the flow of evaporated metal, YM'

in the presence of reverse diffusion of the oxide to the particle
and the flow M without reverse diffusion is given b- the

IM
expres.;ion

where -bis t he heat of condensation of the oxide and H Hn is the
M

heat of evaporation of the metal. After conversion it Is found

that

- w,1" (iV.33)

I t- I I V
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The condition for existence of a solution follows from this

expression:

<t(IV.34)
VM

With the numerical values of parameters entering into Inequality

(IV.34) the maximum quantity of oxide which reaches the surface

of the particle will not exceed ak = 0.125 (V = 2.67, vM 1.33;< ,'5 K~n 1 4

2.81 cal/mole, HM 7.0-10 cal/mole).

In final form the problem is reduced to solution of the follow-

ing equation by the method of successive approximations:

Calculation of particle combustion time is carried out by the

formula

ht. ( I V 3 6 ) i "2.j

under the assumption that ak and VM /r are constants (here A 3/4
3 .701 VnP,".

.B -- 
= Z T. M

Quantitative calculation was carried out for two metals which

show promise and in; rest in a practical respect: aluminum and

beryllium. The authors considered the problem cf the influence

of reverse oxide diffusion on flame temperature, particle tempera-

ture, the ratio RB/RA, and the rate and time of combustion of

particles 1-1000 pm in diameter in the pressure interval 0.01-

100 atm. Oxygen was selected as the major oxidizer; the inert

diluent was argon.

The following points can be noted from the results of this

work: the minimum concentration of oxidizer X at which self-

sustaining combustion of aluminum and beryllium Is still possible

. . . .



does not depend in pr~actice on the dimension of the particles (with

the exception of the very largest - larger than 300-500 um) or
on pressure. On the otner hand, the critical oxygen concentration

X2 at which the temperature in the reaction zone still equals
2

the boiling point of the metal oxide is a strong function of

pressure and particle size (Fig. 97). From Fig. 97 it clearly

follows that according to the proposed theory the process of vapor-

phase combustion is most probable for fine particles of mncal at

low pressures. With an increase in pressure and in particle si7e

the quantity X6 grows sharply. With XMH H < X < X a process of
2 MH2

accumulation of condensed oxide occurs in the flame zone. The

particle is covered with an oxide film, The rate of diffusion and,

after it, the rate of combustion are reduced arid In the end the

particle is quenched.

Ti, S
T "

IVIOe

44

'LI ? J '0' ? 5' '? .7 tLm e,:. €"£ i/i 1 "y #','
-4

Fig. 97. Fig. 99.

Fig. 97. Minimum concentration of oxygn at which
the flame temperature TB equals the boiling temp-
erature of aluminum oxide '2, 4) and of beryllium
oxide (1, 3) (TO u 300 0K). 1, 2 - p w 100; 3, I -

-2 at0p 10 atm.

Fig. 98. Combustion time for Be particles in a
medium of x0 2 -Ar with consideratio)n of reverse

diffucion of the oxide to the surface of the particle
(p 1 10 atm, To = 300 0 K). i - x 10%; 2 - x - JO;

3 - x '10; 14 _x - 100%.
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It also follows from the calculation results that, other condi-

tions being equal, combustion in the vapor phas is of higher

preference for aluminum than for beryllium. As we will see below,

in reality this corresponds to experimental results.

We will note that the concentration limit of vapor-phase com-

bustion falls below that given by the theory, whith does not take

into account the presence of a flow of oxide to the particle.

For a broad range of particle sizes (1-100 im) in an oxygen-

argon mixtire the combustion of aluminum and beryllium obeys a

quadrat'c law: T z d The size of the particles for which this

Oel law its fulf-lied is reduced with an increase in pressure and a

reduction in oxygen concentration in the medium (Fig. 98). In

terms of absolute va;lue the combustion rate for beryllium and

aluminum illl grow if reverse diffusion of the oxide to the particle

is con:U,,dered in the calculation. There is a simultaneous growth

in the ratio of' the radii of the flame, RB and of the particle,

SA - i.e., R B/RA (Fig. 99).

6L -b)

i.d.

04 42 0,0 0,8 A0 1  o fo" to r P,

atm

Fig. 99. T;-, quantity HB/RA as a function of

oxygen concentration xO2 (a). (d = 50 p m, PO

- 0.1 atm) and as a function of pressure (b)
(d - 260 urn, 0 2 -Ar medium, 80/20) durinpv corn-

hustion of aluminum: 1 - without rever-Ae
dlffuslon of the oxide; 2 - with rever:.;c oxide
di ffuslion.

For aluminum (d < -00 .0 it) an PO/2 2 y. xy,,oen-a ror i me(11 at

a pressure 1e~ia than atmotipherlc the r'atlo R,/b eP' u.; L- .

* . ....-



(according to theory without consideration of diffusion and con-

densation of the oxide on the particle it equals 1.5-1.7, in-
dependently of pressure). With an increase in pressure the indi-

cated quantity drops and at P = 10 atm it is almost equal to "l.75.

It should be noted that at such a pressure (and particle size) the

concentration of oxygen in the medium approaches the limiting value

X0  (Fig. 97), corresponding to the case a = 0. Without question
02

the course of the change in RB/RA with pressuve which is considered

heoe corresponds more exactly to experimental observations.

According to calculation the temperature of the surface of the

aluminum particle at P > 1 atm lies substantially above the melting

temperiture of A12 0 3 . Therefore the oxide which condenses on the

particl surface will be in the molten state. This does no' lead
to any sharp change in the rate of combustion up to the finishing

stage.

At a pressure P > 10 atm the temperature of the surface of a

Be particle also exceeds the melting temperature of BeO, and

therefore the process of beryllium combustion will be similar to

that for aluminum.

Thus, of the two analytical models considered the model of
vapor-phase combustion more completely reflects the quantitative

peculiarities ard the basic laws governinIg combustion of particles
of metals of the aluminum, beryllium, etc. type. This relates
first of all to theories which take into account the partial

dissociation of the oxide which forms during the reaction and i.ts
diffusion from the flame zone, not only into thQ ambient medium

but also in the dlPectAon of the particle surface. These theories
4

make it possible, within reasonable limits, to evaluate the rela-

tionships between radii of the flame zone and the particle, the
temperature of the flame and that of the particle surface, the

overall dependence of time or rate of combustion on particle

diameter, and the temperature and activity of the med.um (when

Sxygen is the major oxidizer).

2 Lj 5
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However, a nomber of the questions and physical phenomena which

are observed during the combustion of aluminum in experiments are

not explained within the framework'of these theories.

Theories of vapor phase combustion in the form in which they

have been developed at present do not reflect essential differences

between, the combustion of particles of aluminum in "dry" and

4 "moist" atmospheres'(even if oxygen is the major oxidizer); they

do not reveal the causes of the formation of hollow spheres and

the phenomenon of particle rotation, nor do they explain the re-

duction in T with an increase in pressure. -

The'effect of naturaland forced convection is not taken into " -
account. The basic reason for the incomplete state of existing

theories of the combustion of metal particles unquestionable lies

in the absence at present of exhaustive and fully substantiated

presentations on the mechanism of combustion in various media and
in the virtually complete absence of quantitative data on the

parameters of the transfer of vaporized metals and products of A
their reactions under the conditions and at the temperature .
characteristic for the flame.

In this section the sum total of experimental factors obtained

by various methods and characteristic for combustion of particles

and thin wires of aluminum in chemically active gaseous media are

considered.

On the b!-is of the above it is possible t: present, in general

outlines, a picture of the basic processes of steady-state self- 4

sustaining combustion of particles of aluminum in a high-tempera- :

ture gaseous medium.

10. The Physical Picture of
Combustion of Aluminum Particles

At atmospheric pressure (p I atm) in a medium of air or

one with a substantial (50% and greater) concentration of
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oxidizing reagents (oxygen, water vapor, carbon dioxide), the

combustion of aluminum particles occurs mainly in the gaseous

phase and as the result of reaction between vapors of the metal

and of the oxidizer. The process is bound to the free surface of

the metal: evaporation and diffusion of vapors into the reaction

zone are unlimited by their passage through a liquid layer of
aluminum oxide. During combustion the particle is in the molten

state.

Melting and evaporation of aluminum occur as the result of

heat transfer (heat conductlvity, radiation, etc.) from the

reaction zone. At atmosphtic pressure the zone of the vapor-

phase reaction is separated from the particle surface by a

distance of 1-3 radii: RB/RA - 2-4 . The latter quantity is

determined by the state and temperature of the ambient medium.

The temperature of the reaction zone is limited by the boiling

temperature of the oxide, since even in pure oxygen the heat of

the oxidation reaction is less than the heat required for total

dissociation or evaporation of the condensed products (A1203)

which form at T Hmn. Since their concentration here is maximum,

the products diffuse from the reaction zone both in the direction

of the particle surface and outward from it. Thus the possibility

of diffusion to the particle surface of condersed products is not

excluded. As was pointed out earlier, in order of magnitude the

size of particles of subdispersed A1203 is comparable with the

aver'age size of the mol-cules of ordinary gases (*i0'- cm).

A constant flow of vaporized oxidation products in the direction

of the particle is possible in the case when a certain and also

constant mechanism of absorption or removal is present. Condensa-

tion in the space between the burning zone and the particle and

on the surface of the particle can be such a mechanism. In the

region of the particle surface there is a gradual drop in tempera-

ture down to the boiling temperature of aluminum.

Condensation and cooling of Al203 to the temperature of the

metal surface is a third additional method of heat transfer to
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the particle, leading to a growth in the temperature of the.drop

and to an increase in the r.te of aluminum evaporation. " -

Expansion of the combustion zone, predicted qualitatively by

the theories, is the result of the existence of a revarse flow of

reaction products and of their condensation.

Since it is poorly soluble in the metal, the condensed aluminum

oxide can either coagulate into-larger particles or enter into

reaction with the aluminum. In the first case we obtain a picture

which is essentially similar to that observed during combustion

of a large drop of aluminum ("aluminum sun") [145]: formation of

fine spheres of oxidt on the metal surface, which skate about on

the surface and unite with spheres which developed earlier.

If combustion occurs on a substrate, used to stabilize the

particles in the field of view, we find that because of the com-

paratively low temperature as compared with that of the flame

zone condensed AI203 gradually accumulates on the particles. As

a result a particle is formed which is comparable in size with

the initial particle (see Fig. 67). The same thing apparently

takes place during sampling of particles onto object glasses.

During combustion of aluminum in the suspended state the

gradual accumulation and coagulation of the oxide on the pa-.clc±e,

surface leads to a situation in which at some critical dimension

the force of gravity and of the outflow of vaporized aluminum ]
causes separation of a drop of oxide from the surface of the

particle. This phenomenon can be partially explained by the

presence of solid white spheres 10-15 pm in diameter among the

products of aluminum combustion (see Fig. 66). But we cannot

completely exclude the possibility of direct interaction of the

oxide with the metal.

in work [2771 it was established that at 19000C a mixture of

Al + A1203 (]5-.im sample) can evaporate completely from the

24,8
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Kto rotate. Localization of mo:lten oxide on the surfaoe of the

particles requires a certain amiount of time. Therefore rotation

~' ~ dOe3 not set In at the moment of particle'ignition, but rather
within the period of steady-state combustion, after the appearance
of a fully developed oalowing track.

Condenoation and cooling of the products down to the surface

temperature are extremely effective additional sources of heat

transfer to the parti1cle. If tile heat liberation and the tempera-

ture of corhustion in the reaction zone are -real- and if loties of
heat are stmall (for oxample, characteristic for metaJ.-containing
rocket propellirnts and hi~h-ternperature gas burners (2500-,300 0 K)),

di~sociatlon arid evaporation of the reaction products and a flow

of them In the direc(ti )n of the particle and condensation on its

-urface can reach signif'icant magnitudes, sufficient to cause

t,,,ating of the particle above the boiling point. Thp. results of

.;uuh heating wilil be fr.c~gmentatlon of' the particle..

The presenoe of impurities of more volatile metals (e.g.,
magnesium) it) the aluminum will Increase the vapor tension and

the probability of explosions of particles during combustion. In

thi., case there is a d-Irect, analogy with fragmentation of drops of

emulsion of the reverse type. During rapid heating of a drop of

oll, containing admixtures of water, the latter explode with

characteristic spattering of fine drops in radial directions.

The combustion and desltruction of emulsions of' the reverse tiYpe

was studied in detail. by N. F. Pokahil..

1 It Is also of some interest to note that during burning of

finely dispersed carbon containing volatile SLIbStan CeS it is
possible to observe fragmentation of the carbon particles and the

formation of 1hollow spheres, the so-called "senos pheres"' [279,
280].

S'Term not found; transliteration Df Russian prefix "C6HO"1

Trans lator.
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The fact that the fragmentation phenomenon occurs in a high-

temperature flame independently of the presence or absence of
hydrogen in it emphasizes the determining role of temperature in
this process. How -er, there is also an influence V medium

composition: in a "wet" atmosphere fragmentatioc' P particles is

observed much more frequently than in a medium , .ining no water

vapor or hydrogen.

Finally, the latter fact can be interpreted from a purely

thermal point of view. According t- experiments, with equality

of the rates of combustion the reaction zone has more sharply

defined boundaries in a moist atmosphere and is located about

half as far from the particle surface as in the case in a carbon

monoxide and oxygen flame. This proximity of the high-temperature

zone intensifies heat transfer (primarily by radiation) to the

particle and thus increases the probability that it will be over-

heated and fragmented. It is also possible that the addition to

a burner flame of 18-20% hydrogen will simply raise the flame

temperature to the necessary critical level. But the above must

be classed as an assumption.

At the same time the presence of nitrogen (x5%) in the ambient

medium causes destruction of hot drops of zirconium, while carbon

dioxide favors fragmentation of drops of iron during combustion

[148, 281]. These facts indicate that completely defined gases

cxist for hot particles of certain metals, gases which in small

concentrations will lead to breakdown of the steady-state process

of particle combustion. Their existence close to the particle

is connected either with the initial presence in the medium (for

example, nitrogen) or with their formation in the reaction zone

during oxidation of the metal (e.g., water vapor or carbon dioxide).

Diffusing to the surface of the particle, the gases may be

partially dissolved in the metal or in its oxide. if' the solubility

of the gases changes significantly with temperature or with con-

version of the metal and oxide from one phase state into another,
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a small change in particle temperature (e.g., possible if the
particles suddenly leave the flame jet) will be accompanied by liT

intensified gas liberation. As a result we can expect fragmen-

tation of the particle or expansion of hollow spheres ("bubbles"),

as occurs during combustion of particles of carbon [279, 280].

When aluminum is burned under standard conditions only a small

part of the oxide can dissociate in the reaction zone. According

to calculations within the framework of the theory of vapor-phase

combustion (with consideration of two-way diffusion) the total

quantity of them will not exceed 30%. A large part of the products

exist in the reaction zone in the condensed form. Their diffusion

into the surrounding space creates a glowing zone around the

particle and creates a characteristic track on the substrate,

consisting of fine subdispersed particles. A part of these will

be accumulated into larger drops close to the zone of combustion.

Agglomeration is favored by existence of flows of natural and

forced convection around the particle of metal. The latter is

especially manifested in relief during combustion in a moving

medium. Figh-speed cinematography makes it possible to fix their

intensive displacement, growth, and ejection from the zone of

combustion. Together, with drops which leave the surface of the

metal, they are comprised of a group of condensate particles of

medium diameter (up to 10-15 pm).

The agglomeration and coagulation of oxide close to the com-

bustion zone are expressed more sharply in a moist medium than in

a dry one. This leads to sharpness in the outlines of the tracks.

It is possible to assume that the great width of the glow zone in

a dry atmosphere is not a consequence of separation of the reaction

zone from thc particles surface, but is rati.er explained by the

great extent of the zone of condensation and afterglow of finely

dispersed condensed products in the direction away from the

particle. In reality the difference between the radii of the

reaction zone in the indicated media is substantially less than

that determined from the glow or from. the width of the tracls.
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One of the basic laws governing vapor-phase combustion is

fulfilled with satisfactory accuracy for aluminu.m at a pressure

of "-l atm: the time of combustion of the particles is prooertional

to the square of their diameter.

However, with an increase in pressure an essential change is '

observed in the cverall picture of combustion. The rare cf bux ning

of the particles is gradually increased; at a pressure c? °,-30 atm

combustion time is proportional not to the square of ,meer,

but to a power of 1.5 and less of the diameter. The

reaction zone draws closer to the surface of the particlt.; the

ratio of the radius of the flame to the particle radius at 40

atm comprises 1.5-1.7.

Such a change in the laws governing combustion of individual

aluminum particles can be the result of a gradual transfer of the

reaction from the gas phase to the particle surface with a growth

in pressure and also of an increase in the role'of convection as

pressure increases.

§ 2. Combustion of Beryllium

Works dealing with a systematic study of processes of beryllium

combustion have cnly begun to appear. As has already been repeatedly

emphasized, the reason for this position is connected with the

toxicity of finely dispersed beryllium and of the products of its

oxidation.

The reaction of beryllium with oxygen or oxygen-containing

compounds of tile H20 and CO 2 type has a clearly expressed exo-

thermic character.

In contrast to aluminum, the process of steady-state self-

sustainJng combustion of beryllium is preceded by self-heating of

the particles with a weak but clearly distinguishable glow (Fig.

100). Combustion of the particles in the normal conditions
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obtaining in the flame of a flat gas burner [254] is accompanied

b.,Fa -bright, intense glow, which grows with an increase in the

oxygen concentration.

Fig. 100. Track of a burning
particle of beryllium [254].

.l m s 
M S

For the most part the trajectories of the particles are recti-

linear and they rarely terminate in the star-shaped burst charac-

teristic of the phenomenon of fragmentation.

At low pressures, a low level of medium activity, and high

temperatures the birning particles form straight lines and sharply

outlinedtracks on photographs. A high oxygen content, high

pressure, and low temperatures will, on the other hand, favor the

ap-pearance of blurred wide tracks - one of the characteistic

features of vapor-phase combustion.

In a dry atmosphere the ratio of the flame zone diameter to

the diameter of the particle comprises 1.3-1.4. In a moist

atmosphere it is less, approximately equal to 1.1. In this medium

the vapor-phase flame itself is less sharply expressed. If the

partial, pressure of oxygen is less than 0.1-0.2 atm the flame

around the particle loses its brightness and draws closer to the

surface of the particle.
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A brighter -ore 1-s-seen in the 'eenter of the track. Its size

is IC-20% greater than the diameter o1 the initial particle of'

beryllium.

Just as in the case of aluminum a periodic change in the

intensity of the 'glow is, as a rule, observed on the track.

This actually indicates asymmetry of the combustion process and

is btation of"the particle during its movement in the flow. The

frequency of rouation comprises 10,000 Hz. The pulsations of

1'llumiptzion arise immediab;ely after ignition of the paiticle;

their termination can serve as a criterion for completion of the

combustion process.

The size and shape of products of beryllium combustion depend

on the temperature of the ambient medium. If the temperature of

the medium exceeds the melting point of beryllium oxicle (28201K)

the condensed products will have the form of spheres and their

size will. not exceed 1 pm in diameter. If the medium temperature

is lower than the melting point the combustion products are formed

as rod-shape crystals up to 10 .im long.

Among the combustion products the particles of oxide can be

distinguished by their dimnsions, equivalent to the initial

particles of the metal. This occurs most frequently at the moment

of forced sampling and of quenching of the partlces on a heat-

removing plate (Fig. 101). Such particles (a and b) can contain

(by evaluation) ip to 60% of the total oxide formed during combus-

tion of a beryllium particle.

There are no specific data on the temperature of the flame of

the Be particle. As in the c se of aluminum, the boiling tempera-

ture of the oxide is the upper limit; this equals 41001K.

In works [143, 276, and 279] it is postulated that beryllium

oxide is formed in both the liquid and the gaseous phase in the

reaction zone.
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Fig. 101. Products from the combustion of
beryllium particles.

Table 20 gives the average di 'neter of beryllium particles,

the temperature of th- medium, paitial pressure of' Lxygen P and02

of water vapor P in the flame, and the average burning timeT

of the particle.

Table 20. Burning time of beryllium
particles [254].

.y, LIM f , 0 . atmf r11,0o. atm ~.MS

3 2 "~5 3 l, C-)

32 1 2"7( .1S o
2015--) 1,23

From the table it follows that the burning time for beryllium

particles at atmospheric pressure will, in the general case, obey
2a quadratic law: Tn d , characteristIc for a spherically

symmetrical model of vapor-phase combustioni.
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The presence or absence of water vapor in the flame has an

essential influence on the rate of burning of the particle. For

example, an increase of water vapor in the flame from 0.5 to 1.5%

will cause a 30% growth in the time required for combustion of

partic ' 3 25 Pm in diameter (able 20, lines 5 and 6). Since the
addition of such small quantities of water cannot change the

thermodynamic properties and mass-transfer properties of the

medium, the indicated change can be ascribed only to the chemism

of the reaction.

Kuehl [253], during experimental examination of the combustion

of fine beryllium wires in a gaseous medium, notes that in the

presence of water the process is slower than in pure oxygen. Study

of unreacted or partially burned wires shows that in the presence

of water vapor a coating of greater volume is formed, consisting of

the lower or higher hydroxide of Be. Combustion in oxygen is

accompanied by the formation of a large number of extremely fine

spherical particles of the oxide.

For purposes of comparison combustion times are given below

for beryllium and aluminum particles of equal size under conditions

as similar as possible (with respect to oxygen concentration in

the flame) [135, 246]. The diameter of the beryllium particles

equaled 32 jim; by rnrans of the d law the data on aluminum were

brought to the same diameter. The medium was CO2, CO, with

small quantity (0.5%) of H

Po,atm (r) r (1) Al
0,43 1,8 2,1
0,36 2,3 3,1

,213 3,r, -
0.16l 4,5 2,8

In view of the paucity of inforinat..,n on combu!3tlon of

beryllium, there is unquestionable interest In data or) such CoM-

bustion for specimen.- other thjan particles. Work [143] co.itains,

along with a study of high-temperature oxidation of beryllium,
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a series of experiments on the qualitative consideration of the

picture of combustion of cylindrical specimens (d = 3 mm, h = 12 mm)

of beryllium in an oxygen-hydrogen medium. Ignition was accomplished

by a heat flux from the flame of a burner.

In a flame rich in fuel (0 /H2  0.33) no vapor-phase combus-

tion as such occurred with heating of the specimen up to the
melting point of beryllium. It appeared that the reaction in

indi~ridilal burning points proceeds inside a thick porous oxide

ltayer growing up on the surface of the specimen. Such a thick

porous layer of beryllium oxide cannot serve as a reliable pro-

tection from subsequent oxidation. How"ever, a second thinner,

dark layer in direct contact with the metal was dctected under the

first layer on quenched specirr~enca; this seconct layer will, apparently,

fulfill a basic protective function under ordinary conditions

in a flame enriched with oxygen (0 /H2  0.99) specimens wer'e

ignited (if the initial flux of Leat was not too low) and burned

with the formiatlon of a hot diffusion flame,

The transition from th' fas~t reactiorisoccurrirg on the surface

of the specimen (or- clol-o_ to it) to a vapor-phase diffusion flame

located at a certain distanc.e from the s3pecimen was accomplished

at a surface tempera&;ure above 2?000 K in less than 0_L s econds.

During vapor-phas-e combustion a soignl fiu,,rt portion of the sp:,cimen

was transformed Into a finely di:;persed conden:. atc , while the

reinaini ng porti on lost; the -1nilt ial cylindrA(!al L;hape.

Tt was noted that in a flame in which water vapor was the sir[gie

active reagent the beryl)Iun specimen was omtmsnot heated to

the temperature above P000 0 C wh Ich .1:. necu.s .aiy for the development

of vapor-phaso comnbusti on. flowuver , the reaction of bcryllivi ur

oxidat ion occurred very aot~ive y . The pr~esof h-ryJL1!I -i c,xida-

tion by water vapor Is accompanled hy the- 111-heiat .1 on of hdoe

'H-1 ].
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Experiments in burning cylindrical specimens of Be confirm the

special and unique role of water vapor as a reagent in the oxida-

tion and combustion of beryllium.

The sum total of available data on combustion of beryllium

in an active medium indicates that this process can occur at

different levels. One mode of combustion can be vapor-phase

combustion, analogous to the burning of aluminum particles. Its

appearance is favored by high-temperature of the medium, a high

concentration of oxygen in the medium, and a low content of moisture,

A determining factor is diffusion of the oxidizer into the reaction

zone, which is located some 0.1-0.3 radii from the surface of the

particle. The combustion products can diffuse from the reaction

zone both inward, in the direction to the particle surface, and

also outward. Since the temperature of the particle surface is,

although close, less than the meltng temperature of the oxide,

condensation of the oxide on the surface is posslIli.This pos ' -1 -

bility is confirmed by the observeI pei-.odlcity of the change in

the light rad.!ation from the burnIng partice, occurring asd O

result of disturbance of the symmetyie-al combu:tior. front' and the

appearance of large ;pfjerlca] condensed drops of oxide in the com-

bustion products aflor cxtnulshing of the particle:;; this Ia, ihe

;ame as in the cas7e of , lumi num.

In thli:; versIoln tho theory of vap or-pha:.;e comhus, I;ion wilth

reverse coridtusatlon cl' thte reaction productL [?72, 7.- i, appli-

cable to the comoustion of berv,llurn. Cal,ulat val u. of f') ime

temperature TB, particle 1.emperature TA, t f oxic:

diffusing to the particle o face, tl.o ratio of' r-1d of" t)e fl.;:n',

zone and the part Jci I /RA, and of J for a " •her'.11 lu l

pjm In dlametfr burrlini r I n rpra ,,n-uxyvg.e.i nil Yf i t ' )

an(, at r :pn rl .p pI' r'#r r t : iot a r' ,-1"t_ , urn ; I ' , ,P 'dP: :u T no,-

titat ive (Itverge: ce ,)4.twe n the I ri. of o(rnlh (.:: I- ohi Ilr. 1 I

w o r K [ 2 7 6 ] a i ,d 1 ... ;- I v f , n I n T l a h ' ] L e 0 I : 1 .; ] : n .. .C] ' q ,

be explainc.d bv. Cf uric. 'n tli ",1 .,n ' 1 ,I

woiF7 ;:59.; o n'1n'ct ~aIn! i(a zn~or.



A second possible version of beryllium combustion is "burning"

the metal in a medium with low (0.1-0.2 atm) oxygen content. In

essence this is the reaction of s,rface oxidation o.' the metal,

occurring on individual local burnlog segments of the surface at

a very high rate.

According tc results from experiments with cylindrical speci-

mens [283], one conaition for transition from surface oxidation

to vapor-phase combustion is achievement of a temperature higher

than 22000K on the surface of combustion. It is postulated that

at this temperature the rate of heat liberation resulting from

the reaction of surface oxidation of Be becomes adcquate to, ensure
conditions for evapiration'of the metal and transition to vapor-

phase combustion. The melting point of beryllium oxide is the

temperature at which the second, dense subsurface layer of oxide 2

loses its protective properties.

Tie combustion of beryllium in a high-temperature flame con- •

taining water vapor is a unique phenomenon.

It was indicated abovc. t'hat the presence of even small quan-

titles of H20 in the flame sharply reduces the rate of beryllium

combustion or even terminates it altogether. The explanation

should be sought, apparently, in the fact that in the preflame .1
period a thick layer of oxide or hydroxide is formed on the

particle as the result of the nxidation reaction, and this layer

reduces the rate of oxidation and increases outward heat, losses.

In addition, in thi3 case hydrogen is liberated during the

reaction; at a high temperature hydrogen will for practical

purposes not react with berylliun and creates an additional

diffuson jarrier in tne path of the oxidizer.

If the concentration of water vapor in the nedium is great

vapor-phase combustion will not develop at all. In an oxygen-

containing medium hydrogen has the pcssibil~ty of secondary
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oxidation to H20. It should be noted that the role of hydrogen and

of water vapor has not been reflected in theoretizal works.

1 3. Combustion of Boron

The first information on combustion of elemental boron in

oxygen was apparently obtained by Talley [144] in his experiments

with rods (d a 1 mm). The linear velocity of flame propagation

was measured during combustion of a rod from the face In a flow

of oxygen at 25000K. In these experiments it was established

that boron remains solid during combustion, except for the case

of extremely high temperatures. A thick viscous oxide is formed

on the surface of the rod and is retained in a broad range of

temperatures.

In the flame'vf natural gas enriched with oxygen and having a
temperature of 18000 K boron burns "relatively slowly." With an
Increase in temperature to 1800-21000 K the rate grows smoothly

to a value of 1 cm/min. This is the normal steady-state rate of

self-sustaining combustion of elemental boron under the given

conditions. In this case the reaction rate is virtually i.ndepen-

dent of pressure. A further rise in temperature to 24801K leads

to melting of the end of the boron rod.

It should be noted that such phenomena as fragmentation or

crushing, characteristic for combusticn of metal particles, are

absent in the case of combustion of metallic rods.

A study of the combustion of particles of crystal boron on a

Jet of hot gas was undertaken by Gurevich et al. [255]. A mixture

of water vapor or oxygen with nitrogen an argon was used as the

oxidizing medium. The flow rate equaled 10-20 m/s and the pressure

was 1 atm. An arc plasma burner was used to obtain the Jet of

hot gas. The experiments were carried out with powdered particles

obtained by grinding large crystels of 99.99% boron. .
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Results of cinephotography established the fact that the shape

of the track will, as a rule, be curved (Fig. 102a). The initial

width of the track is close to the diameter of the Initial boron

particle and is a clearly defined thin line. As combustion

1 develops the track i3 gradually thickened, with simultaneous

blurring of the boundaries. A brighter central portion is seen in

the middle part of the track. During combustlo. in water vapor

the thickening track sometimes terminates in a star-shaped peak,

characteristic of fragmentation of particles (Fig. 102b). Tracks
with virtually unchanging width were observed along with tracks
of the first type.

Fig. 102. Tracks of burning
particles of boron (p = 1 atm)
[255].

i a)

Selection of samples of burizjig particles and their combustion

products on glass plates shwed that inpompl-tely burned particles

are spherical drops of m-talic boron with diameters 2-20 times

smaller than those of ';he initial particles. No traces of oxide

4i were found on the d.-ons of boron.
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If combustion occurred in an atmosphere of water vapor no

condensed combustion products were detected in the section corre-

sponding to termination of combustion of the boron particles. In

an oxygen-containing medium the combustion products consisted of

melted transparent particles of oxide whose size is both comparable

in order of magnitude to the original and "very much smaller."

Agglomerates 10-20 pm in size are noted.

According to the observations, the boron particle remains in

the liquid state for a substantial portion of the combustion time.

A particle of crystalline boron 1-3 pm in size placed in a flow of

gas (20% H20 + 80% Ar) at 1700 0 C was heated up to a bright glow,

melted, and took on a form close to spherical within 3-4 seconds.

The time required for combustion of individual particles of boron,

determined during combustion in a mixture of water vapor and argon,

is given below [255J:

d, Um H20, % ms

75 36 40

105 47 34

105 36 62

105 25 82

145 36 97

In the course of the combustion process the temperature of the

medium was varied from 2100'C to 800-i0000 C. It was assumed that

combustion time is essentially independen' of medium temperature.

According to the measurement results, the dependence of con-dl.3.
bustion time on particle diameter is weakly quadratic: Tr "i d

At the same time Tr is a very strong function of the concencratiouz

of the oxidizer - water vapor. .

Since the shape of particles used for quantitative evaluation

of combustion time differed essentially from spherical, the given
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results can be considered more or less as preliminary.

Ma~ek et al. [2561 studied the combustion of single particles

of pure crystalline boron in a high-temperature gas-burner flame

of known nomposition (p - I atm; see pa'ge 58). It is noted that

the trajectory of burning particles of boron consists of a central,

brightly glowing core surrounded by a wide and ill-defined region

with a greenish color. The size of this region is increased with

an increase In temperature of the medium. A two-stage nature of

the process is a characteristic feature of combustion of boron

particles under the considered conditions. Immediately after

ignition the particle burns very brightly for comparatively short

period of time. Then a tendency toward attenuation is noted, but

the particle does not go out. After a short time the brightness

of the particle grows once again and remains virtually unchanged

up to termination of combustion. The second stage is of longer

duration than the first.

The two.-stage process of combustion of boron particles is

reflected especially sharply in a medium with an increased con-

centration of oxygen; a replon with an absence of glow exists

on the track between stages. If the concentration of oxygen is -

reduced the transition from the first stage to the second is grad-

ally smoothed; the beginning of the second stage of combustion

is determined by a sudden increase in the glow. It was established

by a special check that the observed etfect cannot be the result

of the presence of impurities in the boron.

C 1
Spectroscopic studies in the wavelength range 3500-6500 A and

on the first and second stages of combustion reveal systems of

B2 0 bands which are absolutely Identical both in rtructure and

in brightness. The authors determined the combustion time of

boron particles in the media whose composition and temperature

are given in Table 17.

Measurements were made of time T I counted off from the moment

of ignition of the particle up to the beginning of the second
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stage of combustion and also of time T 2 of the second arid concluding

stage of combustion for particles 34.5 and 44.2 win in diameter.

Table 21 presents values of T, T2 and Tr Ti + 2 obtained by

averaging a series of measurements of combustion time for indi--
vidual boron particles.

Th( data in Table 21 indicate that thp rate of' combustion of
boron particles is increased somewhat with a growth in the temper-

ature of the medium.

Table 21. Combustion time for boron particles
[256].

________~~ W )r ,. ,2Irn('ompos I-

1 4,4 10,6 21,') 5,5 20,1 25,0

'2 4,8 15,7 "'"~ -),,7 18,9 2 ,
3 3,4 7,8 11,. 5,0) 13,8 18,8

4 ,017,3 9 ')"
J 4,0 11,2 135,'. 7.2 --
o a.5 10,5 v~t,:, 5,8 -. -

7 3,8 10,8 l1,i 0,i .-- -

8 2,87,9,;,f---

10 3,6 10,3 j 3,1' (7,4) 16,2 (23.0)
II 2,1 7,7 I ,8 - - -

p'rom comparison of compositions 2, 9, 0, l], whch have|

vir.tually identical temperature but which differ in oxygen con- [

centration, it i evident that the rate of combustion is, with

adequate accuracy, directly proportional to the molar fraction

of free oxygen in the medium (Fig. 103).

The presence of water increases the rate of burning of the

H2  nterato fbrnoiain fw osdrtaparticles. This effect maybe connected with participation of

moeH2 n' thO reionosoo xdain 2 ecesdrta
i mle f 20i eouivalent to 0,5 mole 02 in reaction with boron,jjj then with particles of the same size comp osit. cs 6 and 7 will

i" give one and the same combustion tim2, as compositions containing
' . no "ater vapor.
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The followIng f'ormul~a is proposed for calculation of' combuistion

time under the assumption that th process is determined by. diff'u-

sion of' the oxidizer to the particle:

where yis the stoichtometric reaction coefficient (for the re-

2action of B (Al) with oxy -;en it equals 3/)4); 6 =.R /R is the

ratio of the radius of- the reabt-ion zone to the cadilis of' the

particle (6 =1); p/)N Its tn e ratio of density to the molecular

weihtof the metal; 0 = /F.T, whe.rt' D Is the diffusion coefficient;

weigt 0 5 mole/cm-s-deg-atm;, p. pln,(p/p -x,')xstemoa

Fraction of the i-th cononent,

Fig:Y. 10'3. Value of 1,/T and

1/-U 10 a function (,,f xfl con..-
>- ? centratioi in the nec.1 ur.

H ~ ~ 1h - 1/v'- 2 1. /T,. d 34.

pim; T1 = 2!100-2500'K.

>ialcuiation of. com~bust~ion time for boron p a r ,c.1 .Ls in a dry

atmolspbere by the indicated foviiiula with consi.deratiori of the

fact that oxypger, ar! CO operate sirnultarieoucsly a,- oxi~dizers~

will -dye atisfactry agreertent w4ith experiment (on the average

the divergence does no,, exceE.d 10-20%).

One of the possiblIe causes of oiantitative differences between

clalculation arid e.-perimInent Is cons dered to be the possibility

that the reacti ore of surface -oxida'tIon of h')on may occur, with

the formation of the gaseous lower oxide BO0, whIch in the gas

rnhase I.,- subsequeitl,! oxldized t the final oxide B G3  Fomal .-v

In the equation this .1eads to an Ancx'oase in the pararietev 6
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At the same time it should be noted that results from work

[256], just as those from [255], indicate that the quadratic law

T r  d2 which is characteristic for the diffusion conditions of

combustion is not fulfilled for boron.

In his interpretation of the obtained experimental r(e-ults on

the 3ombustion of. boron rods, Talley [144] singles out five char-

acteristic regions in temperature/pressure coordinates (Fig. 1011).

Fig. 1.04. Diagram of combustion
50- V of boron in oxygen as a function50 of temperature and pressure.

I.

/V

-, 3D

boron
SoTid Coron

Liquyd boronSolid boron

4 P

S%~' atm

Regi~l' I. T.he int ensity of heat losses during Combustion is

such t-" t the temperature of the oxide which forms on the surface

of thQ p,4rt.ice is lower than its melting temperature, that is,

7 2:30 K. This is a region of slow oxidation, limited by diffusion
of oxygen through t'he olld oxide. The layer of oxide is gradually

thickened. The law governing the change in the oxidation rate is

parab olIc.

Regiol II. This reg:!.on is bounded below by the melting temip-

eraturt of the oxido, 723K. In this region, after a certain

period of time, dynami.c e.uIlibrium sets in between the rate of

fc.rmation of' the oxide and the rat- at which it flows off under

the acticn of gravIh. 'r: this region the law governing the change

,n time of the rate of .-,urning or oxidation of boron becomes linear.
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The process is limited by the diffusion of oxygen through the layer

|,J of liquid oxide.

Region III. The temperature of the surface exceeds 100°K,
Removal of oxide from the surface of the particle occurs as the
result of evaporation. The thickness of the oxi.de film and the

process rate are limited by the diffusion of oxide vapors into the

ambient medium. The rate of combustion is inversely proportional

to the pressure and depends on temperature according to Arrhenius?

law with an activation energy value equal to 77 kcal/mole. A

strong influence of water vapor is observed "in this region. In

the presence of 112 0 the rate of combustion grows and the value of

E Is reduced to 56 kcal/mole. The determining factor in the
process Is the evaporation of the metaboric acid forming on the

surface of the particle as the result of' the reaction of boron

with H20.

Region IV. The temperature of the film of liquid oxide reaches

the 1---ling temperature of B 0 (with p > 1 atm, T > 2520 0 K). The
2L3

surfa ;e of the particle is freed from the oxide film. The surface

of the l.quid metal is bounded by the gas phase. The rate of

combustion is limited by diffusion of oxygen through the B 03 vapor
2 3

to the surface of the particle.

Region 5. The boundary of the region is determined by the

boiling temperature of boron. The vapor pressure of boron exceeds

the pressure of the ambient medium. The determining process is

evaporation of boron. Vapor-phase combustion takes place (in work

[144] this mode was not rea].ized experimentally).

In a plasma burner [255] in a medium of oxygen or vra.er vapor

. with an inert gas as the diluent the combustion of boron particles

occurs in conditions when the temperature of the particle exceeds

* the boiling point of the oxide (the particle is in the liquid state).

Thin means that there? is no oxide fil-m on the particle and the

oxidation reaction p-oceeds on the ';r'face of the metal. The
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limiting s,age is dIffusion of the oxidizer through the vaporized

B03 oxide. The absence of condensed oxide during combustion in

water vapors is testimony to the fact that the reaction occurs

through the formation of -volatile boron-.hydrogen compounds of the

metaboric acid type. The presence of transparent particles with

* a broad spectrum of sizes among the products of combustion in

oxygen should apparently aecribed to the process of their condensa-

tion and coagulation in the ambient atmosphere. In 'this respect

the conglomerates noted in work [255], consisting of a large number

of fine particles, are characteristic. Growth of B203 particles

may also occur due to condensation on them of the vaporized oxide

formed In the subsequent (in time) stages of combustion.

At the same time, the sharp expansion of tracks and fragmenta-

tion of particles in a medium of water vapor, noted by the

authros of [255], indicate the possibility of overheating of' the

boron oarticles and partial conversion of the burning condition

into the vapor phase. In order for the vapor tension at atmospheric

pressure to equal the external pressure, the temperature of the

boron particle must be close to 2800-30000 K. Achievement of such

temperatures by the particles in a high-temperature medium is

possible in principle, but requires additional experimental con-

firmation.

* The considered modes of' combustion of particles correspond to

burning of rods in the fourth and fifth regions (Fig. 104).

Since the ignition temperature for boron lles below the boiling

point of B 203 , combustion of a particle begins under, conditions

when a solid oxide film Is present on its surface. This makes it

possible to explain the two-stage nature of combustion observed in

experiments [256] tn a medium with a hiFh concentration of oxyger.

Witb ignition the temperature of the particle begins to )-row

because of the oxidation reaction and at some certair. moi,,-rnt
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reaches the evaporation temperature of B20 3 . The flow of vaporized

oxide, directed away from the particle surface, creates a strong

diffusion barrier for the oxidizer and slows the rate of the

oxidation reaction.

After complete evaporation of the initial oxide film and

condensation of B 20 in the outer zone new and favorable conditions

are created for diffusion of the oxidizer to the surface of the

particle. A new dynamic equilibrium of diffusion flows of oxidizer

and reaction products sets in, more favorable to the reaction of

boron oxidation. In this case the reaction rate is increased and

the brightness of the glow around the particle once again begins

to grow, indicating that the second stage of combustion has begun.

The rate of the reaction in the first stage of combustion is

lower than that in the second. Tie two-stage mechanism of combus-

tion of particles is, according to the Talley scheme [144], the

transition of boron combustion from region III into region IV.
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CHAPTER V

AGGLOMERATION OF METAL POWDERS
DIRING COMBUSTION OF CONDENSED
SYSTEMS

One of the particular features of the combustion of
condensed systems containing additions of metal powder is the

enlargement of particles due to Occumulation and fusion on the

burning surface of the specimen - i.e., the phenomenon of'

agglomeration.

This phenomenon was first discovered and i, estigatod during

a study of the combustion of ballistite compositions and mixtures

of typical compositions by Nokhio, Logachev, and Mal'tsev

[172-174, 247]. Sampling condensed combustion products in

direct proximity to the burning surface of the specimen, they

established that the particles escaping ii ' the gas phase diff'ered-I

essentially from the initial aluminum In degree of dispersion.

Their size was significantly greater.
t!

Today the basic laws governing avglomeration have beer

clarified and qualitative and semiquantitative connections have

been established between this phenumenon and thi,. strut*e. ti -nd

physical chemical parameters of the initial composition, tht-

conditions of combustion, and the degree of dispersionr -)d

concentration of the particles.
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The methods and the basic setups for sampling and hardening

the condensate escaping from the surface of the charge are

outlined in Chapter I.

As a rule the resalts are developed in the form of integral

curves of' the distribution of particles with respect to volume

[G(d)] or directly, ini terms of visible size, F(d).

The arithmetic mean diamete'r or the mean volumetric diameter

are frequently used as brief characteristics of the distributions.

The volumetric mean size can be calculated by the formula

a (d) P i (d)ddj --
0

where Ni is the number of' particles in the i-interval; N is the

total number of particles; d i is the average size of the particles

in the i-interval.

During combustio~i of metallized condensed systems the

agglomeration of the metal particles is influenced by many factors:

the nature of the binder and the oxidi .'r, the concentration and

dispersion of t'- introduced metal, Lhc. size of the oxidizer

crystals, etc. However, other condil-u .o being equal, the cnmbus-

tion rate of Lhe propellant is the determining fictor. Any fiet..

which leads to an increase in the rate of combu'stlon will Iead to

a reduction in agglomeration of metal particles during bur'ntIng of

the propellant.

The role of indivilual factors in enlargeme.;t of' part.1 les

of the metallic ingredient on the combustion ,,fa I. is exam!r:.ed

below.



1 1. Concentration and Dispersionj of Metal Particles

The threshold concentration at which agglomeration effect
begins to be significant is directly dependent on the siie of

the particle : the smaller the particles, tne earlier agglomer-

ation sets In.

For alumloum powder with' an average size d < I pm agglomara-
tion begins to appear at concentrations of aluminum a low as
<1%; with a volumetric mean size d % 10 pm the thresholi ooncentra

tion equals 2-3%. For the 50-70 um fraction it is increased to

5-7%, while part' cles with d 1 160 wn are not accui, ,lat d up to j
a concentration of 10%.

From Tables 22 and 23 and Fig. 105 it follows, qutte definltely,
that the transition from finely ainpersed aluminun to large aluminum

is accompanied ty an increase in the degree of aljgloneratlon of4
the particles. For example, in an ammonium perchlorate and

polyformaldehyde composition with 7% aluminum the formatlon of
agglomerates equal to the volurietric mea. sizj requires uniting it
of approximately 5000 alumInum par !cles (d < 1 wn) - i.e., 2 ordc-s
of' magnitude greater than for alun-Inim. for The fracAcn :-1" um

(-70 particles). In compositionA with c.cmtrations of A! or Mg
no greater than 20-25% the max.,ur-, *. aggiomeratL'. n coincidesi

with the maximum of concentrati- n vO the ifIltla" meta. Al the

-ane time, the Creater the dispersion of alurmin .m or magnej3ium,

the lower will be toie vwlumetric mean size cf the i£glcmez te
which are formed. Wth Increasing dihtance frcr the surface of

the charge the size of the fusing particlec of retal drops in

the course of ccrbustion, with the effect leing the mo;e sr.3r1ly
evidenced, the higher the initial pressure p.
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Table 23. Dependence of the characteristic size of aE ,oner: '.
on the dispersion of aluminum in a composition of 85% c + -5/PMMA + 7% All.

Fractional corn- Size of alumi- Size of agglon-
position of num particles, erates, pmin
aluminum, % m D /D ;, D D

50-P70 fine D0 DO D
Jim 50 90 50 go

100 0 62 70 60 92 1.0 1.L
50 50 38 60 50 82 1.3 .4
10 90 19 42 41 72 2.1 1.7
0 100 .17 28 42 70 2.5 2.5

'Sample taken by the setup with a "rotating" dram [248i.

§ 2. Effect of Pressure and Combustion
Catalysts

With an increase in pressure (Table 24) the vclurmit:ric mean
size of aluminum particles forming as a result of accuilu1ition 0

the surface of the charge is reduced. This is not a rrandorl ef
Virtually all investigators [172, 173, 203] using varirous neth>~
to study the behavior of aluminum during combustion of metallie.
condensed systems note that the size of particles escaping f Com
the condt.nsed phase into the gaseous phase drops with g, rowth
in pressure.

Table 24. Effect of pressure on agglomeration
of aluminum in an APC + polyester + 7' Al mixture

(D0 - 16 pm, D90 = 28 pm).

Agglomerate sze, Jm
Pressure. [ fD '.

1 40 60 2,35 2,1520 31) 40" 175 1,',3

40 1P E AGE2BLN

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK
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Fig. 106. S flrace of a metalized pJUwder
(20% alumilun). a) 1 atm; b) 15 atm;
c) 30 atm.

From Fig. 106 it Js etear that enlargement of particles occurs

directly on the surface cf the burning composition. The quantity

and siz- of glow sites fl -reases with an increase in pressure p.

At high concentratIons of" Al or Mg and high p the impression is

created that the surface consists solidly of brightly glowing

points. The appearance aP the condensate itself is extremely

interes ting. At press-wrpa of 2-20 atm this is made up of large

agglomer-ates of particje! which are joining together with each

other and with heat-re-i tant products of the decomposition of

nitroce lulose. They lawe an irregular shape (Fig. 107, a-g).

At p 6" 00 atm their shapS becomes almost spherical. Besides the

relatively large particles there is a large quantity of smaller

particles, 2-3 pm in s-7. Individual cracks and even extremely

fine defects are visible on the surface of the large particles

(200-00 jm) [1731.
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7A,

46

d) r

Fig. 107. Condensed product6 from the com-

bustion of metallized powder H(dAI = 2-40 nm)

10% Al: a) 2; b) 10; c) 25 ; d) 60 atm.

20% Al: ) 2; f') 10; g) 25 ; h) 60 atm.
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Fig. 107 (ont'dI
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These same photographs emphasize once again the quantitative

differences examined above, arising during a change in the degree

of dispersion [248] (see Table 23).

With an increase in pressure from atmospheric up to 40 atm

the volumetric mean diameter of the agglomerates for a composition

with 7% Al (Table 24) is reduced by more than half [172, 174, 204].

Povinelly and Rosenstein [203] note that for polybutadiene-

acrylonitrile propellants studied by them the degree of agglomera-

tion of aluminum on the combustion surface was reduced in propor-

tion to p-0.3 (Fig. 108). The authors characterize the effective-

ness of the agglomeration process by the percentage of particles

which exceed the initial aluminum in size. For convenience they

introduce coordinates in which the function of distribution of

aluminum particles by diameter is linear (Fig. 109).

&I

ho(

Fig. 6 f ?Tatm p<

Fig.03. Degree of agglom- Fig. 109. Degree of agglomera-
eration 1, as a functior of p. tLion ut 15 at-. (d - particle

diameter; N - number of particles).

For the overwhelming majority of powder mixtures a growth in

pressure (especia]y in the low-p Intervrl) 13 Inextricably

connected with an increa;e In the linear iate of combustion V.

VEcever, combustion rate is a factor which in itself i:; capable

of rendering a definite influtnce on the nature of the hchavlor

of a metallic additive and the length of time it is located on

the burning surface. This chance in the burning rate is primarily

a chang, J.1 the mas: flow rate of' removal of rgaseous products of
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decomposition from the burning surface; these products arc the

basic cause of removal of particles from the surface of the

condensed phase [173, 174].

According to the continuity equation

I'l,, , -- Wrr r

(the subscripts r and K designate the gaseous and condensed

phases, respectively). Since V pV for the surface of combus-

tion, with an increase in P(S K Sr) there is a proportional

growth in the flow rate U PI , consequently the force acting

to remove a particle is increased. Examination of a model of

the escape of an aluminum or magnesium particle to the surface

during combustion of a model composition with consideration of

the forces acting on the particle indicated that a "leg" 10 cm

in radius between the surface of the charge and the particle of

the metal, consisting of the liquid phase of the reaction layer,

is sufficient for the particle to remain on the surface of

charge combustion at the existing velocities of outflow of the

products from combu.tion of the powder. Tracing the mechanism

by which the size of agglomerates depends on the combustion rate

without changing other parameters of the propellant is extremely

difficult. As a rule this is inevitably connected with a change

in pressure, composition, or degree of dispersion of the components

of the propellant. *Therefore a method was selectE.d which satisfies

the condition of a constant level of the majority of the, propellant

parameters. It consists in a change in the gravitational density

of the specimen. It is known from numerous wcrks [283, 284] on

combustion of heterogeneous condensed systems and powders that the

rate of combustion of pressed compositions grows with a reduction

in charge density. Under certain conditions (high pressures and
, i ,evelop ighL up -., dctn^i imodez..

In the pressure range 1-50 atm and the range of relative densities
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A = 0.7-1.0 combustion occurs at a rate which is virtually constant,

but elevated. For a PF + APC + 7% Al (d = 5-10 Pim) system a

change in density from p = 1.69 to a value of p = 1.37 g/cm 3 at 'i

pressure of 30 atm will lead to growth in the normal rate of comLus-

tion from 5.8 to 7.6 mm/s. This is equivalent to a change in the

mass flow rate of the gas outflow from 0.98 to 1.04 g.cm2/s.

Actually, with an increase in a burning rate the volumetric mean

size D50 of the aluminum particles (h % 0.5 mm) is reduced from

32 to 21 pm - i.e., by one third.

It is clear that any factor which leads to an increase in

the rate of burning of a solid propellant (catalytic additives,

pressure, type of oxidizer) should reduce the degree of enlargement

of the particles. Thus, during experiments with a binary mixture

of APC + 10% aluminum -D 00 = 60 pm) at 60 atm the size of the

agglomerates forming on the burning surface of the perchlorate as

a result of accumulation of fine particles reached 1-2 mm. With

addition of 2% of the catalyst Cu 20 into this binary composition

the size of the particles was reduced to 0.1-0.5 rum. The effect

of cuprous oxide on the th,'mal decomposition and burning rate

for compositions based on APC has been more or less definitely

established [156].

Thus, the reduction in the deg'ree of agglomeration in the

* given example is also confirmation of a povitive role of burning

rate (rate of decomposition) o1' the composition in the formation

of agglomerate.

3. TIhe Role of the Fuel
and the Oxidizer

Figure 10 and Table 25 5how integral curves of the distribu-

particles of condensed combustion products from a number of

investigated composltions based on ammonium perclorate. The

initial aluminum had 1),0 16 wm and D 00 1"8 Wm.
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Fig. 110. Integral curves of
/ /the volume distribution of

so- particle agglomerates of Al in
compositions: 1 - Initial Al;
2 - 7% Al + 15% polyester; 3 -

8% Al + 10% PMMA; 4 - 10% Al +
+ 40% H; 5 - 10% Al + 20% PF;
6 - 20% Al + 20% PF.

5* J2 2'.Z 50 40 wa foecz40DJ=

These data once again clearly emphasize the influence of

aluminum concentration in the composition-on the degree of

agglomeration. But at the same time they indicate that the

fuel-binder is hy no me:.is the last thing to be considered in
this question. 'It is difficult to explain the almost twofold
difference in distributions between the first and second or the

third and fourth compositions - for example, differences in

burning rates. Thus, as we saw earlier, ;his is also important.

Table 25. Charcteristic sizes of agglcmerates on compositions

with different fuels (P =40 atm, = 16 pm, D 28 pm).

Aluminum Size of agglom-
No. Fuel concentra- erates, vm

tion, % DD50 D90

1 Polyeater, 19% 7 18 35
2 Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), 7 33 56

15%

3 Ballistite (chip), 20% 10 54 80

4 Polyformaldehyde (PF), 24% 10 120 185,

5 Polyformaldehyde, 24% 20 240 350

6 Powder II, 90% -- 300
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The role of the binder and the oxidizer was studied in

more detail in works [173, 174). Typical pressed compositions
i;t5.based on KCIO04 and NH 4CIO4 as oxidizers and polymethyl methacrylate,

polyformaldehyde, carbon (carbon black), and naphthalene were

studied (Table 26).

Table 26. Volumetric mean size D5 0 of agglomerates forming during

combustion of mixed and ballistite compositions.

S.Percentage Size, u m
Composition of addi- 5 atm 20 atm 40 atm

tive

NilCIO + polymethyl 10 48 41 32

methacrylate 20 67 58 46

NH4CI 4 +' polyformaldehyde 10 46 41 35
20 51 47- 42

NH4 ClO4 + naphthalene 10 190 150 100

20 300 240 180
NH4 CIOh + carbon + 0.5% 10 210 180 110

paraffin 20 320 270 200

KC104 + polymethyl 10 - 34 21

methacrylate 20 - 48 37
KC1O 4 + polyformaldehyde 10 - 30 27

20 - 36 3)
KC10 4 naphthalene 10 - 90 60

20 - .150 105
KC10 4 + carbon + 0.5% 10 - 12u 80

paraffin 20 - 170 130
Nitroglycerin composition 10 Aggre- 120 90

gates

20 g 200 140

Pyroxylin composition 10 Aggre- 165 110
gates

20 - 250 180
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Potassium perchlorate falls in the class of oxidizers which

melt during combustion; APC is, for the most part, decomposed

during burning (sublimates), with a very thin molten layer (2-3 um)

[2013; carbon is a nonvolatile, nondecomposing, nonmelting fuel;

naphthalene is a fuel which melts but is highly volatile (easily

sublimated); polymethyl methacrylate and polyformaldehyde melt

with the composition during burning. In order to retain a constant

level of the ratio between fuel and oxidizer aluminum was intro-

duced in a quantity above 100%. Sampling of the condensed productsI

was carried out 0.5 mm from the surface of charge combustion by

the electromagnetic method [172-174".

First of all in mixed compositions with identical fuels the

dimensions of agglomerates are in all cases greater on ammonium

perchlorate than on potassium perchlorate. This is true indepen-

dently of the aluminum concentration. Secondly, such polymer

1'uel-binders as .Iymethyl methacrylate and polyformaldehyde

differ sharply (3-4 times) from the fuels naphthalene and carbon

in terms of the degree of effect on enlargement of aluminum on

the surface of combustion. Thirdly, there is a definite difference

between mixed and ballistite compositions. With identical

concentrations and degrees of dispersion of the metallic powder,

ballistites form larger particles during combustion than the mixed

propellants. In individual cases agglomerates reach 1.0-1.5 mm

in diameter, despite elevated pressure (Fig. lil). One reason

for the increased potential for agglomeration is the formation

of filament-shaped carbon black aggregates on the surface of the

molten layer of the charge. This, in particular, explains the

high agglomeration on ballistite and pjroxylin powders.

During combustion of pyroxylin compositions a signifI.jrt

quantity of carbon "threads" (more than during combustion of

nitroglycerin compositions) will be formed on the surface.

Representing unique centers for grouping of metal particles,

which are comparatively mobile on the molten surface, they a-a
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dispersed together with the latter into the high-temperature

zone of the flame. In this zone the particles of aluminum are

,.'used together, forming large agglomerates of the type which
are demonstrated on Fig. 111.1 Extremely larre particles are

also formed when ballistite powder is used in combination with

APC (see Table 25).

Fig. 111. Agglomerates of aluminum particles
of ballistite (a) and mixed (b) compositions.

But the property of formation by the components of a liquid

phase during combustion is not a determining factor in all cases.

Potassium perchlorate melts, but the degree of enlargement of

aluminum particles during combustdon of mixtures based on it is

lower than that for equivalent compositions based on APC.

Apparently a decisive role i.; played here by differences in the

combustion rate. Other condItiorn being equal, mixed compositions

based on PPC usually burn at a igher rate than those based on

APC.

'It must be noted that the rate of combustion of pyroxylin
powders is lower than that of nltrog]ycerin co.-positions.
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The experimental material available at present does not

allow us to draw final conclusions concerning the role of the

physicochemical properties of' the fuel and oxidizer in the process

of' enlargement of metal particles on the surface of the burning

powder. However, there is no question that they influence the

process of enlargement of metal particles. This Influence is

manifested through the rate of' normal combustion, the phase

state oi- the surface of combustion, volume concentration, ability

to decompose with the formation of gaseous products, etc. For

example, a composition of NH 4Cl0O4 + C + 20% Al at a pressure of

110 atm burns at a rate of 0.8 cm/s, while the composition

NH4ClO 4 + polyformaldehyde + 20% Al at 20 atm burns at a rate of

0.75 cm/s - i.e., they are very .3imilar with respect to rate of

combustion. However, the degree to which particles of aluminum

are joinetI together in the first composition is approximately

60 times higher than that in the second. The fact is that,

apparently, in cortrast to carbon the polyforma.Idehyde, despite

melting, is almost comp !etely gasified during comhbustlon. The

active liberation o(f' gas d irl.- deomp's tion f:vqrs dlspers i on

of condensed subs tace from th(., Jiqni d-phase rtcon layer.

Control experiments in heatinr binary A xtures of iAyforr- dehyde

and aluminum and polystyr, ne and alum.num .n mo],, .' ....,n p-1tes

confirm the fact that melting , vigorous de eornp.-s1.1 no , and foaming

of' these compounds occurs In ',he temperatn , In to :Vt. 00- -fl.q C

with a clearly expressed process of ;it'slf . 1t f ; "t,.rIa

The deposits remailni rig a.ft r lie xl -rimerie t -(iO,m' Iu Wi -,(' by

weight nf the aluminum Imbedded in. the spec lirw;.

W Th hcating :uf a m xture of' carbor + i;. !fI.o

+ aluminum nio changes,- of any 1irid werf, ob:". o ].000"2

In all probab lIity in comb nalloi, with ann ,xidlzk- ir ,'irbon p1ays;

the same role as ±'ormna.i,.ci; of a.,a.bon ila, - on 1,, ' r'fa,, f

ballistite powoer.



l.t must be emph as Ied tat Corpos 1t<1 os withll A gas Is yi-rng t'ue

posisess a higher degree of gas formation (por unit volumne of' substanoe)

than compositions wi th fuels wh ich are not gas.[1f'ed or gas i fy only

poorly (carbon type); ths unques tionably favors more active removal

of' condensed particles Into the gas phs. e le fore they can Join

together.

Comparisor of Tables 25 and 26 reveals eit L'irst gl.ance ee.,tfitn

contradictlo,-s: the mean volumetric size (f' agg umOeratos with

one and the same concentration of alntminum Ii a l'F-APC compositIon

is significantly higher in the first ca se than In the second. 'n

actual fact the contradiction is only apparent. These eompesi'.ions

differ with respect t.o degree of di sper lon of the c,xIdI...I (i.t. is

larger in the first caoe) ird in the type of pclyforma.i.dehyde

(the polymer has differcnt molecular weitht). hesJdes, thIs, the

indicated data were obtained by d ffernt. -s-.mpling metnods and

at inadequate distances from the surface of combustion.

§ 4. Dispersion of Components

The degret, of dispersion of component:; of -uIvmeri.,fed

compositions is determined mail]y by the dimersions of the exidizer

particles. The same thing can be said of pressed compositio:,..S,

since in these the particles of the fue! are, as a rule, sub,.tan-

tiail.y smaller than those of the oxi:dizer.

As the oxidize-, is enlarged tlhe degree of agglomeration

grows sharply. With an increase in APC particle diameter from

5-10 to 100-200 pm the size of agglomerates is practically doubled.

The effect of enlargement of aluminum with a growth in oxidizer

particle size was also noted in work [203] (degree of agglomeration

was increased by 2%). An increase in pressure smooths the

difference slightly. fhe final size of' agglomerates depends not

only on the degree of dispersion and the fractior.al composition

of the system, but also is influenced by the methd used to

prepare the mixture.
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Ono and tlh at U) fill. . t ui' ( 10 'M PMMA) w in p'epai-ed by two

d f'fe imit lf't odn : by the ou1,1 .;, oh anitcC ml.xlip; of' the Compoilu.rIt

Ill a x'otatin (Ig du or by the) "gell A. g" m thod , wh:1 oh oonsiats in

.LIlt rOduc ii i~ the al[ltizi ,1ur and tho oxi di vIo' int,o La pr'evioerly

piepaied ioltiti on of' ufit im dioh)ororthani,, After evapoati ion

(with careLu. aIiOt*-ti(,ol) of' tie nol vlit nin xtr0em"n,y un. forill lIus

Io torlIod . rhe .f'uo 8turrotzidnh parti olci of' aluIlInuni and of' APVG,

in a verIy thin ayer.

During combuastIon of' specilmels of the "gol.led" composit Ion
(7% Al ) the character'i tis s ive 1) and D9 o' the agglomerates

5 0 3?
was a thJrd less than specimens of a mixtuoe propared by the
ustul method:

1.)0, m 190 p

Q e 1]. o'l v (I "

Mechunj (.:.a] ni xing 58 8.

§ 5 . ''13as t g' of' Lie Yurface

of Combustion

Structites of combustion chambers for rocket enlgines are

designed in many versions for channel burning of solid-fuel.

charges. In auch engine structures a hir.h-temperature gas flow

of variable veloc.ty exists a.iong the bur! '.ng surface. The

magnitude of velocity can, under certain conditions, reach a

vaIlue such that the flow begins to act directly on the surface

of' tI,.: concensed phase. The mode of "erosion" combustion

appears [LJ. The rate of charge combustion become: different

from the rate of normal combustion and is a function ., the

velocity of' the flow.

Since the effect of' enlargemnent of metal particles occurs

on the surface of the charge, the presence of a transverse flow

J.,; one of the factors which influences ag-lomeration.
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Povinelly and Rosenstein [203] indicate that at a velocity

of approximately 60 m/s on compositLions with a coarse oxidizer
the transverse flow increases the nrnber of partic.es which

surpass the initial particles in size by about 2 times. ApplyJng

the method of sampling condonsod combustion products by the
"slit charge" setup [283], we obtained a blowing velocity 1.0-15

times higher.

The velocity of the tranever-se flow of high-temperature

products from combustion of the invostigated composition, averaged

along the length of the charge and in time, exceeded 100 m/s in

the general casc. An important point is the fact that; in this

case the flow is, two-phase, since a high percentage of heterogeneous

particles is present in it.

N O ,. ,,. Fig. 112. The quantity D50 as a

too. , function of the velocity of a gas
flow.

60 8 Desigiations mK = rm, m/CeK = m/s.- 0 410 80 W, H/ax,

The point on the ordinate (Fig. 112) corresponding to a zero

blowing velocity W = 0 (time for sampling and hardening of

particles 70.-100 pm and less in atameter is I ins) was obtained

during end-burning of a flat specimen. Curve 1. corresponds to

experiments in which the distance Prom the cut of the "slotted"

specimen to the surface of the quenching liquid in the sampling

instrument equals 3 mm; curve 2 - h = 30 mTm. In terms of time

thIs is equivalent to 'ui and )U4 ms, respectively. The time

difference between curves 1 and 2 comrises 0.5-3 ms, depending

on the interval of velocity W.

With ,an average velocity W on the order of 15 m/s the volumet-

ric mean size D50 passes through a maximum; a further increase in

velocity leads to a reduction in the size of agglumerates. In the
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considered example the integral curves of distribution of particles

obtained during end burning (W = 0) and during blasting of the

surface of a burning specaon by a flow at A,100 m/s virtually

coincide.

This result is of interest from another point of view. It

means that at the initial moment, when the agglomerate escapes

from the surface of combustion and enters the gaseous phase, it

is burned out at a rate which exeeds the rate of combustion of

aluminum.

§ 6. The Effect of the Properties
of the Metal

The phenomenon of agglomeration is characteristic for

combustion of virtually all metallized compositions with an

increased concentration of metallic particles. It is also noted

on magnesium compositions and on powders containing particles of

boron, beryllium, etc. Table 27 gives the results of studies of

the degree of agglomieration of particles during burning of a

APC-polyformaldehyde-magnesium composition.

Under completely identic& condittons of burning, sampling,

and hardening of the condensate the size of' agglomerates in

compositions with Mg is noticeably smaller than for aluminum.

With increasing distance from the surface of the specimen the

degrrt of dispersion of agglomerates is rapidly reduced and at

a distance of 5 mm the volumetric moan diameter falls in the

limits 1-2 jim.

As in the case of compositions with addition of aluminum,

for compositions with magnesium we observe a dependence of the

volumetric mean size of particles formed as a result of accumula-

tion of powder on the surface on pressure (rate of combustion of

the charge) and on the percentage addition of the metal.
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Table 27. Volumetric mean size of magnesium particles
formed during combustion of the composition APC-PF-Mg
(d o < 1.5 pm).

Pressure, Distance from Addition Size of
atm surface of of Mg, % particles,

charge, mm Jm

1 0.5 7 18
0.5 20 23

30 0.5 7 11

0.5 20 16

1 5 7 3

5 20 6

30 5 7 1.0

5 20 2.0

However, the degree of fusion of particles is less for

magnesium than for aluminum. Thus, for example, for the cormposi-

tion APC + polyformaldehyde + 20% Mg (a < 1.5 pm) with p = 30 atm

the volumetric mean size of particles D50 = 16 pm (see Table 27),

while with an analogeus composition with 20% Al (d < I pm) under
the same experimental conditions D - 22 p. The interaction of

the particles and all of the processes which influence agglomera-

tion in one way or another occur on the surface of the specimen

and mainly prior to particle ignition.

Magnesium has a melting temperature which is virtually

identical with that of aluminum, but the ignition temperature is

lower and it also has a small period of preignition heatup.

Besides this, compositions with additions of magnesium have a

higher burning rate than those with aluminum (at identical

percentage contents and identical particle size). Therefore in

this respect the fact that agglomeration is less expressed as

compared with particles of aluminum is a fully understandable

factor.
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§ 7. Structure of Agglomerates

The process of agglomeration frequently leads to the formation

of large particles on the surface of charge combustion; the size

of the particles exceeds the largest particles of initial metal

powder by an order of magnitude. This problem is quite important,

since it can determine the effectiveness with which metallized

compositions are utilized in combustion chambers. The time of

combustion of metal particles, at is known, is a function of their

diameter.

Whereas large agglomerates are uniform in terms of structure

and have exclusively metallic base, their incomplete combustion

in installations or rocket engines can bring to naught the entire

positive energy effect anhieved by the application of a metallic

powder in the fuel. However, as was first established on ballistite

powders [172, 173] and later studied in more detail on mixed

compositions [248], agglomerates are not uniform. Individual

large particles collected from the surface of combustion of an

aluminized charge were sintered for several hours at 350-500C.

This temperature interval was deliberately selected below the

melting point of pure aluminum and its oxide, but higher than

the decomposition temperature of the remaining components of

the mixture. In the case when the latter are present in

agglomerates they should be decomposed during sintering arid thus

should reduce the strength of the investigated particles. The

experiments showed that agglomerates held at a high temperature

are very easily crushed and broken down into much smaller

particles.

The second method used for qualitative analysis of the

structure of agglomerates was to evaluate their average density.

For this puroose agglomerates (d > 100 pm) preliminaril separated

into individual fractions were selected and packed into cylindrical

specimen holders under a pressure p I J100C atm. At such a pressure
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ammonium perchlorate and the polymer fuel are packed to a relative

density virtually equal to 1.0, while aluminum powder is packed

to an absolute density of 2.6? g/cm3 . It was found that the

average density of specimens pressed in this way does not
3exceed 2.1 g/cm

Both of these facts indicate that the composition of large

agglomerates contains, besides aluminum and its oxides, a

significant quantity of substnces with lower density. Such

substances can only be incompletely decomposed fuel (p , 1.0 g/cm 3 )

3and APC (p = 1.96 g/cm) or nitrocellulose.

Fig. 113. Internal structure
of a large agglomerate.

Cutting sections of the largest individual agglomerates

(Fig. 113) clearly confirms the nonuniformity of the structure.

In fact some of them have an internal cavity. In view of this

measurement of the density of individual particles by the methods

used in the case of dispersed media is always connected with a

probability of error. By using the developed procedures we are

aule to evaluate the fraction of aluminum in the afglomerates.

The procedure developed to investigate the combustion of

single particles of metal [154] was used to measure th combustion

time of individual agglomerates in a flow of products from 'he

combustion of a known --Dmposition. ubsequently the laws
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combustion of individual particles (IV.2) and the measured

combustion time were used to calculate the "effective" diameter

of the agglomerate, Deff' Thus the diameter of an aluminum

particle for which burning time under the given conditions is

identical tc that of the agglomerate is taken as the "effective"

diameter of the latter. The ratio of the "effective" diameter

Deff to the initial diameter of the particle D0 characterizes the

fraction of aluminum in the agglomerate, in the first approx-

imation. Results of individual measurements are presented in

Table 28.

Table 28. Combustion time T and "effective" diameter of agglom-
erates. F

Size of ag-- Burning time Burning time "Effective" Fraction of
glomerates, of agglomer.. of aluminum diameter of aluminum in
D, Pm ates, ms particles, ms agglomerates, the agglom-

)jm erates
(D e ff /D) 3

0 84.8 6.0 o13 0.63
80 7.8 12.0 57 0.36

120 J,2.6 22.0 83 0.33

160 19.0 34.0 108 0.30

200 2°.0 45.0 130 0.27

The first column of the table gives the initial dimensions

of the agglomerates, while the second contains the experimentally

measured combustion times. For comparison the third column gives

the time required for complete combustion of aluminum particles

equal in size to the agglomerates. The combustion time for the

agglomerates is noticeably less than that for analogous aluminum
particles, with the difference being the greater the larger the

size of the agglcmrates. The fourth column gives the "effective"

diameters of agglomerates as calculated from theLr combustion

time. It is clear tht. in large agglomerates (diameter greater

than 80 pm) the fraction of aluminum does not exceed 40% and is

reduced with an increase in agglomerate diameter. Combustion

time of the agglomerates depends on the quantity of aluminum
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contained in them. Such an evaluation is, of course, approximate,

since it is impossible to identify combustion time of solid

aluminum particles completely with the time required for complete
burning of the aluminum out of agglomerates which possess a

complex structure.

Thus, although agglomeration leads to a noticeable increase

in combustion time, direct utilization of the dimensions of

formed agglomerates for evaluhtion of Tr can lead to very substantial

errors.

§ 8. The Physical Nature of
of Agglomeration

Analysis of' photographs of propellant combustion surface shows

that agglomeration of aluminum is realized in both ballistite and

mixed propellants basically by accumulation, although the presence

of growth of agglomerates of aluminum by means of collision is

also noted (but in a substantially lower degree).

From works [295, 196] we know that in the initial stage of

burning of powders decomposition of a small portion of the

composition into gaseous combustion products occurs in the

reaction layer of the condensed phase. A large part of the

condensed material of the reaction layer is dispersed with the

formation of a smoke and gas mixture. During combustion of

ballistite compositions a "grid" of threadlike aggregates is

formed on the surface; these consist predominately of carbon.

These heat-resistant products are, as it were, centers for

grouping and cementation of particles, leading tb their accumula-
tion.

On Fig. 107 we can see aggregates of aluminum partIcles

adhering to one another and to carbon-rich heat-resistant products

of the decomposition of nitrocellulose. The adhesion of a

substantial quantity of aluminum particles to particles of carbon
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black occurs on the surface of the composition with the formation

of a grid, after the destruction of which its individual bits

(aggregates) are carried off by the gaseous combustion products.

In the low-pressure region p < 20 atm (Fig. 107, a, b. c, e, f, g)

and, consequently, at low combustion temperatures at which

complete combustion of the ballistite composition Is not achieved

the aggregates have an irregular shape and arbitrary dimensions.

At p > 60 atm, when complete combustion is achieved (Fig. 107),

particles of spherical shape are formed. Cracks and other defects

are visible on large round particles (whose dimensions reach

250-300 pm). The particles are dark in color due to the presence

of carbon black.

Since the temperature on the surface of ballistite compositions

is less than half the melting point of aluminum and magnesium,

particles of these metals dre found on the surfaco i n the solid

state.

Gaseous products of decomposition of the powder flowing

away from the specimen surface carry off agglomerates into the

high-temperature gas phase. Here the agglomerates are melted

and become spherical, while the individual particles of metal

in them are blended together into larger sizes.

Thus, the process of enlargement of metallic particles in

compositions similar to ballistite powders occurs in two stages.

The first stage is adhesion of the particles with products of

decomposition of the condensed phase, while the second stage

is their fusion close to the surface of the charge in the gaseous

phase. During burning of mixed compositions, if the temperature

of the burning surface is lower than the melting temperature of

aluminum and If the component.- form a solid molten layer in the

course of decomposition, we can regard such a mechani3m of

agglomerate formation as one of tne most probable.
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High-speed cinephotography of the burning surface gives a

clear idea of the processes occurring on it. With a proper

magnification factor it is possible to note that particles

are rotating and move, coalescing with neighboring particles

and being carried into the gas phase. On these same frames

individual particles remain in place for several milliseconds

after emergence on the surface, virtually unchanged in diameter,

and then are immediately thrown out into the flow (Table 29).

Table 29. Average size and duration of stay of agglomerates on
the surfaoe of the charge.

Particle Pressure, Average Average stay
Composition size, Pm atm agglomer- time of ag-

ate size, glomerate,
pm ms

Powder H + 2% Al 1 10 400 -

Powder H + 10% Al 1 10 1000 23

The same 1 10 250 10

The same 4 0- 70 40 400 -

Mixed composition 80 mm Hg 230 5-7

The same 5 80 1-2

If the temperature of the composition surface exceeds the

melting temperature of the metal the process of adhesion of

particles can begin directly on the surface of the charge

[172].

The possibility of fusion and adhesion of individual drops

of aluminum with a temperature of the surface which equals or

exceeds the melting point of aluminum and despite the presence

on them of a refractory oxide film was demonstrated in work [241).
Figure 38 clearly demonstrates that growth of particles occurs

on points where the oxide shell is fractured and the surface of

tne pure aluminum is exposed. Cracking of the shell during

heating of particles occurs because of differences of thermal

coefficients :f volume exparsion for aluminum and tt.3 oxide.
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An analogous idea of the enlargement of aluminum particles

on the surface of the grain by their motion and mutual collision

was developed in work [203]. According to results in this work

the average speed of travel of particles and the degree of their

agglomeration are reduced with a growth in pressure in proportion

to p- . It is postulated that the appearance of the phenomenon

of partical agglomeration requires fulfillment of two conditions;

first of all the time during which the particle remains on the

surface of combustion must be greater than the time required for

the particles to adhere and, secondly, agglomeratinn time must be

less than the combustion time of the particles.

Using several assumptions concerning the nature of combustion

of aluminum particles, their distribution in the povder composition,

and a number of assumptions (surface temperature independent of

pressure, proportionality of the speed of motion of particles

to the burning rate of the fuel, etc.), the authors obtained an

expression which permits calculation of the critical aluminum-

particle diameter necessary for the appearance of agglomeration.

Thus, according to the calculat4.ons in the case of the

fuel RVAA + NHC104, + 9% Al the aluminum particle diameter required

for agglomeration is 3.5 pm at atmospheric pressure and 6.5 Pm

at a pressure of 30 atm. However, despite the apparently good

coincidence of experimienta. and theoretical data the proposed

criterion does not explain the laws governing the phenomenon

of agglomeration given above.

During combustion of heterogeneous metallized comrpositions

with binders which are poorly gasified, a somewhat different

method of formation of agglomerates is possible; this was proposed

by Belyayev, Frolov, and Korotkov [248].
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Fig. 1124. Cireframes, of the surface
of a burning specimen wi6h 15%
aluminum, taken with triple (a) and

-a sevenfold (b) magnification.

b)

Figure 114 shows frames from motion pictures of the surface

of a burning specimen containing 15% finely dispersed aluminL.m.

Large agglomerates in the form of "flakes" with a flat irregular

shape are visible on them, flying away from the surface of the

specimen. Against the general background of "flakes" individual

bright spots of aluminum particles can be singled out. These

particles are separated from one another by the basic substance

of the agglomerates. The large "flakes" or agglomerates can

remain close to the surface of burning for a comparatively long

time, still connected to it by thin connectors - "Jegs."

During this period finer particles, which escaped previously from

the surface of combustion, can adhere to them.

Oni4 small transverse displacements of the flakes are

recorded at the moment of separation from the surface. Upon

ent ring the high-temperature zone of the jet the agglomerates

melt rapidly and take on a spherical shape. At this moment cavities

can be formed inside the agglomerates. Other conditions being

equal, the size of the agglomerates depends on the ability of the

fuel to decompose and melt during pyrolysis. If the "flake"

agglomerates are sufficiently large and if the sampling and

hardening time Is small, their surface will have noticeable

roughness and irregularities (see Fig. 111).
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As was noted earlier, condensed systems have an unordered

nonuniform structure and consist of crystals of oxidizer separated

by gaps which are filled with the polymer fuel containing

particles of metal (aluminum, magnesium). The greater the

fraction of APC the thicker will be the interlayer of fuel and

the greater the amount of aluminum in it. The latter fact also

depends on '-he degree of dispersion and concentration of the

powder metal, on the uniformity of component mixing, and on the

density and concentration of the- fuel.

In the general case the rate of decomposition of the fuel

and the APC will be different. The decomposition process occurs

most rapidly along the boundary of contact between the components.

Under certain conditions the rate of propagation of the combustion

front is wholly deteriLrned by the average rate of' propagation of

the "tips" between the fuel and oxidizer [1561. In view of this

individual segments of fuel containing aluminur:i burr. ;radually

on all sides at points of contact with crystals of APC, brea', away,

and are carried off by the flow of gaseous products leav-irg the

surface. In a high-temperature oxidizing medium tho fuel is

subjected to rapid pyrolysib, openinp, the way for direct interaction

and ignition of the particles of metal included in the agglomerate.

Wi.th an increase in pressure the thickzFss of the hlted iayer

of propellant is reduced and the rate of de mpositlon of the

components is increased. This results in a reduction in the -ize

of agglomerates. Naturally, the L.wu considered voi'sion, are not

only not mutually eyclisive but, Just the opposite, -hey supplement

one another.

Thus the mechanism for enlargement of' metal particles,, lurIng

combustion of metallized solid fuels ano explosive proposed

by the authors , f [172-1714, 2'48] and Irnclving their a.-cuiulatlon

on the burning sui'face of the propellani zrain a: d s2,3u;,.ent

accumulation and adhesion to heat-reslstant products from

decomposition of the binder makes it possible to explair. a'11 of

the basic laws governing the phenomen. n of agg]omc Ationr.
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CHAPTER VI

COMBUSTION OF POWDER3 WITH
POWDER-LIKE METAL ADEITIVES

§ 1. Combustion c.f Metal
Pa iticles in Powder Composltions
[285]

VFlameJ less combustton represents the initial combustion stage

for powders nnd occurs in a virtually isolated form under vacuuwn

conditions. Stab .A Ity in flameless com hu.t n re.'.ults from the

thermal effect of' reactions which occur In the reaction layer of

the condensed phase [195, 196]. It is evident that if the metal

particie react durln-, flameless combustion of metallized composi-

tions, then this will be reflected Li the heat effect of the re-

actions which occur in the reaction lave- of the condensed phase

(k-phase).

From results obtained In igniting solid fuels it was found

that in order to achieve combustion of' compositions in a vacuum

(p = I0- mm Hg) the specimen must first be heated to a certain

temperature T . If wje know the preheating T0 and the temperature

on the surface of the specimen TPUB in fiame, ss combustion, then

we can estimate the thermal efftct Q of the tota.l exothermal

proce, s in the reaction of the k-piIasC.:
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and their' a11-.Lo, L added1 ('90/50) Is ac cinpanied fly aI -Jteady increase

II 'I' flpi in1 nrcorti '01 to ',,! itci wea se in 1 he 'oncn~a o of thle

metal up to 20% (11.5) .At the samie time 'P' iicreases In

pr'op .wtl on to the decrvease- 11n the partiult. si k u the metal which1

I,, added] to the solid iockl. propejlmat [Sb']] ( TPl ) The AEC/PE

compos Ittion wi Vh 5% Al nd above tand a di tme tei' of d < I pm l,when

hieated t1) 2000C, burns at a very rapid rate (with ain explasi on),

which does not enabl e correct measil np; of' the Trio 0 vatlue. Th e

grlowth of 'T 1 0 D o 1;acompanied by tin Ai cr-eas a in the, amount of,
hea t ( Fig. 116 ) wh! h-1 h v elea-:s ed as a resul t o f the oxidation

r~eactions of Al, Mg, anid the almiummgnuim .loy, and thio

oxidation also iceeswith an increase, In thle per-cent of the

addiivereahtngJiv for Mg (d =1-10 pm), 35% for, Al/Mg 5/0

(d =10-100 r~i) , and 25% for- Al (d = 20-6o wim) in r-elation to the

total amount of heat reolease in thle k-phase. The great r~eaction

capacity of' magnesium11 in the Ic-phase as compar~ed to thle alomi numn
Is caused by differences In the oxide film properties of Al and

Mg, (.see Chapter 1).
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Mg: 10,] 5 80-90; l-M (50/50); 6 -
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Figure 117 shows. the rat~io of heat released through the oxi-

dation of the metal in the k-phase to the total heat which is

realized in complete combustion of the metal in the powder. There

is a maximum for all studied compositions in the additive range

of 10-13%, where in the k-phase 3-4% Al and 10% Mg of the original

quantity of the metal react. The decrease In this ratio as the

concentration of metal in the powder is increased up to 20,0 is

causled by LThe grovth of a negative oxygen balancc in the SRP and

the agglomeration cf' metal particles on the surface of the burning

cha.ge (see page 281). As pressure increases up to 20-25 atn (at

which complete combustion of the mixed compositions is achieved

[219-222])the amount of metal which reacts on the charge surface

increases,
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Fig. 117. Ratio of' heat released
i0 during oxidation of metal in k-

phase to heat realized in complete
burn-up of metal: Particle size
(in um): For Mg: 1 - 1-10; 2 -6 80-90; Al: 3 - 20-60; Al-Mg

'No (50/50); 4 - 10-100.

2

5 10 15% Metal

How is it possible that aluminum particles covered with a

solid oxide film of A] 20 can be oxidized at the relatively

low temperatures of 500-600°C? Since the vapor pressures of

aluminum and magnesium at this temperature are extremely low

(vapor pressure of aluminum at 6601C is 5.25"10 - 7 mm Hg, magnesium

at 7510C - 10 mm Hg), then their reaction with the oxidizer can

occur only on the charge surface of the metal. The diffusion

coefficient of the gases (02, CO 2 , N2 etc) through the solid

shell is too low to cause the rate of heat release, equal to

0.3-0.6 cal/cm2s, which was observed in the experiment. Apparently

there are two ways that this might happen. The first and most

probable is that because of the different linear expansion co-

efficients 6, during heating the particle shell cracks and the

aluminum is stripped. The second is that the carbon which is

formed in the decomposition of the fuel bond may restore the Al 203

oxide film and form the carbide AIC 3 (see Chapter I).

Near the charge surface in the region of relatively low temp-

eratures metal oxidation reactions occur as a rule on the surface

of the particles. With an increase in pressure and, consequently,

temperature the role of reactions in the vapor phase also increases.

Here, the higher the combustion temperature of the SRP and the lower

the boiling temperature of the metal, the greater the heat which

is released from reactions occurring in the vapor phase. For

example, magnesium, whose boiling temperature at atmospheric

pressure is equal to 110700 and 18500C at 50 atm (below the com-

bustion temperature of the SRP flame), combusts in the vapor phase.
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Metal such as tungsten, which has a boiling point of 5000 0 C under

atmospheric pressure,should burn in the condensed phape. Aluminum,

however, whose boiling point at atmospheric pressure is equal to

2050 0 C and 3600 0C at p = 50 atm occupies an intermediate position.

During combustion there is an accumulation of metal particles

on the charge surface. In the case of ballistite powders there

is first a fusing of aluminum and magnesium particles with the

thermoresistant decay products of tle nitrocellulose, which sub-

sequently fuse near the c rge surface. When model mixture systems

are burned fusion of the aluminum particles can occur on the surface

of the powders, since its temperature is sufficient to melt the

aluminum and magnesium. Ignition of the aluminum particles with

respect to flame height depends on particle size. Evidently, the

greater the particle size, the greater the time required to heat

it up to the ignition point (TBM z d2 ) arid the higher (up the

flow) will be their ignition. A spectral study on the height of

the flame in metallized powders Indicated that radiation in a wave

length interval of 0.3-0.6 pm has a spectrum whose intensity

gradually declines toward short wavelengths. Against the back-

ground of @ continuous spectrum in a pressure interval of 5-10

atm for a fuel with an aluminum additive and 2-5 atm for SRP with a

magnesium additive oscillating bands appear, which are caused by

the molecules of A1O, AlH and MgO. Moreover, in the visible and

near ultraviolet region atomic lines of aluminum and magnesium

are observed.

The presence of an intensive continuous spectrum in the near

ultraviolet and visible regions during combustion of metallized

SRP is explained by the radiation of condensed metal combustion

products (AI203, MgO) (see page 184). The characteristic form

of energy distribution in the spectrum as a function of wavelength

along the flame during the combustion process uf the APC-PF charge

with 10% Al at 20 atm is shown in Fig. 73. The experimental poin'ts

were taken only from the places on the spectrum free of oscillating
o o

bands of A1O (X = 4866, 4842, 4672, 4648 A), AllI (X = 4259, 4241A).
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The amount of energy released by the flame in the studied wave-

length range of 0.3-0.6 pm increases with an increase in distance

from the charge surface and reaches a maximal value at a distance

of 0.8-1 mm. Further, at a distance of up to 3 mm it becomes

steady, then falls as the combustion products of the SRP cool.

The distribution of intensities is well described by the Wien

formula [217, 218], i.e., the obtained spectra are identical in

nature to that of heat radiation from a gray body. The intense

visible emission of the SRP flame with aluminum and magnesium

added is related primarily to the selective emission of condensed

particles of aluminum and magnesium oxide [180]. Moreover, this

emission is intensified by thermoradiation of A10 molecules which

are formed in the flame (when aluminum is added in the case of

SRP combustion) and the MgO molecules which are formed in the gas

phase (when magnesium is added in SRP combustion). The combustion

temperature of the aluminum and magnesium particles in the flame

-et of the SRP grows with pressure and reaches a maximal value in the

range of 18-20 atm for aluminum at 35000 ± 150 0 K and the range of

7-10 atm for magnesium at 3400 ± 150'K. The combustion temperature

of the aluminum particles is 400- 000 C higher than that of the fuel

flame jet [206].

The transparency of the SRP flame jet with 5 and 10% aluminum

and magnesium added was, according to [173, 206], less than y <

< 10- 2, i.e., the flame jet of' the metallized powders was not

transparent. On the basis of studies of flames close to the

indicated [224, 229] it maybe concluded that their reflectivity

changes with temperature in the relatively narrow range of P =

= 0.15-0.2. Since transparency y, absorptivity a, and reflectivity

p are linked by the relationship a a 1 - y - p, then the absorp-

tivity of the SRP flame jet with aluminum and magnesium adde

should be equal on the average to a = 0.80-0.85.

The obtained emissivity of the zone around tht particles

proved to be considerably greater than the absorptivity of the
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gaseous combustion products. This is explained by the formation

in the zone surrounding the particle of extremely fine, condensed

oxides AI 2 03 and MgO, which are also the main source of heat

emission in the burning particle.

In summing up what has been said, the following brief notes

should be made.

1. When ballistite powders are burned with aluminum and

magnesium additives, as a result of the accumulation on the charge

surface there is a fusing of the metal particles with the thermo-

stable decomposition products of the nitrocellulose, which subse-

quently fuse near the charge surface. In a case where model mix-

ture systems are burned the fusion of the aluminum particles has

already begun on the charge surface.

2. In the initial combustion stage of model mixed fuels with

aluminum and magnesium added, i.e., in the reaction layer, oxida-

tion reactions with a positive thermal effect begin on the surface

of the metal particles. Here 3_4% (in the case of the aluminum

additives) and 5-10% (in the case of the magnesium additive) of

the total heat achieved in complete combustion of the metal in

a SRP flame is released in the reaction layer.

3. The temperature of the combustion zone of the aluminum

particle exceeds the flame Jet temperature by 400-6000C.

§ 2. Combustion Time of Aluminum

Of che great diversity of problems which arise when metals

are introduced into fuel composition8, one of the most important

is that of th;e completeness of the chemical reaction of the

original components.

Since combustion completeness of non-metal fuel-oxidizer sys-

tems with finely ground components at pressures of 10-25 atm is
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reached very near the combustion surface in an extremely short

time, then combustion completeness in mixtures containing aluminum

or magnesium particles will be determined entirely by the chemical

reaction time of the latter.

It was shown earlier that the oxidation process of aluminum

or magnesium begins directly in the heated layer of the condensed

phase. Nevertheless, the fraction of' reacted metal is extremely

small, not exceeding 5% on the average. The main metal oxidation

process - the combustion process - occurs in a high-temperature

flame. The flame jet in condensed systems consist essentially of

the gaseous combustion products of the decomposing fuel and oxi-

dizer as well as the burning metal particles in this medium.

The macrokinetics of the combustion process of such a jet

flame should be based on the laws govering the combustion of the

individual particles taking into account size distribution. It

is also important to consider that in the case of heterogenous

fuel compositions particles burn in concentrations of active

reagents in the medium which are complex in composition and variable

(In time).

The combustion of condensed systems with a high concentration

of powder-like metals is distinguished by the fact that the process

of active particle agglomeration is observed on the bur.... . urface

[172]. For this reason particles which differ (sometimes dras-

tically) from the original in their dispersion and composition

enter the flame jet. The combustion time of' large agglomerates

is not determined by visible size, rather it depends on the amount

of alumi.num contained in them, i.e., on the "effective"

diameter (see Table 28).

At the present time there is no qualitative theory of metal

particle agglomeration for the combustion of metallized systems

which would consider all of the stri'ctural features and propertic::
(if th e fuel compositions and the ,nysicochemical parameters of the

original metal powdero. Thus , the problem of combustion completeness
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of the metal in the combustion of metaliized compositions and pow-
ders begins in each specific case with an investigation of the

degree of particle agglomeration.

With all of this considered, a rough estimate has been made

below' of une combustion of 10 and 0% aluminum contained in

condensed mixtures based on APC. The average mass diameter of the

?particles in the original aluminum powder is 16 pm, and the size

distribution of the particles-(agglomerates) corresponds to that

Ishown in Fig. 110.

In the calculation the following was assumed: a) the flame

jet was semi-infinite; b) there was no heat exchange between the

carrier gas phase and the particles suspended in it; c) transverse

molecular and turbulent transfer of components in the flame was

negligible; d) the composition of the medium along the flame jets

as tho result of the oxidation of the metal changed constantly,

forming quasa-stationary fields of concentration of the main

oxidizing reagents; e) combustion of the particles in the flow

occurred because of the H 20 and CO,, which are equivalent in the
metal ox dation reaction; f) the rate of movement of the particles
was equal to the velocity of the flow, I.e., there was no

velocity lag in the particles; g) the combustion time of the

agglomerates was determined by their "effective" diameter.

Let us designate the density of the fuel a,. p, the concentra-
tion of aluminum in the fuel as c o . Thus the total mass of

aluminum entering the flow from one unit volume of fuel is m0 =

= Pc 0 . If the density function c the distribution with .-uspect

to the dimensions of the particles which enter the gas phase is

fND 0) and the law -f mass loss of particles in time Zii)=- 1) D,r,

'Yu. V. Frolov, A. I. Koromkov. Report at seminar of the
divis.ion of the Institute of Chemical Physlic.- of the AS USSR,
1968; FGV, 1972 (in press).
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then the mass of unreacted aluminum for time dt in a particle

interval of (D0 - (DO + dD0 ) will equal

da= Ao .I,) Z (D4) dt el,.. (VI . I )

Hence, the total expression for determining the amount of active

aluminum in the flow during time t will equal

" 0 j ho) (t, )()),tU 1).. (VI.2)
0 0

Function f(D0 ) of' the distribution density of the particles with

respect to size is plotted on the basis of the experimental data

with consideration of the structure of the agglomerates, i.e.,

according to D . Figure 118 shows a spec 'fic example of func-

tions f(D 030) for fuels containing 7, 10, Jnd 20% aluminum

(corresponding to the intergral distribution of particles in the

volume shown in Fig. 110).

Expression (IV.2) is used in deriving the Jaw Z(D0t) of mass

change in the aluminum particles in time.

If T 0 is the time of complete combustion of particles with

diameter D and D and t are the current diameter and combustion

time, respectively, of particles in the medium of the gas phase,

then

where

In the solution one must remember that parameter a - the

relative concentration of nxidizing reagents in the flame -

changes gradually as the aluminum ii.; burned up, I.e., it in turn

represents the burn-up function of the metal (I - m/mn) or the
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current concentration of aluminum c:

or It ,, - % -c), ( VI.

where~F a an aa an

where a and a and c and c represent the initial and current
concentrations of active reagents and aluminum in the flow,

respectively.

For compositions based on-APC which were selected as examples.

coefficient a 1.9. L. the general case

Ron (IV TN..

where a is the final value of +he parameter. which corresponds
K HOH

to total burn-up of the metal; coefficient a can also be expressed

somewhat differently.

According to the oxidation reaction equation of aluminum in

H20 or CO2 each mole of aluminum reacts with 1.5 moles of H20 or

Co02:

A -I- 1,511r, -O,5A:O -- l,511;

C)f'

Al + 1,5CO, -. 0,5AI-. -- 1,5C0.

Here the total number of moles n (per unit weight of' the fuel) of

the gas-phase compounds in the medium does not change. Thus, in

the symbols selected earlier,

--- 3-(oo 6)

or

150 5,5
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f,, , Fig. 118. Function f(D0

for compositions containing Al
(in %) 1 - 7; 2 - 10; 3 - 20%.

- •50 too D", P M

Tr,ms wi Fig. 119. Combustion time of alu-
3: minum particles as a function of

particle diameter; Al concentration:
30 1- 7; 2- 10; 3- 20%.

j 0 7?0 dc. 1JM

The combustion [burn-up] time of the aluminum in the flame is

calculated together with the solution to equations (VT.2) and (VI.4).

Figure 119 Shows how the combustion time of the individual

particles chanves depending on their diameter and on the initial

concentration of aluminum In the fuel. The graphics give an idea

of the time required to complete an aluminum, oxidation reaction in

a flame of a metallized composition hased on APC, assuming that the

agglomerates which leave the surface of the specimen form a frac-

tion with ap effective diameter D -¢ equal to D. The complete-

ness of combustion (0 - Win 0 )  N, % of time for three mono-

fractions with a particle dimension of DO = 50, 70, and 100 pin can

h~e followed on Fig. ].20. The time proceSs is uneven; in the first

th'A, of the total time more than one hatlf of' the original mags.

of' particles has a chance to react, or wore than one half of the

active aluminum which enters the flame froin the k-phase.
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Burn-up (by mass) of the aluminum in the flame for the case
with the corresponding integral D distribution shown in Fig. 110 and

corresponding distribution density shown in Fig. 118 was calculated

for a composition with a parameter value of a 50% in c0 = 20%

(Fig. 121). The maximal time required to complete the aluminum

combustion reaction was 45-50 ps. This is the total combustion

time of the largest particle. However, the bulk of the aluminum

mass (about 90%) was able to react within approximately the first

20-25 Ps. If we consider that average mass diameter D for the

studied example is equal to 70 Pm, then replacement in the calcu-

lation of the polydispersed distribution by a monodispersed dis-

tribution with a particle size of D = 70 Pm reduces the combus-

tion period by approximately 2 times (Fig. 120). This emphasizes

the inadmissibility of replacing the actual distribution of

agglomerates with respect to D Bo even in rough estimates by a

monofraction with a particle size which is equal to the mean

average size in the corresponding distribution. Such calculations

for compositions with a 10% concentration of aluminum indicate

that the complete burn-up period of aluminum is in this case equal

to 20-25 Ps.

Simplifying the calculation system by averaging parameter a K

i.e., by replacing the quasi-stationary concentration distribution

of active reagents with respect to the length of the flame Jet by

a constant value a a/ - a2 c0 corresponding to the oxidation

condition of half of the original aluminum massreduces the degree

of burn-up (1 - m/m 0) at the initial moment and increases it in

the final stage by an average of 5-10%.

The result.:of the rough estimates determining the burn-up time

of aluminum in a flame for heterogenous compositions of fuel

and oxidizer we-'e verified eyrerimentally on a semi-closed unit -

the end-burning micromotor 'page 75). Optimal combustion condi-

tions for aluminum are found by successively Increa5ing the free

volume in the combustion chamber above the surface of the burning
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a f ZO 30 ?, ms 0 '0 20 30 3 ms

Pig. 120. Fig. 121.

Fig. 120. Calculating completeness of aluminum burn-up (mono-
fraction) in high-temperature (T = 3000 0 K) active medium. I -
D 0 =50; II - DO  70; II.- DO - 100 um. 1 - a - a. const;

2-a a (c).

Fig. 121. Burn-up of polydisperse aluminum in flame Jet in
time. 1 - a. = const; 2 - a = a (c).

specimen by increasing chamber length H (see Fig. 25). The fixed
variable in the experiments was specific impulse . The inde-

pendence of C7 (considering correction for 'thermal losses in the

unit) from H was considered by means of the condition of total
completion of chemical reactions in the flame jet. The hold-up I
time of the combustion products in the engine was determined by

corresponding recalculation of height H.

Results of such experiments show that '.he average time re-

quired to obtain the optimal specific impulse value is equal to

12 and 27 jis for compositions with 10 and 18% aluminum, respec-

tively. According to the calculation (see Fig. 121), during this

time more than 96-98% of the aluminum should react. Here we must

add that after-burning of the large particles, constituting

10-15% of the mass, occurs in an atmosphere which is rather poor

in active reagents and is a very drawn out process. If tie were

to follow this process from the increase in the specific impulse,

it would be necessary to considerably increase the height of the

chamber H, which involves an increase in thermal losses and
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involves additional difficultes, which is the reason for the

limited sensitivity threshold of this method.

In order to eliminate chemical losses in such units, the time

in which the combustion products of the metallized solid fuels,

remain in them should be comparable to the combustion time of the

largest particles (agglomerates).

There are two ways to actively affect the nombustion process.

a) decrease the degree of agglomeration of the particles and b)

enrich the gas phase of the fuel by active reagents of the H20

and CO2 type or, for example, by flourine compounds (F3CI) [2871.

There are different ways to decrease the agglomerates. Among

them,for example, are attempts at chemical inclusion of the alu-

minum or boron into the molecule of the binding agent instead of

individual carbon atom [288], reducing the dispersion of the

original components [172, 251],, increasing the combustion rate of

the composition, etc [173, 174, 206].

One promising method of reducing agglomerates might be that

of first covering the aluminum particles with a material which

has a high melting point. Here a certain improvement in the

ignition characteristics of anodized or chromated aluminum is

indicated [240, 253]. True, it should e mentioned that a

deterioration in the energy parameters of the fuel could result

from thi- cladding.

S 3. Effect of Metal Additive I
on Specific Impulse of Jet Fuel

The specific impulse of a reactive force is an important energy

characteristic in the rocket charge [28 ]. To a great extent It

determines the velocity, flight range, nd carrying capacity of

the rocket. For example, for an interc ntinental ballistic rocket

with a flight range of 11,000 km and a pecific vacuum impulse of
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" 310 kg.s/kg the increase in by 1% is equivalent to a 500 km

increase in range [290].

Onu method of creating high-thrust solid rocket fuels and

powders is to use powder metals wi.th a high heat producing value

as additives to modern fuel compositions.

As we know, the energy possibilities of fuels can be estimated

from specific impulse formulas:

o--9,.1-7, kg.s/kg, (VI.7)

or

J= -'" - I ,,:,kg~s/kg, (IV.8)

where AH is the difference in formation heats of the reaction

products in the chamber; k - adiabatic exponents; g - free-fall

acceleration; R0 - gas constant; T - temperature in combustton

chamber; V - exhaust velonity of combustion products from nozzle;

p pX - ratio of pressures at outlet and in combustion chambers;

- molecular weight of combustion products, t = l - (pi/p0 ) -IK]

- thermal efficiency of engine.

Thermal efficiency (in addition to ratio pK/p describes that

part of the thermal energy which is released during combustion of

the fuel and is converted directly into work.

Let us briefly examine the effect of the main parameters on

quantity c In order to determine the way in which the metal addi-

tives affect the power of the fu-..

1. As It increases ratio p /p0 has a favorable effect on the
specific impulse value (Fig. 122) in the range of low values of

pm < 20 atm. A pressure increase causes complete burn-up of the
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fuel and suppresses dissociation of. the combustion prodacts at.

high temperatures. Yet along with this there are certain limita.-WI tions which are imposed, first, by the dpsign features of the

engine and, second, by the fact that increasing pressure places

an und'-4rable burden on the system. Thus, the optimal working

pressure range is not high and generally lies in a range of

30-100 atm.

2. Temperature T is determined by the energy characteristics
K

of the fuel. The specific impulse and the exhaust velocity of the

gas from the nozzle of the engine are directly proportional to the

square root of TK. Thus, it is desirable to use a fuel with a

high flame jet temperature. Yet even here there are limitations.

The first is related to heat insulation of th engine. The high

temperature increases demands on the materials of the chamber and

the nozzle. The second limitation is due to the fact that at

high temperatures there is an increase in dissociation of gaseous

combustion products. Since dissociation is an endothermic process,

ther in practice this limits T to a temperature of 1-3500 0K.

3. The effect of indicator k = c /c on is more complex,
P Vsince it exist simultaneously in n and in AH. Thermal efficiency

nt increases with an increase in k, thus causing an increase in

the specific impulse (Fig. 123). The second term k/(k - 1), which

* actually determines the enthalpy of the products in the chamber

(H = cpT ), conversely decreases as k increases. As a result the

specific impulbe of the fuel declines slightly W.ith an increas:
I in k.

4. As for molecular weight p, the question is solved unam-

* biguously. In order to provide high values of V most desirable
are products with a low molecular weight, for example, hydrogen.

To this we might add that as the combustion products become more

complex, the thermal efficiency of the engine declines. When

K/P0 = 50 for diatomic gases (H2 , N2, CO, Cl) t= 0.582, for
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triatolvc (CO., H 0) - 0.446, and for pentatomic gases -n

0 0.24e.

Figure Mi shows i, iw the specific impulse magnitude changes

Cor a simultaneou, change in temperature and molecular weight.

Thus, in order to increase the specific impulse of the fuel

w musWt find a compo2.tion whose combustion products would have

increased enthalpy and a high ccrmbustion temperature.

Table 30 of Fig. 125 in [4] shows the heating capauity and

thermal effect of the combustion reaction of several fuels with

ammonium perchlorate.

From thiLt table - is evident that the power characteristics

of 5eryllium, luminum, boron, and manesium are significantly

t.reater than those of hydvocarbons (mixed with APC). The most

udvantageous of the these is undoubtedly beryllium. Thus, despite

the fact that beryllium is difficult to use because of the toxicity

of its combustion productsa number of foreign firms are conducting

an Intense study on boryllium solid rocket fu,1s.

Figure 126 shows how the specific impulse of a fuel consis'ing

of ammonium perchlorate and polyester C2)3H28 04 changes as aluminum,

boron, and magnesium are introduced. Although the boron has

greater energy per unit weight, the most effective is the aluminum.

Even if a correction is made for two-phase losses, aluminum, still

provides a thrust in.;rea!,e of up to 10 units.

The energy parameters of binAT'y mixtures of a metal and an

oxidizer can be correctly evaluated from the data presented in

Table 31.

Based on their specific impulse with ammonium perchlorate the

metals are arranged in the following order: Al, B, Mg. This
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Fig. 1214. Specific impulse as function of temperature
of combustion products T , their molecular weight V~,

and specific heat ratio k for a mixed APO - polyether
fuel (p, = 70 atm).

Fig. 125. Rate of values of thermal effect in combus-
tion reaction of solid rocket fuel consisting of APC
and various combustibles as a function of the concen-
tration of combustibles: 1 - Al; 2 - Be; 3 - polyure-
thane rubber; 14 - polysulfide rubber; 5 -carbamide

resin; 6 -butediene-styrene rubber.
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Table 30. Energy properties of fuels for mixed solid rocket
propellants [287].

Thermal
effect of

Fuel En~thalpy reaction
Q, Cal/kg with APO

(a = 1),
Cal/kg

Rubber

natural 10,270 960

butadiene-styrene 9,530 930

polysulfide 5,600 880

polyurethane 5,115 810

Resin

phenol-formnaldehyde 7,540 950

carbamide 3,495 935Ipolyester 5,070 885
epoxy 7,317 920

Plasticsl04795

polymethyl methacrylate 6,138 930

polyvinyl chloride 5,380 872

polyamide 7,168 913

nitrocellulose 2,25083

Metals

aluminum 7,1450 2060

beryllium 16,210 2600

lithlum 13,950 2360

magnesium 6X000 2040

boron 13P950 1860
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Fig. 126. Change in specific impulse
of mixed composition when Al, Mg, and

o B are introduced [288]. 1 - 10%; Al;
2 - 15% Al; 3 - 10% Mg; 4 -5% B; 5
original composition.

x

240

230

sequence changes if in place of NH4ClO 4 we use NFLNO 3. The

optimal concentration of aluminum in the ammounium perchlorate

composition is approximately 30%. In its energy characteristics

this composition is 10 units higher than the blnar stoichiometric

mixture of rubber +NH4ClO 4. Yet in practical application of these

metals we must remember another important fact.

Since oxides A12 03, BeO and B203 have high boiling and melting

temperatures, then at the temperatures which exist in the combus-

tion of' fuels with metal additives, these oxides will be found i.n
the condensed phase. If the part by weight of the condensed oxides

is designated as z, then the apparent molecular weight of the two-

phase flow of combustion products will be equal to

Ito'

where W0 is the average molecular weight of the gaseous combustion

products. In other words, as the concentration of the metal and,

consequently, of the condensate increases, then the specific

impulse of the fuel decreases in proportion to VI-""

.!.

The second parameter which is influenced by the presence of

condensed combustion products in the gas flow is adiabatic exponent

k.
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If we assume that the temperature and velocity of the particles

and the gas are equal, and if we ignore the specific volume of

solid particles in relation to the specific volume of the gases,

then we can write

CP (I- :) -C,
cc I- Cr + C. (VI.- 9)

Since heat capacity c of oxides A1 203 and MgO is less than that of

the gases cp, then as the part by weight z of the oxide increases,

quantity k of the two-phase flow decreases. In its final form

the expression for calculating the specific impulse of fuels

containing condensed particles will be

2k (I - z) /In_ Fk1T' I_ ( ,, (vI.10)

Thus, the introduction into fuels with high-enthalpy metals increases,

on the one hand, the efficiency of the fuels by increasing combus-

tion temperature TK and LH and, on the other, decreases efficiency

due to the formation of condensed combustion products. The final

result is determined by the ratio of these two factors.

Let us examine a particular example. The adiabatic exponent of

the gas phase k = 1.25; c = 0.421 Cal/kg'deg. The specific

impulse is CY 227 kg*s/kg. Let there be 10% condensed partic.es

(z = 0.1) with a specific heat capacity of c = 0.35 Cal/kg'deg

for the same composition and temperature of the gases. According

to (VI.9) we get R = 1.225, while according to the formula of

(VI.10) we find that C= 218 kg-s/kg, i.e., introducing the combus-

tion products of 10% of the condensed phase into the composition

without considering the additional heat release and increase

decreases the specific impulse by L% [291].

The ratio between z and T., which enter into the specific

impulse expression, explains why the optimal concentration of

metal additive in the actual fuel does not coincide with its

quantity tn the composition of maximal power.



Table 31. Characteristics of fuel-oxidizer
mixutres at pH/PO = 50 atm [287].

Composition of Density Specific gas
fuel mixture / 3 H, Cal/kg nt kg. s/kg formation,

1/kg

NH4NO:, (95)5 ,472 198 970
Cj.H"j (5,5)

H N CIO& ( 11111) 1 .,7 1112110 186 232 810
C. H ., 01,.1)

N ,CIO, (15) - 126) (149 232
C,. J(N e:, o I 1:t (Af ,,

trinitrotoluene)
k HiA) (8S1 - 805 I).11 5311
C,,H 12)
11C0j, (85) 1.92 1 X0 0,,8 -.31 6
C,, H:,, (15)
N H, NO:, (1'1) 2,112 Io10 0.52 203 -
Al (i;,I)

NH1 CIOs (6L) 2,19 1250 0,53 212 51.1
A ) (.38,2)
N HI CIA), (011) 2,11 1560 0,,8 254
B (20)
LIC O (15,6) 2.51 150W 0, #0 23: -

AI ('.1,1)
NH (10% (18) 1.70 15:1) ),51 25 0
B, H11 (2,-)
NHIN'I, (52) -- 23"N) 0.582 218 4 0

Mg (0i1)
NH , I , (71) - 2.11 - 200 311
Mg' 129)

J, N1 1 (bU2) - 50" 0, .-'s 120 5,9)
',, I (0 ,8)

(82.3) - 21) 0,42 283 -
(17,7)

(61,5) 1.91. 1800 0,42 253\1 (25,3)

(N0, (8o,5) 1,44 215 0,48 30 -

IIIJ I(t, ,5)
8 (31,5) - 3180 0.248 264 320

(68,5)
Al 5 - 22iW II, 248 220 220

: (45,7)

*770 Cal/kg when K 20 is in solid state.
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The optimal concentration of aluminum in compositions where rubber

or polyurethane resins are used as fuels is 18-20% on the average.

The increase in specific impulse achieved by introducing Al reaches

6-8%. In absolute magnitude the speoific impulse of the poly-

urethane-APC composition increases to 240-250 kg-s/kg, and up to

250 kg-s/kg when nitrided binding agents are used.

Figure 127 shows, using a stoichiometric composition of poly-

propylene and APC as an example, how the specific impulse magnitude

changes when the oxidizer is replaced by finely dispersed powder

aluminum.

It is characteristic that despite substantial differences in

absolute values, the experiment rather fully reflects the course

of the calculated curve right up to 18-20% aluminum. Yet past

this point the experimental magnitude of specific impulse falls

much more drastically than one might expect from the thermodynamics

data. The explanation for this is that beginning at a certain

limit in the given micromotor (page 75) chemical losses resulting

from incomplete combustion of the aluminum rise sharply.

Using a fuel composition of a nitrided combustible and TNT one

can easily study the limits within which the energy characteristic

of the systems change under a discrete substitution of aluminum

for each of the ccmponents. Since the stoichiometric composition

in the given APC-TNT mixture is 68.5/31.5, and 72/29 for the

ammonium perchlorate-aluminum mixture, then the range in which

aluminum replaces TNT and APC very wide with respect to weight

(Fig 128).

The effectiveness of using aluminum in jlace of the oxidizer

is 7-8 units higher with respect to the specific impulse than

using it in place of the nitvided combustibles. A qualitatively

similar pattern is observed when magnesium and boron additives

with a high heating value are added (Fig. 129).
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Fig. 127. Fig. 128.

Fig. 127. Change in specific impulse of PP-

APC system when finely dispersed aluminum
(pK = 40 atm) is introduced. 1 - calculation,

2 - experimeit.

Fig. 128. Change in specific impulse of TNT-APC
system when finely dispersed aluminum is added
(p = 40 atm). 1 - in place of oxidizer; 2 - in
place of TNT.

'4240. Fig. 129. Effect of Mg (in place
N . of APC) additive on 0 (p w 40 atm).

6o0201 Experimental data.

20 %Mq

Thus, metal additives can be introduced into mixed solid rocket

propellants in the place of the polymer combustible or the oxidizer.

Yet the ultimate inci-ease in specific impulse gained by reducing

the combustible is lower and is achieved at a lower concentration

of the me1-al combustible in the fuel than that obtained by decreas-

ing the oxidizer. A combined substitution is possible.
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CHAPTER VII

EFFECT OF METAL ADDITIVES ON COMBUSTION
RATE OF CONDENSED SYSTEMS

§ 1. Combustion Rate of Condensed
Systems with Metal Additive

The rate of combustion of a fuel, as well as the nature of

the dependence of the combustion rate on the properties of the

fuel and on the conditions under which it burns are some of the

most important factors used to determine the applicability of

a fuel for one or another purpose.

Condensed systems are distinguished by an exceptionally

great diversity in purpose, the properties of their components,

the ratio between the components and the natu'e of' the fuel
and the oxidizer. Thus, condensed systems can be broKen down

into mixed solid fuels Vor rocket, jet, and hydraulic Jet engines

[4, 8, i56, 292-296], ard pyrotechnic mixtures (incendiary,

illumination, ignition, and other compositions) [2].

There are two ways to express the combustion rate quantita-
tive)y: the linear combustion rate v can oe determined (this

rate is determined directly in the experiment), and then from

the known value of the linear rate the muss combustion rate

u w pv can be determined, where p is the density of the composition.
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For condensed systems, as well as gas mixtures, the combustion

rate changes sigrnificantly with a change in the pressure at which

the fuel burns, and this dependence v(p) is often approximated

at a constant temperature by the exponential function:

v= bW. (VII.1)

However, in literature the combustion rate has often been represented

as a binomial formula in the form of

v= a +bp, (VII.2)

which describes the experimental values with sufficient accuracy

and over a broad pressure range. Evidently formula (VII.l) is

a particular case of formula (VII.2) (a = 0), yet it is better

to use the monomial formula (VII.l) (breaking down the entire

range into the necessary number of segments), since this form

of dependence v(p) is convenient for comparison to the theory

[289, 297] and in calculating pressure in the combustion

chamber of an engine operating on solid fuel [156, 287, 296].

An investigation in which the combustion rate of nitroglycerin

powders N and NB with aluminum added [173] was studied as a function

of pressure showed (Fig. 130) that the combustion rate cf such

compositions can be described by equations characteristic of pure

N and NB fuels. From the results of the experiment the

exponent v - 0.82-0.86 for a composition of N + Al, I.e., the

same as for pure N powder (v = 0.8-0.9); for the composition

consisting of NB + Al v - 0.6-o.6j, while without the additive
0.6-0.7 (in a pressure range of 20-80 atm).

One is struck by the fact that the combustion rate of N and

NB powders containing aluminum with a particle size of 350-1150 Jim

increases by a greater value with the increased percentage of

aluntinum than in the case of a smaller particle size at the same
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presbure. Since the combustion rate u A 0.5 where represents

the heat conductivity of the powder, then it is natural to assue

that the it, rease in tho rate of combustion is caused by an

increase in the heat conductivity of the powder with aluminum

added. For this purpose experiments were conducted to determine

heat conductivity using the nonstationary heat flux method [298].

In the experiments a differential copper-constantan thermo-

couple with a wire diameter of 0..l mm was used. One Junction of

the thermocouple was introduced into the specimen, the other-was

placed in a thermostat with water, whose temperature was held

constant during the experiment (600c). The specimen was immersed

in the thermostat at 200 C. Thus, all quantities by which heat

conductivity was determined referred to an average temperature of

400C.

a) b)
, 23

00.

0 "0 80 P, p"

Fig. 130. Combustion rate of metallized ballistic
powders as a function of pressure.

a) Powder N + 9% Al. Particle size of Al (in um):
1 - 350-/450; 2 - 40-70; 3 - <l um; 4 - powder N.

b) Powder NB + 13% Al. Particle dimension of Al
(in pm): 1 - 350-450; 2 - 160-280; 3 - 40-70 Um;
4 - NB.

Designations: cm/ceK = cm/s; aTM atm.
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I.

/1 Fig. 131. Change in heat conductivity of
N powder as a functicn of percent of
additive and particle diameter of Al (in
um): 1 - 350-450; 2 - <1.
Designation: Kan/cM.ceK.rpaA - cal/cm.s.deg.

SI J 8 12 %AL

As we see in Fig. 131, the heat conductivity of N powder
with aluminum added increases with the percent concentration of
aluminum and the increase in particle size.

Interesting from the standpoint of studying the combustion
mechanism of solid fuels with metal additives 'are studies bv
Pokhil and Romodanova [299, 300] on the combustion rates of model
compositions based on oxidizers KC1O 4 and NH 4 C10 4 with metals
under vacuum *2onditiona (p 1 10- 2 mm Hg). Steady-state, flameless
combustion of these compositions is determined by the reactions
occurring in the reaction layer of the condensed phase with a
total exothermic heat effect on the combustion surface of the
metal. Here the initial combustion stage (flameless combustion)

is achieved by the formation of a smoke-gas combustible mixture,
which later burns down under certain conditions in the zone
above the charge surface to final combustion products.

The subjects of the study wtre stoichlometric compositions
based on the oxidizer KC10 4 and fuels W, Zr, Mo, and Ti and the
oxidizer NH4ClO with Al and Mg. The charges,5 mm in diameter,

were compressed to maximal density.

It was learned that compositions based on potassium perchlorate
can burn steadily and flamelessly in a vacuum (p ̂ - 10- 2 mm Hg) not
only at room temperature, but also at a negative temperature.

Thus, compositions of KC104 + Mo (25-60 um) and KCO1 4 + Zr
(20-60 um) burn at an initial temperature of -300 C; the conposition
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KC1 + W (d < 60 un) begins to burn at a specimen temperature
of -50C, while KC10 4 + Ti (20-40 Pm) can burn steadily in a

vacuum only when preheated to 2000C. Charges based on NH4 ClO 4 with

aluminum (d < I um) and magnesium (d < 10 pm and 80-90 0m) burned

in a vacuum only when prcheated to a temperature exceeding 2000 C

(Table 32). Here, cornpositiois containing aluminum particles

measuring 20 pm in diameter generally cannot ignite at pressures

of 10- 2 mm Hg, although mixtures based on KCIO 4 and NHClO,

with aluminum particles of less than 1 jim burn quite intensely

with an explosion.

Table 32. Combustion characteristics under
vacuum conditions (p - 10-2 mm, Hg) of composi-
tions based on oxidizers KC1O 4 and NH4CI0 4 .

Particl Initial Surface Percent of
size of tempera- tempera- Co ibus metal r"-1omposition Setal. ture of ture. tion rate acting withspecimen, OC ls lo n witeI J ! oC loxidizer

xrCa1*14 Al 6 Note1  7,0£
Al - Does not - --

t 0 0 ignite
.! 290 7W ,791- t--

I I _. NY_ , .) 7411 Q. 11 -I

fl.-I' :n 820 0,1 1 Al - CJ.',I 210 -s .

tM, L 610 -6

Zn - 0 : 86,0 0,15 7,0

Ti 211)) 690
• !!.104- A! . ! 450-500 Note

.%1 2 1-4" 3 Does nct - -_
At 2)--, ignite

.\i 70-I1r, The same - - -

to 200 510 0,08 -

Mt: W-90 200 420 0,04-
M. 25-60 200 530 --

AIl'f; 10-10) b20W 0.073 -

60" 3- -

Zn 2n-jo 230 5,0 -

Zn 2D- 0 20 47F) 0,06 - p
Ti 20-40 - 515 - -

'Combustion is Intense with explosion. Thermo-
couple torn off.
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In view of the fact that the aluminum is covered with a

solid, durable oxide film, for compositions based on potassium

' -, and aammonium perchlorates and aluminum spontaneous ignition is

more difficult than for compositions based on the same oxidizers

and magnesium.

The Increased temperature of the surfac'e of compositions

based on potassium perchlorate and metal combustibles in the
case of flam.less burning in a vacuum up to 700-800 0C and for

composition based on ammonium perchlorate and metal comibustibles

up to 500 0C is caused by the total exothermic process of deep

composition in the reaction layer of the condensed phase of the

mixtures. As we see in Table 32, the flameless combustion rate

of the c'.mposition depends o.1 the particle size of the fuel.

The smaller the size of the metal particles, the greater will

be the rate of fla-meless combustion. A similar relationship

between the combustion rate of model composition consisting of

ammonium perchlcrate, polyformaldehyde, and metal under vacuum

conditions (p 12 mi. Hg) and the particle size of the aluminum

and magnesium was obtained in [1731.

The effect of the metal particle diameter on combustion

rate under increased pressures has been specially studied in

[301]. Experimental data [156] show that for the gasified

components dependents U(d) is relatively weak, and the integral

of change due to the charge in d, which is described by the quantity

e - u0U. (ratio of combustion rate of limiting finely dispersed

mixture U0 a U d-0 to the combustion rate of the limiting

coarsely dispersed mixture U, - U ) is not great. Conversely,

for nonvolatile components the dependence U(d) is considerably

stronger, while quantity e is z&onsiderably greater. Otherwise

the combustion rate might change much more intensely as a result

of the change in the particle size of the nonvolatile component

than as a result of the change ." the particle size of the easily

gasified component. N. N. Bakhman attributes this phenomenon
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to tho nimu-e-xohange noef'ioient, which f'or systems conListing

of gaulfl'od aumponntt (fox' extriVi, an organic fuel with NH4CIO 4

or KClO), depending on ten4perature and p.,',laure, has an order

of A a i0 2-10 " 11 /om~v, and fox, mixtures w.ith a nonvolatile

oumponont (Po. example, a fuel oonsiating of tungsten, carbon,

and alumilum with NilL;tO oi" C1,1)0 A - 0" 8-I_0" 6 g/o ,ms. Thus
it f'ollowe that for mystems with gasified components the mixing

of uomponents oan occur rather rapidly even in the warming zone.
Aoood ngly, the combustion rate' is to a geat extent determined

by kinetio factora, and dependence U(d) is weak (nonexistent at

rather low d values, sinoe mixing is achieved oompletely within

the limt of the warmIng zone). On the contrary, for systems

where one component (usually the oxidizer) is gasified and the

other i nonvolatile, mixing can Only occur simultaneously with

the .'eaotion. In this case combustion ocurs in a regime which

is close to diffusion, and dependence U(d) (where d is the

partiule size of the nonvolatilt, component) I.s strong. From

the dependenoe of the combustion rate of composition W + KCIO 4

on the particle diameter of tungsten (Fig. 132), which was plotted

In a logarithm scale, we see that there is a plateau at middle

values of d = 19-160 jnn. In other words, at low values of d

.3-19 wm the dependence U(d) appears strong (U ̂ . l/d); at middle

values of d a 19-1.60 wni it weakens, thereafter at high values of

d a 160-1.10 ian it teain approaches U 'u i./d. If dependence U(p)

is written in the form of exponential function U - bp , then

exponent v will depend or the size of the metal parti,Aes

(Table 33) From the tablu it fellows that the value of v i in

general noticeably higher at. greater d values.

The theoretical study of the combustion of model mixed

powders, representing a mechanical mixture of two substances of

diff'erent properties, one of which was not easily gasified, the

other easily gasified (oxidizer), conducted in D, 303], showed

that the combustion rate of the fuel U should (In A diffusion

combustion regime) depend on pressure and particle size as

1o1 ]ows
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(VII. 3)

If, however, we assume that the particles begin to react (burn)

in the diffuiion regime immediately after they leave the surface

of the condensed phase (taking into account the actual movement

of the particles), then the combustion rate dependence can be

represented in the form of

U , (VII. 4)

70 /

Fig. 132. Combustion rate of
to - composition with 90% W + 10%

KC1O as a function of particle

S diameter. a - 10, b - 50;
c -100 atm.

2 .-

op0,,

Table 33. Exponent v as a function of particle
size of the metal.

composition 2 -,; Pm 9 )IM 1,0M 320 jm 5,r50 pm

90% \l"0 Pi"
' l ( l l  

15 0_l 1 -- 0 ,53~ -

200% k\ 10n'. K1:1iO 0,,2 Of)23 ,~q i n 12 0, ;A 0, 37
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As we see, there is qualitative agreement between the theory

and the experiment for fine particle fractions of 2.7 and 19 Vm.

The experimental dependence for a mixture consisting of 90% W +

+ 10% KC104 was obtained in the form of U \, p0.23 at d Q 2.7 Pm

and U " p0.2 with d 19 pm, the theoretical - from expression

(VII.4) in the form of U p0.33. Yet it is too early to speak

of quantitative agreement. First, in the theoretical studies it
was assumed that the particles begin to react from the moment

that their velocity coincides wi-th that of the gas stream flowing

off of the surface of the fuel, i.e., that there is no velocity

lag (this condition requires d < 0.1 pm); second, a stoichiometric

mixture was studied, noc a super-richmixture (the part by weight

of the tungsten was very high - 0.9). This is even truer of

mixtures with large tungsten particles.

Romodanova [300] studied the dependence of the combustion

rate of the stoichiometric mixture of NH 4ClO on the activity

of aluminum powder (d < 1 pm) in a pressure range of 1-120 atm.

Aluminum with activities of 75, 83, and 99% were taken. From

the results shown in Fig. 133 we see that the activity of the

aluminum has n- effect on the nature of the combustion rate/pressure

dependence. In the low-pressure range an increase in the combus-

tion .-ate is observed, and this reaches a maximal value for a

composition of NH4CIO 4 + Al with an aluminum activity of 75% in

the pressure range 65-70 atm, for a composition with an aluminum

activity of 83% - in a pressure range of 65-75 atm, and for a

composition with aluminum activity of 99% - the pressure range

of 80-90 atm. As pressure continues to increase up to the maximal

value the combustion rate of the mixtures indicated above decreases.

Y,CM/CBtr

,0x .ro Fig. 133. Combustion rate as a func-
tion of pressure.
Mixtures: I - NH 4 CIO 4 + Al; 2 -

NH4CIO4 + Al + 0.5% V205 ; 3 - NH4C10 4 +

/to#0 , to, + A1  + 0.5 Fe 2 0 3.
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When 0.5% Fe20 or V20 are added to NH4 ClO4 + Al no maximum is

observed for the curves representing the combustion rate as a

function of pressure. Hence it is apparent that additions of

Fe 2 0 3 and V205 may not only increase the combustion rate of

NH4C!O4 + Al, but also change the nature of the combustion rate

dependence.

Vanadium pentoxide may, when it reacts with metal oxides,

form vanadates. The correspohding change in volume which occurs

here is accompanied by the formation of a porous film, which

has a poor bond with the metal. Here, very small quantities of

V205 [304] are required to cause prolonged acceleration of the

oxidation process.

Brasunas [305] and Monkman [306] performed a chemical analysis

of the oxide film and found that on the interface between the metal

and the oxide the concentration of vanadium is greater than its

average concentration in the film (less than 5%). Studies on the

effect that the nature, dispersion, and percent of metal additives

in a wide pressure range with different types of oxidizers have

on solid rocket propellants were performed in [156, 283]. Bitumen

was used primarily as the binding agent.

As we see from Tables 34-36, the combustion rate has a rather

strong dependence on the dispersion of the metal and a somewhat

lesser dependence on the percent of the additives, the ratio between

the fuel and the oxidizer depending on the dispersion of the

oxidizer, and on the pressure. Thus, the combustion rate,

even in an overwhelming majority of cases, decreases (Z < 1) when

large particles of aluminum (d > 190 pm) are introduced into the

model mixture, whereas sub-dispersion particles (d - 0.09 urn)

increase the combustion rate by Z a 2.0-2.5 times (it should be

mentioned that a composition of polyformaldehyde, APC, and Al

(d < 1) burns in a vacuum with an explosion [173]).
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Table 34. Efrect of large metal particles on
combustion rate [283J.

*' (gagelgageXgae gag e I(gage

i.X111001, 1 1,5 At 190 13,1 [ '9L2 , O W) . j

'1h ,() t 19 vi 1 3 0,68 I3.1At I 1,1 ,, , l, I !o t0 0,75 0,91 0o I 9 , l , ,  n .9 8 . I ,o"
'I N) 1,5 A I. , r I VA 1.1 - 0"J '.9 " 1:! 7  .97

("~r 13 ' L , i . 1 [ : I I I -- , 1€,~ .1 ' .0 0 '115
IN ,75 A I 'J 2t 3,1 0,9 9*_)i

1 1.0 A13
11 1.1 A" 50-i 'nj.9 0,9;
In Io In N1g W 13,1 1. 1 107 1.01

I' :0 13,1 11,3 ,10 1, 1.,,4; 1,0

W 1 6( Al I TO 1:.1 1,- n,. % r 953 1J . j, I

I Al 1101 A 13,1 - 1 9 1 1.- ),8 N,

21.1 sl A 1 1 31 1 .)2 . 1 0.0 0

In. 0 7 Al IMO 1:1 , no 1) 0,96 02 0. C-3

Table 35. Z is a function of dM with addition

of 13.1% finely dispersed aluminum.

Oxidizerj: i[
(gage) gage, (gage) (gage (gage)f

1,23 1,26 1 .33 1,21 1,38

753 L- J.' 2,'' 1.61 1,73 2.37 1,2

JOS ,3 1,25 2.12 0.0 I~ 0,01IKU 1011 #1I." '.2 6 11, 2 7:1 .32 I .r's 1,130
22 1,"$ 1.3)1 2,20 1.4)r I,0S

+i .o ' .0.2 2i' 7 "'Ti 2.62 2. 23 1
19 2 1 '2 1.28 V,20 0.92 0,81
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Table 36. Effect of percent added of finely
dispersed aluminum on combustion rate of
stoichiometric mixtures of an oxidizer and
bitumen.

i,~4- Z

Oxdze atm, i atm 10 atmt  10 atm I co atm
____ ,(gage (gage) (gage)! tgage) (gage)

llClOj j6,5 1,15 1.117 1,)7 1 ' ,o
10 fO9 13,1 ,7; I ('- .25 1 ,1 -

, 3.6, 3, i -- 2,87
180 0,6i9 13,1 1 .85 1.73 i,711 1.62 1,51

31,1 3,41 3.02 2,7S 2,70 2,37

KCIO4 6,5 2,3 - 2,02 1,58 t,31
10 0,2 13.1 6,45 2,72 2.31 1,65 j,139

0,69 31,1 - -- 9,71 2,23 2, 1

Table 37. Combustion rate of some composi-
tions consisting of an oxidizer (%10 Unn) +
+ bitumen + 31.1% Al (0.09 Pm).U. mm/s
Oxidizer Jo

'o atm atm to arm to atm Ioo atm
(gage) (gage) (gage) (gage) (gage)

NIhCIO, 1 5,4 19,5 32,3 50 86.1
0,75 5.75 15,5 25,8 60,8 -

M104 I., 18A 79

However, the increase in the combustion rate (Table 37) is

far from proportional to the decrease in the aluminum particle

size. This is due to the fact that on the surface of a burning

charge the metal particles fuse and form relatively large drops.

The greater the percent of additive and the smaller the particle

size, the greater will be the extent of the fusion [173-251]

(the initial particles fused into a single particle). Thus, the

particles which burn on the charge surface and in the flame

let greatly exceed the original particles in size. However, the

large particles (d > 160 pm), although not subject to fusion,

have no substantial reaction on the surface or near the surface

of the charge, b-t only take up heat for their heating and melting.
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Indicator v in the formula bp undergoes a rather

unusual change when finally dispersed aluminum is added (Table. 38).

Table 38. Effect of adding finely dispersed
aluminum on indicator v in formula U = bpv
(indicator v0 refers to original system without

aluminum added).

Fuel I 0XdiZ ~ 'A?.~. ~Pressure,Fuel1 Oxidizer ,at 'A, .mI ,
______I pm~ I Dirn'" "__ atm

Plexiglas N11CI(4 t'.Cd ,7 1 0 O, ,q -

0. 2,7 I , 0, 7

Bitumen NI O 1 0,OI .,'3.1 0 ,51 0.
0.75 S [ I i",5 ' 0l,

18.1 12 13,1 ", 1 ,. , '

(1,09 13,1 0 510 , 1 0 5 1 I _ 1111

1 19,n j 1 0A5 (), W 1 I 10
In 1 0 0,0 1 , 1 1.,57 t110 I f- 1 1 ( 0

Bijtumren KCI04 n'. I1, , 2.,P %.1 0I
Ito 2,0

12 13,1 0,62 0,60 5.-100

0,2 13.1 0,65 0.55 5- IIK
2W0 1,0

12 M 13,1 , 0,53 5--10

0,2 6i,5 0,75 0,61 p)1 10"~

10 1.0 2 13,1 0,75 0,69 5-1.).

As we see in Table 38, if the combustion rate of the model

mixture without the metal additive can be described by an

exponent of v0 < 0.5, then the metal increases the combustion

rate less intensely at low p values and more intensely at high

values. If, ho--vo2, v0 > 0.5-0.6, then, conversely, the metal

*weakens the rate/pressure dependence.

The effect of the additive on the combustion rate of SRP

can be explained based on the thermal conbustion theory of [297].

As Logachev and Pokhil were the first to prove in [].72], the

metal begins to react in the reaction layer of the condensed
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phase of the charge with a positive thermal effect. Here, due to

heterogeneous reactions in the initial stage, 3-4% aluminum and

5-7% magnesium (depending on the particle size of the metal

introduced into the SRP) of all of the metal introduced into the

powder is oxidized. This leads to a temperature increase on

the charge surface, and, consequently, an increase in the reaction
rate of the decay products of the oxidizer and the binding agent.

As a consequence we might expect that under the same conditions

(percent of additive and particle size of the metal, pressure,

binding agent, and oxidizer) the combustion rate of the SRP

charge would be greater in a case where the metal reacts more in

the condensed phase of the powder. This has been proven

experimentally.

As apparent in Table 39, the combustion rate of compositions

containing Mg(d R 10 pm) is in all cases thigher than the

combustion rate of compositions with AI(d ; 12 pm). At present

it is difficult to compare the other values, first,because of the

significant change in the average particle size when switching

from one metal to another and, second, due to a lack of measurement

data for certain metals on the thermal effect in the condensed phase.

Table 39. Effect of the nature of the metal
on Z when 13.1% metal is added to stoichio-
metric mixtures containing an oxidizer (10 pm) +
+ bitujr n [283].

OxIdizer Metal .',
Jim 0 at;m 5 a 0m to atm !n atm 10o atm

(gage) (gage) (gage) g e) I(gage)

%N; tIjCIO4 Al 0,09 1,72 1,63 t,55 1,I5 -

Al 12 1,31 - 1,29 1.1 1 ,1 
1 1 1,32 1,21 1,J20 1,27 1,10

Mg 10 1,97 1,72 1,5 1, 30, 1,2,1
Ti 16 1,0 1,0 1,0 1i,05 1,0.

2,5 0,99 0,90 0,90 1,10 1,12 J

Zn 1 1,04 0, 0o98 0,92 0,78

KCIO Al 0,2 6,45 2,72 2,31 1,65 1,09
Al 12 1,44 1,31) 1,?1 1,06 1,04

111 -1,22 1 ,095 1,'81 1,t2 0  
0 , 9 5  

l

Mg to 3,1 1,84 1,72 1,13 0,90
Ti 10 1,14 1,1 | ,07 0,05 0,89
W 2,5 1,12 1,10 1,1)9 1,07 1,01
Zn 6 1 ,0 I ,o6 1,08 1,OS 0, at

!I
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If the particle size of the oxidizer and the metal is actually

small and combustion is considered to occur in a regime close to

kinetic, then Z can be represented as [283]

P1"2 (I.:-)r , (VII.5)

where E is the activation energy; Tr and T' - combustion tempera-

ture of oxidizer-binder mixture and oxidizer-binder-metal mixture,

respectively.

If T' does not depend on pressure, then expression (VII.5)

can be written in the form of

Z - (A + Bp- 1.. )',. (VII.6)

from which it follows that when v < 0.5 Z should increase with

pressure, and when v 0 > 0.5, it should decrease. This is

confirmed experimentally (see Table 39). From formula (VII.5),

Just as from (VII.6) we see that the combustion rate should

increase as the particle size of the metal decreases.

Andreyev and Rogozhnikov [284] studied combustion in an

ammonium perchlorate/aluminum powder system, which under certain

conditions tended to shift from combustion to explosion.

The effect of the Al concentration on combustion of ammonium

perchlorate was tested with medium-dispersed (63-160 Inn) APM

Pure perchlorate under the condItions of a manometric bomb of

50 cm3 burns only with an igniter consisting of' gun powder (I g),

and burns slowly with a maximum pressure at 1400 vis. With 27%

finely dispersed (1 wm) aluminum the maximumn is reached in 20 ps,

at 25% it is reached sooner, and at 18, 9.5 and 5% aluminum

un explosion occurs in 12 ps In the last two expe-iments. Thus,

under the conditions cf the given experiment, the lower the

concentration of aluminum (within the studied ]Imlts) in the

mi.xture, the more Its cobustion is inclinjed toward explosion.
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Here the greatest increase in the danger of an explosion is

observed for a concentration of aluminum (5-9%) which is

considerably lower than that required for complete combustion.

In other words, the maximal heat of combustion (calculated) and

the tendency of the composition to shift to an explosion do not

coincide. In this respect the mixture is phlegmatized, as it were,

by the excess aluminum.

Experiments on the effect of the concentration of aluminum

powder on the tendency of combustion to shift to an explosion

were also conducted with nitroglycerin NB powder, to which the

powder was mechanically admixed. The presence of moderate

amou its (3% and more than 5%) aluminum noticeably intensifies

coribustlon. A similar result - the condition of combustion

intensity - wao obtained when 4.8% aluminum powder was added to

the composition of the powder mass. At 10% the mixture behaves

just as powder without the additive.

in connection with the marked increase in the tendency of

APC combustion to shift to an explosion when aluminum is added

tc it it is interesting to study how aluminum affects the

combustion rate of APC.

The combustion rate was determined in a ccnstant-pressure

bomb at 50 atm. The ammonium perchlorate was pressed into

Plexiglas tubes measuring 10 mm in diameter. As we see in

Table 40, the presence of aluminum not only increases, but
somewhat even decreases the combustion rate of APC.

Table 4o. Effect of Al on combustion rate of
ammonium perchlorate at a pressure of 50 atm.

3r t i e n o ", , c o m - tr , r a t e . :o- N 4qtrn 0. , /are Ibuitlon rate, tIo rt

I ~ ~ 17 7 ;I' , 0,47

12u - I,', ' .% 1,7l 0 2 .t

.-'.,---- . --?- - - - -



Experiments on the effect of aluminum on the combustion

capacity of its mixtures with ammonium perchlorate, which were

conducted in glass tubes and cones at a density of 1.1 g/cm 3 ,

showed that 5% aluminum reduces the critical combustion diameter

at 30 atm from 10 to 6 mm. The further increase In the concentra-

tion of aluminum in the mixture combustion capacity is somewhat

increased: when the concentration of aluminum is increased

from 5 to 25% the critical diameter decreases approximately

2 times.

From the result presented above we see that adding aluminum

to ammonium perchlorate greatly facilitates penetration of the

combustion into the depth of the charge and the transition of

combustion to explosion.

One of the reasons for the effect of aluminum establ. shed by

Andreyev and Rogozhnikov [284] is the increased temperature of

the gaseous decomposition products of NH4ClO 4, which results from

the interaction of their oxidizing agents with the aluminum.

Yet, since the aluminum reaches its greatest effectiveness not

in a stoichiometric ratio corresponding to maximal combustion

temperature, but at a much lower concentration, and since the

combustion rate of the compressed iixture Jn the moderately high

pressure range does not increase with the addition of aluminum,

then it is possible that the main role of aluminum is not that

of increasing the total combustion energy but of causing the

gaseous combustion products uo penetrate to a greater depth.

In the presence_ of aluminum the gaseous combustion products

of APC, which are heated to a higher temperature, are already

capable of initiating combustion when they penetrate the k-phase.

Here, apparently, aluminum does not affect the first conversion

stages of the ammonium perchlorate, but has an active effect only

on the secondary products of the conversion. Thus, aluminum has

a much weaker effect on the combustion rate of a process occurring

in an ordinary (nonturbulent) regime, causing virtually no in'crease

In the combustion rate of an end-burning charge.
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5 2. Combustion Rate of Hybrid SysLems

Smoot and Price [307, 308J studied the combustion rate of

fuels containing metals in hybrid propellants of the composition

LiH-butyl rubber-fluorine-oxygen. It was determined that

thp ratio between the fuel components, the composition of the

oxidizer, consumption of the oxidizer, and pressure all affect

the burn-out rate. The experiments were conducted on a specially

designed unit, whose scheme, experimental conditions and method

of determiaing the burn-up rate are described in detail in r309J.

Table 41. Composition of hybrid propellant.

omPsition I COmparison of
of fuel. wt. % Pressure 'j Oxidizer

_r__e, __ldrzer, wt. consumed.

LiH butyl atm abs.) F g/cm2 .s
rubber I

@I .",;12-.".:I i--l J 3.--0 ,1.?-10,5

01, 60 2,32-- .0-1 70.-l U) 3,1-11 ,6-0,

It 101l 1,1,8-111,97 1)- 1!. W) 110f'-0i 1.g.-1 '

The composition of the fuel charge varied from 100% butyl

rubber to 90% lithium hydride, the compositior of the oxidizer

was from 100% :7luorine to 100% oxygen. Table 41 presents data

on the composition of the oxidizer and the fuel, the variation

ranges of oxidizer consumed, and pressure in the combustion

chamber The combustion rate was measured in 5 sections along

153 cm of charges and was determined by the length of the

specimen. Total expenditures of the oxidizers were also averaged

with respect to time as well as the length of the specimen.

The additlor, of large quantities of metal or metal hydride

to a hybrid fuel charge results in a substantial increase in the

burn-up rate. Figure 134 in logarithmic coordinates shows graphs

representing the burn-up rate as a function of the total mass

expenditure of the oxidizer for fuel charges consisting of from
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j to 90% LiH. The oxidizer contains the amount of 02 necessary

to oxidize the carbon in a composition burning to CO.

i- '., -4 f-,- Fir,. 134. 9urn-up rate of LiH-
o-~-~ utyl rubber. fuel as a function of
it t .the amount of oxygen-fluorine oxidizer

* ~ 21 used at 4.2 atm. 1 -4% 0 2-
1 02; 3- 30% 02; '5% 02.

a - b% iH; b - -40% LiH; 40% LIH;
- - :a d d- 60% LiH; e - 90% LH.i, , i' . a= •--m .

4Ci'-> -7 e ' Designation: r/cm2 .c = g/m 2.
! I,*/ ' £Is

S ,Fig. 135. Effect of total pressure
and partial pressure of oxidizers on

02 burn-up rate of LiH-butyl ritbber
(60/40) composition. 1 - High

-- consumption (9.2-12.6 g/cm 2,.s);
e 2 - moderate consumption (4.9-7

~g/cm2"s); 3 - small consumption

* (1.4-2.8 g/cm2 . ).

Designation: aTa = atm(abs.).

In the range of small oxidizer consumption values (C < 2.8
2

g/cm .s) burn-up of a fuel charge consisting of less than 50% LiH,

coincides with the burn-up rate of pure butyi rubber both for the

oxygen-fluorine oxidizer as well as the fluorine oxidizer alone.

Only when the concentration of Lih exceeds 50% do we observe a

substantial increase in the burn-up rate. In this range (0 <

< 2.8 g/cm .5) the burn-up rate, as was established by the authors
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is virtually independent of pressure and may possibly be determined

by the aerodynamics of the turbulent boundary layer which is

formed .on the surface of the solid fuel, as indicated by the'

power dependence of the burn-up rate on fuel consumption with
an exponent of 0.8, which is qualitatively in agreement with
the expression for the combiistion rate obtained for hybrid
mixtures by Maxman and his colleagues [310):

- 0,b3rG.. W YM .," (VII . 7)

2where G is the local mass flow, g/cm .s; x- the distance from
the leading edge of the charge, cm; Vj - viscosity coefficient

of main flows, g/cm-s; p, T - density of fuel charge, g/cm3 ;

B - mass exchange parameter, equal to (u, 'u/) (Wi.') (u, Ub) - ratio
of velocity of main [reference] flow to velocity in zone of

flame; Ah - enthalpy difference between flame zone and fuel

surface; hv - effective heat of fuel gasificatioii; U - local

linear burn-up rate, cm/s.

In the range of high values for specific oxidizer consumption

(G > 7 g/cm 2 s) the combustion rate increases with increa.se in

the percent of LiH for all studied compositions and has a much

weaker dependence on the consumption of the oxidizer.

Maxman [311], unlike Smoot and Price, in testing engines

under laboratory conditions at chamber pressures higher than

10.5 kg/cm 2 , found'that adding metal in a case where its

concentration was less than 50' in the fuel had a noticeable

I * effect on the burn-up rate.

Data on the effect of total and partial oxidizer pressures

are shown in Fig. 135 for a composition of 60% lithium hydride +

+ 40% butyl rubber [308).
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Although the burn-up rate values in this case are higher I
than for the nonmetallized systems, in these systems too we

observe a similar dependence of burn-up rate on both the partial

pressure of the oxidizer and its mass consumption and a virtual

independence of total pressure. The theoretical estimate of the

burn-up rate, which was based on the assumption of turbulent

heat exchange in the boundar'y layer, does not explain the

dependence of the burn-up rate on pressure which was observed

in the experiment. Thus Smoot and Price [308) supposed that

one of the determining factors of the effect observed for

pressure might be the process of turbulent diffusion of the

active oxidizer toward the surface of the fuel and the subsequent

occurrence of a.hPeterogeneous first-order reaction between the

oxidizer and the condensed fuel.

By assuming that the diffusion rate of the oxidizer and

the burn-up rate of the fuel were equal

up, -'w, (VII.8)

and writing the Reynolds analogy of the Chilton-Colburn modifica-

tion between mass exchange and momentum exchange for mass exchange

processes, taking into account the effect of the injection on the

friction coefficient,

A-e So' % U. -M O..3.A,. He " felp (DO.) - 11" (Y I

the authors indicated above obtained a dependence for the burn-up

rate, which considered the effect of pressure and the mass

consumption of the oxidizer, in the form of

p.2 pR)3) (VII10
I&p G"li. + /
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whore X Is the part by weight of gaseous products formed during

tne decomposition of the solid fuel, which is a function of

the equilibrium temperature of the fuel surface [307] (coefficient

X oonsider the decreased effeut of' the injection in the case

where most of the decomposition products on the fuel surface are

mad, up by the condensed phase); 81 a upT(OC/0/2) is the injection

parameter; C " 0.03/Re0 '2 is the friction coefficient in the

absence of an Injection; k0 - the local mass exchange coefficient,

am/s; k - chemical reaction rate constant s-; pO - partial
prensure of oxidizer in free fl!ow, atm; POW - partial pressure

of oxidizer near fuel surface, atm; Re = Gx/p - Reynolds number;

So - Schmidt number; U, -velocity in free flow, cm/s.

Processing of experimental data on the burn-up rates for

al fuel systems with three different oxidizers studied by the

authors over a wide range of oxidizer v ilues in the form of

,, ""'r !(pl'xl ( , -l I ,; ,'}(VII.1ii)

gives us a l1ne with a slope of 33 (x/w) 4" C which intersects

the Y-axis at the point with the 1/k value (Fig. 136). The

values of A obtained from 307] for charges of butyl rubber,

polyurethane, 60% LIll + 110% butyl rubber, and 90% LiH + 10%

butyl rubber are c ual to 0.5, 0.5, 0.2 and 0.05, respectively.

0

Fig. 136. Burn-up rate of hybrid
toc fuels. 1 - Polyurethane, 2 - LIll +

+ butyl rubber 60/40, 3 - LiH +
~+ butyl rubber 90/10, 4 - butyl

-". , ° orubber.
- -i -i

% °Designation: ceK = s

400

o , A
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§ 3. Comoustion Rate of Oxygen-Containing
Gas Systems with Aluminum

Cassel and his colleagues [313] measured the combustion rate

of powder aluminum in air and in various compositions of nitrogen

and oxygen. The rate was calculated by the Gauss eqi, -tion based

on data obtained from the experiment: the area of ce flame cone

and the velocity of the flow. From Table 42 we s- . i-at as the

concentration of aluminum particles increases the ujAbustion

grows. This is related primarily to the growth of the maximal

conbustion temperature, since all of the concentration values

presented in Table 42 are considerably lower than the stoichio-

metric composition - 315 mg/Z. However, here too one might also

consider the increase in the screening effect (decrease in heat

losses resulting from radiation) with the increase in the

concentration of metal particles in the flow.

Table 42. Combustion rate values for
mixtures of powder aluminum and air.

Combus -Particle size, Concentra- P2ynolds tion rate,
P m tion, mg/i number cm/s

121, 1 '12 '10 19. 2

6 - 1I 1I I ,:O 22.1

Although the authors do not present any data on the effect

of aluminum particle size on the combustion rate, they do note

that at the same concentration flames with finely-dispersed

aluminum have a much greater flashback tendency than with a

particle dimension of ",15 Pm.

Table 43 shows measurements for flame propagation velocities

in a mixture containing 70% oxygen, 30% nitrogen, and powder

aluminum, arranged vertically in a glass tube measuring 2.5 cm

in diameter and 1.2 rn in length. If we assume that the rates
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observed are proportional to the combustion rates of mixtures

in an open burner, then these results indicate an increase with

a decrease in particle size. Considerable fluctuations in the

flame propagation rate, reaching 50 cm/s, were noted (primarily

in the second half of the tube).

Table 43. Combustion rate of a mixture
70% O + 30% N2 + aluminum.

Particle size I A!concentra- Flame velocity.
of aluminum, Jm [ tlon, mg/i cm/s

j (1j) 35
20.) 45

6 (81%) 1 ;o 100

In the combustion of metallized gaseous, liquid, and solid

fuels, as noted by many researchers [313, 354], a very important

role is played by the heat radiation of the flame. The heat

balanced equation for the heating zone with the radiation of

the flame considered can be written in the form of

I'J)' + v,,. ) (Ti - T,) 1,, b b - (VII.12)

where VH is the combustion rate; p - heat conductivity; Ti -

ignition temperature; Tmax and TO - maximal and initial tempera-

tures of fuel mixture; a - radiation coefficient of particle

surface; cp and p - specific heat capacity and density of gas;

Cd' Pd' and w - specific heat apacity, density, and concentration

of metal particles, respectively; r - average particle radius;

a - coefficient which considers the radiation of the combustion

products (a > 1); F - geometric factor; b - width of combustion

zone.

If ,ve assume that the combustion time of the particles T

is determined only by the diffusion of oxygen to their surface

(we ignore reactions on the surface), then
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=pdrlfl 2.IDp 5 ,  (VII.13)

where D is the coefficient of oxygen diffusion at tempertaure TO;

R - the gas, Ta - volume-averaged ambient temperature in reaction

zone; p - average partial pressure of oxygen; M - oxygen equiva-

lent of fuel expressed in grams of fuel per mole of oxygen.

Here the width of the combustion zone can be expressed

b = Vb tin (ol/?d " I 4)

where Vb is the rate of motion of the combustion product; C 'P -

ratio of densities of original mixture to combustion produc~s.

Successive substitution of equation (VII.13) in (VII.14) and
then in (VII.12) lets us express the combustion rate V of the

H

gas mixture with the metal particles as parameters which can be

determined from the experiment or reasonably assumed

1___P TM._X -_ _. (VII. 15)
II 
4/.riekPaz o T, )

Ti - To - p IJP (cpo + cdw)

Here a = P/(cp - Cdw) is the coefficient of the temperature
p d

conductivity of the mixture; k - 1 T.2,:2Mp .

It should, of course, be said that the obtained expression

describes the change in rate as a function of certain parameters

only qualitatively, since in its derivation all quantities were

considered independent. However, the width of the combustion

zone (equation (VII.12)), for example, is assumed for simplicity

to be the same both in the case of heat transfer by radiation

as well as heat conductivity. This quantity depends on r, w, and

F, and they basically determine the combustion rate.
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Expression (VII.15), as we see, predicts that the inbustion

rate should increase with a decrease in the particle si of the

metal and should have a minimum.

§ 4. Combustion Rate of Thermite
Compositions

In the 1860's the outstanding Russian scientist N. N. Beketov

reacted barium oxide with aluminum and in this manner, as well as

by his further studies to obtain alkali metals by subjecting

their compounds to the action of metallic aluminum, founded a

new branch of metallurgy - aluminothermy. Since then reactive

mixtures of metal oxides with another metal, which reacts

according to the system Me.0 + Me MelO + Me- + Q, Cal (MeO -

metal oxide and Me - metal) have been called thermites. Consider-

ing thr large quantity of heat necessary to decompose a metal

oxide, it becomes obvious that only fuels with a high heat

capacity can be used in thermites.

Table 44 presents the pi'operties of certain substances

which characterize th.Jr use in thermites.

Table 44. Combustion heat (Cal/g) of thermite
with stoichiometric ratio between components
(Me/MeO ratio, %, given in parentheses).

Oxiize

Fuel BO. io, crO, Mno f reO, )u30.I cO Pf,O

Al 0,73 0,56 0,60 1,12 0.93 0,85 0,04 0,47
(44/56) (37/63) (26/74) (29/71) (25/75) (24/7() (1O, I ) (10 /f),

,Mg n,91 0,73 0.7. 1.18 1, 05 0,9, 1,0 o..F
(51j/ ) (15/55) (326S) (36/61) (32,109) (29/71) (2:3/77) (1?,- I)

Ca (1.81 0,70 0 67 1,10 0.,;1 0,S7 0. 0,51
(3!.37) (57/V) ( ,' C56) (.Sij52) ( ,:37) ( (/,) (. 't/;31) to s!)

Ti - 0, .9 0,75 0,57 0.56 0,70 0,35
(321(8) (36/0'i) (31/69) (29/71) (23/77) (t2/88)

Si - 0,70 0,58 0150 0.67 0,32
(247 ) (21 /79) (19,,81) (15/85) (7/93)

B - 0,76 0,59 0,52 0.70 0,25
(14/86) (12/68) (11/89) (8/92) (4/96)
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From the experiments of Zhemchuzhniy (cited from [2]) it

follows that the amount of heat released during the combustion

of thermites should be no less than 0.55 Cal/g; otherwise the

combustion reaction is difficult and does not reach completion.

The oxide used to produce thermites should have a minimal

heat of formation, contain oxygen (no less than 25-30%), have

the greatest possible density, and be reduced into a metal

which has a low melting temperature and a high boiling temperature.

It is unlikely that reactions in the gas phase will affect

the combustion rate of the thermites. On the other hand, the

original substances (aluminum and metal oxides) have high

boiling points, which hinders the form tion of the gas phase

through evaporation; nevertheless, the relatively high

chemical stability at high temperatures of metal oxides (as

compared to the stability of organic fuels, nitrates, and

chlorates) should lead to the development of high temperatures

in the condensed phase, and as a result the main reaction should

occur in the condensed phase without any preliminary "gasification"

reaction.

The most thoroughly studied has been the combustion of the

iron-aluminum thermite Fe2 0 3-Al [301-3031 in a wide pressure
2 2

range, beginning 10 mm Hg to 150 atm.

If' we take a stoichiometric mixture of 75% Fe2 03 + 25% Al,

then its combustion temperature with heat losses considered

will be equal to 2700-300000 (direct measurement gives us 2400C).

This is unconditionally higher than the evaporation temperature

of uminum of 2050'C, and thus the gas phase will be partially

formt I in this composition. In order to obtain an "absolutely"

gasless combustion model, Merzhanov arid his colleagues [315]

diluted a mixture (25% Al + 75% Fe 20 ) with a final combustion

produc; - aluminum oxide in a ratio of 70:30. In this case
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calculate:1 combustion temperature Tmax was only A1500 higher

than the boiling temperature of the most volatile component

(of all original, final, and possible intermediate components) -

aluminum - at atmospheric pressure. At this temperature all

components (original and final) were in a molten state.

To check the calculation the combustion temperature of

this composition was measured by the brightness method with the

aid of an optic pyrometer in two ways: the temperature of the

lateral surface - in this case the emissivity of the slag - was

taken, based on tabulated data for liquid iron and aluminum

oxide; the temperature in a semi-open cavity made in the specimen

was measured - emissivity in this case was assumed equal to one.

Error related to inaccurate emissivity, cooling of the lateral

surface, and instrument error was ±1000. The temperature obtained

from the experiment was 2100 0C, i.e., 500 higher than the boiling

point of aluminum. If we cons. 1er the rise in the boiling temper-

ature of aluminum with pressure (even at p ̂  50 atm it is equal

to T K n 2 3600 0 C), then we have more reason to assume that all

components in the combustion process of the mixture react in the

condensed phase.

Besides the iron-aluminum thermite, the combustion rate of

the chromium-magnesium thermite I';O . ;3 I-b :I(gO ± 2Ci,-I iui, Cal,

the manganese-aluminum thermite J.M io. \IA .\LO., 1,5.11n -> - 260 Cal,

and a mixture consisting of 80% reduced iron and 20% potassium

permanganate [317] were studied.

The combustion temperature of the chromium-aluminum thermite

(with heat losses considered) should be 2100-2200'C, and thus

neither MgO (TK n > 3000 0 C) nor A1203 (T on > 22000C) should be

found in a vapor state. Despite the high heat of conversion of

the manganese-aluminum thermite (l400 Cal per 1 kg of the mixture),

its temperature should not be high, since it is regulated by the

evaporation of the manganese (T "n 1900 0C). As pressure rises
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the combustion temperature should rise due K. the increased

boiling temperature of the manganese. The potassium permanganate

and iron mixture should have little sensitivity to the external

atmosphere, except the forming oxides have a relatively low

dissociation pressure and the final temperature is low ("700 0C).

Figure 137 shows combustion rate values as the function of

pressure for different compositions.

As we see in Fig. 137 (curve 4), the combustion rate of

the iron-aluminum thermite increases in the entire studied

.ssure range, even for the composition Fe20 + Ai + Al 0
2 3 2 3

(52.5/17.5/30) at temperatures below atmospheric; this increase

is, however, relatively slow and particularly slow at high

pressures. At a pressure of 200 mnn Hg the combustion rate of

the thermite diluted by the final combustion product of Al2 0 ?

is 0.85 cm/s, while at 20 atm [the thermite] consisting of

Fe203 /A1 (75/25) burns at a rate of 2.6 cm/s, i.e., only

about three times faster. However, its 3ombustion rate at the

highest pressure of 140 atm is only 3 times faster than the

rate at atmospheric pressure. The nature of the change in

the combustion rate with pressure cannot be described by an

exponential law. Figure 137, curve 5, corresponds to the

chromium-magnesium thcrmite. The behavior of this curve is

extremely unique. At low pressures the combustion rate increases

more rapidly than it does for the iron-aluminum thermite: at

pressures of 40-50 atm it reaches a maximum combustion rate, and

as pressure continues to increase a marked decline in this rate

begins.

Figure 137, curve 6, corp'esponds to the thermite consisting

udf 1.5 MnO 2 + 2A1 and Is similar to the curves Vor the iron-aluminum

thermitc.
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Fig. 137. Combustion rate of thermites as a function of pressure.

Fig. 138. Combustion rate of thermites in a vacuum. 1-e+KhnO,(1 0/20);
2-(l,QO+Al) + AIO, (50/50) .;-(rL'O 2- Al) + AlO: (70/3t0)

In the combustion of thermites of the chromium-aluminum

composition Cr2 03 + Al + Al 20 3 (52.5/17.5/30) at pressures above

atmospheric (Fig. 137-1), Fe + KMn0 4 (80/20) in a pressure range

of 200 mm Hg - 2 atm and Fe20 3 + Al + Al20 3 (37.5/12.5/50)

(Fig. 138) in a vacuum, combustion rates are virtually independent

of pressure. We should note the difference in combustion rates

obtained by Maksimov E315] and Romodanova [316] for the thermite

Fe 2 0 3 + Al + Al 203 (52.5/17.5/30) (Fig. 137, curves 2 and 3,

respectively). This could possibly be related to the size of

the aluminum particles introduced into the mixture, since the

relative density of the specimens was approximately the same:

P/Pmax = 0.65 and 0.5, respectively. In the first case aluminum

particles measuring "5 pm and above in dliameter were used

* in the preparation (particle size of iron oxide 1 pm), in the

second case - particles of less than 1 wm (Fe2 03 < 100 pm).

The weight of the specimens had not changed after combustion,

and the thick slag which remained had cooled, kecping the shape

and size of the original tablet. During examination of the

structure of the slag it was noted that during combustion of the
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thermite it had been in a liquid state. All of these facts

indicate the gaslesi combustion of the mixtures indicated above.

For all remaining thermites, where evaporation of the metal was

* possible, combustion rate increased with pressure.

During the combustion of the composition Fe20 3 + Al + Al20 3

(52.5/17.5/30) in a vacuum (P < 10- 2 mm Hg) there is an intense

diffusion of the condensed substance -slag, particles of which

settle on the walls of the bell [sic]. The surface temperature

of this thermite, measured by means of a tungsten-rhenium thermo-

couple (7 Pm), is equal to n1200 0C, while the ignition temperature

is --880 0C. Since as pressure decreases the boiling point of

aluminum also decreases, and in a vacuum (at p % 10 - 2 mm Hg) is

%].148°C, then obviously the forming aluminum vapors dispersed

the condensed substance of the reaction layer in the studied

specimen. As we see in Fig. 38, the combustion rate of The

ccmposition depends on pressure.

With further dispersion of the mixture (Table 45) by the

final combustion product of' A12 0 3, the surface temperature of the

specimen drops and combustion is entirely (beginning at 40% Al 2 0 3)

caused by reaction in the condensed phase, while the combustion

rate of the composition is independent of' pressure.

Table 145. Surface temperature in combus-
tion of thermite Fe20 + Al + Al 2 0 3 at

p n, 10 nim 11g.
ComppsLItlon, -

Fe'n. Al AI,O.

J ), 5 17,5 3') 10
515 .40 lOfl
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Let us examin.j curves 4 and 6 in Fig. 137 for iron-aluminum
and manganese-aluminum thermites. The greatest increase in rate

occurs at relatively low pressures; at high pressures there is

a saturation, as it were, and the c, .0bustion rate rises very

slowly. The total inrrease in the combustion rate when pressure

is increased to 150 atm is much lower than that which occurs

for powders in explosives. The Increased rate with an increase

in pressure indicate that the gas phase articipates in the

reactions. In this case the gas phase is, evidently, aluminum

vapor. The relatively weak increase in the combustion rate

with pressure indicates that the role of the gas ph,.se is in

this case limited.

Unlike the combustion of volatile explosives, where the

leading reaction occurs in the gas phase, in the combustion

of the thermitEs indicated above che reaction which occurs in

the condensed phase (it is to this reaction that we should

attribute the significant combustion rate component, which is

Independent of pressure) is completed by the aluminum vapor

reaction in the iron oxide. If this reaction is not instantaneous,

then adsorptlor of the retal vapor shoula occur on the particle

surface of the oxide. Under this assumption the reaction rate

should depend on the amount of adsorbed aluminum. The amount

of vapor m adsorbed at different pressures p is expressed as

the Largmuir isotherm m = abp(l - bp), where r and b are certain

constants. According to the reduced ratio, at low values (bp << 1)

the amount of adsorbed vapor should increase linearly with
pressure; at high pressures (bp >. 1) this quantity should

asymptotically approach a certain limiting value (m - a). In

Fig. 137 we find the function

'A .I+ b"p (VII.16

where A = 1.2; a - 36; b = 0.033 at p > 1 atm; A 0.6; a 0.04;

b 0.033 at P < 1 atm.
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As wa see, this function descrites well the change in the
combustion rate of iro-aluminum and manganese-aluminum thermites

with the change in pressure. The presence of term A relates to
reactions in ,the condensed phase, whiie abp/(l + bp) relates to

adsorption of the aluminum vapor on the oxide particles .ith

a subsequent reaction of the adsorbed aluminum.

The observed increase in the combustion rate of compositions

Fe203 + Al and MnO 2 + A! can also be explained b the increased

boiling temperature of aluminum (or magnesium) with pressure,

which results in an increased temperature in the reaction layer

of the condensed phase, and, consequently, an increase in the

combustion rate; yet this is less likely. The fact is that

in the studied case two substances react in the condensed phase,

and the rate of this reaction is, in al probability, determined

by the mixing time of the components, which may chang- relatively

little (not exponentially) as temperature increases. If the

maxwell temperature of7 the condensed phase were determining, then

the combustion rate of thermites containing aluminum would consid-

erably exceed the combustion rate of thermite with magnesium

(because magnesium has a much lowier boiling temperature); this,

however, was not observed.

From the results given above (see Fig. 138), it is apparent

that in the case of Al + Fe2G 3 ; Fe203 +_A1 + A1203 (52.5/17.5/30

at p > 1 atm and 37.5/12.5/50 at p - 10 -2 mm 11g) and Fe + KMnO4

(80/20) in thermites in which a gas phase is absent during

combustion (the evaporation of aluminum is, in particular,

Impossible), the chemical process also occurs exclusively in the

condensed phase, the reaction rate does not depend on pressure,

and in the -ase of extremely significant changes in the latter

remains almost constant.
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4g € " Fig. 139. Combustion rate ofVpsthermite Fe203 + Al + Al 2 03 as a

It 5 , function of temperature. Density
a @o ~ P/Pmax 0.65, 1 - combustion temper-

azure varied by changing initial tem-
l5- perature, 2 - -onbustion temperature

Z,60o z?Zv :5, Zbo., was varied by a'amonium oxide dilution.

The temperature dependence of the combustion rate of thermite

Fe203 + A 2 + Al3 (52.5/17.5/30) shows that the leading reaction

occurs at temperatures close to maximal. The curve representing

the dependence of U(Ta) (Fig. 139) has a break at a certainmax
temperature Tmax T', which is close to the boiling temperature
of aluminum at atmospheric pressure. This is evidence of a break-

down under certain conditions of a gazless composition model as

a result of evaporation of the more volatile component. The

temperature coefficient of the combustion rate T a < T' is equal
-3 -1 mx

to 5.75.10 deg (for explosives and powders it is in a range

of 3-8-10 - deg - £324]), at Tma x > T' a - 2.3.10 - deg' (from

the data of Lukashenya [325] a = 2.2-10 - deg - ).

If we assume that the 'diffusion is not a limiting process,

which is, generally speaking, valid only for certain oxidizer

particle dimensions in Fe203 and aluminum in a certain range of

variation in the diffusion coefficient of liqui, -ubstances [318],

then the reaction which leads the combustion process should occur

* in a kinetic regime. Thus, the laws governing the combustion of

a gasless composition proposed in [315] can be qualitatively

described if we use the therm~l theory of flame propagation in

homogeneous systems in wh.1 h the diffusion coefficient is

assumed to be equal to -ero [3193.

For a first-order reaction

C maS-U -k (VII17)
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where a is temperature conductivity, cm2 /s; R - the gas constant,

Cal/mole.deg; k0 - the preexponential factor, l/s; E - activation

energy, cal/mole; Q - thermal effect of chemical reaction of

stoichiometric mixture in liquid state, cal/g; c - average heat

capacity of mixture, cal/g.deg; n - percent concentration of

aluminum oxide additive in mixture; T - maximal combustion
max

temperature of composition.

Fig. 140. Combustion rate of
thermite Fe 2 0 3 + Al + A in
coordinates Ig u/Tmax-l/T.

Due to the absence of data on kinetic constants at the

combustion temperature, it is difficult to compare expression

(VII.17) quantitatively with the experiment. Nevertheless, the

very nature of the dependence of the combustion rate on specimen

density in terms of the magnitude of the temperature conductivity

coefficient'a = A/cp has been confirmed experimentally [315]

(since during combustjcn the thermite remains a dispersion

phase with p a const, then it might be expected that the dependence

of X(p) and a(p) is maintained over a broad temperature interval

right up to temperatures observed in the flame front). In

coordinates ig u/T max-/T ma the experimenta? points of the

combustion rate lie well along a straight line (Fig. 140). Thu
change in the slope of the line when T > T' is due to the

max
beginning of rotiteable evaporation in the aluminum and, as shown

earlier, in this range the combustion rate-charnges with pressure.

From the data of Fig. 140 the kinetic ppraeters of the reaction

in the condensed phase of the thermite can be determined:

E 130 Cal/mole, k= 015 1/s. The obtained value is close to

the activation energy for the decomposition of ferrous oxide
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CHAPTER VII

EFFEC'r OF METALS ON MAIN PARAMETERS
EXPLOSIVE DETONATION

Many researchers [327-333] have studied the properties of

e," 1osives with various add:itives (aluminum, magnesium, boron,

.', sand, etc.). It was found that the addition of metals

to certain explosives under certain conditions increases the

hIgn explosive effect of the blast, although the prisance of such

explosives usually decline . Although the metals which are added

detract some cf the oxygen contained in the explosives, the

energy loss resulting from incomplete combustion of the explosive

iL entirely compensated by the great heat of combustion of such

metals as aluminum, magnesium, boron, silicon, etc., which form

heat resistant oxides.

9 1. Detonation of Metallized
Condensed Explosives

The earliest studies in th.sL field date back to 1888-1905

with explosive,, which were named ammonals, consisting of three

basic components: ammonium nitrate, trinitrotoluene, .nd aluminum,

were widely used. Table 416 shows a composition of six such

mixtures.
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In their presence ammonals were not comparable to such

aromatic nitrocompounds as picric acid and trinitrotoluene.

Nevertheless, their high explosive effect was considerably greater

than that of the latter.

Table 46. Composition of ammonals (%).

j - 3 eInComponent German , i jFrenc h

Ammonium nitrate 51 76,5 65 80 65 65

Trinitrotoluene 30 16,0 15 17 15 15

Aluminum 16 7,5 20 3 10 17

Carbon - 10 3

Aluminum was first added to explosives in the form of

a fine powder. Yet studies showed that it was not necessary to

use aluminum in this form, since the desired effect could be

better achieved with grain metal. The use of grain aluminum had

another advantage in that it was oxidized much more slowly during

storage than powder because of its much smaller effective

surface (as a rule tne protective film of Al20 3 is thicker on

large particles [252]). It was assumed that its oxidation

was probably the result of small quantities of free nitric acid,

which is always contained in ammonium nitrate (in view of

the hygroscopicity of this salt). The reason why grain aluminum

can be used is, according to Kast [333], the fact that the

oxidation of aluminum is a secondary process which occurs during

the expansion of the explosion products, i.e., it reacts not when

the explosive substance breaks down, but only with the products

formed during the explosion, for example, according to the

system

ico: + 2AI -, 3(10 Al03 .- 180,7 Cal/mole.
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This idea by Kast, advanced on the basis of relatively

little experimental material at the beginning of the century,

has been only partially confirmed in more recent studies [328-331].

The detonation rate measurement for the simplest ammonal

80/20 (binary mixture of ammonium nitrate and aluminum), which

were taken by Ratner and Hariton [3281, showed that it was

equal approximately to 11 km/s (at a charge density of 1.0 g/cm3).

This is considerably higher than the possible detonation rate of

pure ammonium nitrate, which is 2.5 km/s.

The authors proposed that under certain conditions (a sufficient

degree of grinding of the nitrate and a fine aluminum powder) that

the aluminum would be oxidized practically to the point of expan-

sion of th- explosion products. However, the brisance effect of

substances such as the 80/20 ammonal (and possibly other mixture's

of no less caloricity) are not affected by that part of their

energy which is cortained in aluminum (m.etal) oxide vapors in

the form of latent evaporation heat. During the expansion of

the detonation products as a result of the drop in temperature

the aluminum oxide solidifies, and this is accompanied by a

release of condensation heat (120 Cal./mole), which does influence

the high explosive effect. This creates (irn the opinion of

Ratner and Hariton [328], a disparity between the high explosives

effect and the brisance effect of explosive aluminum as compared

to other explosives.

In order to check this hypothesis the fugaclty and brisance

of ammonals of 90/10 and 95/5, less rich in aluminum, were

tested. The 'Gemperature developed by these ammonals at which

aluminum oxide should form in a solid state while still in the

detonation wave was significantly lover. Thus., its condensation

should be reflected in the brisance e~fect to a greater extent

than for mixtures such as ammonal 80/20. These hypotheses bv

the authors, it would seem, have been 3cnfirmed by a comparison
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of ammonals with ammotols of approximately the same caloiicity

(Table 47).

Table 17. Relative characteristics of amumotols and amnmonals.

Trotyl or Energy of decom- Fugacity accord- Brisance accord-
aluminum position, Cal/kg ing to Trauzl ing to Hess
added to (charge of 200 g,
ammonium density 0.9)
nitrate,

% amotol anunonal ammotol ammonal ammotol aminonal

20 1000 1600 1,200,400 520 20 21.8

l0 700 1.000 800,315 420 15.0 0,4

600 700 600,270 320 11.6 14.8

However, to a great extent these conclusions contradict the

results obtained by Cook [335] and the literature data on the

dependence of the vapor pressu:re of aluminum oxide on temperature

[334].

Experimental results on the detonation rate D as a function

of large diameter And percent concentration of aluminum (with*

constant density), obtained by various authors for mixtures of

sodium nitrate and aluminum in a wide composition range from

100/0 to 70/30, as well as for mixtures of trotyl/Al, hexogen/

trotyl/Al, TG (trotyl and hexogen)/Al, are shown in Figs. 141

and 142, respectively. in all cases the detonation rate of the

mixtures indicated above were considerably below the ideal rates

calculated from the equations of state of the explosion products

[336], regardless of the size of the NH4NO3 crystals and the

aluminum particles (at least for a particle diameter of d > 5 urn),

although, as we can see from Fig. 142, there Is a certain tendency

for the detonation rate to increase as the size of the aluminum

particles decreases. The cifference between the obtained detona-

tion rate and the ideal rate is more significant for charges of
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high density than of' low density. As Cook rotes, ratio D/D' can

be less than one (D' is the ideal detonation rate), which is

generally characteristic of fuels or explosiver consisting of

a combustible and ammonium nitrate. Nevertheless, as indicated

in [337, 338], ratio D/D' for mixed charges of the oxidizer/fuel

variety depends to a great extent on the diameter of the charge.

Figure 143 shows dependences D = f(d) for mechanical mixtures

of ammonium perchlorate and paraffin of 90/10 (grain size of

NH 4C1O 4 is 10 pim) p0 = 1.0 g/cm 3 (curve 2), trotyl and colloidal

boron 90/10 p - 0.65 g/cm 3 (curve 1), hexogen and ammonium nitrate

58/142 (grain size of NH 4 NO 3 is 100 pin) (curve 4) and suspended

hexogen with a particle size of 0.3-0.4 mm in tetranitromethane

30/70 (curve 3).

Fig. 141, Detonation rate D as function

78 of charge diameter and concentration of
aluminum. 1 - NH 4NO 3 + Al (98/2); 2 -

trotyl + Al (80/20), pp = 1.0 gicm3;

50 3 - 4NO + Al (10/90); 4 - hexogen +3 3+ trotyl + Al (45/30/25), p = 1.15

7 r: g/cm 3 , d 150-200 vir and dAl < 40 vim;

Al A 3,/ 5 - trotyl + Al (80/20), p 3ap = 1.75 g/cm 3

6 - hexogen + trotyl + Al (115/30, 45),

___ P3ap = .77 g/cm 3 d Al = 75-150 pim;

d < 40 Jim.

Designation: rm/ceR = m/s.

The main reason for the constant dimeter within a certain

range of charges with a nonideal detonation rate, corresponding

to the decomposition energy of the oxidizer, whicn was observed

for the indicated mixtures, is the reaction occurring in stages

at the front of the detonation wave of the mixed explosives, which

is caused by the decomposition kinetics of its components.
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Fig. 142. Effect of Al particle size on detonation rate uf
explosives: 1 - NH 4 NO 3 + A, dA1 = 40-7, Pm, P3 p = 1.14 g/cm 3 ;

2 - NH4NO3 + Al, dAl < 40 m, ap - 1.20 g/cm3 ; 3- NH4NO3 + Al,

- 1.05 g/cm3; 4 - NH 4 NO3 + Al calculated.

Fig. 143. Effect of charge diameter on detonation rate of
mech&,ical systems.

The reaction in the wave is assumed to occur as follows:

first the explosive components are completely b-oken down within

their own volumes, then after a certain time interval (due to

the difficulty of diffusion at detonation pressures of hundreds

of thousands of atmospheres) the effective reaction of reaction

completion between the products of their decomposition and the

fuel begins. To a great extent this is confirrrd by the fauL;.

that the detonation rate of the mixtures indicated above,

calculated under the assumption of a reaction of only one explosive

component (oxidizer) under certain conditions, are close to the

nonideal detonation rate obtained experimentally at small charge

diameters.

The increased detonation rate of the mixture of trotyl and

c:>oloidal boron at charge diameters greater than 40 mm indicate

thau metals (in particular boron) can burn in a detonation wave

of condensed explosive- releasing an additional quantity of heat,

which increases the detonation rate (the detonation rate waz
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measured by ionization and optic methods, error in both cases

did not exceed 50 m/s).

A great number of factors effect the rate at which energy

is released in the detonation wave (reactivity of components,

heat of explosion, dispersion and percent composition of mixture,

charge density, etc.). The action of each of these for a specific

explosive mixture is often difficult to define. However, the

more the charge ccmponents vary in their dispersion, the greater

will be the time difference between the decomposition of the

components and the subsequent reaction completion and the greater

the probability of observing a nonideuL detonation rate.

The effect of the density of the explosives on the detonation

rate was discovered in works [312, 326] with compositions of

trotyl/Al, hexogen/trotyl/Al, and NH4 NO 3/Al (90/10), where

approximately the same particle sizes were used in batches of

aluminum and nitrate.

As we see in Fig. 144, the curve representing the dependence

D = D(p0 ) passes through the maximal value in the charge density
0 C) 3region of p = 1.08-1.15 g/cm3 . Cook [331] proposed that the

development of this anomolous effect in D = D(p0 ) might reflect

a change in the particle size of the ammonium nitrate during

preparation of pressed charges. However, experiments with pressed

charges and charges of bulk density prepared from nitrates which

had been previously pressed and been ground (it was assumed that

after this the particles would not change significantly), showed

that the anomolous effect did not disappear.

We should note the higher detonation rate of explosives

with a low density; this difference increases with an increase

in the difference betweern the densities of the chLrges. A

si,,,ilar maximum was also observed on the curve representing the

dependence D = D(p) in the region of p0 
= 1.08 g/:.m3 for a mixed

xplosive consisting of dinitrotoluene/ammonlum nitrate (90/10)

'see Fig. 144).
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Fig. 144. Effect of density of aluminized explosives on detonation
rate: I - dinitrotoluene + NH 4NO, (10/90); 2 - NH 4NO 3 + Al (90/10);
3 - trotyl + Al (80/20); 4 - hexogen + trotyl + Al (45/30/25).

Fig. 145. Detonation rate of trotyl/aluminum system (85/15).

1 - p = 1.49 g/cm3; 2 - p = 1.69 g/cm 3 .

In addition to the indicated factors, the size of the

nitrate crystals also influence the detonation rate of the

NH4NO3/Al composition. It is difficult to vary the size of

the ammonium nitrate crystals over a wide range, and, in addition,

as noted by many authors, the reproducibility of results from

batch to batch is poor. Thus, in this problem it is not possible

to obtain results with sufficient reliability. Nevertheless, if

batches of ammonium nitrate differing greatly in their particle
size are used, then the average detonation rate will be approxi-

mately 1000 m/s lower for large NH4 Nuj, 3 particles at the same

density and particle size in the aluminum.

In [283, 330, 331] the explosive characteristics of trotyl,

hexogen, trotyl-hexogen, and mixtures of KCl041 -Ai, NH 4C ,4-A!,

etc., were studied. Using a splitting-off method Dremin and

Pokhil [330, 340] measured the parameters of the detonation

wave of trotyl in the Chapman-Jouguet plane, addlrng aluminum

and other substances with different degrees of dispers-ion.

A great deal of attention in this work was given to the particle
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size of the additive. '1L main concern of Cook in his work was

to study the dependence of the detonation rat. of an explocive

with aluminum on the diameter of the charge, the percent of

additive, and their original densities. The experimental data

obtained by the authors indicated above have oeen reduced in

Fig. 145 and in Table 48.

All charges had a length to diameter ratio L/d of 6/8.

Variation in density along the axis and the radiuc was no more

than 2%. In order to avoid the fusion of aluminum particles,

charges of both densities were subjected to prolonged vibrations.

For comparison Table 48 shows the detonation wave parameters for

trotyl, hexogen, and an alloy of trotyl and hexogen at the I
densities which they would have in charges with aluminum, tungsten,

and quartz sand. If the additive is inert in the detonation

wave, then its effect on the detonation parameters should be

determined entirely by its physical properties, such as dens*ty,
heat capacity, heat conductivity, etc.

Stesik and Akimova [339J, studying the effect .f Al on the j
detonation rate and critical diar ter of trotyl and hexogen,

arrived at the ccnclusion that when the dersity of these explosives

is high, aluminum does not have a chance to rec.,t J, the che. -al

reaction zone of the detcnation wave, etilc in low-density troty!

(p - 1.00 g/cm3), where the reaction tone is greater, the

aluminum begins to oxidize. This follows from the fact that

adding 15% aluminum in the form of powder to trotyl reduces the

critical diameter frmn 9 to 8 nas. One might expect a decrease

in the critical diameter in this cas: because of the hindered

disperston of the explosion products. RPwever, experiments

with this same percent concentrition of talc (oxices of

3MgO-4SiO2 ."12 0), whose density is approximately equal to that

of aluminum o - 2.7-2.8 g/cn, did not reveal a decrease in the

c-itical diameter.
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Particles greater than a certain size are heated incompletely,

absorb less heat, and as a result their influence is less than

that of the riner particles. If we know reaction time Tr and the

temperature conductivity of the material of the particles added a,

then we can estimate the dimensions of the particles r which will
be heated [through], r (aT).. 0. '5., In the reaction time interval

of -10 s the amount of metal particles heated through varies

from 10 to 1 a, while for oxides such as MgO, Al203 3 and 2

it varies from 0.5-1.0 to 0.1-05 om (it should be mentioned that

the heat conductivity of the materials tder conditions close to

normal was used in the calculations).

Energy lost in compression of the additives (right up to

20-30% of the additive) is not great, and reduces the detonation

wave parameters by no more than 1-5% (quartz sand with its

anomolous compressibility is an exception [303]). If we maintain

the idea that the particles of the additive are not able to

react completely in the reaction zone of the detonation wave, then

when their dimensions are increased, their influence should also

decrease. It is possible that for this reason Cook [331], using

aluminum particles with a rather large size in experiments with

trotyl/aluminum (80/20) or hexogen/trotyl/aluminum (L5/'0/25r),
dd not i derve the particle size of aluminum to have any noticeable

effect on critical diameter or detonation rate, and came to the

conclusion that although aluminum reacts, its reaction is not

* the determining parameter of the det'onatio, wave.

Thus, it is probable that additives such as S1o 2 with a

particle size of d > 1 ;.m and aluminum with a particle size of

d >10 um, which are shown in Table 48, are not heated [through].

This means that they do not react, i.e. they display inert

behavior. Even if it is heated, tungsten, by virtue of its low

heat capacity (0.035 cal/g.deg), absorbs an insignificant amount

of energy_ and since its meltlnc point even at atmospheric pressure

equals 33700 C, then we can also consider its behavior to be inert.
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The data proented in Fig. 111i, as well as theoretical

ealOulationa, indilato that the dependence of' the detonation

rate D - D(p ) for a mIxture o,' truotyl and aluminum (80/20) and

t rotyl/hexogen/al uminum ( 45/3 0/25) is not li near. It seems

evident that this dependence is determined, as Cook believes,

by the rosenco of Jow,,r 4luminum oxides in the explosion products.

Under isrmal con'iitions,; (p - 1, atm, T o, 3"K) aluminum

oxide, as noted in the fIrst chapter of this monograph, is a

crystalline substance with a heat of' formation of 400 Cal/mole

Its melting temperature ii 2313'K,, and its melting heat is

26 Cal/mole. So far opinic, is divided concerning its boiling

temperature. Experimontal and theoretical calculations conducted
by various authors [3'11-3111] put this temperature value in the

rather broad range of 2900-3770'VK and give 120 Cal/mule as the

neaL of evaporatlon. Thcre is reason to believe that at high

temperatures Al20.0 is not stable and breaks down into lower

oxides of A1.O and AlO.

a)9 2) "O ?0 H

al

ebJ 9 K -X' ? L

A \

0 , D(0

7,, 2,) ' *.4' a' 68 '" A(
.... 'a Z do 0 '

Pig. 1l6. Explosion heat of hexogen with additive Al (a, b) and
Be (c). I - Experiment, 2 - theory.
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We kIlow that the amount of oxygen contained in most explosives

(trotyl, hexogen, PETN, nd others, for example) is insufficient

to Oompletely oxidize all of the uarbon and hydrogen. Nevertheless,

whei, aluminum is added up to certain limits to troty], hexogen,

an'd ammonium nitrate, then as follows from the data obtained

ill [343], the heat of explosion per unit weight of the mixture
increases: aluminum, which possesses a high combustion heat,
is capable of removing oxygen from the oxides of carbon and

hydrogen.

Figure 146 shows the explosion heat of hexogen with Al and Be.

The upper line (curve 2, Fig. 146a) gives the numerical value of

the heat released for hexogen under the assumption that initially,
when less than 19.5% aluminum is added (from point A to poinv B)

the aluminum is capable of taking oxygen only from CO 2 and H,0,

and does not take oxygen from CO. From this it follows that

the most effective reaction occurs according to the system

('..II, +, .! ,\I ... Al:(o -I- :M ' i

A further increase in the aluminum from this standpoint

should have only a negative effect, if the aluminum is not
capable of reacting with the CO. The maximal heat of explosion

of the mixture of hexogen and aluminum according to the equation

should be 1790 Cal/kg. We assume that the aluminum is capable

of taking all of the oxygen; then from the reaction equation

, ,, , .- ..\ .- 3 2.\1 - , '

it follows that this corresponds to a heat release of 2440 Cal/mole

for an aluminum concentration of 32.5-33%. The reduction of CO

to carbon should for this reason give a considerable increase in

the heat of explosion (curve 2 from point B to point C). Because
of the low heat of formation of CO, the oxidation of alumintm by

CO is advantageous from the energy standpoint. Thus, the ca-culated
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combustion heats of compositions containing more then 20%

aluminum should increase more rapidly, which is evident from

Fig. 146a. In this case, where all of' the oxygen and nitrogen

interreact with aluminum according tn the system

C hI4 NtO -AI -1- 2A1: J -fC\+ A1N +i- 3C 431,,

the maximum heat release corresponds to an addition of Al equal

to 50-52% and itself is ,-2600, Cal/kg (curve 2, Fig. 146b). The

straight portion of dependence Q on the percent of aluminum,

which runs down the right side from point B, indicates a decrease

in heat release resulting from the fact that the excess aluminum

has nothing left to irteract with and plays the role of the

inert constituent. I should be mentioned that in all calculation

results presented above the formation of solid A20 3 was assumed,

which is quite natural for bomb calorimeter conditions or

conditions close to them.

Now let us compare the experimiental and theoretical curves.

For mixtures containing less than 20% aluminum the divergence

is not very great, constituting only 20-30%. This is explained,

apparently, by the incomplete reaction (,f the aluminum under

the bomb conditions.

When the concentration of aluminum is greater than 20%,

the divergence between the theoretical and experimental explosion

heat values begins to rise drastically (for an aluminum concentra-

tion higher than 20% water was absent). This can be attributed

to the fact that although the reaction of aluminum with CO is

advantageous from the energy standpoint, the process itself is

difficult. The reaction of aluminum with CO can be easily seen

in the diagram. The experimental value for the explosion heat

of a mixture containing 67% hexogenand 33% aluminum lies midway

between the value calculated under the assumption that the

aluminum uses all of the oxygen and the value of 1480 Cal/kg,

calculated according to the following system under the assumption
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that oxyg,:i is not taken from CO (dashed lines in Fig. 146b):

0I,2CI I;,Oo + .2,1 . O -9-A,0 ,1,0 - t- , IS \1 -9O,Oi11- + 9.''"'X.

The data presented in Fig. 1 46a and b indicate that with the

indicated concentration of aluminum approximately half of the

CO enters into a reaction with the aluminum, as follows from

the heat caloiilation according to the following system:

3, .A1 .I , , -f.. 1'-',2.\1 - 4 -,5:W0 . IZ, WA-1 .1-0 3,18A I + 9,0611_, 4- 9. N,.

Here the "ideal" heat of 1950 Cal/kg, which is close to the

explosion heat for this mixture obtained in the experiment,

should be released.

Thus, the carbon monoxide is capable of reacting with the

aluminum, so that an increase of above 20% in the aluminum

concentration basically provides a certain increase in the

explosion heat, dispite the fact that the quantity of unused

aluminum, which represents the inert constituent, increases

significantly. In practical terms, however, the heat increase

when more than 20% aluminum is added is not great.

Region B-A (se, Fig. 146b) is a region of predominately

nitride reaction. Thus, if from point B we draw a line

corresponding to the change in explosion heat cf the hexogen

under the assumption that aluminum does not react with nitrogen

after all of the oxygen is used, theit it will intersect the

experimental curve Q = f(Al, %). This fact points to the possible

reaction of aluminum with nitrogen and the formation of nitride.

The arrangement of points on curve 2 (see Fig. 146a, b),

corresponding to the beginning and end of certain reactions, is

conditional; acttally all reactions are interconnected and,

depending on the conditions of the experiments, a certain balanced

composition of explosion products is established during the

explosion.
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Experimental curve 2 (Fig. 146c) shows the change in heat

release in mixtures of hexogen with powder beryllium as a function

of its percent concentration in the mixture. In the given case,

as we see from a comparison of curve 1 and curve 2, the nitride

reactions are more marked. A considerable part of the area

bounded by curve 2 is located in the nitride region of B-A.

Tb- heat of Pxplosjon of an exoDoslve with aluminum added

increases up to a certain limit, although such detonation wave

characteristics such as velocity, pressure, and velocity of

explosion products, diminish. The experimental values for the

rate of motion of the explosion products u for total and inert

additives, as shown by Dremin and Pokhil [330], are well

described by the formula

U ,.,,., (VIll. I)

where u0 is the velocity of explosion products of pure trotyl

with a density of p0 in a mixed charge and Ol is the density

of the mixture.

Table 49 shows velocity values for explosion of products

determined experimentally and calculated according to formula

(VIII.l). As we see in Table 49, the addition of aluminum to

trotyl (even very fine) does not have a positive effect on this

parameter of the detonation wave either.

Table 119. Rate of motion of explosion products
(u, km/s) for trotyl with 15% of different additives.

Densi y. ., ""o"g/cm3  I,:); , ,= I:, I,.. --', 9 ... - -

I I

Addi tive Al ,ji I \ Al .i(. V -.+ -

Partlcle diam- 1.Q2 SO 270 Pow-2:70 0, 2 '' Pow- i70 1,4

eter of addi.- der dor
t ', m ,1. lit) 1 . $ 1, 581 .66 1,83

km/s i I
- .. .-4 1 1 .7 2 5 - -

K'S/S i ,-t7
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From the experimental data presented above it cannot be

concluded that aluminum does not react in the chemical reaction

zone of the detonation wave. The addition of aluminum lowers

the parameters of the detonation wave of condensed explosives

more than do inert additives. This fact indicates that aluminum

reacts to a different degree depending on particle size. If we

take into account the heat which is spent in heating the aluminum

particles (it is assumed that the temperature of the explosion

products is 30001K), then this reduces the detonation parameters

by 4-5%, while experimental data for such explosives as trotyl,

hexogen, and TG indicate a sJ-nificantly greater change.

Basing his study on experiments to determ.ne the work of

an explosion under conditions of a lead bomb (similar to the

Trauzl bomb) and under ballistic mortar conditions [344] (device

for determining aboulute work of explosion [345]) Belyayev was

probably the first to ,come to the conclusion that aluminum is

oxidized to the lower oxides during detonation of aluminized

explosives.

The greatest expansion in a lead bomb was obtained from

a mixture of hexogen and aluminum, containing 15-20% Al. If

the expansion which can be produced by hexogen is taken as unity,

then a mixture with 20% Al has a relative expansion of 11l.2 times.

This corresponds to a work increase of approximately 25%, while

', the heat of explosion increases by 33%. Thus, in a mixture

with 20% aluminum we observe a considerable increase in work,

although this is considerably less than the increase in heat.

Another pattern is observed when experiments are conducted

in a ballistic mortar: maximal work is also obtained in this

case by adding 15-20% Al, although the work of the explosion

of the 20% mixture is only 4% higher than that of pure hexogen.

This considerable decrease in work in a mortar is characteristic

not only of mixtures of hexogen and aluminum, but other aluminized
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explosives. Mixtures of ammonium nitrate and aluminum in a

ballistic mortar also reduce work as compared to the data

obtained for a lead bomb, and do not differ in this respect

from mixtures of hexogen and aluminum.

Here it is important to note that explosives and mixtures

which do not contain aluminum have proportional indicators

in lead bombs and in ballistic mortars.

It can be assumed that the reason for the small work value

in the mortar is the relatively slow combustion of the aluminum.

The degree of expansion of the explosion gases in the mortar is

actually much lower than in the lead bomb: in the mortar, the

degree of expansion is %8, while in the lead bomb expansion is

usually 30-60 times. Thus, work in the mortar is accomplished

by high-temperature gases (the temperature of the already
Isnent" exploding gases is 0.75 of the maximal temperature).

Yet the time of completing the work in the mortar is prolonged

(the time from the beginning of the explosion to the escape

of the piston-projectile is several milliseconds, and is less

than 0.5 Ps for a lead bomb). Consequently, the proposal above

appears to have little foundation.

This fact is a serious argument against the explanation

for the reduced brisance effect of aluminized explosives observed

under some conditions as exclusively the reaction of the aluminum

with the explosion products, which passes into the second stage

relatively slowly (this hypothesis, as already noted at the

beginning of this chapter, was proposed by Kast [333]). Actually,

if during an air explosion the second stage (stage of reaction

of aluminum with products) is completed during the time of

expansion (which follows directly from determining the impulse

and the pressure of the shock wave at significant distances),

then there is all the more reason why under ballistic mortar

conditions this second stage should be completed in a period which

is many times greater than the case of a closed volume and higher

pressure.
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Under certain conditions (a rather lar.,e charge diameter,

careful and prolonged mixing of the components during preparation

of the mixtures, submicron particle dimensions in the metal, etc.)

aluminum, beryllium, boron (as shown by Apin and Voskoboynikov

[329]), other metals too may react effectively with the decomposi-

tion products of one of the components of the explosive, although

this circumstance cannot be the main reason for the small amount

of work produced in the ballistic mortar.

The proposal by Hariton and Ratner [328] that aluminum

reacts in the chemical reaction zone of the detonation wave

forming A1203, which evaporates accompanied by the absorption

of a significant amount of energy (which also reduces the

detonation parameters), is not very probable. Brewer and Searcy

[34]], in analyzing gases over a boiling Al2 03 surface, came

to the conclusion that Al20 3 does not exist in the gas state,

but decomposes during evaporation with the formation of the

lower oxide, which is unstable and in turn is transformed into

Al2 03 [342] (the heat of formation of Al203 is approximately

3 , Cal/mole). Thus, it is probable that chemical equilib,.ium

does not exist in a detonation wave of aluminized explosives

and mixtures of aluminum with oxygen. Brewer . '>arcy [341]

propose that the most probable reaction fc" liquid

aluminum oxide is the following:

ii 4- ,1l0 ..\10 (.',

A0, -P- 0 -. Al: (;w.

The authors of' [341] registered Al 203 in very small quantities

in vapors over boiling aluminum oxide. However, in a 3pectroseopic

analysis of the emission from the flame of a Bunsen burner when

aluminum was burned with oxygen, A120 3 was not detected [345].

For this reason the reaction probably does not play a sign ificant

role in the formation of aluminum oxide. Cook [331] thinks that

in explosives mixtures Al2 03 is formed according to the system
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AI:O 4- 2CO: .- A1,0 3 .- 2CO,

,\p) + 0,5C0, ;.- (1,5.i 1. 0 + 0,5CO.

The constants of 'These reactions can be represented in the form of

! K j-= 01,3.10 - 4o(K1'"'T .

At tempcratures and pressures which exist in the Chapman-

Jouguet plan,.. f£cr mixtures of hexogen/aluminum, trotyl/aluminum,

trotyl and hexofen/aluminum at low charge densities (1.0-1.5 g/cm 3 ),

the main oxidation product of aluminum may be the lower oxide

A20, in the formation of which the oxygen which was fcrmerly

bound to the other pro,'lct (CO2, H20) is used. The heat of

formation for these nroducts, 91 and 59 Cal/mole, is accordingly

much higher than the heat of formation for Al-0 (39 Cal/mole).

Thus, aluminum appears to have an endothermic effect. Furthermore,

when any aluminum oxides are formed the composition of gases

declines (they may even decrease in quantity), which should also

cause the detonation parameters to aecline. Thus, Belyayev [2831

showed that the ;;:rR capacity o f explosives with high-molecular

expiof]!on products was less than that of explosives having

explosion products with a low molecular weight.

As the density of the charge inwreases (2.1. g/cm , , due to

a faster increasne in pres',ure in the detonatio'i wave than in

temperature, ratio A1o /Al.23O shou.ld decrease, os assumed

by Cook [3313, although remaining considerable. Thus, even

in this case the formation of the high-exotherinic product

Al203 cannot lupl!cate the endothermic eltfect of Al 20 in the

Chapman-Jouguet plane of copositions such as trotyl, hexogen,

and TG.
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However, it seems to us that the most convincing view

with respect to this question is held by Dremin and Pokhil [330,

340, 347], who believed that the aluminum does not react at all

at the front of the detonation wave at high explosive charge

densities (at least for aluminum particles greater than 0.2 im).

Actually, when the density of the explosive is. increased

the width of the chemical reaction zone of the detonation wave

increases, just as reaction time-[347]. Thus, as shown above,

no aluminum particles of any size manage to become heated in

this case, and they behave as the inert additive SiO
2*

As we have seen, the detonation rate of all studied high-

temperature aluminized explosives is, without exception, below

that of corresponding with)out aluminum, despite the fact that

their density is 6-8% higher (as the density of' the charge Is

increased, the detonation rate also generally increases). It is

possible, if we take charges of less density than those used in

the work discussed above, that conditions may arise under which

the lower aluminum oxides will be convertod in the reaction zone

into A1 2 0 3 , whih should lead to higher detonation pavameters.

As for composition consisting of' ammonium nitrate, aluminum.

an excess of oxygen when the aluminum concentration is less than

20% and rather hlgh temperatures Jn the detonation wave

(2600-30001K) indicate that ratio Al 2 0r2 0/A] 2- should be 01o:2e

to zero. However, idea] rates were not ohl ined in it o c xperimen-

tal data pros erited above [3311] for , it see,s to us, two redSor!is:

the explosive charge diameters taken were not lar.'ge enou iji, -ind

relatively large aluminum particle oimensions were u::sed. 10e;.1 I

detonation regimes would probably be observed only 1n charges

of low density and high metal. particle dispersion.
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In ammoium n .trat/alumti Ium ml xt urk (tinllifti t,, ty.li uiiiu num,

trotyl/he xogen/altiziin u'i , he xogen/A ujl liwn ) rmiin 11.1 wIl it tva'i. t'0,V

in the gas phase begin to have a stubstanttIal vol dtiriig
detonation. The temperature o the 1Latt',r, comp0 O.1 t,0o1u iii th1

first decomposition s tage of the mai COop01l'zr i nlwaya 0o100
to the final explosion temptorature, ,ozrd.t ' C h oientxa-

tion of aluminum (in the 0-15% ra go), whL I t h,, tonpor altAr

during the decompos iti on 'I' x nin o nI r iiL t I ,'z t ] . iw .I'i ml.,1 ill ai
with aluminum does not exoed "100°C (maximal tOrpei' ;.r' Of

a mixture Is 2600-3000'K depending on conentrat*i-on of' al, iinuim)
The sharp decline in the detonation rate as charge dedi3tty

increases (pressure in the chemical reaction zone grown, 8 e

Fig. 144) indicates that the limiting factor I. ,v, t nntaller

(diffusion Is inversely proportional to preo.-0.18re, I,- tranIs If

is absent).

Table 50. Effect of aluminum concentration
on detonation capacity of APC,'aluv) !nu-rn mixture,1
(particle size of APC 63-160 ; p 1.1-i,2

g/cm 3 ) .
I Critioal dtonntion diameteL'. m

" Anenta'"j -,nnical paper tube3 .eyltihdqcdl 1a tubes

aluminum, ure detonation fi !uro

-- ) - 34. --

5,0 6590 66 , ,
9,6 11 I 10 I:,? In''

18,3 1 1l,7 II,'i
25,5 20 19-- -

In [284] the detonation capacity of a mixture of ammonium

perchlorate and aluminum was studied (the critical detonation

diameter for charges with a density of 1.1-1.2 g/cn 3 in paper

cones or cylindrical glass tubes was used as the measure of

detonation capacity). It was established that when the concentra-

tion of aluminum is increased from 5 to 25%, this capacit, decreases

significantly.
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The critical detonation diameter increased approximately

3-4 times (Table 50).

§ 2. Detonation of Oxygen/Aluminum
System

Strauss [348] relatively recently published the result

of an investigation of detonation in mixtures of aluminum

powder and oxygen.

The study was performed on a device consisting of replacable

tubes measurin_ 19.5,'26.4, 44, and 55.2 mm in diameter and 2.7 m
in length. These were mounted vertically, and the other end of

tube was filled with a mixture of powder and gas. This mixture

then settled downward. The igrilter, consisting of a pyrotechnic

fuse, detonators, and explosive silver wires measuring 0.113 in

diameter and 0.49 mm in length were placed at the upper end of
the tube. Detonation pressures were determined in a metal tube

measuring 27 mm in diameter by two diametrically opposed piezo-

electric c ystal sensors, mounted on the inner waii of the

detonation tube at a distance of 2.5 m from the ignition point.

The induction distances and propagation rates of the detonation

waves were determined by mirror photographic detectors, which

followed tte flames being propagated in the glass tubes.

Prior to ignition the mixture was at room temperature and

atmospheril pressure. Tn the experiment needle and spherical

aluaminum pcwders with diameters of 40 and 5 pm, respectively,

were used.1 In order to remove water vapors and prevent the

formation of powder clumps in the supply system, the aluminum

was heated l.o 120 0 C prior to u-e. The concentration of aluminum

oxide in the powder was 1.5-2.5% by weight.

The ca liulated Reynolds number for the oxygen flow was

IIless than ,. ?J, and the presence uf the powdepT in the gas flow

decreased turbulence [349].
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The distance from ignition to the point at which the velocity

reached a stationary value was considered to be the induction

distance. At first the flame front moved slowly. Then the

movement of the flame was accelerated, possibly because the flow

of the mixture in front of it became turbulent, while shock waves

heated the mixture. Finally, ahead of the main flame ignition

occurred, and the flame front was drastically accelerated and

became smooth, emitting very strong radiation. Pa3t the induction

distance we observe thin oscillations in the flame front, whose

f'equency depends on tube diameter and the type af~aluminum

powder used 'Table 51).

Table 51. Effect of diameter size of tube
and powder type on frequency of. spin shifts
and wavelengths.

Tube Wave- Fre-
Powder diame- length, quericy, /d

ter, cm s-1
mm _ _-

Spherical (5) 26.4 10.8 14,300 4.09

Need e (40) 26.4 9.0 16,200 3.41

Need e (40) 44.0 15.2 9,700 3.45

By applying t e solution for a rotary pressure wave to

the Rayleigh equat on for natural vibrations in a cylindrical

channel, Fey [350J showed that the step of spin shift A, divided

by the diameter of the tube, could be determined as

)Jd , t,(VIII. 2)

where u is the detonation rate, c - the speed of sound in the

gas directly behind the normal shock wave front.
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Fig. 147. Detonation rate of oxygen/aluminum mixture as a
function of aluminum concentrati6n: - - theory, 1 - spherical
particles, 2 - flake particles.

Fig. 148. Pressure at detonation wave front of oxygen/aluminum
mixture: - - theory, 1 - spherical particles, 2.- flake
particles.

Figure 147 shows the established velocities of detonation

wave developing in the mixtures studied by Strausss as a function

of the percent concentration (C) by weight of aluminum. As we

see in the figure, the velocities of the waves do not depend on

tube dimensions, and are only somewhat higher toward the

spherical powder. Velocity values for the poorer mixtures are

approximately 1550 m/s and decline somewhat as the concentration

of aluminum increases.

6a

The speed of sound in a gas in front of a normal shock wave

(at a rate of motion equal to the corresponding velocity in the

detonation mixtures of aluminum powder and oxygen) should,

according to calculations, be about 750 m/s. Then the ratio of

pitch to diameter fora rotary transverse pressure wave from

equation (VIII.2) under these conditions would be 3.5. This

quantity is close to the experimental (see Table 51).

Insignificant fluctuations, registered by two diametrically

opposed sensors, were Phase shifted by 1800 and, probably,

reflect the spin nature of the wave front.
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'Thu calculatiois indlqate that the theorntleal detonation

IVItU Value, 5111010d bte aj)proxiinat.ely equal to tiose measured for

a A11)0 .O oXI LIt' OC[f(1rIjt1fl tIOn Ot' 1'0%. 'h.S OOS not. correspond to

the 0ondi tions of til,, experiment. The proposal of an adiabatic

detorat,.o11 pr'o'ei. and thIo abi3enoe of' conivot; .ve .losses InI I he

oalculations was ol'l irely justified in view of the in*:ni fi cant

wIdth of' the front of' the detonati on wave and its high propagation

rates. Although the radiation emitted by an aluminum frame
burning in oxygen is oonsiderable j"iJ 4] neve'theless the meall

free path of the rad.ation is not great due to the heterogeneous

nature of the reagents and the cornbustion products. Thus, it

Is not possible to explain the great; difference between the

thuoretical and experimental detonation rate for the indicated

nmxtures by this factor.

It is most probable thE.t for mixtures of aluminum and oxygen,

just as for metallized explosives, in the first stage the aluminum

is only part;ial]y o:idized to A12 0 3 , and the main reaction

products are the lower oxides A1O and A20, whose heat of

formation, as already noLed, is much less than that of Al20 3 .
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